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ABSTRACT

We live in an age of rapid change. The advance of science and
has culminated in periods of transition
technology, throughout history,
Such
when social values have had to adapt to a changed environment.
times have proved fertile
ground for the expansion of the imagination.
Utopian literature
offers a vast archive of information concerning the
between scientific
and technological progress and social
relationship
change.
in the most basic machinery of society inspired utopian
Alterations
authors to write of distant and future worlds which had achieved a state
The dilemmas which writers faced were particular
of harmony and plenty.
to their era, but there also emerged certain universal themes and
What tools would
What is the best organisation of society?
questions:
be adequate to the task? What does it mean to be human?
The dividing line on these issues revolves around two opposed
beliefs.
Someperceived the power inherent in technology to effect the
Others were convinced that
greatest improvement in the human condition.
the organisation of the social order must come first
so as to create an
environment sympathetic to perceived human needs. There are,
in such a division.
They can be seen plainly
necessarily,
contradictions
in More's Utopia itself.
More wanted to see new science and technique
developed. But he also condemnedthe social consequences which
inevitably
These consequences led
flowed from the process of discovery.
More to create a utopia based on social reorganisation.
In the main,
the utopias of Francis Bacon, Edward Bellamy and the later H. G. Wells
accepted science, while the work of William Morris, Aldous Huxley and
Kurt Vonnegut rejected science in preference for a different
social order.
More's Utopia and Bacon's New Atlantis were written at a time when
feudal, agriciTfural
society wasbeeing transformed by new discoveries
In a later age, Bellamy's Looking Backward and Morris's
and techniques.
News From Nowhere offer contrary responses to society at the height of
the Industrial
These four authors serve as a prelude to the
evolution.
Wells,
main area of the thesis which centres on the twentieth century.
though his first
novel appeared in 1895, produced the vast bulk of his
Huxley acts as an appropriate balance to
work in the current century.
Wells and also exemplifies the shift from utopia to dystopia.
The last
section of the thesis deals with the work of Kurt Vonnegut and includes
an interview with that author.
The twentieth century has seen the proliferation
of dystopias,
portraits
of the disastrous consequences of the headlong pursuit of
science and technology, unallied to human values.
Huxley and Vonnegut
the fears of a modern generation:
crystallised
that we create a
soulless, mechanised, urban nightmare.
The contemporary fascination
is merely an extension of a process with a
with science in literature
long tradition
and underlying theme. The advance of science and
technology created the physical and intellectual
environment for utopian
authors which determined the form and content of their visions.
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INTRODUCTION
Coming of age in the'post-war

generation

Most enjoyed the benefits

experience.

was a curiously

of better

now became necessities.
a shift

The very triumph

of emphasis and a disillusion

success;
physical

both in spiritual

the hollowness

as they

dream led to
of its

terms and the cost to the environment

in

terms.

The issues which began to plague the political
the war in Vietnam, living
the depletion

under the threat

of resources.

there was the erosion

of a sense of political
bearings

work, a loss of cultural

alienation

in the anonymity of urban living.

A counter-culture
was evident

and sometimes violent

sprang to life
in their
inclination

scene included:

of the bomb, pollution

On the more subtle

meaningful

rebellion

luxuries

of the material

with

better

nutrition,

medicine and possessed what had once been considered

ambiguous

music, their

level

psychological

participation

and

and an increased

around these issues.

sense of

Their

dress and the exuberant

toward political

and

demonstrations.

1.2

The poet laureate

was Bob Dylan.

love, of drugs and altered

The Beatles sang of loneliness

Which is what many did in the

experiments with founding communesto re-establish
community and to signal

The slogan was,

states of consciousness.

'Turn on, tune in, drop out'.

and

the rejection

that lost

sense of

of_the military-industrial

complex.
to address these issues adequately.

failed

The-universities

for an increasing

Students protested

voice in structuring

the syllabus.

In the meantime the concerns did appear -- not in the curriculum
but in the literature

of science fiction.

The best of this

maintained a running dialogue between scientific
future

advances and their

physical,

Kurt Vonnegut became a cult
addressed allýthe

the threat

figure

and psychological

With a caustic

mind, the corporate

of a spiritual
more radical
on the last
brothers

the pollution

industrialism

value systems

of our world and the creation

in the shape of the computer which encroaches

of human pride and self-worth.

bastions

R.U. R., the conquest of'humanity
drive

In post-atomic

toward achieving

films

Like the Capek -

by robots is a proper rebuke
a rational

and soulless

giant beasts of every description,

growing from exposure to radiation,

wreaked destruction

often

as a punish-

ment for tampering with the forces of nature.
Yet the same post-war generation

was beguiled by tales

success which the power of technology would bestow.
films

and

vacuum. He also pointed to the dangers of a new and

for the misdirected
order.

ideals

He invented a kind of intergalactic

anthropology which opened up a window on the destructive
which led to aggression,

consequences.

for disenchanted youth and

the military

of world destruction.

genre

and technological

issues raised by the counter culture.

wit he attacked

and satiric

social

--

of the

In books and

the ever outward push of humanity was portrayed as the endless

conquering of yet new frontiers

and the spreading of the human seed

1.3

Again, the best of this

throughout the galaxies.
fiction

was concerned with more than physical

the need for ethical

priority

triumphs.

It established

and social

forces as a

Isaac Asimov, in I, Robot, considered the effect

priority.
ethical

mastery of technological

brand of science

imperatives

in the programming of robots,

being human welfare.

questions of the anticipated

of creating

with the over-riding.

Asimov's work raises

the moral

between human and machine

relationship

intelligence.
The modern concern with the interrelated
advance and social
fiction

progress is basic to the more thoughtful
Does the inherent

literature:

progressive

social

use, or hubris,

civilising

of technology:

pride in*affronting

man's sinful

Promethean fire-giver

of the Tower of Babel, these conflicting
in the perception

and

to humanity as well as the skills

the gods and tampering with nature.

inherent

a threatening

represent

These are the opposed viewpoints

Prometheus, who brought fire

of science

action of technology work for

change, or does it

dehumanising force?

proceeding from its

nature of technological

or builder

images are still

mythical

of technology as both the agent of the

process and the instigator

of retribution.

***J;.

in the form of utopian

A vast archive,
to the relationship

between the levels

depiction, of idealised
the evolution

of futuristic

fiction

has greatly

From the time of Plato's
the best form of social

bears testimony
skill

and the

I. F. Clarke charts

from the middle of the seventeenth
The*Pattern of'Expectation.

theme of the book, the changing relationship

science and society,

relationships'

of technological

states through history.

century to the present in his insightful
The central

literature,

influenced

the thinking

Republic writers

organisation,

from its

between
in this

paper.

have sought to imagine
laws and personal

to the means by which they fed and clothed themselves.

1.4

it means peace and plenty,

All are agreed that
love.

the task became the areas of contention.

Thomas More at the turn of

were opening up the prospects of ever vaster frontiers
penned his reminder of the ethical

and social

of science,

The energising

ship to nature.

dilemmas at home.

the power to remodel the relation-

principle

and domesticating

of taming fire

was embedded in the example

grains -. what Bacon called

The success of the new philosophy

eighteenth
the first

the dramatic physical

until

century.

From Jenner's

balloon flights

vaccine and Watt's steam engine to

of 1783, science and technology became

However, even as the' early
there also appeared the dire

tales

imposed by nature.

of exuberant optimism arose,

predictions

of population

growth by

As Clarke points out, apprehension about population

urbanisation,
rapid social

and all

the other anxieties

and technological

of tales of catastrophe.
theme.

It gained

accomplishment of the

synonymous with human escape from the constraints

Malthus.

by

of science encouraged the

in human power to conquer the forces of nature.

ground gradually

levers

movedforward.

which civilisation

belief

to conquer,

adopted the Promethean stance.

Francis Bacon, a century later,
He saw, in the potential

to

European voyages of discovery

when the early

century,

and brotherly

and what tools would be suitable

What kind of organisation

the sixteenth

justice

growth,

which accompany times of

change became apparent in the emergence

The last

days for humanity was a common

It represented,

"..., the imaginative renewal of a sacred bond between man
At a time when the intellect
was engaged in
and nature.
the sustained exploitation
of the external world, the
imagination had discovered within itself
these catastrophic
images that revealed grave anxieties for the future of
humanity. These were in their way responses to the changing
circumstances of urban life as valid as the contrary
prophecies of human perfection that were then appearing
in Europe. "l
The poetry of Byron and Shelley were examples of the romantic

1.5

movement's attempt to renew the bond with nature which had been broken
by the scientific
became alastingly
resultant

Mary Shelley's

urge to conquer.

of the hubris of science and the

popular allegory

destruction

(1818)

Frankenstein

from the affront

Frankenstein

to nature.

replaced the Tower of Babel as the new myth opposing Prometheus.
toward the Idea of Progress and the social

This negative attitude
consequences of the industrial
second half of the nineteenth
manifestations

in social

terms.

but to the social

the

began to question

the

The scope of the

science and technology broadened:

to God and nature,

an affront

Writers

century.

of industrialism

argument against

continued throughout

revolution

It became not only

sensibilities

of

humanity as well.
Despite the dissenting

dominant impression throughout

the century.

was there for all

of the human condition,

These discoveries

captured the public

anticipate

The concept of evolution

imagination.

evolution

of time,

The theoretical

not only
assumptions

to consider ages past and

framework provided by

was used both to support the Idea of Progress, the linear

improvement of human capacities,
social

and historical

religious

the whole perception
the future.

But it

of Species by Darwin in 1859 which

acted to challenge, the existing
but to alter

there

and evolutionary

began to appear in the 1820s.

first

was the widely debated Origin

and also to demonstrate the pitfalls

wisdom did not keep pace.

The desire to predict

of the utopian enterprise
The line

technological

and,

became an integral

part

the nature of social,

even in some cases biological,

century.

signs of

In addition,

to see.

evidence of a long geological

emerged the scientific

if

The very visible

power created by technology and in many areas the betterment

physical

past.

the Idea of Progress remained the

voice,

modification

which flourished

of division

within

in the last

quarter

of the

these works revolved around the

1.6

Idea of Progress and the acceptance or rejection

of the old Baconian

dream that wealth from the power of science would lead to beneficial
social

change. '
The opposed schemes of Bellamy and Morris sum up this

For Bellamy the evidence of the action
social

determinism.

gave rise

of evolution

adaptation

of industrialism

industrialised,

urban utopia where the fruit

The Marxian doctrine
in industrial

of capitalist

this

exploitation

led in part to Morris's

society

fulfilling

as a means to re-establish

preference for art and a rural

is the

mechanised dream.
and worker alienation,

adoption of revolution

work and social

society

capital

of a centralised,

of organisation

Morris rejected

common'enjoyment of goods.

of technological

to concentrate

ended in his depiction

and augment urbanisation

coupled to a

to his vision

The perceived trend of industry

antagonism.

His

relations.

harked back to the longing by

More for the small community and stability

represented by-the Middle

Bellamy and Morris set up the dichotomy between benevolent

Ages.

determinism,

technological

on the one hand, and improved conditions

which were to be achieved primarily

by social,

political

and economic

mechanisms on the'other.
The antagonism of Bellamy and Morris by no means encompassed the
spectrum of speculation
by the Industrial
technology,

Revolution,

the theories

The possibilities

to embrace the totality

opened up

the rapid advance of science and

of evolution

and Marxism went far beyond the

attempt to gauge the consequences.

often unilinear

Wells.

about the future.

No writer

did more

of his age than H. G.

of the epic proportions

In a career which spanned nearly six decades he wrote in

several different
casting and utopia.

genres including

scientific

Always predicting

romances, future

along evolutionary

fore-

lines,

some-

times with remarkable success, he sought to foresee the biological,
technological

and social

destiny

of the species.

This broad sweep and

1.7

gave Wells an originality

long-range vision
observations

still

which made many of his

concerns.

current

Wells, alone perhaps, remained doggedly optimistic
First

World War.

Most disillusioning,

social

the
seemed to

For most the great veneer of civilisation

crumble as the idea of un-interrupted
the past.

after

progress became a thing of

perhaps, was the observation

that the

promise of science and technology had been broken by the realities
poison gas, barbed wire and machine guns;
knowledge employed for brutal

the most sophisticated

ends.

Aldous Huxley became the new prophet of dystopianism
In the wake of the war were further

war generation.

added to the sense of general disillusion.
revolution

in establishing

led to a rejection
entire

instability

impulse.

of the utopian

experiences which

The success of the Russian

The Depression called

complex into question.

the mass-productive

for the post-

regime along communist lines

a totalitarian

capitalist-industrial

of

enterprise

In addition

increasingly

the
to

came to be

viewed as a machine in which human beings had become mere cogs.
Urbanised, industrialised

society

seemed to swallow the human soul just

as the ravenous sheep of More's England swallowed people and whole
villages.

Huxley's Brave New World caricatured

productive

utopia of earlier

technological

into the idiom of language, as surely
an epithet

the scientific,

dreams.

The title

masspassed

as the ideas of Wells, and lent

to the fears of a modern generation.
***

Huxley's

later

utopia,

Island,

sought deliverance

industrial

West in the shape of an isolated

ecological

and spiritual

community.

The social,

cohesion of small community pervades the

modern utopian impulse.

Together with the parallel

times, as seen in future

forecasting

composite picture

from the urban,

visions

and science fiction,

of the modern hopes and fears relating

of coming
they form a

to science

1.8

At a time when the realities

and society.

it

a sense of science fiction
Alvin

phenomenonas 'Future Shock'.

Vonnegut spoke to a generation
prevailing

cultural

imaginative

of his rejection

of humanity 'and its

This enlargement of the scope of the imagination

generation.

of

in his wildly

vision

an alternate

Kurt

Wells had done the same thing for his

place in the universe.

feels

both by virtue

values and also by offering

science fiction

often acquire

is easy to experience a loss of bearings.

describes this

Toffler

of existence

in a world where the old "realistic"

to be a necessity

Vonnegut
fiction

Today's science fiction

no longer deals with the whole of reality.

is already a truism.

becoming tomorrow's reality

Wells, Huxley and Vonnegut have attempted to turn the eyes of the
Between them they catalogued the wide range

Century toward the future.
concerns felt

of social

to be inherent

in the action

in the attempt to improve the

time, and have offered

alternatives

quality

This paper, therefore,

of existence.

and emphasis on the lives

of science in our

time

spends particular
It

and work of these authors.

includes

an

with Kurt Vonnegut in 1980.

interview

The genesis of the range of issues which are addressed in the
century has a long history.

twentieth

reaching back to the origins
historical
of their
briefer

of utopian

To encompass that range involves
literature.

periods authors expressed what were the particular
era.

But also there emerges certain

fashion the life,

universal

occupied that junction

concerns

themes.

In

times and'work of Thomas More and Francis

Bacon, Edward Bellamy and William Morris are explored.

evolving

In different

of history

into a new form, from its

when an agricultural
productive

society

base to social

was
super-

of the Industrial

structure.

In a later

Revolution,

Bellamy and Morris represented similarly

era, during the maturity

The former two

opposed attitudes

to the nature and consequences of the changes they were undergoing.

1.9

of utopian literature

The history

and technological

scientific

the perennial
prevailing

questions of:

evolution

and to what extent

material

in an age of great potential

about the future.
direct

the way in which the universe

Why does social

of utopias?

wisdom lag behind the more prolific

We live

Many of the particular

attitudes
controlling

in this synthetic

concerning the quality
it,

did this

and political

accomplishments?

and equally

great apprehension

dilemmas which we face are a

consequence of the changing physical

ment which we inhabit

It raises

What does it mean to be human? What

What. tools were available

the depiction

a window on the social,

of our environment.

to nature affected

attitudes

was explored?
influence

offers

world.

and intellectual

environ-

But the conflicting

of that change, and the method for

have long been aspects of the utopian debate.

1.10
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2.1

TWO
CHAPTER

UTOPIAOF THOMAS
MORE
THE SIXTEENTHCENTURY
The idea of utopia has occupied the imagination

ideal

societies

force behind the creation

The motivating

for hundreds of years.

is based on a twin perception

hand was the existence

of social

deficiencies

the other,

important

potential

the equally

Thomas More's Utopia in the sixteenth
by which it

of literature
established

a certain

for many subsequent utopians.
perception

of social

Utopia divided
utopian portrait

to

of an idealised

distant

.a
Clarke points out, were a,

for social

of

On the one
and, on

improvement.

century gave the name to a genre
More also

format which has served as a model

and potential,

into the satiric

geographically

and injustices

Just as the motivating

injustice

More also introduced

of society.

has been known ever since.

structural

of many writers

analysis

force was a twin

so too is the format of

of current

society,

and the

state.

the mechanism of reaching utopia as a voyage
island.

These fictional

voyages, as

2.2

"... potent literary
device that reveals the variety and
vigour of the motive forces at work in any sgciety ...
[and] served as a prelude to the real busjness of
"
exploring the range of possibilities
...
These motive forces,

as well as the range of possibilities,

extended beyond the utopian perception
extended to the totality-of
technological

society:

its

They

and reform.

political,

economic,

and moral organisation.
an ongoing debate concerning the best organisation

Utopia triggered

have claimed the work as supporting

Many critics

of society.

of injustice

often

own ideological

their

Paul Turner has likened Utopia to,

outlook.

"... the baby in the Judgement of Solomon. One school of
thought claims it as a Catholic tract ... another claims
it as a political
Both claimants seem more
manifesto.
concerned with the rights of ownership than with the work
itself,
and are quite prepared to chop it in half, or at
least to pluck out and cast from them any part of its
anatomy that offends them. "2

These kinds of bias tend to limit

the perception of the wider

of the utopian impulse throughout history.

implications

injustices

of particular

changed in different

which are portrayed

eras.

themes which are inextricably

with the motive forces at work for social

creation

variables,

factor.

The realities'

the increasingly

the physical

sixteenth

bound up

which influenced

the

purely political

technological

environment.

advance of science and technology were key elements effecting
change, and altering

But

of a large number of

but included the interreaction

including

has

change.. These forces cannot

of Utopia were not purely moral or social,

or economic;

literature

So too has the nature of solutions.

also there emerge. universal

be reduced to a single

in-utopian

The recognition

and intellectual

The

social

environment of the

century.

These influences
demonstrated later
voyages of discovery
Renaissance;

can be seen plainly

in relation
to distant

the shift

in More's Utopia,

to his work.
lands;

rniii a sor pty

They included:

as will

be

the new

the'new humanism of the
based on subsistence agriculture
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to one of trade and early

industry;

the export of wool to Flanders;

and the subsequent enclosure of land and displacement of peasants.

The earliest

of these influences was More's exposure to humanism.

He was sent to Oxford in 1492 where he met Erasmus, one of the chief
exponents of the doctrine.

More's father

which his studies were taking

and removed him from Oxford to law school.

But not before More had established
to last

throughout

to influence

his life.

disapproved of the direction

the friendships

and ideas that were

One of the ideas was the determination

kings along the lines

of humanist thought.

of Utopia More counsels Raphael Hythloday,

In the fiction

the voyager from distant

parts, that,
"... so generous and philosophical
a soul as yours ... could
never do with so much advantage, as being taken into the
counsel of some'gregt prince, and putting him on noble and
worthy actions ... "
The humanists were champions of national
believed that good or ill

in society

unity

under one prince,

flowed from his personality,

and

also that no good could come from popular movements. Machiavelli's
The Prince was one of the documents designed to aid monarchs in their
with the ultimate

rule,

purpose of achieving

idea had gone back to Plato,
familiar

to More.

but the social

national

whose works, including

unity.

But the

the Republic,

The importance for More was not only national

benefits

to the general population

were
unity,

of an enlightened

More again advises Raphael,

ruler.

".

Plato
thinks
that
be
happy,
nations
will
when either
""
become kings,
kings become

philosophers
or
philosophers;
it is no wonder if we are so far from that happiness, while
philosophers will not think it their duty to assist kings.
with their counsels. "4
Raphael, who in reality

is one aspect of More's own mind, rejects

the advice, on the grounds that he would be ignored or corrupted
"For most princes apply themselves more to affairs
' than to the useful arts of peace; and in these
have any knowledge, nor do I much desire it
"
...

of war
neither

himself.
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These are the first

cynical

statements,

later

elaborated

Raphael, concerning the greed, aggression and corruption
At a time of absolute monarchy when such opinions
acts of sedition,

More wisely

in the mouth of a fictional
by. placing

himself

by placing

disguised

a cleverly

the moral and social

the words

protected

to Raphael's heretical

opposed viewpoints

of governments.

could be taken as

He further

character.

thus succeeded in creating
challenge

distanced

by

veil

himself

by which he could

abuses of his day.

The debate in the novel between More and Raphael represents
dilemma in the author's

own mind.

the court

which he resisted

of Henry VIII

entered a costly

More had been offered

of corruptions

wars, bribery,

In'Utopia

of various monarchies:
a host of

and the ownership or intimidation

More had many legitimate

to change the course of current
humanist ideal of philosophers

He

and there was

the promotion of rebellion,

manufactured expedients to levy taxes,

in

Henry had

war with France from 1512-1514 to no advantage.

Raphael catalogues a long-list

of magistrates.

a

a position

for some time.

maintained a luxurious court, had a mania for building
6
More felt, profoundly disillusioned.
no limit to taxes.

the incessant

More

statements.

political

misgivings

about his ability

dealings.

In the end the

in the service of kings won out, for

More did enter the court of Henry.
***

One of the differences
relates

to. the difference

between Plato's
in structure

turn is based on the very different
separated the two authors.
and daily

details.

debate in ancient
influence

Republic and More's'Utopia

between the two works.

realities

of environment which

The Republic consists

This conformed to the current
Greek culture.

entirely

of dialogue

mode of philosophical

More's Utopia, while showing the

of Greek philosophy which was characteristic

Renaissance, also exhibited

This in

novel
a
aspect.

of the

The voyages of discovery
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were the most dramatic manifestation
world.

of the human drive

They provided new information

planet and the'varieties
follower

of culture

the

about the size and shape of the
of its

More was an avid

people.

and sought to familiarise

of these explorations,

the areas explored,

to explore

the customs of the natives

himself

with

and even with the new

maritime technology which made such voyages possible.
to Raphael in the novel for the first

When More is introduced
Raphael's prime interest

time,

for More is that,

"... there is none alive that can give so copious an account
of unknown nations and countries as he can do; which I
know you [More] very much desire. "7
Raphael's experiences are the result,
travels

on three of Amerigo Vespucci's

company of men left
with tales

the ship to travel

discovered countries

with similar

four voyages.

Raphael and a

overland and returned
of Utopia.

particularly

of cultures,

of his

according to Giles,

to Europe

On the way they

proficiency.

sailing

"... they found ships made with round keels, and canvas sails,
and the seamen underand in all respects like our ships;
He got wonderfully
stood both astronomy and navigation.
into their favour by showing them the use of the needle, of
ignorant. "8
then they were utterly
which till
More had an intimate
its

technology,
climate

with the exploration

of the world and

the knowledge of astronomy, which he studied,

peoples,

navigation

familiarity

as well as

and the use of the compass. These advances in science andtheir

role in changing both the physical

of the times, played a central

imagination.

The new era of discovery

in which he could elaborate
scope of vision

role

and intellectual

in expanding More's

provided More with the context

his Utopia and also provided that enlarged

ideal
tenets
the
the
of
where

state could be formulated.

***

The voyages of discovery were manifestations
was taking

place on a deeper level

Ages, with its

loosely

in society.

held feudal ties

of a change which
Europe of the Middle

and dependence on subsistence
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and handicraft-production

agricultüre.

By More's day this

and economic order.
trade,

way to a new social

was giving

the growth of towns and the development. of industry.
century was, therefore,

sixteenth

possessed certain

an age of transition

economic adaptation
of social

led to contrasts

environment,

context within

in all

its

and later,

and
basis
of old

and frustration.

provided the broader

which More composed his Utopia.

to explore the interrelation

political

great suffering

aspects,

at

while,

of wealth and poverty,

and new, and of great hopes and equally
The social

which still

This shifting

to new means of production.

organisation

The

of the old feudal society

characteristics

the same time, demandswere being made for social,

change;

in the increase of

was evident

It

between technological

is useful,

therefore,

advance and social

how these changes were depicted

in the concerns and

of More's novel.,

possibilities
The rise
agricultural

in agricultural
revolution

one of the key factors

productivity,

engendered during the

of the ninth and. tenth centuries,
which would eventually

represents

lead to the eclipse

of.

the feudal order.
"By the early ninth century all the major interlocking
developed:
heavy
been
had
the
the
revolution
of
elements
harness,
fields,
the triennial
the
the
modern
oen
plough,
rotation ... "g
The result, according to White, was an increasing food productivity
which yielded
living.
central

a surplus to the peasant and increased his standard of
was important

The heavy plough, especially,
Europe's richest

ecological

in exploiting

asset of the time,

its

deep layer

of top soil.
was dramatically

The area of land under cultivation

increased when

1300
from
onwards, to
about
windmills
10
It can be seen
drain the marshes and pump water from the polders.
were used in the Low countries,

here how technology can be effective
was formerly

useless territory.

in creating

a resource out of what

2.7

The other main implement of power technology was the water wheel.
It was initially
lists

used to grind grain and the DomesdayBook in 1086
.
over 5,000 mills for English communities. Two of these were

already

being used for the mechanical fulling

of cloth.

By the

fourteenth

century Europe had made extraordinary

substituting

water and wind power for human labour in the basic
11

industries.

The rising

standard of living

progress toward

through greater agricultural

allowed the peasant to buy manufactured goods.

productivity

It also

the increased growth of towns and, together with the applica-

permitted

as well as improved maritime

tion of power technology to production,

there was an enlargement of industry

technology,

and a proliferation

of trade.
Towns sprang up wherever trade routes passed.
warehousing posts, centres of industry

to the towns, the largest

independence all

flow of information

Technical

better

protection,
contributed

to this

raw material
trend.

There was also

of movable type in the fifteenth

began to appear after

more efficient

better

agriculture,

mechanical power to crafts

finally

resulted

feudalism and the rise of capitalism.
The new centres of industry
machinery increasingly

eclipsed

of

methods of transportation,

and the wider applications

communication concerning technique,

the

century.

All of these improvements in the economic infra-structure
society:

flow

new
techniques in production.
about

handbooks concerning such practices

introduction

attracted

being
Antwerp, London and Paris.
time
the
of

Greater demand, more effective

a better

and seats of power for the

Local craftsmen were increasingly

emerging nation-states.

and greater

They acted as

in the dissolution

of
of

12

which were organised around power
the hand production

of goods.

There

was greater demandin general and as Forbes points out in The'Conquest
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of Nature the merchants and bankers took over the financing
They were also well-placed

expensive machinery.
familiarity

with foreign

markets and their

They began a reorganisation

of industry

of

by virtue

of their

access to raw materials.

which'increasingly

specialised

the operations necessary to process raw materials.
This subdivision and mechanisation of industrial
processes
industry, where fulling,
was very evident in the textile
dyeing and finishing
came to be undertaken under the aegis
of the financial
merchant. This sort of external financing
2
and organisation began in Flanders during the 13th century. "
The mechanisation,
by financiers

It greatly

since'England
exported wool.
the finer

and economic control

increased the productivity

industrial
of Flanders'
grew

Trade between England-and Flanders became the

part of England's trading

wealth,

as noted by Kautsky,

and Spain were the only two countries
But because of her greater

proximity

of her wool, England supplied

properties

of the process

growth of the capitalist,

The demand for the raw material

operation.

enormously as a result.
most important

the classic

represents

means of production.
wool-processing

organisation

in Europe which
to Flanders and
the bulk of the

necessary raw material.
As the trade and manufacture of woollen goods between England and
Flanders grew,
"Antwerp became, for the sixteenth century, what Constantinople
in the fourteenth century and what London was to become in
the eighteenth century:
the centre of world trade, the focus
of the treasures of the East, to which the Americas werenow
added, whence they poured out over the whole of Europe.
Thomas More was uniquely
dynamic.

placed to observe the whole of this

More opens Utopia,

"Henry VIII, the unconquered King of England ... having some
differences of no small consequence with Charles
sent
...
me into Flanders, as his ambassador, for treating and 14
"
Antwerp.
between
I
to
them
went
matters
composing
...
The'difference

of no small consequence'. was that Henry had discon-

tinued the wool trade.

This damaged the interests

of England's producersL

and merchants as well, and since this trade was the main revenue producer,
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Henry sent his most capable representative

to Flanders.

and negotiater

Antwerp was the centre of world trade and it was here that Thomas
More met Peter Giles,
More in the fiction

then secretary

of Antwerp.

of Utopia to Raphael Hythloday.

Hythloday that More creates his satire
a portrait

of an alternative

the social

ills

society

of the day.

Utopia gives clear

Giles introduced

of existing
which offers

It

is through

society

and creates

solutions

to many of

But with whatever voice More speaks, his
that he had a personal knowledge of those

indication

forces which were upsetting

it meant

thought not that

the old order,

permanent change.
Antwerp acted as a focal

point.

As a centre of world trade it

provided More with the enlarged scope which an age of exploration
and also with a context which gave added value to Utopia as a

afforded,
distant

but existent

land.

Of equal significance

knowledge of the wool industry
representative

To act as Henry's

and trade.

to Flanders he would have had to be familiar

in some detail.

operation

was More's personal

with its

Utopia shows that More, had such an intimate

knowledge,
"... for wherever it is found that the sheep of any soil
yield a softer and richer wool than ordinary, there the
nobility
and gentry ... enclose grounds that they may
lodge their sheep in them. "15
Even to the properties
factors
realised
pattern

of her wool, More was familiar

which made England a favoured exporter.
that the wool trade was creating

with the

But more than this

organisational

he

changes in the

in
his
be
land
reference
use,
of
as can
recognised

to the

enclosure movement.
The enclosure movement, changing social
were all

part of the sixteenth

was most evident

in the industry

and economic relationships

century transition
of Flanders.

of power technology but the subdivision

to capitalism

which

Not only the application

of the productive

process and
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the external

financing

this

The wool industry

shift.

of equipment and organisation

changing basis of production

was only one manifestation
but it

part of

of the

is the one with which More was

But it would be incorrect

most familiar.

were all

to say that More was aware

that he was in the middle of a transitional
points out in Europe in the Sixteenth

economy. As Koenigsberger

Century,

They are blamed
"Complaints against the rich multiply.
for the poverty of the many: driving the peasant from
the land through enclosures, dismissing retainers and
The misuse
workers in order to increase their profits.
of economic power for the purposes of gain and luxury was
treated by the social critics
of the age as a moral
failing....
to
rather that as an aspect of a transition
economy.
a capitalist
More was not aware that he was living
were creating

in an age where large trends

a new order which would absolutely

What presented itself

supplant

the old.

to More's mind were the rampant abuses of political

and economic power which were concomitant with these changes.
***

In the feudal economy land had been the sole determiner
The more land a lord possessed, the greater

his revenue.

manufactured goods, and the need for expensive power-driven

subsistence,

interests

the military

strength

and for access to raw materials
power were a vital
absolutism
finally
life,

the value and

of monarchs that they attempted to

both economic and political

trade routes,

equipment,

of capital.

It was in the vital
consolidate

and

away from

feudalism was toward increasing

agricultural

concentration

tendency in the shift

The inherent

was changing.

But, with

the demand for raw materials

the growth of trade and industry,

this

of wealth.

necessity.

and divine

right

power.
to protect

For control
their

of their

ships and ports,.

such concentrations

and products,

of

Many expedients were used of which
were the justifying

a dispute over Henry's divine

right

for More recognised God's law first.

ideologies.

It was

that Thomas More lost

his
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The basic struggles
philosophical
level.

for power. were acted out less on the

level and more on the military,

political

and economic

The king rose to predominate the other land barons by virtue

of his ability

to support a large standing army.

was no longer an insurance against

castle

the resources to sustain an army became first
national,

a local,

and later

for
a

of the competing kingdoms and has

Raphael rebel against the idea of entering
kings and their

"

The competition

characteristic.

More deplored the militarism

means.

of the

competing lords once gun-

used to breach the walls.

powder was effectively

The security

the court of any king since

counsels seem bent on expanding their

kingdoms by any

In France, claims Raphael, they debate,:

how the Venetians, and after them the rest of Italy may
..
be subdued; and then how Flanders, Brabant and all Burgundy
and some other kingdoms which he has swallowed already in
his designs, may be added to his empire. "17

Raphael goes on to describe duplicitous
alliances,

bribery,

minorities

within

and disenchanted

the support of pretenders
enemy borders.

is the large standing army.
which flow from this

practice

But the final

threat

and insurance

Raphael derides the many social
including

can also prove to be brave robbers.
that they are idle,

treaties1 threatening

the fact

that gallant

evils
soldiers
is

But the most notable criticism

producing nothing and consuming resources.

Soldiers

are,
bred Up in idleness
fit for the spade and mattock
not
...
In France
the whole country is full of soldiers,
...
...
kept up in time of peace
these are kept in pay
still
and
...
upon the same account that you plead for those idle retainers
about noblemen'... that it is necessary for the public safety '0
to have a good body of veteran soldiers ever in readiness. "

"...

This analysis
productive

of the militaristic

nature of kingdoms with its

spending was remarkably prescient

of More.

non-

It was one of

several insights which have becomelong-standing issues in the utopian
debate about the misapplication of resources.
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In addition

to the military

monarchs were intent

prepared to accept in their

extensions

out or collected;

Again,

economic power.

extremes which governments were

bid to enlarge the state

creating

treasury.

the pretence of war to raise

outdated laws and heavy penalties;

resurrecting

of power,

They

the. value of money when debts are ready to be paid

altering

philosophy

their

upon consolidating

Raphael enumerates the corrupt

include:

and political

taxes;
The

and many others.

is the,

behind these practices

"... maxim of Crassus, that a prince cannot have treasure
enough, since he must maintain his armies out of it ...
and that no man has any other property, but that which19
the king out of his goodness thinks fit to leave him. "
Raphael puts these abuses down to greed and lust
failings

which are to be remedied by the right

for power, moral
of the

recognition

honourable thing to do.

The kings honour and safety

to Raphael, in providing

for the wealth of the people ahead of his own.

It

resides,

according

is again evidence of I-lore's strongly, moral bias in analysing

the

abuses of power in his day.
***

The monarchswere not the only level in society which were
succumbing to the demands made by the emerging productive

system.

From

the landed gentry to the new class of merchants to the tradesmen there
was increasing
concentration

demand for efficiency.
of land and capital

At these levels

new techniques.

out on. a larger

productivity

More's observation,

scale,

The other force,

was the effect

was having on the reorganisation

meant a

of the land was

with fewer hands employing

This created one force for the displacement

peasants from the land.

it

and a higher standard of living.

It was found that the agricultural
increased when carried

too,

of some

which was at the centre of

which the wool trade with Flanders
of land in England.

A large movement

to enclose the commonlands was undertaken to enlarge the area available
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for sheep to pasture.
insatiable.

Raphael characterises

the appetite

for

land as

Forests and parks, as well as many thousands of acres of

tenanted land, were evacuated by tricks,

force and purchase under

duress.
by which your
"The increase of. pasture
... kept
in order,
naturally mild, and easily
to devour men, and unpeople, not only villa
the course of agriculture...
they
stop
...
More realised
labour intensive

sheep which are
may be said now
28s, but towns;
11

that the new uses to which the land was put were, less
where,

"One. shepherd can look after a flock, which will stock an
that
would require many hands, if it were
extent of ground
to be ploughed and reaped. "21
The result' was a massive displacement of peasants which were forced
to roam, without

work and without

number were bands of retainers

Added to their

to the households of the gentry.

blanket

punishment did not fit
divine

law.

of capital

punishment as a

The severity

property.

the crime and, in addition,

More believed

or starve

More spends a great deal of time

and morality

penalty for crimes against

released from attachment

They were forced to steal

and the commonpenalty was hanging.
debatinggythe effectiveness

themselves.

a means of sustaining

of the

hanging countervened

in the end that the responsibility

citizens

lay in the hands of the rulers

solution

is,

and society

for

as a whole.

His

"... to make good provisions by which every man might be
put in a method how to live, and so be preserved from the
fatal necessity of stealing and dying for it. "22
The enclosure of the land is only the first

offence

Raphael indicts

the nobles.

army, keep idle

drones who do not produce and subsist

others.

They. also,

like

the king and his'standing'

The nobles also conspire to enlarge their

the cost of the community.
risen as a result

for which

on the labour of

economic gains at

The price of wool, as of corn,

had already

of the increased demand created by trade and the poor
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could not afford

to buy it.

toward concentration
the current

This was aggravated by the tendency
in fewer hands.

of capital

practices

in-exploiting

More characterised

the law of supply and demand,

be called a monopoly,
"... the sheep
though
they
cannot
...
because they are not engrossed by one person, yet they are
in so few hands, and these are so rich, that as they are
not pressed to sell them sooner, so they never dg it till
3
high
"
they have raised the price as
as possible:
It was the poor who suffered
most.

the impact of these practices

the

among the land barons, the merchants and the

In other quarters,

tradesmen, the standard of living

was rising.

More condemned, through

Raphael, the tendency-toward-riot

and luxury.

He saw the growth of

showy dress,
gambling.

diet,
excessive

and the abuses of prostitution,

drink and

Together with the enclosure of land,: the inflation

and mass-unemployment, More was bewildered

by the corruption

power and the great disparities

economic and political

poverty which they were creating.

of prices
of

of wealth and

But, as Morton points out,

"... this suffering and uncertainty,
real as it was, was still
rather a symptom of growth than of decay, though, as often in
it
s the decay rather than the
an age of rapid transition,
"
that
most
apparent.
was
growth
true for More.

This was certainly
to a mercantile
In the sixteenth

and industrial

century the take-up by the latter

In the interim

created a driving

occupations from the

that of the Industrial

the sense of dislocation

In addition

abuses of monarchical power:
taxes and luxurious

age, like

urge in More to catalogue

look for alternatives.

from an agricultural

economy created large numbers of unemployed.

former was slower than in a later
Revolution.

The transition

the ills

to the plight

the militarism,.

was keenly felt
in society

and to

of the poor were the

political

intrigue,

courts.

"... mediaeval institutions
were breaking down and men were
awakening to the fact that governments were becoming
and social relations unjust and
corrupt and tyrannical,
immoral, it was natural that they should find comfort in
casting into romantic or ideal form their conception of
what society ought to be. "25
***

and

heavy
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More's Utopia was a response to what he considered the moral
r
failings
it

of his day.

is clear

By the nature of the abuses which he catalogues

that they were the social

of an age in the

manifestations

much of which had been generated

midst of a fundamental transition,

More's solutions,

by the advance of science and technology.

ways, were designed to address what were the particular
now.

era and seem anachronistic
to become lasting
society

and perennial

in general.

in some

problems of the

In other respects he raised what were
concerns among utopian authors and

N.

Even before embarking on Book II of the novel where Utopian society
is described,

Raphael offers

problems England was facing.
kind of early

anthropology

Someof these comparisons represent
where the practices

presented to show the variety

possible

became a tool

comparison of cultures

and comparisons to the

some solutions

of different

a

cultures

in handling human problems.

of some later

are
This `

utopians as well.

Raphael submits that the dangers of keeping a large standing army
should be apparent after
Syrians.

In addition

fictional

societies

The 'Achorians'

to. these historical

and

examples, Raphael introduces

which have solved or avoided Europe's pitfalls.

learned to. their

conquest, that the trouble
acquiring

the fate of the Romans, Carthaginians

sorrow the folly

of keeping new territory

of expansionist
is as great as

it.

"... the conquered people were always in rebellion or exposed
to foreign invasion, while they were obliged to be
incessantly at war, either for or against them, and
consequently could never disband their army ... in the meantime they were oppressed with taxes ... and their manners
being corrupted by a long war, robbery. and murders everywhere.
abounded, and their laws fell into contempt. "26
Their king in consequence was forced to quit
so that he might serve wisely
was given to rule.

the quality

of life

and justly

the conquered territory

the one kingdom and people he

It was part of More's firm humanist conviction

that

in society emanates from the king and his-duty in
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turn is not his own wealth and power but that of his subjects.
to the 'Polylerits',

A second analogy relates

being contented with the production of their own
...
they have very little
country, which is very fruitful,
and as they, according
commerce with any other nation;
to
to the genius of their country, have no inclination
so their mountains ... secure
enlarge their borders;
Thus they have no wars among
them from all invasions.
them; they live rather conveniently than with splendour...

"

27

Here, in essence, are many of the values which More elaborates
of the Utopians.

the society

so there is no

They are self-sufficient

need for commerce. They have no expansionist
engage in no wars of aggression for their

and, therefore,

policy

The natural

own gain.

land also secures them from invasion'of

topography of their

in

home

their

territory.
More was aware that trade had a dual effect.
and the likelihood

led to rivalry

of war.

increased the standard of living

by virtue

On the other,
of its

the
dangers
social
and
wealth. ' But for More the
made it

from the first

The acceptable price

possible.

ability
ills

trade also
to increase

which proceeded

as self-sufficiently

to be paid was a sufficient

economic and productive

as

but lower

which did not emphasise splendour and luxury.

standard of life
social,

to live

more desirable

On the one hand it

The

of the Utopians were

organisation

modelled in line with these basic values.
***

In keeping with an age where land was the most valuable
the very first
its

ecology:

political
distance
in Utopia:

request by More for
its

soil

organisation.

and rivers.
It

information

resource,

about Utopia relates

He then. proceeds to the social

is interesting

to
and

to note that the scale of

between communities is determined by the mode of transportation
one day's journey on foot.

was to change in'later

This indicator

of community size

eras by advances in transportation.

Utopia is an island which is crescent-shaped and provides a large
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harbour within

sheltered

which the natives may ply their

The harbour is protected

trade.
island

by steep mountains.

by reefs and the other side of the

Their founding father,

This isolationist

wide channel.

in an age where the expansionist
constant threat

a tolerant

all

society

was seen by More as a necessity

policy

of competing kingdoms was a

commerce between Utopia and other

by sixteenth

are tolerated.

the other institutions
defence of this

is

to the community, and

But the keystone which underpins all

Raphael cites

being the root of all

and property

in service

in Utopia is the community of property.

principle

It

as possible.

century standards where the death

has been replaced by a slavery

religions

mile

policy

is an economy which is as self-sufficient

countries

a fifteen

to peace and security.

The consequence of little

penalty

King Utopus, in his

from the mainland by digging

wisdom severed the island

domestic

Christ

and Plato:

of

In

Humanpride

evil.

"... pride that plague of human nature ... does not measure
happiness so much by it
own conveniences but by the
miseries of others ... "$
This is one incentive
imperative

to the renovation

to create a just

The reference

of life,

and harmonius relationship

the moral
between people.

to a corrupt. human nature in the form of pride was really

for More a failing

to be exorcised through environment since the

Utopians have, "rooted out of the minds of their people all seeds both
29
More was convinced that the quality of
of ambition and of faction".
behaviour.
human
determined
environment
education and
"For if you suffer your people to be ill educated, and their
manners to be corrupted from their 'infancy, and then punish
them for these crimes to which their first
education disposed
them, what else is to be concluded from th7ý'8, but that you
first
make thieves
and then punish them. "
It

is the social

reality,

according to More, which creates evil

benevolence in the human condition.
education was to continually

or

His emphasis on environment and

reappear in the work of future

utopian
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writers.
The renovation

of human behaviour in accordance with the
condemning pride and greed were to be complemented

Christian

principles

by social

and economic organisation

in accordance with Plato.

for so wise a man could not but foresee that the setting
...
all upon a level was the only way to make a nation happy,
is
long
for
there
be
so
as
property:
obtained
cannot
which
when every man draws to himself all that he can compass ...
it must needs follow that how plentiful
soever a nation may
be, yet a few dividing the wealth oýlit among themselves,
the rest must fall into indigence.
This solution

by More as a direct

was offered

consequence of his

observations of. his age. The inherent tendency created by the growth
of trade,

industry

political

power.

and capital

was toward concentration

The great disparities

of wealth and poverty,

unemployment and shows of luxury and vice were the first

of mass-

social

More's answer, in the form of community

consequences of that change.

was designed to reverse this

of property,

of economic and

tendency toward monopoly and

the evils which he perceived flowing from it.
More recognised that certain
The levels

of skill

which were then in existence

could be provided the level
of Utopia is,
equally

therefore,

and sufficiently

one of frugality,

is made of leather

The other pair

where all

but none experience a life

they are brought up in relation
Everyone makes their

meant that

of luxury.

This

with which

to gold and precious stones.

own clothes which consist

of two pairs.

for when they are working and lasts
natural

as chamber pots or chains for slaves,
in fine display

two years.

respectively

and baubles for children.

of clothes

One

seven years.

colour and lasts

Displays of gold and jewels are unknown for they function

of Utopia observe,

His portrait

are provided for

dress and the attitudes

is made of wool in its

ambassadors arrive

not everyone

of luxury which some enjoyed.

can be seen in the nature of their

pair

would have to be made.,

sacrifices

When

and ornaments the children
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"'See that great fool that wears pearls and gems, as if he
were yet a child. ' Others censured the fashion of their
chains ... for they were too slight to bind the slaves ...
it
and besides hung so loose about them, that they
3thought
from
to
them
throw
them.
'easy
away, and so get
The emphasis in Utopia is on sufficiency
More elaborates
organisation

the techniques for achieving

of work and a supportive

Everyone in Utopia works.

without

extravagance and

his goals through the

set of social

values.

There are no drones existing

labour of others which More observed in his own society
the standard of living

of those who did work.

and handicraft

agriculture

production

in open-markets without

available

They have stores of staple
and when this

acted to debase

The two occupations

exchange of money or payment in kind.
for two years

is achieved they export the rest at low prices

export goods are set

When,all

of these requirements

are met. the people are sent out to mend the highways.
exceeds six hours a day.. This is sufficient

to do so.

But work never

given that everyone works.

or Syphogrants as. they_are called,

though they are not required

for raw

One seventh of their

aside for the poor of other countries.

Even the magistrates,

are

and the products of both are

commodities prepared to last

which they lack.

materials

on the

Magistrates

choose to work

are elected

by the

people and there is never any question of corruption.
Emphasis on work is so stressed that even-if

a person travels

must produce a passport and labour in whatever district
Failure

to produce a passport on two occasions results

enforcement of labour,
of*Utopia

regulated

by passport,

which seem harsh by modern standards.

hanging was the answer to all

crime, it

they

they visit.
in bondage.

.

The

and slavery were aspects
But in a society

where

is temperate by comparison. '

***

There are many aspects of'Utbpia
Some relate

which were forward of their

time.

to the values of the Utopians and others to aspects of

technique and philosophy.

In the former category are:

health care,
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to leisure

attitudes

and education,

is provided with hospitals

But More felt

enjoyment of life

was spoiled

by irreparably

Utopians despise war and prefer

ruined health.

for the sustenance of life,

intellectual

of Utopia was especially

context when only clergy,

the

a kindness when the

this

it

affords

pleasure in Utopia is reading,

people eager to extend their
literacy

toward life,

The,

engaged in for gain or plunder.

value of their,. six hour day is the leisure
The chief

of live-

to employ mercenaries when they. are

But war is'never

next to the provision

pleasure.

There is

service.

and preparation

with such attitudes

euthanasia.

Finally,

Utopia

and war.

to a class of butchers drawn from the slave

Utopians practise

under threat.

life

health

so the slaughter

Paradoxically,

population.

respect for

and a universal

tremendous respect for life
stock and game is left

.

scribes

the highest

to pursue
for

they are a

This universal

abilities.

remarkable in its

sixteenth

century

and few others needed to read and

write.
More also lists
values.

advances in science and technology which he most.

In line with his emphasis on education,

of paper are highly

prized skills.

More also introduces

may be increased,

farming productivity

printing

including

and manufacture
means by which

incubators

for eggs,

"... for hens do not sit and hatch them, but vast numbers of
eggs are laid in a gentle and equal heat, in order to be
hatched... "33
The Utopians are proficient
skills

of navigation

in the science of astronomy and the

but they have no

time for astrology,

"... they knew astronomy, and were perfectly acquainted with
the motions of"the heavenly bodies, and have many instruby
divided,
which they very
contrived
and
well
ments,
accurately compute the. course and positions of the sun,
But for the cheat of divining by the
moon and stars.
it has not
stars, by their oppositions or conjunctions,
so much as entered into their thoughts. "34
And finally,

philosophy can'be-seen to be changing in the attitudes

of More. *More, as a humanist, had great respect for the Ancient Greek

.
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But he attacks

Philosophers.
school of logic

the hollow philosophy of the current

which seemed to chase its

own shadow. There is no

among the Utopians,

knowledge of this

"... for they have never fallen upon the barbarous niceties
that our youth are forced to learn in those trifling
logical schools that are among us; they are so far from
images in the mind, that
minding chimeras, and fantastical
35
none of them could comprehend what we meant... -,
These examples of More's attitude

to science,

show him to be, in one respect,

philosophy
rejected

what he saw as the superstition

pursuits

of the current

very forward looking.
of astrology'and

He was all

for improving agriculture,

techniques:
printing,

logicians.

technology and
He

the fruitless

in favour of new

for spreading knowledge through

for improving methods of navigation,

and for unlocking

secrets of the heavens through the science of astronomy.

the

He proposes,

in judging of the weather
"new hypotheses
the
causes
...
...
of the saltness
of the sea, of its ebbing and flowing,
and of3he origins and the nature of the heavens and the
earth. ýý
and drive

This curiosity

universe was a central

to unlock the secrets of the nature of the

part of this

age of exploration

It was symptomatic of the willingness
ideas of which'Utopia
commendsall
reference

itself

and discovery.

to accept new methods and new

was an integral

part.

When Raphael

his novel proposals he uses three arguments:

to Christ

and the moral imperative

tendencies;

one is the reference'to

establishing

a' just

and equal society;

Plato,

one is the

of overcoming evil
the humanistic wisdom of

and also there is the clear

to abandon the stubborn adherence to tradition

for tradition's

call

sake,

1...
as if it were a great misfortune, 'that-any should be
but though they willingly
found wiser than his ancestors;
let go all the good things that were among those of former
ages, yet if better things are proposed they cover themselves obstinately with this excuse of reverence to past
times. "37
This forward looking tendency was one aspect in the subtly

dictory situation

in which More found himself and which was also

contra-
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of the age., More, it must be remembered, was vehemently

characteristic

opposed to the other side of physical
as much a part of the fibre
improving agricultural

The realities

of the times.

leads us back to the satiric

created by

by harnessing the power of nature

productivity,

them to use to do men's work,

and waterwheels and by putting

in windmills

change which was just

and social

treatment

of abuses in Book I of Utopia.

These advances had led in turn to that growth of the wool trade between
England and Flanders,

to the enclosure movement and mass-unemployment,
of wealth and poverty which More deplored.

to the great disparities

these contradictions

The advance of science and technology were creating
of progress:

greater

the environment;

knowledge and technique to understand and control

but also great social

Europe of the sixteenth

feudalism were yielding

industry,
trade
and
on
was
greater

his time:

century was such an age.

mobility

to a new order.

the concentration

and competition.

by his call

secrets and this

to stop

and handicraft

he also wanted the advance of science,

Nothing could better

The new emphasis

More wanted both aspects of

the harmony of feudalism exemplified

technique to unlock nature's

The stabilities

of power and capital,

the enclosure movement, and to revive agriculture
production;

which

which characterised

of responsibility

and assured relationships

social

and suffering

of every age of fundamental transition.

seem to be characteristic

agricultural

dislocation

discovery

and

brought change.

sum up the nature of Utopia than the attempt

to counter change with harmony. This response to the inevitable
social

dislocations

by
the advance of technology
the
created
of
century

became a characteristic
ages to come.

strain

of the utopian seed through all

such
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CHAPTERTHREE

UTOPIAOF FRANCISBACON
THE 17th CENTURY
Francis Bacon's New Atlantis
Thomas More's Utopia.
invaluable

contributions

porary writers,

that

realised,

Bacon the man, the philosopher

point

Bacon is singled

statesmen or philosophers.

class;

They included the rise

in_ industry

competitive

And around
of

Bacon is an ideal choice-as a focal
in the seventeenth

in wealth and status of a new ascending

of England as a powerful nation-state,
and trade;

the intellectual

dispute over

the emergence of a new science opposed to magic and

culture;

alchemy;

and the economic versus idealistic

against

of these things

a man of his times.

classical

development.

out among the contem-.

and statesman ranged a series

both then and now.

the consolidation

of genius or for

He was all

for the range of issues which flourished

century.

balance to

an appropriate

is not only for qualities

It

but very much as he himself

controversies

represents

All of these, forces for social

motives for technological
change, both struggled

and merged with each other to form part of the complexity

contradiction

which were part of the age.

and

3.2

To follow

the line

of'Bacon's

life

is to discover

the forces at

work in the social evolution of the seventeenth century.
"... Bacon is the link connecting More with the utopian
Like More, Bacon
period.
writers of the revolutionary
was a member of a family which was prominent in the service
of the crown, was trained as a lawyer but combined the
profession of law with a continuing passion for philosophy,
became Lord Chancellor of England, and, at the height of
his fortune, was disgraced and driven from office.
Here,
however, the parallel
ends... ""
More's response to the ills
order by the exercise

of his time was a revolution

of the current

of Reason and a moral commitment to social

Bacon's response included a philosophical

revolution

reform.

based on scientific

experiment.
The atmosphere

direction

of Bacon's

home and early

his thoughts and efforts

would take.

was a memberof the newly ascending,

father,

Their wealth and social

position

monasteries and the distribution

influenced

education

'Nicholas

Protestant

Bacon, Francis'
landed gentry.

was based on the dissolution
of their

lands.

the

of the

Nicholas built

a

house and,
had a painting executed showing the
"over the fireplace
...
introducing
Ceres
the sowing of grain .. the
goddess
A
rests ... "
great invention on which civilisation
This provided Francis with one of the paradigms that was to pervade his
He was conscious of the dynamism of invention

writings.
in providing

levers by which civilisations

not alone in this
tried

positively

affect

with any scientific
esoteric

social

are moved forward.

he is one of the few men at this

belief,

to advance a faith

and technology
Although.

time who

in the power of science and technology to
And although he is not credited

evolution.

advances himself,

and remained attached to many,

aspects of the magical alchemical

tradition,

discounting

the process the importance of mathematics and the work of Galileo,
did play one very important
and social

role.

importance of science.

He felt

in
he

he understood the historical

He also had a sense of the cultural

3.3

relevance to different

ages of the, viability
in his efforts

Bacon was tireless
outlook

by gaining

to affect

two
the
of
monarchs he

but especially

an incomparable advertisement. "3

that he gave it

in

scientists,

He was a propagandist whose, "great service

served.

methods.

a revolution

the ear of any who would listen:

the universities,

colleagues,

of certain

to science was

His enthusiasm for

the goals he had in mind led him to adopt two courses of action
their

of learning

a transformation

achievement:

accomplish in his writings
which he could control
Throughout his life

which he hoped to

and the achievement of political
for the direction

the reins

for

power by

of that learning.

in the energies he devoted to each

he vacillated

of these courses as his political

fortunes

rose, and fell.

In failing

to acquire a desired post he would become despondent of success by that
route and would delve into his writing

of office
critics

him little

His contemporaries

time.

his political

interpret

and felt

mistakenly

He always protested

But

favour his duties
several
and
modern

career as motivated by blind

He was aware of censure from many quarters
applied.

sense of urgency.

he enjoyed royal

when, under James VI of Scotland,
left

with-a

this

ambition.

judgement

that his real ambition was
The

to understand and harness the powers of nature through experiment.
knowledge and power yielded

This seeming dualism in the activity

which exists

in judging

for

was to be put-to'use

a
human
the
of
race on world-wide

of the conditions

the amelioration
scale.

by these efforts

his motivations,

of Bacon, the dualism

is really

a mirror

of the
itself.

dualism which extended_much deeper into the layers of society

It could be seen in the Humanismof the present age which had undergone
an evolution

from its

supposed nurturing
economic motivations
taken together

earlier

of scientific

roots,

in the 'Puritan

ethic'

and its

advances, and in the idealistic

for technological

innovation.

and

These dualisms

with the technology paradigm for the advance of

3.4

the new respect for the artisan

civilisation;
exhibited

in men like

Biringuccio

humanist preoccupation

with the earlier
Scholasticism;

Agricola,

and his craft

and Palissy;

as

and the break

with Greek philosophy
felt

were the most powerfully

mechanisms for

and
triggering

what seemed to be the'unbounded power of a new generation.
For England and Europe the continuing
making itself
influence':
tions,

felt

to a greater

degree in an ever widening scope of

in mining and metallurgy,

textile

advance of technology was

the military

and marine applica-

manufacture and agriculture.

"Between 1575 and 1642 England became the leading European
Wool had always
country in mining and heavy industries
...
been sent to Flanders for the manufacture of cloth, but
now there were cloth weavers in every town and village;
companies were chartering fleets for trade, voyages of
discovery and piracy, thus adding to England's wealth and
power. "4
An indication
statistics

in these areas is the

for ship tonnage and coal production.

about eight-five
the total

of the magnitude of increase

During a period of

years between the beginning and end of the century

tonnage capacity

of English ships increased by a factor

and the amount of coal raised each year from the pits
5
1560 and 1690 increased fourteen-fold.

five

The catalogue of inventions
the rate of change is quite
press and gunpowder.
tion

(not all

from this

large and included

These three imprinted

of Bacon as being of the greatest

period)

of,

between

influencing

the compass, printing

themselves on the imagina-

influence

for

increasing

the

humanpower over nature.
"The force of discoveries
to be seen nowhere more
are
...
conspicuously than in those three which were unknown to
the ancients
the magnet.
gunpowder
and
namely
printing,
...
For these three have changed the whole face and state of
in literature,
the
things throughout the world;
the first
second in warfare, the third in navigation;
whence have
followed unnumerable changes; insomuch that no empire, no
sect, no star seems to have exerted greater power and
influence in human affairs
than these mechanical inventions. "

3.5

This observation

by Bacon was part of the technological

the greatest

affecting
imagination

all

and affect
believed

sincerely

social

and thought.

capability

on a global

Throughout history

would produce a wealth sufficient

changes had been made gradually

crafts.

debt to its

which still

resentment towards this

This in itself

craftsmen.

improvements.

expediting

attitude

thirteenth

organising

To these ends he dedicated

of what. Bacon wished to see realised

But

which impeded progress;

There existed a previous historical

of science.

times for

in Bacon's time.

persisted

that no sound framework existed-for

and also felt

by

Bacon recognised and greatly

represented a divergence from the contempt held in classical
mechanics and technicians

on

scale.

technical

working in their

respected civilisation's.

Bacon felt

Bacon

that the knowledge and power created by carrying

suffering

the artisans

It was to take hold of his

changes.

the aspects of his life

and expanding technological
to relieve

paradigm for

in this

and

his new philosophy

experience for part

area.

In the twelfth

and

centuries,

"... the 'cathedral crusade' can be taken as the beginning
of the modern phase in the history of technology ... the
development of techniques moved from evolutionary
to a
that is from a state where the
stage:
revolutionary
craftsmen make occasional small changes in their art ...
to a stage where changes are deliberately
made in order
to approach some unrealised ideal which is always oe
step beyond what current techniques made possible. "
The pace and scope of technical
building
of this

changes after

slowed during the fourteenth
halting

are attributed

century.

the time. of the cathedralSome possible

explanations

to the Black Death which began in 1348

and the Hundred Years War between England-and France. (1337 -. 1453),.,
"...

but what seems clear

very vigorous

is that by about 1450 Europe was making a

recovery from its

period of decline"8.

enlargement of scope would not have been sufficient
he believed,

But even this
for Bacon.

was slow, haphazard and randomly applied.

method for studying

Progress,

He wanted a

and advancing knowledge to be institutionalised,

3.6

state-funded.

preferably

There were four obstacles
necessary for these goals.
in the retention

manifested

Aristotelianism.
of its

to be overcome in gaining

The first

was the academic tradition
ideals,

of classical

were being undermined.

Third,

as

especially

The second was the Church, feeling

beliefs

the acceptance

that the foundation

was the lack of reward for

discoveries.
It was with ancient
and which he felt
he ascribed

was the greatest

for respectable

the exercise

came into conflict

To the ancient

obstacle.

for the prevailing

responsibility

unsuitable

that Bacon first

philosophy

contempt toward crafts

For the Greeks, philosophy

persons.

of reason, the emphasis on contemplation

Bacon's attack

upon this

Rawley, his private

and upon Aristotle,

philosophy

secretary,

philosophers
as

meant

over action.

In

Dr. William

notes:

he first
fell into the dislike of Aristotle:
for
not
...
the worthlessness of the author, to whomhe would ever
but for the unfruitfulness
ascribe all high attributes,
of the way, being a philosophy ... only strong for disputations and contentions, but barren of the production of
works for the benefit of the life of man. "9
Bacon's biographer,

that it

Spedding, believed

the most important

event of his life.

came to him early,

at the age of fifteen,

life.

Aristotle

and Greek philosophy

only insomuch as they persisted
touch with their

roots.

It was important

was a fruitless

philosophy

and persisted

because it
throughout his

as such were not the enemies but

into an age in which they had lost

So much literature

revolved around the endless contemplation
this

ought to be regarded as

waste of talent

for causing resignation

and so much philosophy
To Bacon

of the same topics.

and energy:

He attacks

Galen's

to the mistaken idea that Nature was

paramount:
"You would have us believe that only Nature can produce
true compound. You snatch at the notion that the heat
things and
of the sun and the heat of fire are different
parade this opinion with the malicious intention of
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"lessening human power'wherever you can and bolstering
ignorance to 161 eternity through despair of any
improvement. "
toward Nature as pre-eminent

This attitude

to a secondary status,

which were relegated
of future

Bacon believed

generations.

He*wanted a return

to pre-Socratic

once possessed and lost,
ambitious

placed fetters

a knowledge which was

and with that thought in mind named his most

work the Great Instauration.

A communion of the mind with
with Nature that her secret

processes could be unlocked and understood motivated
requests for state-funded

institutions

his continued

to carry out this

Bacon took part in Revels at Gray's Inn where a: 'device'
for

Elizabeth's

New Atlantis

presents a case for the establishment
a library

draft

of the

over twenty years later.
of four works he felt

In it

he

to

vital

amassing the learned works of Europe, both

a botanical

modern and ancient;

In 1594

work.

was presented

It represented a first

entertainment.

which he was to finish

new knowledge:

on the minds

that art was man added to nature.

naturalism,

themselves and an interfering

things

over human constructions,

garden and zoo with all

species of

and a laboratory with
a museumof artifacts;
11
To these he wished to add a catalogue
equipment for experimentation.
and animals;

plants

of works already accomplished and those yet to be achieved.
the monumental tasks which Bacon set himself
if

it

remained partial.

were not for his involvement in state affairs

have been incomplete,
at times it

thinking
several

volumes.

for he failed

Even

they would still'

to grasp the enormity of the work,

could be done in a few years and compiled within

In his fondness for analogy he compared the secrets

Nature
to be few, like
of
language.

Many of

the alphabet whose letters

But he eventually

realised

team-work and division

In'this

of

that the task of organising

knowledge on such a scale was beyond him or any single
represented a job for kings.

compose all

man, and really

area he espoused the value of

of labour over the efforts

of individuals,
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comparing it

to a relay race of torch-bearers

concept,
natural

An ideal

undertaking.

any singular

would outshine

whose group co-operation
application.

would be to undertake the foundational

he felt,

work for

(had been) counted, weighed or measured".

science where "nothing

life

Bacon compared the contemplative

to'a

12

cobbler who spends so

that he never makes a pair of shoes'.

his tools

much time furbishing

of this

And at another point to,
"the philosopher who fell into the pond because he was
looking up at the stars - after which he could observe
neither the stars nor the water - whereas if he had looked
have
he
thewater
seen the stars
could
at
attentively
reflected in it.
Bacon sealed his verdict

With these analogies,

to his time of the philosophy
than experiment,
selves'

of the Ancients,

of theory rather

of contemplation

than knowledge of 'things

rather

in them-

the wider knowledge of the universe. -

and containing

as reflecting

on the inapplicability

But Bacon's intimacy with the ancient philosophers was not barren
to this

of inspiration

thinking.

From them he gleaned his theory of

the Four Idols and the application
experience.

These were:

Idols of the Tribe,

human nature itself

emanated from:

or perception;

and

from the dogmas

sense, memory and reason which included:

sense, the employment of instruments
gradual processes;

from heredity

To aid in the avoidance of mistaken ideas he proposed

a method of aids to:

tables;

In succession they

from the tyranny of words and finally,

of philosophers.

of

Idols of the Cave, Idols

and Idols of the Theatre.

of the Market-place

environment;

of aids to avoid the pitfalls

to memory, written

and the skilled

to

observation

records with properly

of

ordered

and to reason, the knowledge of causes and means to produce

effects.
In his attempt to see his ideals
attack

upon the hold Greek philosophy

of his contemporaries.

become reality
still

Bacon mounted an

exercised over the minds
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"For him the surest way to overcome the dogmatism of
factions was to show that Greek
various philosophical
and not an eternal supraphilosophy was an historical
temporal phenomena ... the surest way of proving the
limitations
of their pf4ilosophy is to study the age in
which it flourished. "
and historical

Bacon had a strong cultural
in the worthlessnessof
was,, by this

the man Aristotle,

Ancients knew very little
fabled;

of all

of geography;

by a new approach to nature,

to the inventive

The

which was

knowledge was now superseded,

in earlier

the technological

by the co-operation

for humanity were exciting

implications

own history,

The use of slaves,

technologically.

and some of his contemporaries

contributed

their

and other areas their

made mechanical devices superfluous

social

had been

and the causes of natural

of other cultures;

phenomena. In'these
not least

philosophy

in every respect from early modern Europe.

developed differed

heavily

learning

with a changed cultural

in which traditional

The culture

situation.

but that classical

for dealing

insufficient

time,

He did not believe

sense.

fervour

times.

for

instance,

But for Bacon

capabilities

afforded

with science and the
concepts which

of the seventeenth century.

***

Bacon may be the one whose voice stands out in announcing new
directions
technical

but he was not alone in recognising
methods and their

contemporaries
individual

social

his philosophy

significance.

both the importance of
"Bacon told

was the product of Time and not of

...
15
in
"
Jean
Luis
Viven
the Diffusion
wit.

of Knowledge

(1531) and Rabelais both recommendedthe study of technical
and ;the artisan'. s crafts.

his

The ability

learn-from
-to

methods

through.
nature

was recognised by Bacon, Galileo and Harvey, who
16
The two forerunners who lent
debt to the artisan.

the mechanical crafts
acknowledged their

a widespread respectability
through the quality
metallurgy.

to this

and innovation

idea were Agricola
of their

writings

and Biringuccio
on mining and
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(1540) was unique in that

book Pirotechnia

Vanoccio Biringuccio's

it was not based on other books but, as he boasted, drawn from direct
experience of nature.
(1494-1555))
Agricola

Its

publication

influenced

as a physician

He developed a keen interest

and practised

at a mining community.

in the processes he observed and determined

to bring the knowledge of the mining and metallurgical
the realm of Renaissance learning.
the interest

complained of the lack of initiative

skills

within

end he wrote in Latin and

and praise of Erasmus.

to promote and maintain

of a similar

To this

importance of the work carried

of the cultural
in helping

(1556).

in the development of his work De re metallica

was-trained

attracted

(George Bauer

Agricola

Agricola

was not unaware

out at the German mines
way of life,

a civilised

and he

being taken to develop knowledge

Baconwas aware of and

vein in other areas of nature.

work which undoubtedly helped to reinforce

praised Agricola's

Bacon's

own philosophy.
Biringuccio
revolving

helped to invest

and Agricola

Bernard Palissy17
trying

But the French craftsman

(1510-1589) had similar

goals in mind.

He was a

to achieve the prized white glaze for ceramics.

time Bacon had gone to Paris as a memberof the diplomatic
Palissey

skills

deserved
a
respectability
with
and
mining
metals
around

although they themselves were not artisans.

potter

the industrial

had achieved some renown and was holding

chemistry,

combined his lectures
held the strictures
and Bacon, preferring

geology, forestry

with a display
of Scholasticism
the 'cult

lectures.

and agriculture.

of materials

and artifacts

He
and

in the same contempt as Agricola

of nature'.

disproved by experiment the theories
that people could,

mission

and had made achievements in a number of

Palissy was more than a potter
areas including:

public

By the

He claimed to have

of many philosophers

and also
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"learn more of natural philosophy from the objects
displayed in this museumthan-you could in fifty
years
devoted to thelgtudy of the theories of the ancient
philosophers.
The study of nature and the objects
were precisely

the goals envisioned

no concrete evidence"that

produced by human manipulation
by Bacon.

And although there is

he attended Palissy's

lectures,

it

is likely

that Bacon had him in mind when he wrote:
"The true and lawful goal of the sciences is namely this,
that human life be enriched by new discoveries and powers.
Their
The great majority have no feeling for this.
thoughts never rise above money-making and the routine of
But every now and then it does happen that
their calling.
intelligent
and ambitious craftsman
an exceptionally
applies himself to a new invention, and, as a rule, ruins
himself in the process. "19
Agricola's
represented
current

specialty

was mining and Palissy's

for Bacon what was the most dynamic and important

trends for the revitalisation

of natural

which he wished to see extended into all
vision

found, in Descartes,

one of its

They

was pottery.

philosophy

of

and one

of nature.

categories
most articulate

This

spokesmen when

he wrote in his Discourse on Method (1637):
fi.
"... knowledge
force
the
of
re,
water,
actions
and
of
...
bodies
the
heavens
the
the
other
which
and all
stars,
air,
know
the
distinctly
knowing
them
as
we
as
surround us --be
to
the
able
apply
we
may
various crafts of
artisans --them in the same fashion to every use to which they are
suited, and thus make ourselves masters and possessors of
nature. "20
These new interests

help
to
ideas
they
the
would
spawned
new
and
They set the

accelerate

the pace in the advance of technology.

foundation

for a convergence of goals in science and technology;

technology and an expanding capitalism.
humanism and the birth
to Capital
an alteration

It was a new age of unhibited

of the idea of progress.

Marx, in a footnote

(1867), says of Bacon and Descartes that,
in the form of production,

of nature by man, as a result
bases for technological

in

"They anticipated

and the practical

of the altered

subjugation

mode of thought. "21

advances, developed in earlier

generations,

The
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in abundance during the fifteenth

came to fruition

But in the seventeenth century a consciousness of'scientific

centuries.

power was grasped for

and technological

time.

This insight
which, in

improvements.

demands for

made further

the first

commerce and industry

advanced technology and bolstered
turn,

and sixteenth

In these demands and expectations
in three areas mentioned earlier:

emerges a dualism of motivation

Puritanism,

Humanismand technology.

economic demands were being made by commerce, industry

The essentially

of
the
merchants, bankers and industrialists;
and
ascending class
idealistic

essentially
intellectual

were for social,

expectations

advance.

Historians

may credit

forces or the other as pre-eminent
social
military

Sir George Clark,

history.

demands, relegates

religious

the
and

one set of motivational

in determining

the evolution

while recognising

of

economic or

them to secondary position

of preference

for:
"The deeper and stronger desire to study the wonders of
science, and the order which it unravelled in the universe
This was closer
as a manifestation of the Creator's will.
than any of the other motives to the central impulse which
desire
disinterested
to know. "22
the
them
all,
motivated
Many other historians
driving

force.

would cite

But any analysis

changing values, when older

the economic motives as the essential
must consider

institutions

in this

that

were giving

time of

way to the new,

"The pursuit of truth and the pursuit of wealth often seemed the same
23 *The
idealistic
thing".
and economic motives for change were to
become inextricably

mixed.
***

R. K. Merton's Science, Technology and Societyin
Century England admirably elucidates
economic and military

the interplay

Seventeenth

of religious,

social,

forces on the development of science during this

period.

It seems appropriate

relation

to the determining

to quote from his work at some length in
factors

for

the extent and direction

of
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endeavour.

scientific

factors
"The seventeenth century brought the prerequisite
to convergence: an adequate accumulation of scientific
knowledge to cope with the initial
problems at hand, the
maturation of the experimental method, a consistent
genius adequate to the greatness
provision of 'intellectual
of its occasion' and a complex of social attitudes which
for varying reasons, religious,
economically utilitarian
interests.
favourable
to
idealistic
scientific
was
and
is
it is manifest that any field of activity
which
...
it
if
like
favour
science
particularly
will,
regarded with
its
dynamic
own, advance more
of
ongoing
an
possesses
24
"
derogated.
than
when
rapidly
The circumstances mentioned for religious

support of scientific

advances as expounded by Max Weber and others needs qualification.
Merton maintains

that Puritanism

of science.

The service

"functionally

equivalent

is lent

was not indispensible

to science could also have been provided by,
25
His position here
ideological
movements".

in
Maze
Ingenuity
The
Pacey
by
Arnold
of
support

RomanCatholics

such as Galileo,

Descarte and Marriotte

to the growth

Mersenne, Gassendi

Torricelli,

with contributing

who credits

as much as. any group of

Protestants.
In addition
sufficient

to the Puritan work ethic,

stimulus,

Merton also includes

influences.

Traditionally

'idealistic'

and 'materialistic'

characterised

which was not a uniquely
the economic and military

as antipathetic,

motives joined

these

forces to provide,

to the
"... mutual support and independent contribution
legitimising
of science of both the value orientation
in
belief
by
Puritanism
the
pervasive
and
supplied
...
solutions to pressing economic, military
scientific
problems. "26
and technological
Science had still

to justify

itself

in terms of other existing

values.

Ben
in
Franklin's
'the
Not institutionalised,
quip, "Of what.
attitude
27
In
be
,
to
had
to
baby?
is
science.
applied
yet
a new-born
use
England of the seventeenth century Puritanism

happened to be one of the

inroads of which science took advantage.
Puritanism
reasons of social

gave support in two ways:
and economic expediency.

idealogically

and for

Success was viewed as a
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To work hard and achieve material

sign of God's approval.

of God's support and brought praise

indication

clear

as well as to the deity
idealistic

and society

motives were the material

gain was a

to the individual

In addition

as a whole.

to these

ones for,

"the changing class structure of the time reinforced the
Puritan sentiments favouring science since a large proportion of Protestants came from the rising class of
bourgeoisie, of merchants. They manifested their
increasing power in at least three ways:
1) in their positive regard to both science and technology
which reflected and promised to enhance their power;
fervent belief in progress, a profession
2) increasingly
of faith which stemmed from their growing social and
economic importance
toward existing class structure which limited
3) hostility
in political
control;
an
and hampered their participation
$
in
its
the
found
Revolution.
"
climax
antagonism which
This ascending group of Protestants

and spreading the knowledge of the Ancient World.

This learning was mainly literary

classical

learning

and abstract

became empirical

of things

experimentalism

have its
privilege.

in themselves.

"abstract",

"had-.to

Humanists and

approach to learning

of works to improve the human condition,
And on the other hand, the new learning

of

by papal and imperial

education was a two-edged blade.

on the one hand, create an experimental
production

production

learning

The break with the ideas of the earlier
"useless"

Reason now

to the opinion,

that conventional

inadequacies propped up and fortified
"29

As mentioned

endeavours were to

and was judged by its

expressed by Paracelsus and others,

motive.

literary

The Puritan Humanists were ready to listen

works.

their

ideals.

in favour of the Paracelsian

become more the object of denigration
ideal of the study of nature,

a desire

But by Bacon's time there

away from these early

had been a gradual shifting
earlier,

including

and philosophical

ignorance and superstition.

to eliminate

Early

in the period of Thomas More, had been

Humanism, as exemplified
in reviving

along with

roots in the Humanist tradition.

Bacon, a break with earlier

interested

also represented,

It would,
for the

the idealistic

was inimical

to the
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very foundations

upon which traditional

the authority

challenged

of established

improvement of humanity, this
economic and social

religion

hierarchy.

and political.
tools

for the

ascendant class wielded a powerful weapon
climb to wealth and influence:

So armed; the final

motive.

materialistic

As such it

rested.

and advantage of. the technological

Taking control

in their

society

obstacles

the

of the feudal

order would be overcome.
"This was a period with rapidly increasing vertical
the bourgeois class was coming into power.
mobility,
Wealth was becoming ever more effective
as a means of
commercial magnates were rising
obtaining prestige;
trade was becoming
rapidly in the social scale;
estimable for the younger sons of the
sufficiently
to adopt it as an occupation.
At
gentry and nobility
this time the parvenu had a new sense of his potentiality
and powej for his social destiny was no longer inexorably
fixed.
+++

In the mainstream of development in England were those industries
which were to establish
future

Industrial

the foundation

Revolution:

Mining,

for her pre-eminence in the
Marine and Military

technologies.

This time, as mentioned, saw a manyfold increase in the production
There were concommitant increases

coal.

lead which indicates
challenge

in demand for tin,

the growth of industries

of

copper and
The

and markets.

presented to science and technology revolved around three

obstacles,
"to the efficient
exploitation
of the deep mines:
1) the presence of water in the mines,
2) the limited supply of other than foul air,
31
3) the difficulty
of raising the ore to the survace. .
In the marine technologies
methods of navigation
ships,

better

fortification,

improvement.

subsequently advancing scientific

demands for better
area, better

In the military

and of shipbuilding.

guns, better

of technological

there were persistent

all

made bids for their

These demands played their
and technological

share

part in

knowledge.

example, the problems presented by the mines led to studies

For

of pumps,
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hydraulics,

the compression of gases;

ship construction,
and latitude

a powerful
future

but not exclusive

investigations

concerns and as was

for advancement, they exerted

motivations
influence

on the choice of direction

in science and technology

would take.

science would possess both an on-going

own, and recognition

of its

of

the compass, longitude

These were materialistic

the idealistic

end of the century,
its

movement of bodies in water,

and maps.

the case with

and by marine requirements

worth without

relying

that

By the
dynamic of

on other value

systems.
With the necessary social

and economic forces

to give

coalescing

support to the development of science, the other step necessary to
advance science to the modern level remained in the area of method.
This was achieved with the marriage of two components: the scholarship
of the academic and the method of the craftsman.
in the work by Galileo
publication

It

can be exemplified

on problems of gunnery which resulted

in his

of the Discorsi.

(the law of falling
he found the solution
bodies) by
...
combining craftsmanlike
experimentation
and measurement
The different
with learned mathematical analysis.
social
origin of the two components of his method --- which became
the method of modern science --- is obvious in the Discorsi,
since he gives the mathematical deductions in Latin and
discusses the experiments in Italian.
After 1610 Galileo
gave up writing Latin treatises
and addressed himself to
non-scholars., ,32
This is the same attitude

to scholastic

education

expressed by

Bacon whose antagonism to the old Humanism and whose interest
renovating

science led eventually

to the foundation

in

of the Royal Society.

"... the rise of the methods of the manual workers to the
ranks of academically trained scholars at the end of the
sixteenth century is the decisive event in the genesis of
logical
The upper stratum could contribute
science.
interest;
learning and theoretical
training,
the lower
stratum added causal spirit,
experimentation,
measurement,
di. sregand of school
quantitative
rules of operation,
authority
co-operation. "33
and objective

It was Bacon's objective,

given his realisation

of the vital

importance of manual experiment, to elevate the work of the craftsman
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to social

and academic esteem.

a propaganda piece for

essentially

his utopian

college,

end he composed what is

the establishment

of an experimental

The device of plot

New Atlantis.

is the same as in More's Utopia.

New Atlantis
island

To, this

for

Bacon does not devote his time to elaborating
of his utopia

as

-much

as to the organisation

at

land on an

Travellers

from the mainstream of Western society.

cut off

arrival

But unlike

the social

More

organisation

of scientific

in.

research

the experimental college of Salomon's House. Those who would criticise
his social arrangements point to the fact that NewAtlantis

is yet

another hierarchy based not upon wealth but upon scientific

knowledge;

and that the needy are cared for not as a right

the physical reality

stemmedfrom Bacon's approach of attacking
faith

produce 'devices',
society

given the proper resources
tools

to environment

that

and method that

would revolutionise
the evils

and alleviate

His
science would

the relation
that

This
in the

would then take care of itself.

that the social reality

premise is that

but as a charity.

of

plagued humanity.

the purpose of Salomon's House,

Bacon describes

"The end of our foundation is the knowledge of causes, and
and the enlarging of the bounds34
secret motions of things;
of all things possible. "
of human empire, to the effecting
The central
of the work.

purpose behind New Atlantis

The high standard of living,

can be found at the end
justice

the social

enjoyed

by the islanders of Ben Salem centres on the knowledge provided by
their

experimental college..

In a long catalogue of the achievements

which Bacon wished to see realised
it

is achieved by extending

power yielded
mysterious
submarine;
and plants

the depths of caves;

by wind and water,

sources of power;

he anticipated:

refrigeration,

but

the improvement of

but also engines which depend on

the achievement of flight,

the improvement of medicine;

and the

and the breeding

of animals

to maximise food production.

It is evident by Bacon's description

of these improvements that he
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had no idea of the particular

theories

And also, as Clarke points out, he failed

accomplish the task.

implications

the wider social

and techniques necessary to

of technological

and scientific

to see
progress.

"Although the citizens of their ideal states were supposed
to have achieved 'the enlarging of the bounds of human
empire', they existed in the eternal paradise of a static
The prodigious improvements in medicine and
society.
35
had not caused any increase in population. "
agriculture
But Bacon's faith

in the capacity

improve the human condition

of science and technology to

was typical

of the new-found optimism in
;
the seventeenth century. - That optimism would eventually grow into Idea
of Progress which was to dominate later
Bacon's solution

pastoral,

and industrial

vision

wealth.

a utopia aimed at going

social

organisation

on trade and industrial

conditions.
of society

His solution
in line

By the seventeenth century

class they-represented.
seeing within

with his strongly

Glauber and Hartlib

moral bias.

there was nearly a complete reversal

favourable

as well as their

the ranks of those interested

ment there existed

a dichotomy of purpose.
gravitated

and economic

to the advancing

in the mathematical,

engineering

a wealth

own'vested interests.
in technological

Writers

like

toward a 'philanthropic',

of the powers and purpose of technology:
interested

development were creating

the promise of power over nature,

for the betterment of society
But even within

advances and their

was based on reason and the moral

They were wholly
it

the

To More writing

Humanists and the ascending social

among the Protestant

technology,

they constitute

to the present.

one hundred years before Bacon, technological

evil

Bacon

of utopia based on scientific

Taken together

essence of a debate which continues

subsequent effects

To More's dispersed

conscious way of life,

more socially

his forward looking

juxtaposes
discovery

to More's.

was the alternate

communities, which constituted

agricultural
back toa

generations.

while Galileo

develop-

Comenius,
social

view

and others were

problems presented by
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technology without

consideration

of-their

wider social

implications.

"... he never spoke of the humanitarian ends which could be
arts ... if a
achieved with the aid of the practical
machine allowed eight men to be replaced by one horse it,
was good because it was cheaper --- not because the men
could be more happily employed elsewhere, nor because of
any other benefits that would accrue to them ... perhaps
only Bacon in this period managed to combine hard realism
with compassion. "36
dichotomy that technology was to

is Arnold Pacey's view on this

It

develop from this

time among the followers

of Galileo's

Whereas the problems of technology could be successfully
mathematical and engineering
compatible with broader social

this

skill,

method.
dealt with by

methodology proved less

and humanitarian

ideals.

"It could not easily accommodate the broad aims and the
factors
human
technical
which a socially
and
mixture of
in
technology
have
direction
would
of
progress
oriented
framework
thought
there
of
adequate
was
no
required ...
to the programme which the advocates of this kind of
technology had set themselves. "37
To this

cause could be added a lack of culturally

as elucidated
directions

by Merton, which also determined to a certain

principle

of earlier

technologies.
the condition

anything

discoveries

but made

'new knowledge' from the
the

But, "Modern science owes less

mathematical
38
As science
and mechanical, analysis".

led to a disregard

And though the benefits
and general welfare

to alleviate

or

than to Galileo's

experimentalism

route it

the

were interested

than in inventing

to free

in science.

based on quantitative,

extent

of social

and also in developing

philosophies

of co-operation

developed along this

sufficient

applications

in helping

contributions

support

of technology but they played their

the knowledge rather

to Bacon's empirical
theories

Comenius and Hartlib,

Bacon also played no part in actual

themselves.

restraints

Some, like

in the social

part in diffusing

invaluable

based
take
on returns
would

that efforts

monetary reward.
primarily

patterned

for socially

of technology were to improve

of the population,

the utopian

oriented

they were not

sentiments of future

generations.
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The same pattern of conflict
a desire

between alternate

to go backward by More.

betterment

and deepen.

dichotomy of utopian
William

opinion
Morris

of the future:

to go forward

in mind by Bacon, and the reality

were to persist

the writers

A desire

visions

of simply

In the nineteenth
can be exemplified
and Edward Bellamy.

century

with

human

going forward,
the same

in the conflict

between
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CHAPTERFOUR

THE NINETEENTHCENTURYUTOPIASOF
EDWARD
BELLAXMY
AND WILLIAM MORRIS
The environment

for

the utopian

the industrial

were not without

revolution

For them it

unbounded optimism when the idea of 'progress'
however, there were faults

For others,
and the level

of articulate

optimism and dissent

of visions

dissent

brought with

bringing

contradictions,

For some observers

both vast improvement and vast suffering.
improvements stood out most strongly.

was an era of

in the system just

reached a new height.
them a proliferation

as obvious,
That

of utopias,

of the future which shared the contradictions

of the age.

views in the past.

William Morris and Edward Bellamy would occupy that relationship
time.

And while their

spectrum of future fiction
a conflict

of interests

the

became a law of nature.

If More and Bacon could be seen to hold antagonistic

their

century

As with most changes those of

transformation.

had undergone a radical

of the nineteenth

writers

for

two perceptions in no way exhaust the
for the century,

which persists

they are representative

to the present.

of

In the sense

4.2

that utopia is a vision of the better

it remains unchanged from

But in other respects utopia was undergoing changes as a

the past.
result

life,

of the changing conditions of the nineteenth century.

industrial

and its

revolution

environment,

both physical

social

large extent

determined

of the future,

visions

Revolution.

to a

and also,

of those visions.

played a most important

the rapid growth of the Industrial

Morris

which stimulated

the form and content

Science and technology

the new

consequences constituted

and philosophical,

and Bellamy to create alternate

The

*

in stimulating

role

In the advent to the

nineteenth century the key features of that growth included the
invention of the steam engine.

James Watt's adaptations greatly enhanced

its power in 1786 with the separate condenser.
industry from the constraints
power which transformed

The steam engine freed

of wind and water, providing a motive

not only industry

but industrial

society

In 1798 EdwardJenner's vaccine for smallpox radically
death rate;

and the growth of population entered the list

as well. -

lowered the
of key

features in social change. At the same time, Malthus wrote his Essay
in Population which predicted the imbalance between population growth
and food production,

instigating

fears which also becamea familiar

element in the literature.
Changes in agricultural

At the beginning

productivity.
proportion

the majority

applied

to textile

of the nineteenth

worked in factories.

century

the vast

but by the end of the
As the steam engine became

machinery the size and numbers of factories

sprang up around the new centres

became urbanised

as well

of industry

and British

grew.
society

as industrialised.

This growth of an industrial,

*A

and equipment improved

of labour was employed on farms;

century

Cities

organisation

more extensive treatment
the development of society

urbanised

society

bore little

of the technological
changes influencing
nay be found in Appendix I.
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society which it

resemblance to the agricultural
potentials

for
the majority
the
problems
were,
and

of the population,

Concomitant with the dramatic physical

unforeseen and unprecedented.
alteration

The

replaced.

of the environment were the intellectual

presaged a new vision of humanity and its

changes which

place in the universe.

The

ideas
important
these
were the Idea of Progress and the
new
most
of
theory of evolution.
biological

And while evolution

was, strictly

speaking, a

it soon becameexpanded to incorporate

theory,

social

theories as well.
All of these physical and intellectual

changes, stimulated

key role in determining

advance of science and technology, were to playa
the shape of utopian vision.

Throughout the nineteenth century,

perception of the threat or promise inherent

by the

in technological

the

change

between
the
dichotomy
authors of the age, just
of
opinion
created a
the problems and promise of an earlier
Both More and Bacon had their

age had done for More and Bacon.

supporters,

by
be
remedied
renovating
could

conditions
believing

that

science and technology

world.

It was the latter

century

adhered to.

belief

More believing

the social

which most writers

In many ways Bacon's vision

indicators

in the nineteenth century.

that evil

order and Bacon

held the hope for

an improved

of the nineteenth

of technological

institutionalised
in
improvements
and
medicine
advance,
to come to fruition

as

research was

And there were many

which supported the view that physical and social changes

would continue.
Sidney Pollard-in

These views were embodied in the Idea of Progress.
The Idea of Progress maintains that the concept was

unknown before the seventeenth century,

that its

inception was

by
Descartes,
Bacon
the
and
science
as
espoused
new
simultaneous with
"the product of the newly searching and uninhibited humanismof the
l
It was a powerful idea which had many ramifications
Renaissance".
social,

political,

economic and technological.

Newton at the end of
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the seventeenth

century

in his Principia

Mathematica,

"...
explained the laws of motion in the universe ... the
grand design ... suggested that there might be some
and the
comparable scheme in the mechanics of society,
of the rate of change in the physical
entirely
new principle
world encouraged the assumption that some rationally
laws of social motion might be at work in human
explicable
history. "2

The study of geology pushed back the age of the earth as well as
Later,

that of plant and animal species.

Charles Darwin in The Origin

of Species described his theory of evolution
Each of these areas of enquiry in their

and natural

selection.

own time and way went to

strengthen the Idea of Progress, that the earth and humanhistory
evolving from a less to a more perfect

steadily

beliefs

in changing many established

effect

weakened traditional

religious

state.

were

This had its

and institutions.

It

doctrine and placed humanity at the

centre and commandof future developments. "Many utopian authors,
including Bellamy, incorporated theories of social evolution in their
works. .
In economic doctrine

laissez-faire

capitalism

(1776).

advocated by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations
Smith, market forces
system of delicate
would iron
consisted

According

to

an 'unseen hand' which governed a

constituted

checks and balances:

out any fluctuations

triumphed as

and, left

in the economy.

to itself

the system

Business behaviour

of self-interest:

essentially

"It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer
dinner,
but
fron
their
baker,
that
the
our
we
expect
or
Weaddress ourselves not to
regard to their own interest.
their humanity but to their self-love,
and never talk to
them of our own necessities but of their advantages. "3
This representation

legitimise
order.

was not,

a cynical

attempt

current business dealings but a genuine belief

But laissez-faire

capitalism

when Spencer applied the principle
'natural

in general,

selection'

to

in the natural

becameenshrined as a law of nature
of evolution

to society.

became,in Spencer's hands, 'the survival

Darwin's
of the
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fittest'.

The utopians,

doctrine.

In their

society,

rather

process.

including

eyes it

elevated competition

as a direct

created their

utopias,

manifestations

of this

result
in part,

this

rejected

as the sole force

in

apsects of the human civilising

than the co-operative

They perceived the evil

revolution

Bellamy and Morris,

competitive

of the industrial
emphasis, and

to redress the imbalance.

***

The Idea of Progress as an intellectual
in the many physical

found support

construct

of the power of technology.

manifestations

most dramatic early symbol of that power was the balloon
many European cities

The

flights

over

in 1783, which provided,

"... indisputable evidence of the power of science and
even more important --- had penetrated to the most
profound depths of the human psyche. "4
Balloon flight,

power machinery, the steam engine, Jenner's

the locomotive all contribute to inspiring
the boundaries of imagination

their

a sense of awe and extended

concerning the benefits

which science and

A great sense of optimism pervaded-the

technology would provide.
eighteenth

vaccine, '

century and many scientists,

impressions of the future.

philosophers

and novelists

penned

In 1771 Sebastien Mercier wrote

L'An 2440:
"The detailed account of a world of peaceful nations,
monarchs, universal education and
constitutional
technological advances was an extension oý the scheme
Bacon had presented in The New Atlantis. "
But as the nineteenth
assent to the total

century emerged there was no longer unanimous

optimism of the Idea of Progress.

spread pessimism. did not appear until
voices of dissent

very early.

of ways from dire predictions
of socialism

later

And though wide-

in the century

They found expression

there were.

in a multitude

in poetry and prose to the later

emergence

and the trade union movement. This did not mean the end

of optimism for there existed throughout this time those who remained
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dedicated

to the positive

into a simple dichotomy,

opposing viewpoints

industry

but rather

to the belief

that future

division

hinged on

in operation.

There was no doubt that the general standard of living
Perhaps the best indicator
to Jenner's
variety

of this

But this,

vaccine.

and availability

was the rising

radical
a result
forcing

living

for jobs,

of the competition

of labour from

sectors was attended by

In the factories

adjustments.

family

comfort and

problems were associated

The displacement

and cottage handicraft

the entire

thanks

of goods, was only part of the picture.

half of the century.

the agricultural

was rising.

population,

along with great material

Most of the worst symptoms of urbanisation
with the first

along

oriented

progress and benefit

and technology as they were already

of

condemnation of the

to the demand for a more socially

milieu,

technology,

mean the division

ranging from outright

a spectrum of attitudes
industrial

Nor did it

aspects.

hours were long and as
depressed,

wages were continually

to work twelve. hours a day to survive.

Perhaps former farm and cottage workers had worked just

as many hours.

"but then they had worked freely, choosing their own periods
of rest, while now they were subject to the relentless
6
factory
"
discipline
the
of
...
There were many cases of the destruction
the term Luddism derives,

of machinery from which

but it was,

"not so much hostility
to the machine itself
as a method
of coercing an obnoxious employer - of resisting
a wage
cut or the imposition of harder working conditions. "7
in the cities

Conditions
half

of. the century,

were just

as bad.

Housing, in the first

was thrown up when and where it was needed without

adequate water and sewerage facilities.

plan and without

There were

epidemics of typhoid and cholera.
Later in the century the worst manifestations.
disappearing.

Roads and pavements were built

sewerage facilities,

waste collection

of city

life

were

along with water and

and public

parks, gardens and

4.7

baths
But the extent

to which new knowledge was disseminated

use for

improving

topic.

It was Bacon's dream that

for

betterment.

social

in proportion

tent

of the general

But while

the widening

there was undeniably

with

by new technologies

gap between the rich

which marked much of the era.

dealt

rose they did not do so

standards

more than anything

perception

was a debatable

population

science and knowledge would. be used

to the amount of wealth created

many perceived
was this

the condition

and put to

and poor.

which fuelled

Perhaps it
discon-

the social

Though many surface

throughout

and

the century

abuses were
grounds for

complaint.
"Research carried out by Charles Booth (1840-1916) at the
opinion a rude shock when
end of the century gave British
it revealed that 30% of Londoners lived in poverty
the
...
city became the crucible for the great social movements of
the century. "9

The unpleasant circumstances in which the factory workers found
themselves - bad working conditions,
smoke-filled

pall

that

child

hung over industrial

landscapes - soon found expression

bad housing,

Cousin de Graineville's

"Darkness"

in 1816 were two of the earliest

the

areas and the blighted

in the literature

the time.

"

labour,

Le Dernier

and philosophy

Hommein 1806 and Byron's

depictions

revealing,

for the future of humanity.
These were
grave
anxieties
..
in their way responses to the changing circumstances of
urban life as valid as the contrary prophecies of human
0
in
"
Europe.
that were appearing
perfection

This was the beginning of a debate staged both in literature
in social

and political

the virtues
on free
voices

of

struggles.

of the industrial

trade,

industrial

of dissent

questioning

the price
pursuit

around the issues of organising

Verne, extolled

progress

was based-

But increasingly

and science.

value to be gained from the unregulated
debate revolved

like

age where continued

innovation

were raised

The optimists,

and

to be paid and

of material
society

gain.

to the new

The
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urban environment,

of the relation

of the worker to the machine and of

the role which science and technology

F. Clarke in The Pattern of Expectation

I.

society.

should be expected to play in

issues found expression in the utopian and futuristic
nineteenth
future

century and how they remain central

reveals

how these

fiction

of the

to the debate about

progress.
Apprehension concerning the values and goals,

industrial

society

appeared in fiction

Verne and Wells, 'the most optimistic
for improving society,

ended their

or lack of them, in

with increasing

frequency.

about the possibilities
writing

of science

careers with great disillu-

In 1850 Emile Souvestre wrote Le Monde tel

sionment.

Even

gu'il

sera,

"to show that man cannot live by steam and steel alone
...
that the blessings of technology will destroy the quality
of life if they are not regulated and made to serve the
true needs of human beings ... the price to be paid for the
all out pursuit of material prosperity is a ociety of
'perfect machines and brutalised workers'. "l
As Clarke points out,

Souvestre was the first

to write

a futuristic

novel as an admonitory myth which determined the form of the twentieth
century brave new worlds.

His views were echoed in 1871 by Bulwer-

Lytton's

The Coming Race and he too incorporated

material

progress and moral values which was at the core of their

the struggle

between
works.

***

Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) - held very optimistic-views
benefits

which were being effected
influenced

also greatly
that the fruits

by technological

by and in the same tradition

change.

about the
But he was

as Bacon in holding

of new knowledge be put to use for the betterment

of

society. -.
of government, he felt,

It was the responsibility
information
rather

to use to improve on the progressive

than letting

society

precept "the greatest

aspects of technology

develop in an unregulated

determining
in
be
to
used
gauge

what policies

happiness of the greatest

to put

manner.

And the

to pursue rested on the
number" which he

4.9

borrowed from Joseph Priestly.

Collecting

including

demographic and economic parameters,
production,

industrial
flows
and
currency

make enlightened

decisions

advantages to social

some of his theories

at Glasgow.
to social

relating

He believed

.
and that social

needed to
12
of the community.

than Bentham in scope and

From 1800 to 1824 he was manager of

problems.

the New Lanark cotton mills

it

of knowledge and technological

commitment concerning the application

factors

was therefore

production,

for the welfare

Robert Owen (1771-1858) went further

and education.

a census, farm

the government with, the information

in providing

vital

about different

statistics

varied and adequate environment.

questions

concerning environment

that people were moulded by these

strongly

relations

There he put into practice

could be improved by providing
To this

end he provided housing for

facilities

the workers as_we11 as institutional

a

and extensive

services,

reduced hours, increased wages and still
him of the possibility
the introduction

of ur1iversal

produced a profit,
convincing
13
lie saw the role that
plenty.
played in reducing the value

of machine technologies
This was especially

of the worker.

in 1815 where three factors

apparent. after

led to high unemployment:

the army, a downturn in demand and. the introduction
into factories
"...
was
The
tion

the return

of

of power machinery

where,

the new power created by new inventions and discoveries
already enormous, and was superseding manual power.
immediate cause of the present distress is the deprecial4
labour.
human
of

Owenoffered
by -establishing.
and manufacture.
travel

the war with France

a plan to help alleviate

the problems of the unemployed
in agriculture

communities which were. self-sufficient
While this

never became a reality

to America in 1825 to establish

Harmony. But continuing

such a community called

problems, including

caused his eventual withdrawal

in England he did

and return

personality

to England.

New

conflicts,
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that mechanisation was necessary to the production

Owen realised

would improve.

of wealth by which society

But he also believed,

along

with Bentham and Bacon, that the power and wealth thus created should
be used for humanitarian
stimulus

improvements.

as well as material
institutionalising

and framework for

development and extension of a social

such improvement the

science,

science, would have to be achieved.

of natural

As a

equal to the development
He felt

that the

government should be the agency for actualising
oriented

a more socially
.
technology which had been the goal of his own efforts at New

Lanark.

To realise

such a condition

he placed no faith

in political

movements that, were not supported by economic realities

replaced
landowners
be
by
by
Parliament
should
of

that the control

communal and co-operative

ownership of the means of production.

Much of Owen's thinking

to this

and activities-relating

in embryo the subsequent developments"in

represented

and he felt

the trade union and co-operative
of the depreciation

movements. Later,

socialism

of labour due to the machine, Marx was to add the

the development of socialism

Owenand Marx:
of the day, like
the climate

within

and

to Owen's explanation

his
labour.
from
the
the
of
product
worker
of

alienation

issue

The ideas of

and the other movements

the trade union movement, played a key role

in creating

Morris
the
and Bellamy were to
of
utopias
which

develop.
Owenand Marx agreed that the worker did not reap a sufficient
in the wealth he was helping

benefits

to create and for that reason he was

But-.Marx perceived

exploited.
lost

loss to. the worker in addition

.a
from the value of his labour.

sense of fulfilment

share

which was an essential

hand-worker was absent from the reality

The creative
ingredient

of the factory

to_the.

input and

of the skilled
worker.

"Owing to the extensive use of machinery and to division of
has lost all individual
labour, the work of the proletarians
character, and, consequently, all charm for the workman.
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"He becomes an appendage of the machine, and it is only the
most simple, most monotonous, and most easily required
knack that is required of him. "16

of the division

As a result

machine the worker experienced

of labour and subordination
an alienation

from the things

which

only partial

responsi-

were thus produced and for which he could feel
bility.

It was an alienation
a theme explored

relations,

in the mechanical

mirrored

fragmentary

or atomising

force

force

his poetry

with

inherent

and the choice

manageable parts
creating

and the individual.

on society

social

Blake saw the

of the factories

realities

also saw the power of industrialisation
positive

Blake.

tendency to break up systems into

intellectual

in his wider

which was also present
also by William

to the

as a potentially

a
But he

dynamic and

in these apposing forces

fills

images of,

"Satanic wheels, man destroying Jerusalem and building
Babylon - this for Blake is the fruit
of reason uncon-'
the reason which placed laissez-faire
upon its
trolled,
altar.
Albion - England or the world or man himself - could
but it could also become
become Jerusalem (utopia),
which
Babylon, the wilderness of squalor and exploitation
7
0
him.
he saw the rulers of England creating around
in society,

These problems of fragmentation
workers and future
squalor

resources

of exploitation

and of the creation

were to play a prominent

part

in Morris'

which Bellamy would add monopoly and corruption
factors

which were more apparent

in nineteenth

of the

of a landscape of
News'From'Nowhere to
in Looking Backward century-American

capitalism.

Marx and Engels went further
in analysing the deficiencies
capitalism,
history

than any nineteenth century thinkers

and predicting

Marx accepted Hegel's

dialectic
the
of
concept

where change was the dominant feature.

or thesis,

would inevitably

in a new and different

be challenged

synthesis.

the consequences of

The existing

by an antithesis

in
work
at
situation,
resulting

Where he departed from Hegel was on
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world is a reflection

the issue of whether the material

or the reverse where the individual

intellect

of the material
latter

circumstances of which it
The essential

position.

intellect

is a part,

factor

Marx taking

value'

and its

fact

that this

injustice

of the capitalistic

for which it

was

is
in the

system resided

or owner of the means of production.

constant and inevitable

condition

and war.

of antagonism resulting

The synthesis

of this

the workers take by force the means of production
freed of opposing factions

as inexorably

in strikes,

system occurred when
creating

or classes - the condition

which is bound to unseat capitalism

These two
were in a

and proletariat

of owner and worker, capitalist

economic crises

Capitalism

surplus value went not to the worker who was responsible,

but to the capitalist
factions

individuals

which was the difference

between the cost of producing an item and the price
The inherent

the

world according

or mode of production.

based on the accumulation of 'surplus

sold.

is a product

nature of the material

to Marx was economic-and the nature of any society
was dependent upon this

of the human

a society

of socialism,
had

as capitalism

replaced feudalism before it.
Marx called

his analysis

process 'scientific

beginning
intended
from
the
to distance
was
which

socialism'

the utopian variety,

that is,

The history

struggle.

capitalist

which always resulted

antagonisms not only with the existing

but within

its

own ranks as well,

by the antagonism between Morris'
tradition,

socialist

were

News From Nowhere, which was

and Bellamy's'Looking

in which the. author is determined to distance
be labelled

forming rifts

in weakening the movement. These divisions

in sympathy with the Marxist

from

thought to the present has been

of socialist

establishment

it

not based on the class

any socialism

debate
intense
by
creating
marked

typified

historical

of this

Backward

his views from what could

or communist.

Morris and Bellamy were both addressing

issues raised during the
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century which had increasingly
physical

of the industrial

realities

a contradictory
technical
dislocation

become part of a public
revolution

development, with greatly

on the other.
century,

were manifestations

increased wealth,

The idea of progress,

confidently

came under increasing

criticism

The application

during the nineteenth.

power and

Bacon's imagination,

espoused
and scrutiny

of science and technology to

and, while science and technology were transcending

more intractable

of

was a dream of Bacon's now two centuries

improve the human condition
old,

The

on the one hand, and much poverty and social

efficiency

in the eighteenth

debate.

the amelioration

of social

the bounds of

conditions

were proving

and were far from being solved automatically.

A new

framework and theory was necessity perceived by men like. Owenand
.a
Marx who sought to uncover laws governing social evolution just as
Newton and Darwin had done in their

physical

researches.

Auguste Comte

(1789-1857) and Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) sought to elevate
to-a science by collecting
such information
social

data concerning social

phenomenaso that

could be used by governments to direct

conditions.

sociology

and improve

in the idea of progress was no

The easy confidence

longer universal.
"...
from the 1870s onwards
conservative
even
rulers
...
that they must take positive
steps to
came to realise
improve the conditon of the working class if they themselves were to survive. "18

The recognition

of the dangers inherent

present in Bismarck's stated
The efforts

of such rulers

intention

to 'kill

meant to defuse the'situation
reforms.

stood on such a view.

Morris'

venue for violent

some of the

any lasting

and sweeping reforms

the movement felt

be achieved piecemeal, through legislative

with kindness'.

movement as half-measures

but incapable of effecting

Others within

unrest is clearly

socialism

to take measures to alleviate

problems were seen by some in the socialist

or relevant

in social

that changes could

reform and such an
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stance was accepted by Bellamy.

evolutionary

the growth of capitalism,

of industry

Both were agreed that

and the advance of technology

had created an environment in desperate need of renovation

but the

methods they deemed necessary and the type of ends sought were radically
different.
conditions

Much in the nature of their

as well as the

solutions

to which they were addressed was indigenous to the nineteenth

century and has lost

relevance to the twentieth

the basic nature of their

But

century situation.

quest to solve the problem of how society

should best be organised and of the role to be played by technology
including

the goals to which it

more pressing

is directed

issue in the twentieth

opposition

one revolutionary

but also the goals of that change.

was essentially

not

century.

Not only was the method of change different,
the other evolutionary,

if

remains a central

and

The

represented by the difference,

between elaborate metropolitan schemes of Bellamy and
...
the close, personal relations of Morris ... the contrast
forces
the
the
with
atomising
of
goods
common
enjoyment
of
of urban civilisation
- the polar opposites of super-state
and small community. "19
Bellamy's
influences

Looking Backward came first,

of his personal experiences,

to American political
Sylvia

and economic life

example of industrial

Early. dependence on the river

gave way to steam and cotton just
Bellamy's

politicisation

a Baptist

clergyman.

of'Edward Bellamy.

Massachusettes, which

development with that of

to supply power to'the

as in the classical

began early

analysed by

are elaborately

Bellamy was born in 1850 in Chicopee Falls,

England.

The

and those developments particular

Bowmanin The Year 2000: A Critical'Biögraphy

represented a parallel

in 1888.

published

British

mills
model.

for he was born to the family

From that detached vantage point,

nor management, he observed the effects

of bad housing,

neither

of

worker

labour

conditions and child labour on the working community. He condemnedthe
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power of the industrialists
their

to control

the press, the clergy

workers,

every aspect of the lives
and the abuse of that

industrial

disenchantment with the capitalist
reinforcement-in

1868 when he travelled

the same effects

of poverty and slum life,

trade union, and co-operative
played an important

determining

movements and universal

through the Nationalist

formative

to the campaign he would one day lead.

formal early

He became interested

advisory
fighting

injustice

but after

and judicial

with the legal

joining

He

and political

the American economy, proved
system had

economic and political

in the second half

of the century,

embarked on

Due in large part to the necessities
Industrial

of
output

of four to place the United States as the foremost

nation.

soared.

case.

was here that he. '

expansion doubled and trebled.

War, railroad

patents,

his first

after

The panic of 1873, the most

to have affected

a period of rapid growth.

manufacturing

for

demanding sweeping reform.

The United States,

rose by a factor

with some

the. bar he was soon disenchanted

system and left

to him beyond doubt that the entire

Civil

and

he had no

in law as an instrument

of poverty and corruption.

fundamental faults,

service

found

Like Morris,

issues
into
the
of social
with
came
close contact

severe economic crisis

military

role and proved most

it
York
in
New
and
working

then became a journalist

injustice

of the European

but set out his own course of studies

education,

help.

a

clubs.

His education also had an important
suited

to find

in Looking Backward, his lectures

in his editorials,

expression

further

in Germany for one year and saw

in shaping his ideas which later

role

His

power.

complex received

along with his observations

This experience,

solution.

of

The number of inventions,

But concomitant with,

growth in wealth a large section
economic deprivation.

based on registered

and in spite

of the population

A trend was especially

of,

this

suffered

vast
social

and

apparent in the American
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system for wealth to concentrate

capitalist

and industrialists

fewer financiers
situation

constituted

-a

in the hands of fewer and

trend towards monopoly.

a dual danger since the concentration

of wealth

was often applied

not For programmes of social

corrupt

and economic schemes to increase yet further

political

power and wealth of the few.

This

improvement but in
the

This tendency and the dangers it

represented was immediately apparent to Bellamy and others.

At the

War Lincoln wrote to W. R. Ellis,

end of the Civil

"By a result of the war, corporations have been enthroned,
and an era of corruption in high places will follow and the
money power of the country will endeavour to prolong its
reign by working upon the prejudices of the people until
all wealth is aggregated in a few hands and the Republic
is destroyed.
I feel, at this point, more anxiety for the
safety oUthe country than ever before, even in the midst
of war. "
Corporations

used their

influence

for railroad

contracts,

especially

stimulated

wild speculation

to obtain

grants and

which in turn

construction,

in land-buying

favourable

and further

graft.

They

would buy patents. only to withold

them from the market.

Eastern

large
tracts
purchased

of land, consolidating

them into

financiers

bonanza farms of tens of thousands of acres and negotiated
contracts

with the railroads

to carry their

The progress of the industrial

to the cities.
as in Britain,
the competition

had created a reservoir

social
of

The result
tensions..

labour and standard of living
late

nineteenth

same period.

the flow of workers

revolution

in America,

of unemployed handworkers and

for jobs ensued between these groups and a large

immigrant population.
heightening

Consequently the

goods.

small farmers were driven off the land and joined

descriminatory

was a depreciation

of labour and a

While fortunes. were being made the

statistics

for Boston and New York in the

century were comparable to those of London during the
In Boston,

3,300 people had gone to the poor house in only one year
... 12,583 families had
been fed by public charity in sixtyand
nine days. "
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For those who did work,
"The average living expenses of a Boston working-man's
family in 1883 was $754.42 but the head of the family
that existed
could earn only $558.68. The deficit
forced týc wife and children to help maintain the
family. "
Bellamy felt

had taken place in the American

that a transition

economy since the writing

of the Declaration

set aside the democratic process.
fought a revolution

to throw off

of Independence which had

Bellamy felt

that the people had

the tyranny of one king only to have

him replaced by a hundred - the rule of the plutocracy.
of the constitution

had failed

in a number of aspects.

gone far enough, in securing political
there was no social

equality

The formers
They had not

for the people for

Bellamy felt,

or economic equality.

"They had failed to do so because they had not foreseen
the industrial
revolution and its effect upon the
distribution
of wealth nor the effect this economic
inequality would have in distorting
the freedom and rights
of man.
Because of the control of the churches, the newspapers
freedom of spech and
and business by the capitalists,
2
"
freedom of enterprise had become non-existent.
The government had functioned

well

in an agrarian

the fundamental changes - economic, social
accompanied the shift

to an industrial

and political

had
which
-

economy were now beyond the

scope and power of the government to deal with them effectively.
gulf

between the rich and the poor widened and with it

of the workers.

to the political

the militancy

and social

reform movements

By 1886 the Knights of Labour had 700,000 members.

There were tens of thousands of strikes
century,

The

The-response of the owners was not one of conciliation

but adamant resistente
which sprang up.

But'

community.

in the last

but they were put down with a brutal

two decades of'the

efficiency.

Bellamy

wrote in 1894,
"We are being taught by object
frequency that our industrial
upon the bayonet. 1123

lessens of startling
system ... rests in the end,
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.

The newspapers played a dual role

in the confrontation

the one hand they supported the establishment,
immigrant population

blaming unrest

but on the other,

and the socialists,

communications aided the union movement in organising
have been impossible.

scale which would otherwise
in making the social

twenty thousand businesses failed

the long list

and three million

took strength

constituted

million
entered
them

The Grangers, Greenbacks and

the. reform movements whose membership was drawn
workers to professionals.

the other two movements, called

middlemen in favour of direct

distribution

and distribution

and public

utilities.
parties

the
Socialist
-

Working People's Association

Workmen's Association

--advocated

and economic structure,
and all

distinctions

methods ranged from the legal

of the railroads

Labour Party,

putting

an end to private

of the

ownership of

of owner, managementand worker.
evolutionary

the

and the International

a complete reorganisation

through a mixture of education and agitation
advocated by the last.

to support

sought co-operative

and government regulation

The three main socialist
International

for an end to the

but continued

ownership while the Grangers and Populists

production

violence

left

and gained momentum

and several labour organisations.,

production

of forty

on the part of workers stimulating

organisations

The Greenbacks, like

social

impetus

were the panics

and exploitation

across the spectrum from farmers and factory

private

The final

into three major reform movements, three major socialist

developing

Populists

on a national

to action.

Opposition

parties

improved

And again from 1884-1886 a depression

of"grievances

from disillusion

on the

The panic of 1873, already mentioned,

engendered by speculation.

Americans unemployed.

on

reform movements a cohesive force,

and political

years of monopoly, corruption

after

for,

approach of the first,
by the second, to the

Their
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Bellamy always sought to distance

himself

from violence

of reform on both moral and practical

instrument

as an
Morally

grounds.

he

that any changes would have to be achieved through peaceful,

felt
legal

means and that this would be in keeping with the nature of the
he also felt

Practically

people.

saw the more radical
large sections

that this

advocate of socialism

of the population

was the best means for he
as dividing

which represented

and alienating

potential

support..

Doctor Leete, his guide in the Boston of the year 2000, confirms
when he states

that when the change came it was in spite

of,

rather

than due to, the violence which only delayed the transition

to socialism.

in Bellamy's dream in Looking Backward is a socialist

And while

he never named it as such because of the fear and prejudice

denouncing all

forms of socialism

'violence'

epithets

it

and associated

and 'anarchists'.

dream

which

The newspapers had mounted a formidable

attended the label.

this

campaign

with the emotive

Bellamy complained that,

"there are good men who apparently' think that the preservation
with the interests
of the present soQial order to be identical
of Christianity.
It was in order to counter these fears that he portrayed
as peaceful.
formation

Even after

the widespread success of the book and the

of a nationwide organisation

Backward, he named the clubs Nationalist
aim was. to nationalise
and railroads
Ohio.

to propagate the ideas in Looking
rather

or bring under public

than socialist.

and had some success in many areas of Massachusettes and

with money or talents

to further

clubs were a middle class affair

that

choosing people

the movement. For this

reason the

with membership consisting

more of

people.

Bellamy and his book came under much criticism
to socialism,

Their

ownership the utilities

In seeking members the clubs were selective,

professional

the change

not least of all

it was unrealistic

from William

to expect capitalism

Morris.

for his approach
Morris believed

to be transformed

peacefully
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and cynically

Bellamy's model one of 'advance without

called

and believed

Morris was a Marxian socialist
and revolution

were inevitable,

forcing

that the changes would be total

the revolution

possible.

for their

Bellamy, however, firmly

in living

He approached the solutions
systems including

Pmerica, the social
training

"

inherent

conditions,

child

in a system
labour,
of capitalism.

drawing on his experiences

the co-operative
regulations

of

movement in England and

in England and Sweden, universal

to form the basis of life

These

in the year 2000 as'-

in Looking Backward.:

The book abounds in picturesque
society,

days as journalist

in Europe and Darwin's theory of : evolution.

elements came together
portrayed

of education,

the basic inefficiency

gradually,

service

that

the workers to

From his early

the injustices

and above all

widespread corruption

which

society.

reform.

and author he sought to publicise
that allowed such disparities

and

Morris also believed

held to the principles

propaganda and legal political

military

everyone to take sides,

was a necessary element in preparing

accept the responsibility

existing

that the class struggle

as opposed to the 'half-change'

believing

he accused Bellamy of

tears'.

the nineteenth

analogies

of past and future

century being compared to a,

humanity
the
of
masses
were
coach
which
prodigious
..
harnessed to and dragged toilsomely along a very hilly
and sandy road ... the top was covered with passengers
who never got down, even at the steepest ascents-. "25

Seats on the coach were for
the coach gave its

occasional

life

and passed, on to children

except when

lurch and toppled a member from his seat.

He would then take-up the rope and be replaced by one of the "toilers
who would immediately forget
his seat.
did,

his former position

If the coach came to a particularly

and jealously
bad place,

as it

guard
often

the riders,
(and)
"called forth highly creditable displays-of
feeling
...
would call down encouragingly to the toilers
of the rope ...
while others contributed to buy salves and liniments. "'-6
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By means of such parody Bellamy sought to expose the evils
causes which he felt

present social

system and their

inefficiencies

and misperceptions.

The belief

operate on no other basis than competition,
Bellamy wanted to dispel.

rested mainly on

that society

in Looking

of the system which either
in pulling

so that

or worse, were not even recognised,

the coach of society

could

was a misperception

The other major theme elaborated

Backward centred on the inefficiencies
seemed insoluble,

of the

it was believed,

improvement even was possible,
that
very
radical
no
...
either in the harness, the coach, the roadway, or the
"27
distribution
of the 'toil'.
Bellamy intended'to

show that these could be solved by the application

of new technology and new social

and economic relations

which were

had
to
co-operate
people
which
already at work and with
and just

to a more rational

evolution

to achieve the

society.

Bellamy admired Darwin's theory and, like many nineteenth century
writers-,

its

applied

principles

to provinces outside

saw a strong economic reason for the concentration
evidenced in the failure
such consolidation,
efficiency
labour,

of opposition

of the greater

efficiency

Despite the opposition

capital
their

of the country into a single

and painlessly

syndicate

consolidation

transform

but,

that capitalism
itself

into

its

"

28
Bellamy
through
of the

to be operated for
from Morris on

This aspect came under dual criticism

the grounds of plausibility

etc.,

finally,
that
and
continüe.
would

the people would not oppose the final

benefit.

capital had
consolidation.

of labour unions and strikes,

that monopoly control

education,

The proceeds

been
distributed,
have
evenly
may not

wealth,
of
producing
as
merely
a
means
...
been proved efficient
in proportion to its

believed

of capital,

in factories.

organisations

of

increased

achieved by the concentration

machinery and their

as

Even critics,

had to admit the greatly

he held,

of production

of capital

to stop it.

He

of nature.

could,

opposite. "

"...
29

mechanically
And on the
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grounds of desirability,

since such a system, "...

magic for which no one feels
highlights

himself

alienating

a potentially

30 Morris here

responsible".

force in the form of an overly-

But for Bellamy it was a logical

bureaucratised

society.

United States,

having assumed control

assume control

of its

of its

link,
seen
as
a
necessary
were
toward the true industrial

The

step.

own government, would now
it was apparent to

business once the need for

And there would be no hostility

the public.

worked by a kind of

to the corporations

which

phase in the evolution

a transitional

society.

The standard mechanism of utopian novels for narrating

the new

form
in
by
the
Bellamy
is
of a dialogue between Julian
society
employed
.
West of the old and Dr. Leete, sage of the new., Through their
conversations

the reader gets Bellamy's

and the utopian remedies.

obstacles

perception

of the faults

One nineteenth

century claim was

that the world simply did not possess the resources sufficient
satisfy

to

the hopes of the working class. ' Dr. Leete argues that the
if

resources are sufficient

mistaken undertakings
organisation
for certain

managed properly

in the capitalist

inefficiencies

and names four basic

economy. First

was the waste of

where, through lack of information,

there is no means of ascertaining
commodities.

companies duplicating

in industry

Second, was competition.

activities

and seeking to drive

that they might then wage war on the public'

the market so

Their object was to

they did manage to increase the general wealth this

by over-production

Third wasthe! periodic

with

each other out

achieve. private. advantage even at the expense of the public

primary goal.

and

the need of the market

of business to achieve the paramount goal of cornering

their

and

gluts

good.

was incidental

and crises

If
to

precipitated

in one or more major commodities and a subsequent

depression in purchasing power and loss of jobs which then spread to
other industries.

And finally

the idleness of capital

and labour.
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In the year 2000 these inefficiencies
of industry.

organisation

national

Precise records are kept of

consumption and distribution

production,
without

had been overcome by the

or duplication

competition

old system distribution
wholesaler,

levels,

and provide industry

of effort,

they need to direct

with the statistics

and local

at national

their

Under the

activity.

was a cumbersome affair

with a manufacturer,

consumer chain which was replaced by a system of

retailer,

storehouses and the elimination

of advertisers

claims Dr. Leete, is handled by the

Distribution,

handling of goods.

and middlemen and extra

with the aid of new technology and improved organisation,

workforce,

of the former manpower requirements.

with one-tenth

Extension of the

twenty-one
for
to
the
age
of
everyone
pays for
system
education
in efficiency

with the increases

of household duties

reduction
public

laundries,

public
fuel

of conventional

into the industrial

by their

kitchens

and lighting

co-operative

service

in Europe.

decided to organise the industrial

army.

years after
aptitude

after

in Bellamy by the

He compared the 'scientific'

which they retire

unless elected

to manage the

for the first

three

on the basis of inclination,

Wealth incentives

the
by
are replaced
appeal

for power, social

All are allotted

the same share in the national

card issued annually

job.
the
of
arduousness

military

vocation

which they choose their

to human desires

a credit

nation-on

years from the age of twenty-one

Everyone is a commonlabourer

and performance.

way

way it went to work and

activitiesoUthe

Everyone works for twenty-four

industrial

into

frees more hands, women included,

army was a notion inspired

military

to forty-five

organisation

and the replacement by electricity

'unscientific'
the
to
with
war
a nation went

lines.

And finally,

army.

The industrial
universal

then made possible.

itself

position

and reputation

for ability.

product in the form of

and the hours of work are adapted to the
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Again Bellamy came under abuse for the methods and goals he placed
to the future

as central

some of it

society,

that the bureaucracy,

the regimentation

for the participation

of the workers in decisions

and work are serious defects

lives

in relation

especially

to perfection

is a static

with no model for further

evolution.

purely by technological
it

society,

organised

Other points

of

He did not create a strictly

is true,

gadgetry such as music piped through telephones.

that economic considerations

addressed, but only as a precondition
and intellectual

spiritual

Many of the problems related

utopia where the problems of the world are eliminated

materialist

He felt,

of society

it

that

their

which affected

in his picture

however, are less justified.

criticism,

and the lack of any framework

to modern attitudes.

to his work centre on the fact

is true

It

unjustly.

night adaptation

to be

for the true business of life

-

And he did not expect an over-

pursuits.

to a different

had first

life

at forty-five

when most were

discharged from service,
"If bread is the first
necessity of life,
recreation is a
close second, and the nation caters for both ... Even if
(of
the nineteenth century) had enjoyed larger
the people
leisure,
have often been at a loss how to
they would
...
pass it ... "il
To the charge that his societal
population

and the fulfilment

accurately

forecast

technologies

of the Maithusian

in the production,

proposed an educational

preservation

yield.
life

carefully

vocational

adaptability,

these human resources for

for farming,

both of which had to be

by the government to produce the highest

Bellamy also addressed the philosophical
in utopia by comparing it

of food.

would ci"eate unemployment he

He likened

to a system of irrigation

productive

and preparation

system which fostered

a goal yet to be realised.

regulated

prophecy, Bellamy

the role to be played by increasingly

To the charge that new technologies

society

arrangements would cause over-

possible

arguments about human

to a rosebush planted

in a bog.

When

-ý

the rose failed
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r

to'bloom some blamed the bush, some the bog and others,

conceding that the bog might not be the best growth medium, that,
"it was more valuable discipline
for the buds to try to32
bloom in a bog than under more favourable conditions. "
Bellamy's

position

was that there need be no alteration

in-utopia

nature to live

but that a changed environment would effect

improvements in human behaviour.

corresponding

of human

He felt

that the belief

in an evil

side of human nature was one of the major obstacles

initiating

changes for it

engendered an indifferent

among the public,

attitude

plan to alter
and later

and defeatist

aggravated by a sense of powerlessness to

a system that seemed beyond their

alter

the inhibitory

factors

It was part of his

control.

to change, first

through education

politically.

The tremendous success of Looking Backward surprised
and he took it

It was required

trade union organisations

and when the Nationalist

reading in many reform and

they enjoyed a large membership nationwide.
was to. publicise
the Nationalist

even Bellamy

as a mandate to lead the campaign to achieve the ends

put forward in his book.

clubs began to form,

Their primary function

and educate the people of the country
movement and was followed

stage of the campaign initiated
Nation'

to

closely

in the aims of

by the political

with the newspaper publication

which supported the People's Party.,

votes and represented a significant

threat

'New

The party continued to gain
to the established

Republican

and Democratic parties.

The newspapers, however, not only denied the

success of the Populists

but reported of their

decline.

"Bellamy's reliance on the success of the People's Party-was
its
for
platform was demolished when the
unfortunate
Republicans an33the Democrats took planks from it for their
own platform.
After

merging with the Democrats they were defeated in the presidential

election
Nationalist

of 1896 which, according to Bowman, represented the end of the
movement for three reasons, disillusion

over its

failure,

.1
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an upturn

in the economy and the war of 1898 which externalised

attention

of the public.

Bellamy did not live

condemned war in general

for

precious

resources

society

increased

together

closer

for

their'

saw in the capitalistic

personal

fulfilment,

him with

he grants

extreme,

With the evils

renewed relationships
as

resources
of achieving

technology
Bellamy,

omitting

on the renovation

concentrate

details

set of

and improved relations
of Bellamy often

was a

in a socialist

and the need for

economic quality,

and the conservation

contended with

itself

of Morris'

model whichthe role

to work.

to Morris

a series of stages which spanned his early years.

of

Bellamy on the method

method of transformation,

presented

of detail

hand, went to

relationships

and the nature of relations
as it

but it

faillto

of the mechanics of sustenance to

The main features

were the revolutionary

very

goal as one of

on the other

based on co-operation;

these goals.

the solution

They both

and exploitive

prosperity,

of personal

of capitalism,

needs

by its

Critics

Morris,

commonground, Morris

in society

to the real

aspect of his work because of the weight

element of his goal.

the opposite

differed

nature.

if

a system which,

use of leisure

to the machinery of material

significant

society.

this

nations

fulfilment.

Both saw the. same desirable

between human beings and with
credit

in the power of

in and dedication

competitive

the creative

foes

external

between Bellamy and Morris.

a wasteful,

people

in abundance but only

mode of production

in society.

relations

He believed

and intellectual

spiritual

Much commonground existed

had created

not against

society

they were accompanied by education

nature,

diverted

communication and commerce to-bring

and to provide

of human beings,

it

and squandered a nation's

which should be enlisted

but the enemies of hunger and thirst.
technology,

to see the war but

the very reason that

from the achievement of a better

the

of

As with

was reached by
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Morris was born in 1834 and at the age of six the family

William

moved into Woodford Hall where they were to live
William's

time had the most profound effect

experiences during this

which were to last

shaping many of the attitudes
Jack Lindsay and J. W. Mackail,

Morris'

influences

of Woodford Hall and its

of Morris'

philosophy of utopia.

to mediaeval than nineteenth
bread and making butter

for nine years.

throughout

biographer,

criticised

large-scale

of its

A cornerstone
bility

of Morris'

both'detail

England.

Brewing beer, baking

part of the daily

were all

routine

for which no one could feel
was to return

solution

but social

giving

a

for existence.

Looking Backward it was partially

where not only existence

the

Many aspects of Woodford were closer

century

operations

his life.

surround in forming the principles

sense of the immediate and personal responsibility
Morris later

in

When

on the basis
responsible.

that sense of responsi-

relations

were managed on a

level.
community
personal
more

smaller,

like

Morris,

his own studies

Bellamy, had no formal early

education but followed

of books with some help from private

teachers.

He

from
Epping
Forest which
from
the
and
park
as
much
gained perhaps
bordered his home. On forays
growth and occasionally

into the wood he studied the natural

made the discovery

of some ancient

He developed a love of the Middle Ages.

and ruins.

buildings,

One of his child-

hood toys was a suit of armour and he used to ride through the forest
on his pony.

Together, his love of the forest

and of the past merged

in his mind as a symbol of freedom, independence and happiness.
was reinforced

by his reading and the objects

home. He remembered hand-worked tapestries

This

and experiences of his
and painted cabinets.

His

Gerard's'Herbal
Nights
Waverly
Arabian
Novels,
included
the
and
reading
filled

inspired

with drawings which later

tapestry,

glass and wallpapers.

many of his'own designs in

34

Morris continued his interest

in the Middle Ages after

entering
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Marlborough College in 1848, where he studied mediaeval history,
But his interests

and archeology.

architecture

of nature and its

architecture,

translation

in the past and its

to art achieved another

dimension from his Oxford experience which began in 1853.

Here he

met Burne-Jones and others from Birmingham from whomMorris first
as it

learned of industrialisation

affected

To this was added his discovery

factories.

interest

which helped to broaden Morris'
literary

to include the social

aggressive

of Carlyle

and Ruskin

from the purely artistic-

aspects of art.

of nineteenth

competitiveness

the working people in

Carlyle

century

life

condemned the
in'Past'and

Present.

but rather cloaked
"Our life is not a mutual helpfulness;
under the due laws-of-war, named 'fair competition'
and
We have forgotten
so forth, it is a mutual hostility.
is
that
cash-payment
not-the wole relations of
everywhere
human beings. "35
Carlyle

here echoes the call

as the basis of society

co-operation

also condemned the prevailing
production

not only in addition
Carlyle

communal life

perception

of work as only a means of
The point

paid.

of value

to, but superseding the simple value of the objects
pointed to the Middle Ages as a time of integrated

with relations

based on personal responsibility.
of industrialisation

on the worker and the decline

could no longer identify
bring the skill

by
Owen

of production.

was that work possessed other-forms

Ruskin continued the criticism
effect

and especially

to be evaluated on the basis of how much it

of Owen, Marx and Carlyle

produced.

by Owen for a replacement of competition

in the quality

for

its

of work.

atomising

The worker

with the product of his labour and did not

of artist

He compares the architecture

and craftsman to his work as in former times.
of mediaeval and Post-Renaissance structures

noting the absence of the craftsman's
In Stones of Venice Ruskin points

skill

in the latter

instance.

to the causes for the degeneration.

"It is not truly speaking, the labour that is divided, but
the men - Divided into mere segments of men - broken into
so that all the little
small fragments and crumbs of life;
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"piece of intelligence
that is left in a man is not enough
in making the
to make a pin or a nail, but exhausts itself
point of a pin or the head of a nail. "36
its

of labour,

The division

in industry

absence of art

alienating

were thus added to Morris'

which
themes
united
and art as

of nature,

life

nineteenth

century industrialism

of the Middle Ages.

virtues
influence

They decided to form a brothernot as an embellishment,

which was fundamental to the attainment

necessary to furnish

a house and bo bring to their

of art and craft.

unification

With this

of life.

the fact

to possess the beautiful

It

of the items

manufacture a

in mind they established

Firm in 1861, but Morris always regretted
wealthy. who could afford

the lost

at Oxford

idea to found a company which would provide all

was Morris'

of

to resurrect

group of friends

dedicated to the value of art,

but as a principle

experiences

and Ruskin became a guiding

Carlyle

included Webb and Rosetti.

hood of artists

earlier

in a renunciation

and his decision

Burne-Jones and their

for Morris,

which later

on the worker and the

effect

that
objects

The

it was only the
The

which

Firm produced.
During this

time,

with craft

art reunited

in the 1860s, Morris
and with life,

lectured

on his theories

and condemned industry

mass-produced poorly made and often useless commodities.

of

which

His advice

to his audiences was that they should possess only what they knew was
useful

or beautiful.

principle,

By'this

method, if

adopted as a widespread

demands
be
forced
to
to
the
conform
of an
would
producers

enlightened
made goods.

public which would not settle
This period of Morris'

contemporary standards,

represents

life,

for superfluous

or poorly

when he sought to challenge

a widening of his perceptions

role of art from the purely personal to the wider implications
in society.

It opened his eyes to other issues and he often

and wrote on the topics
establishment

of pollution,

of Garden Cities.

conservation

on the
of life

lectured

of resources and the
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A further

which was due in part

followed

in 1871 and 1873 where he discovered
its

flavour

mediaeval

such a society

in English

intent

to redirect

that

impossibility.

priorities

of society,

along mediaeval lines

he felt,

by reinstating

wealth

the status

art
quo.

he realised

Increasingly

reality

to the

waste of resources,

role

campaign

by the social,
The goals

was a part.

had set themselves of material

played the leading

wealth and

in perpetuating

human alienation

the evils

movement.

To the Working Men of England'
to that

The

and inequality.

had to be as comprehensive as the problem and Morris

his answer in the socialist

such

in

subculture

in his artistic

encountered

of which it

similar

that

reform - his politicisation.

economic and technological

solution

to

aspects

the transition

placed upon art

commodity production

of

of achievement by his earlier

This represented

which Morris

and industry

of the

of the desirable

always led back to the constraints

which society

a

It was not retro-

goal.

isolated
an
of
even
or

stage of his crusade for
The frustration

back the clock,

a communal quality

so much as the realisation
on a new lebel.

life

with

of pollution,

of

has often

of the mass-production

and the love of work as the true

approaches of a personal

final

The modern existence

wanted a reorganisation

the replacement

a comprehensive goal was impossible

conflict

much of

which retained

he simply wanted to turn
But Morris

and material

with art

of mediaeval

and communal lifestyle.

the course of society

practical

gression,

to Iceland

made two visits

a society

The

him of the feasibility
of reviving such
37
his
love
the
Morris'
and
stated
of
past
culture.

led to the criticism

life

Mythology'.

convinced

values

commodities

by Burne-Jones to

'Northern

and Morris

his imagination

improvement

social

to his introduction

in the form of Thorpe's

the Norse epics
sagas captured

scheme for

of Morris'

enlargement

In 1877 he wrote

'Unjust

in which he takes a position

found
War:

on war

of Bellamy in warning the people not to allow

themselves
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to be used in the name of 'English
actually

interests.

privileged

Federation and soon after
Much controversy

Interests'

to support what were

In 1883 he joined

founded the Socialist

exists

among critics

theSocial

League.

over the question of the

Morris adhered. to which is reminiscent

type of socialism

to Thomas More.

debate in relation

Mackail,

Glasier,

element altogether

or treat

no true affinity.

It

it

within

of nineteenth

that he was a Marxist.
Morris'. arrival
whole being.
interest

In the latter

at a socialist
By this

in art,

he refers

position

position

modern debate
against

derives

socialist

the antagonisms

group Glasier,

that Morris was a. socialist,

Glasier's

deny any Marxist

this

movement which mirror

century socialism.

and Cole, while accepting

to note within

not only of capitalist

the socialist

on

for which Morris felt

as an eccentricity

is interesting

Morton,

was Marxist;

Cole and Henderson either

the same spectrum of controversy
but of rifts

of the same

On the one hand Lindsay,

P. Meir and E. P. Thompsonwould claim his socialism
the other,

Democratic

Mackail

do not accept

from the fact

that

was achieved by reason of his

to Morris'

early experiences,

the past, the Norse sagas and the writings

his
of Carlyle

and Ruskin.
"... he (Morris) himself belonged to the old Utopian school
Socialist
school of
rather than to the modern Scientific
It-is true that occasionally he used distinctively
thought.
Marxist phrases ... But no one who knew him personally, or
body
his
the
familiar
of
writings,
could
general
with
was
fail to perceive that these Marxist ideas did not really
thought, but were
belong to his own sphere of socialist
because
their
him
by
almost universal acceptance
of
adopted
by his fellow Socialists,
and because he did not feel
disposed to bother about doctrlges which, whether true or
false, hardly interested him. "
Neither Mackail nor Cole go to the same extremes"to
from the Marxist
Cole finds
socialist

it

school but neither

separate Morris

do they emphasise his socialism.

easy to pick holes in News From Nowhere as a vision

society.

of a
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"Never on earth could human affairs
run so smoothly as all
that, with so little
clanking'of
machinery, and with so
little
Never could the job of getting
machinery to clank.
the world's work done be reduced to quite that idyllic
d womendid limit their wants to
simplicity,
even if men and
what they really wanted.
Philip

Henderson places the whole emphasis of Morris'

Nowhere on the artistic

News From

experiences alone.

"It would be an insult to Morris' intelligence
to suppose
that he really believed in the possibility
of such a
society, where the only work that appears to be going on
is a little
haymaking at Helmscott
In reality
it
is
...
to
an Arts and Crafts Utopia with ver little
relation
°
"
anything we know as communism ...
believe

Having said that Morris did not really
such a society,
to nostalgia.

the writing

-Henderson
While it is true that Morris'

for the idyllic
wider life

attributes

The opposite

Morris was certainly.

position

represented a longing

is also true that in his.
a socialist.

is taken by the members of the former
with A. L. Morton representing

category of four critics,

of

of News From Nowhere

utopia

aspects of the Middle Ages, it

and interests

in the possibility

the most

extreme.

Morton holds that Morris was not a utopian but a scientific

socialist

and, therefore,

tradition

From
Nowhere
News
Morris
that
proposed
as an actual
and

prospectus for a socialist

fully

versed and in accord with Marxist

society.

(Morris')
imagination does
"... the scientific
nature of
detail but on his mastery
not rest on a mass o superficial
of the law of movement of human society.
He cliffwºthat the classless society of the future could
...
only emerge from what actually exists and be reached through
the conflict
of the classes, that is to say, through
revolution. "41
It. is characteristic

of Morgon that every utopia or dystopia

the
basis of its
praised or condemnedon
the 'laws'
current

of social

class conflict

publication

evolution.

conformity

with Marxist

Much of what Morton writes

seems pointedly

anachronistic,

is
doctrine:

about

even at the 1952

of his work.

The divisions

which are apparent between modern critics

are a
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reflection

of the nineteenth

the socialist

within

to the present of the nineteenth

and technological

active

and unresolved.

movement the English socialists

over the methods to be adopted:

As

were split

the Fabians advocated the evolutionary
method of Bellamy as 'half-

Morris attacked the evolutionary

change' and equally

and those

of the relevance

century political

content is still

with the American socialist

approach.

is an indication

movement.. It

issues that much of their

divisions

century political

in his review of

challenged the Fabian position

the Fabian Essays in January 1890.

Their error

was to,

"Overestimate the importance of the mechanism of a system
(Sidney
it
be
He
to
from
the-end
may
used.
which
apart
Webb) is so anxious to prove the commonplace that our
system embraces some of the machinery
present industrial
by which a Socialist
system might be worked ... that his
paper tends to produce the impression of one who thinks
life. "42
that we are already in the first
stage of socialist
For Morris the piecemeal transition
Fabians in England and by the Socialist
neither

nor desirable.

practical

the revolution

of. society

as put forward by

Labour Party in America was

He subscribed rather

to the tenet that

was necessary, not only to overthrow capitalism

prepare the working class for rule,

as he makes clear

but to

in'News From

Nowhere,
"I doubt whether without this seemingly dreadful civil war,
the due talent for administration
would have developed
it
Anyhow,
the
was there, and they
men.
working
amongst
soon got leaders far more than equal to the best among the
reactionaries. "43
The necessity

as the transitionary

of revolution

in position

is one of the main disparities
Accusations of 'half-change',

evolutionary.

cause.

that too radical

and token concessions

by the revolutionary

The methods of the evolutionary

delaying
as
seen
successes were
Similar

between Bellamy and Morris.

'sham-criticisms'

always accompanied the criticisms

rather

mode for society

school for the

school and even their

than furthering

the socialist

accusations were made by the evolutionists
a course only sought to alienate

sections

who felt
of the
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harm
divisions
the
these
thus
cause,
and
and
populace

tended to weaken

the movement.
whatever disagreement existed

between Morris and Bellamy on the

method of change, they shared commonground on the need for change and
the nature of the abuses.

Several of the passages relating

aspect of Morris'

are very close to Bellamy's

critique

the main problems.

to this

perception

of

In England there was high unemployment which

attended the break-up of her world monopoly in trade and manufacture,
subsequent labour devaluation,

for jobs and its

competition

rapid growth of trade unions,

socialist

Morris noted the prevalent

parties

attitude

and the

and violent

agitation.

among the apologists

for the

system who,

capitalist-industrialist

"... proclaimed inequality and poverty as,,ýhe law of God and
the bond which held the world together.
This is,

in essence, the same as Bellamy's conclusion

thought the preservation

blocked any real social,

such beliefs

as in Bellamy's

analogy:

that

road and harness

system to be identical

Both men felt

of Christianity.

the interests

the coach,

of the existing

that some people

that the perpetuation

economic and technological

no radical

improvement

but the whole

Bellamy had written

in America during the industrial

revolution

in
for
had
and
a minority,
wealth
power
a
vast
growth
created
which
then used it
total

to pervert

accord with. this

in

of society.

machinery of the establishment.

that democracy had been lost

of

reforms

was possible

Against any changes weighed not only mistaken opinion
legal and political

with

political

institutions.

who

Again, Morris was in

indictment.

"Was not Parliament on the one hand a kind of watch-committee
Classes
Upper
took
interests
the
the
that
to
of
see
sitting
blind
delude
the
to
the
hurt;
of
a
sort
other
on
and
no
in
had
the
they
into
that
manner
some
share
supposing
people
of their own affairs? 1145

Governmentdecisions were then enforced by the wasteful system of
police, the courts, or in international

by
the military;
matters

none
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of which addressed the true enemies of the people - hunger and thirst.
This is echoed in the words of Morris that,
the government was the Law Courts ... which handled the
...
brute force that the deluded people allowed them to use for
their own purposes: I mean the army, navy and police. '-41
Once these abuses are swept aside by the change, whether revolutionary

some of the more fundamental differences

or evolutionary,

These differences

become apparent..

the two utopias

relate

between

mainly to the

to a large extent

nature of work and the role and goals of technology;
they are interrelated.
Bellamy's

perception

With his brand of socialism

to two levels.

distributed,

would be equally
just

Given this
in its

including

eliminating

the wealth of the nation
corruption

the only other fault

distribution,

and exploitation.

extensive

the production

and more "scientific"

system on a national

lay

with capitalism

The next step was to reorganise

inefficiency.

and distribution

of the extent of necessary changes extended

records of demand and the-improved

basis.

application

of

The question of-what was produced

labour and technology to industry.

by
it
Bellamy.
how
labour
addressed
was
not
produced
and

Morris'

criticism,

on the other hand, extended to these very fundamental levels.

Capitalism

was not only inefficient

but misdirected.

"They had reached a. wonderful facility
of production, and ...
most elaborate system of buying and selling ..., The World
Market (which) ... forced them to go on making more and more
importance
to the real necessities
these
of
egual
wares
of
...life. "47
which supported
This commodity production
the capitalist
without

system for it

to the'goals

or necessity

of the items produced.

of technology.

He rebelled

aspect with his whole being, convinced that simplicity,

necessity

were the criteria

also called

of

was dedicated to mere-wealth production

concern for the quality

This problem related
this

represented for Morris the real fault

for judging

into question the criteria

against
beauty and

the value of a product.
for judging

He

the nature of work,

PAGE
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and human relations

to it.

This aspect was related

to the role of

There was,

technology.

to expend the least possible labour
ceaseless
endeavour
...
on any article
made, and yet at the same time to make as
as possible ... the happiness of the workmen
many articles
at their work, nay his most elementary comfort and bare
life
health
in
did
short
not weigh a grain
... ---hisbalance --against this dire necessity of 'cheap
of sand in the
production' of things. "4
The role of. technology,

was the cheapening of

which had the dual consequence of reducing the real

production
the product,

Morris would reverse this

worker and the production
would be brought.

Most of the ills

system which used any means to"open

despite

the consequences to the traditional
in pollution,

the fulfilment
greatest

exploitation

of the
creative

and the technology

as one of the evils

Market'

system resulted

technology

which plagued the world could

of capitalism

Morris saw colonialism

giving

to which-the

of necessities

be traced to the dual misdirection
employed.

relation,

role to the true goals of society:

a supportive

value of

the needs of the workman to the demands

and subordinating

of the market.

effort

according to' Morris,

it

of the 'World

up' countries

to trade

At home the

society.
of natural

resources and of

the workers.
Morris wrote a criticism
June, 1889.

of Looking Backward for'Cbmmönweal in

There he succinctly

sets out the three major points with

which he took issue and which he was later
solutions

to elaborate

for in his News From Nowhere. They included

and offer
the charge that

Bellamy could only conceive of the machinery of society;
Js

no incentive

production
deficiencies
incentive
machinery;

to work but fear of starvation;

and that

of useless commodities was allowed to continue.
Morris offered
to work;

joy in the work itself

improved quality

of relationships

and art as an indispensable

replace commodity production.

that there
the
To these

as the true
to simple

element of human happiness to
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mainly over the practicality

Morris came under criticism,
of society,

organisation

Morris'

namely that

supporters,

went too far in eliminating

reasons of

is generally

accepted even by

in his love of craft

and handiwork he

The first

with Bellamy's system.

fault

for the opposite

and generally

of his

machinery.

One critic

by
Morris,
the
take
advocated
methods
using
workers,
would

over one

hundred hours a week of labour to produce merely the necessities
life.

however, that Morris was totally

It is not true,
But he felt

machinery.

that under the existing

high production of products,
goals.

questionable

the quality

for the worker;

of

against

system, dedicated to

of life. was sacrificed

for

those tasks into groups:

Rather he would divide

those which could be done with love,

it

estimated that

and a sense of satisfaction

skill

and those which could not and which should be done by

automatic machines.
For Morris technology was a controlled

adjunct

to society,

of. life

even if

such a priority

secondary importance to the quality,
demandedmaterial

sacrifices.

Bellamy, by contrast,

the great wealth producer by which all
want.

saw technology as

could. enjoy freedom from material

Work, for Bellamy, was simply time to be put in as a duty for

leisure
for
the
and
payment
one's sustenance,
life

of

which seriously

industrial

army.

materialist-utopia.

began at forty-five

he felt,

wealth,

as a purely

was no guarantee of

He wanted a more comprehensive and institutionalised

happiness.

by which people could express their.
leave it,

discharge from the

by'Looking"Backward

Morris was repelled
Material

after

that was the true goal of

persistent

as would Bellamy, to the periphery

he
felt
the
which
work
machines

method

human needs and not
of life,

the most appropriate

or contract

to

expression of

those needs.
In News From Nowhere a nineteenth

century dreamer awakes to find

into
future
the
London
utopia.
of
changed
world
and
a

Most of the facts
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about the new society

are revealed to the hero by his guide, Old

Hammond,or on a boat trip

up the Thames ---

had made to the forest

himself

a trip

of his boyhood.

The physical

realities

contrast

to those of

deliberate
in
the
demeanour
the
people
of
are
and
Looking Backward.

But both Morris and Bellamy took pains to make the

that the friendly,

point

healthy,

attractive

utopia have not undergone a radical

his position

is the conditions

Morris concurs,

grows.

inhabitants.

people pictured

Morris rebelled

for the citizens
he felt

contrast

at this

that the unit

view of life,
for

therefore,

he pictured

as self-sufficient

the organisation.

as possible,

communities of More's Utopia.
with by the individual
individual

not placed on material

its'operation.

much like

By

had to be small
for

its

In News From'Nowhere,

of society

into small communities

the widely dispersed

Issues which arise

for debate are dealt

communities who vote at a local

responsibility.

it was too large

in and responsibility

in
in
1889.
Commonweal
he
stated
as

details,

city

and distributive

feeling

of administration
interest

Bellamy's

of the material

productive

to feel any responsibility

enough for the people to feel

fosters

the fruits

of their

wealth created by the efficiency

different.

technologised

centralised,

mainly enjoying

of the environ-

But for each the

elements of that environment are quite

Boston of the year 2000 is a highly

system.

be the

factor.

its
the
determines
of
nature
ment

with its

that

stating

free man will

Both Morris and Bellamy are agreed that the quality

constituting

of

Bellamy.'s analogy to a rose

wealthy,
slave
or
a
as a pauper, a

determining

The

since the beauty of the plant depends on the

of the, medium in which it

existence

who populate

change of 'human nature'.

which determine human relations.

bush states
quality

characters

of them for it

term has no meaning for either
existence

which Morris

level

The emphasis of their

comfort but on the relations

which

condition

is

of people to each
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We see people at work on the shore, engaged

other and to their work.

road and building

in haymaking,
a feeling

of energy,

of the building,

co-operation

type by choice for

of this

Morris

work

in the sculpting

and art

of

The preponderance of detail

of the wood.

the stones and engraving

to their

and, in the case

and good-fellowship,

to detail

an attention

They bring

construction.

wanted to emphasise that

of society should not be concerned with mechanismbut
of people, joy in work and the integration

is

the basis

with the relations

of art into all

aspects of

life.

The industrial

humanlabour by technological
line

the Galileian

with

this

argument with
increased

that

school,

wealth

interact

Morris
-!

was in the tradition

communities.

More would have reclaimed
though it

industry

wanted to subordinate
goals,
.

to strictly

as the priority.

'Philanthropic',

as a

school of
issue of the

as the basic

of how people were to

and the organisation

the land lost

to the enclosure
so that

could be redressed.

social

That potential,

a social

of small,

had established

Industrialisation

what were technology's

defined

of

to society

of Thomas More in desiring

to
the wool-trade,
meant an end

by that

applied

which superseded considerations

as a priority

efficiency

the benefits

to achieve human satisfaction.

system based on moral foundations
agricultural

to this

Bellamy had no

that

goals and the question

these realities

with

was 'better'.

the Baconian,

took exception
its

of technology,

with

in

a process could be done more

thus produced were equitably

But Morris

science.

if

on the condition

attitude

This was in line

whole.

created

and the increasing attitude,

skill

or more cheaply then it

efficiently

role

had seen the increasing displacement of

revolution

machine

of human need.
movement,

the social

ills

In the same way Morris
potentials,

given material

goals which placed human potential

as Morris saw it,

could achieve its
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best expression by a combination of a return
emphasis on work as fulfilment.

to communal ways with the

Today the question

element for the satisfaction

work is an essential

or whether, as Bellamy would have it,

leisure

persists

of whether

of the human psyche,

to pursue goals is

and desirable.

sufficient

Much of the antagonism between the two works rests on the totality
of the image as it

is created by the amount of detail

aspect of society.

This disproportionateýtreatment'by

leads to the mistaken impression that,

of its

another was a necessary and sufficient

solution.

a,nd misunderstandings

exaggerations

between differing
ideological

each author

own, one aspect or
The resulting

were a consequence of the animosity

factions

socialist

expended on one

seeing things

from their

camps.

Bacon and Bellamy shared the belief

that the potentials

in science and technology held the promise of perfection
for the benefit

applied

of all

humanity.

of opposition

consisted

relation

that their

manifested

in the socialist

level

of militancy

Public opinion,

changes seem inevitable.
society

or some catastrophe.

that the tendency of history
humane. Humanstriving

stance in

as

and trade union movement, had risen to a

which made radical

through revolution

More and,.

Yet, both Morris and Bellamy were

demise
the
that
of capitalist
was convinced
either

were

development as it

retrogressive

dreams could be attained.

optimistic

it

had taken a wrong turn.

to industrial

had progressed and included an essentially
to science and technology.

ihherent

Their approach consisted

however, were convinced that society

Their solution

if

the trends as they had developed.

mainly of working within
Morris,

own

Morris

was imminent,

Bellamy was also certain

was toward the more enlightened

and

for improvement together with increasing

moral

deepen
to create the necessary
would
expand
and
and economic awareness
conditions

for a rapid evolution

to socialist

society.

But just

as
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t

there were forces which mitigated

against

disasters

prophecy, there were forces which tended against
rapid

and the dissent

which Morris foresaw.
of sweeping levels
in terms of its

absorption

enlarged the timescale

Capitalism

and its

of confrontation

ability

of industry

to disarm opposition

has continued,

social

far short
both

by
and greatly

In the sense that the growth and
Bellamy has proved more
to pollution

Morris has enjoyed a renewed-relevance.

the need to re-evaluate

stage

where improved conditions

reform which averted confrontation
of reform.

between

possessed an elasticity,

In the re-emergence of opposition

of technology,

or even

stages of Bellamy fell

for economic recovery,

ability

and partial

concentration

revolutionary

never reached the revolutionary

The evolutionary

of change.

lessened discontent;

accurate.

The level

author took into account.

the establishment

the Malthusian

The system was possessed of other dynamics which

improvement.

neither

like

inequality

and the goals
Both highlighted

and commitment.

the optimism which they shared would be'lost

Unfortunately

to the next generation.
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CHAPTERFIVE

W r, wmiic
_
At the turn
future

of the twentieth

century

which had been stimulated

erupted

in a proliferation

by the utopias

of utopias

who addressed themselves to this
H. G. Wells.

of human existence

consequences into

and dystopias.

future

the new science,
and often

many of the themes relevant

both in its

in forming

emotional

Of all

to science,

Wells'

was the application

affecting

analysing

the

the

and, works
society

and utopia.

him with the

in his future

aspects of the industrial

of new technology

he

phases, played a central

manifest

material
all

than

of the industrial

and provided

environment,

and intellectual

The key factor

and later

earlier

the writers

a century

projecting

As such his life

contexts.

By the same token many of the characteristics

role

Morris
Bellamy
of
and

In a career which spanned more than half

changing nature

revolution,

debate about the

area none were more prolific

devoted his energy to popularising

illuminate

the great

to production.

vision.
revolution

A population

5.2

which had earned its
manufacturing

living

The population

sector.

labour in the factory
A society

and distributive

functions

were controlled
as their

capitalism

mode

Steam, coal and iron replaced wind, water and animal

and motivation.

power and brought the demise of the sailing
and tenant farming.

a more sophisticated

ship,

handicraft

To meet the demands of new productive

there arose new social,

in the skills

their

in urban centres.

concentrated

turned to competitive

regulation

now turned to the

grew and concentrated

Industry

system.

whose productive

by mercantile

through agriculture

economic and-political

production
techniques

institutions

including

banking system, new monetary policies,

and education of the population,

a growth

a broadening middle

class and an extension of the franchise.
As the industrial

revolution

many of the. early aberrations
and bad working conditions

evolving

steel

The railways,
refrigeration,

disease,

industrial

headway.

and communication.
The telegraph

accelerated

the internal

.

communication.

techniques of canning and

lay in the
Science was

combustion engine and electricity.

for less in the development of

and technology.

These developments in science and technology were followed

concommittant social
of the Victorian-era,
challenge

of

the development of the market economy. The

coming to count for more and empiricism
new industries

Rapidly

in the 1840s and later

demonstrated in 1876 facilitated

combined with perfected

filth

Iron was replaced by

forms
future
to
the
way
new
of
power
gave
steam engine
turbine,

to maturity

as measures of health,

began to make positive

durable.
harder
more
and
-

the telephone first

drive

improved. on or replaced methods and materials

transportation

production,

of overcrowding,

receded in severity

housing and labour relations
technology

proceeded on its

established

and political

innovations

a new intellectual

and finally,

by

by the end

framework which began to

conceptions of human existence.

These aspects
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which had earned its
manufacturing

living

The population

sector.

labour in the factory
A society

and distributive

functions

were controlled
as their

capitalism

mode

Steam, coal and iron replaced wind, water and animal

and motivation.

power and brought the demise of the sailing
and tenant farming.

a more sophisticated

ship,

handicraft

To meet the demands of new productive

there arose new social,

economic and-political

production
techniques

institutions

including

banking system, new monetary policies,

and education of the population,

in the skills

their

in urban centres.

concentrated

turned to competitive

regulation

now turned to the

grew and concentrated

Industry

system.

whose productive

by mercantile

through agriculture

a growth

a broadening middle

class and an extension of the franchise.
As the industrial

revolution

proceeded on its

many of the .early aberrations of overcrowding,
in
bad
severity
receded
conditions
working
and

evolving

production,
steel

and communication.

durable.
harder
and
more
-

The railways,

The telegraph

industrial

accelerated

headway.

the internal

in the 1840s and later
communication.

techniques of canning and,

lay in the
Science was

combustion engine and electricity.

for less in the development of

and technology.

These developments in science and technology were followed
concommittant social
of the Victorian.

of

the development of the market economy. The

for
to
more and empiricism
count
coming
new industries

Rapidly

Iron was replaced by

steam engine gave way to new forms of power - the future
turbine,

filth

as measures of health,

demonstrated in 1876 facilitated

combined with perfected

refrigeration,

to maturity

improved. on or replaced methods and materials

transportation

the telephone first

disease,

began to make positive

housing and labour relations
technology

drive

and political

innovations

era, a new intellectual

and finally,

by

by the end

framework which began to

human
conceptions
of
existence.
established
challenge

These aspects
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of the later

industrial

revolution

Wells' vision of societal
The empiricism
had done much for
the century.
successful

reality

demonstrated

the roles

an electrical

that

was science

and dyestuffs.

England was losing
industry

After

her grip

was recognised

technicians.

and schools

policies,

credit

by an active

and extensive

Running parallel

belief,

A new understanding

to demonstrate

as a key feature

monetary

evolution

traditional

religious

and of the future

political

are challenged

of

and economic
of economic

and disappear

existence.

toward concentration

of his analysis.

science were

the dynamic nature of

the temporary nature of their

capital

education,

In his dissection

accentuating

the trends

and

of biological

in creation,

which come into

highlighted

scientists

like

concerning

also came under question.

being,

to upgrading

class.

institutions

Bellamy,

the imbalance

examples of the way in which

entrepreneurial

time led to questions

Marx attempted

relations

future

The permanence of human social,

institutions

that

which in England had been provided

protection

of man's paramount position

the race.

like

was clear

with the advancements of practical

those of pure research.
and geological

To redress

services

essential

and trade

it

set up as essential

Japan and Germany offered

governments could provide

By 1900

on the lead in new areas of science and

and knowledge of the country's

the skills

allowed

new industries

the Great Exhibition

to Germany and the United States.

education

forces

foundations.

the bases for

the

was not until

of magnetic and electric

was providing

Farraday had

combustion engine.
in 1831 but it

current

by the end of

of thermodynamics led to the

developments based on intellectual

technological

chemicals

were to be reversed

the internal

1880s when an understanding

it

and potentiality.

A thorough understanding
production'bf

H. G.

the development of the steam engine

surrounding
science,

in determining

were central

He also,

like

of power and

5.4

All

this

physical,

individualities
Wells'

and its

his life

affected

deprivation

of power in the state

represented

this

itself

power manifested

From his early
derived

his

impression

the possibil-ity

of their

and imperialism.

militarism

of governments and of

his Utopias.

society

lines.

to show the hollowness

end he often

to adverse effect.

of the idea

there was no guarantee that

to develop along positive

humanity would continue

To this

that

evoked tales

He wanted to

the future.

of Darwinian

He gained a remarkable

with uncanny accuracy.
the benefits

Wells provided

popularity

He was perhaps most at home while

science and technology

to ,the needs of society.

directed

evolution
among

of the new

a host of predictions

to be gained by an intelligently

of its

and hypocrisy

the newly educated readers eager to hear the implications
science for

themes,

and catastrophe,

to be the personification

insisted

Wells often

to be

Here, two more recurrent

between education

the

plans for

position

which always characterised

considered

of Marx he

from the bottom up to achieve

and capable men.

by an elite

Although often

running

to world peace as long as

from an enlightened

appear - the race of civilisation

complacency.

The concentration

in
Welisian
the
watchword
always
-

achieved by education

shake=up Victorian

and conflict.

in nationalism,

Utopia. - A government niust rule

of progress,

was achieved man-

a threat

renovation

that

to population

of the temporary nature

maximum of efficiency

and the rule

he felt

for

of Plato and Henry George and later

reading

issues.

recurrent

appeared frequently

an adequate balance of resources

kind was doomed to poverty,

years and

in any developments which

of the themes mentioned and many of them constitute

until

of

He touched in his work on all

of society.

The problem. of overpopulation

both in its

on the formation

From his early

vision.

Wells was interested

the organisation

ferment,

bore directly

totality

and future

world outlook

throughout

and intellectual

social

and often

enumerating

application

He gave the steam

of

5.5

engine and railways

as examples of a powerful

which had upset absolutely
that

anticipated

like

new technology

thrust

In the same way he
and the mass-produced

electricity

forms and herald

new social

motor car would create

forms.

old social

technological

the coming of a New

Republic.
New methods of transportation
time and space and accelerating

and communication

the tendency noted by Marx and Bellamy

Wells saw this

toward consolidation.

scale and coined two familiar

between education

phrases which were to pass into
He was responsible

what Wells presented

also modern readers. lose sight
him mainly for

reading

the local

social

his science fiction

and mundane in order

level

on a macroscopic

was his greatest

on the widest

planning

and focussing

controversy

century

Wells'

to display

scale,

society

preoccupation

with

of writing

to

ability

the human dilemma
He insisted

on

widespread

where technological
in the

earlier.
places him at the centre

It was-a very self-conscious

and society.

and his family

being blown ahead by forces

Throughout his life

reason

But for

novels.

even more dramatically

these questions

this

and educator,

stimulating

on a future

to be in for he saw himself

'individualities

and social

than steam had done a century

of the debate on*science
position

as a prophet

strength.

possible

attention

changes would be transforming
twentieth

of his role

much of

is evidence of

But for

analysis.

and-social

that

which he rose to world renown Wells'

Edwardian England'in
transcend

has become truism

as new material

the accuracy of his political

and the

The fact

progress.

many

the 'race

a 'change of scale'

and social

general

for

in civilisation',

the 'crisis

and catastrophe',

imbalance between material

to a global

process extending

usage - World State and World Economy.
such ideas now accepted like

were conquering

novels,

and autobiography he continually-reached

as so many

beyond their

pamphlets,

control.

educational

tracts

back to analyse and re-evaluate

5.6

the effects

of these forces

He ascribes,
life's

using himself

-in his Experiment

energy as a "drive

of history

as a representative

in Autobiography,

to make a practically

a large

element.
of his

part

applicable

science out

and sociology".

"I have found the attempt to disentangle
the possible
drift
of life in general and of human life in particular
from the confused stream of events, and the means of
if such are to be found, morel
that drift,
controlling
important and interesting
by far than anything else. "
As a representative

element in that

he sees himself as reacting freely
disintegrating

forces

of this

it

century

His vision

spans nearly

being at the

a century

as he

from the middle of the nine-

to the end of the Second World War.

was the. disintegrative

the

of the old order and

coming into

rapidly

of these forces

the evolution

chronicles
teenth

of the new order

century.

stream of events'

to two types of forces:

forces evident in the dissolution

the syntehtic
beginning

'confused

For his parents

aspects which were most prominent.

In 1850, his mother, Sarah Neal, went to work at Up Park near
Petersfield,
realities,

as a lady's
her religion

Her beliefs

maid.

revolved

around two central

and her sense of an immutable social

Between her and her god there was the Queen, who ruled
the nobibility
mankind.

and the gentry

Sarah's

of republicanism

devotion

housing and all

than identification
sentiments.

to the Queen wove an ineradicable

hatred

with

for

his life
that

right,

the abundant clothing,

it

of-

thread

who heard too much of her and he

the freedomsof her children"2.

handicap and throughout

by divine

who employed and commandedthe rest

into young 'Bertie'

conceived a "jealous

hierarchy.

the magnificent

They accentuated

was jealousy

of that

below which motivated

his

above rather

his republican

3

In 1851 a Joseph Wells, who was destined

to become Bertie's

appeared at Up Park in the position

of gardener.

His experiences

revolved around outdoor activities,

mainly gardening and cricket.

father,
had

His
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first

had been as"a gardener to a Mr. Joseph Wells,

position

Old Wells took an interest

at Redleaf.

in young Joseph and encouraged

Vague hopes and ambitions

him to read.
disappointed

at the old man's death.

importance.

He thought

life

In his normal working

in the eighteenth

century

tradition

They moved from one position
not through

describes

as intractibility

made to do things.

diary

to another,

Within

presented

in the window bearing

after
later

years H. G. was to identify

a fortnight
with

that

to purchase

is plain

this

Atlas

from
House, named
In

of the world.

figure

and spoke of the
was consigned

They were caught there for

H. G. spent the first

of a century.

or

thirteen

years

there and his own development was so shaped by the ideas

of his life

of his mother to her enslavement that

and reactions

frame of mind is a necessary first
the education

of H. G. Wells.

eroded by a series

step in'the

by fate.

and enthusiasm which characterised

Joseph as a result

frustrated

understanding

her

process of understanding

Slowly his mother's

of hard knocks dealt

gave way to a more bewildered,

indoors

itself

There was no trade and the family

to the dark and grimy underground kitchen.

observation

it

a lamp instead

with

to be told

Kent at the very reasonable

in Bromley,

a figure

the next quarter

everything.

Joseph unable to hold a

He did not like

they were disillusioned

House.

ruled

Sarah,

made by and for a
that was falling
to

In 1855 an opportunity

that

burden of Atlas

he was very much, like

of temper.

of one hundred pounds.

Sarah's

to secondary

incompetence but through what H. G.

a china shop from a relative
price

to

of emigrating

when the nobility

"They were both economic innocents
social order, a scheme of things,
pieces all about them. "4

job as gardener,

in him only to be

were stirred

His dreams, however, were relegated

America or Australia..

no relation,

simple

faith

was

The mood of keen
her early

and finally

diary

embittered

gradually
note.

of her dour moods and never one to spend much time

anyway spent less'and

less time at Atlas

House, leaving

more of
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for

the burden of caring
Sarah's

What little

shoulders.

Bromley was being pulled
of rail

the family

trade

into

there was became gradually

A second station

was opened.
came into

to London to shop and London retailers

People travelled
with

the local

eroded.

London's suburban network by an extension

passenger and goods services.

competition

the china shop on

and running

House died

The trade of Atlas

retailers.

away.
"Vast unsuspected forces beyond her ken were steadily
destroying the social order, the horse and sailing
ship
transport,
the handicrafts
and the tenant-farmer
social
order to which all her beliefs were attuned and on which
all her confidence was based. "5
She was taxed beyond endurance and her faith
death of H. G. 's older
repeated her prayers
but the virtue
through

perhaps even more urgently,

had gone out of her and nothing

to his heart.

as a kind of freak
sinners

two years before

sister

Indeed he perceived
the all-seeing

show with

on a wheel over a slow fire

came to him in his dreams.

just
-

finally

broke at the

his birth.

She still

as Wells points
of her early

out,

faith

the whole religious

got

affair

God as an Old Sneak roasting
some of the visions

His dreams pursued him into

that

the daytime.

to represent God'as a bogey is to outrage the soul
...
is
if one committed an indecent
of a child almost
Many minds never recover from the injury.
assault.
haunted by a dread
They remain spiritually
crippled,
in the ultimate Nature of Things. "6
of relentless
cruelty
Finally,
beliefs,

at age eleven,

declared

he called

t` is God a lie
career.

his brothers

fools

and stamped the pattern

for

their

of his atheism

on his subsequent
One of the most important

incidents

of Wells' early

in 1878 between the ages of seven and eight

years occurred

when he broke his leg.

this autobiography
"Probably I am alive today and writing
instead of being a worn out, dismissed and already dead
because my leg was broken. "7
shop assistant,
The sympathy of his parents

him with his request for books.

rallied

around his bedside and supplied

Someof what he read included illus-
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trated

volumes of countries

that took him around the world from the

mountains of Tibet to the rain forests

He also read Wood's Natural

Indians and negroes.

between lions,

full'of
he perceived

The relationship

and cats for example led to curious

tigers

romances and his later

premonitions

on the fate of the race.

treatises

and international

political

History

him to

which was to play such a prominent part in his scientific

of evolution
"

Russian wolves.

Indian tigers,

gorillas,

introducing

of Brazil

His ideas of

muchinfluenced
by the
were

relations

cartoons of 'Punch' and 'Fun' portraying

John Bull,

Uncle Sam and the

His consciousness of womenbegan at this

Russian Bear.

bare-limbed-portrayal

of the feminine

By the time young Bertie
Bromley, a rather

wide gulf

time with the
$
Erin and La France.

Britannia,

was ready to attend Morley's

Academy in

separated him from the rest Of the boys.

None of them came from bookish homes and knew nothing of his exotic
lands and peoples.
look in himself

which led to a sense of intrinsic

him self-conceited
mental life
further
national

He became conscious of a relative

and confident.

created a natural

relations,

superiority

These aspects of his early

predilection

education which amplified

wideness of out-

conscious

for the aspects of his

his interests

his macrocosmic vision

and made

in evolution,

and his confidence

interin his

own superiority.
The education of H. G. Wells spanned a variety
which ranged from the archaic

of institutions

Bromley Academy of Mr. Morley to the

Normal School at South Kensington, -which was the most modern of the
in
then
existence.
schools
science
rapidly

education system was

the Education Act of 1871, in response

being developed, after

to a variety

The British

of technological,

social

and political

changes.

By the time Wells entered the school in Bromley the population
London had reached three million.
six thousand miles of track,

The railway

of

boom had created over

the post now serviced

every corner of the

1
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and the widespread use of .the telegraph

country

These developments created

communication.
destabilising

forces

facilitated
for

immediate effects

from a few large

to point

on Atlas

branch lines

influences

recognised

ones, as Wells was quick

and

the railway

barracks"9.

shot and police

and visibly

both stabilising

But perhaps the

were the destabilising
in addition

In Bromley,

out.

House already

the growth of the town

houses, an old market place and High Street
the frantic

to the

the opening of.

mentioned,

stimulated

and stations

growth in population,

and

of the food supply which did "as much

the regularisation

more dramatic

of transport

For instance,

on the society.

order as cannister

railway

in the efficiency

to a massive increase

contributed

1840 all

after

jerry-builders

of speculative

activity

to a rapid

and slum conditions.
much of the eighteenth

Although
preserved
forces

into

the middle of the nineteenth

were rapidly

agriculture

eroding

and the rise

the old social

and a growing criticism

ment of free

trade.

growth of prosperity
the fortunes

had-been

traditions
century

a multitude

of mercantilism

and the develop-

The repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846 led to a marked
The export

and population.

trade

This broadening

and financiers.

of the manufacturers

grew and with

put pressure on the system and the old English
extended
them. The Reform8ill,
to incorporate
was steadily

of over one million

of the whole social,

political

accompanied by contradictionsof
Tocqueville

in 1867 and 1884 with

by more legislation

enfranchisement

(1805-1859)

"Here civilisation
back almost into

of

the growth of new-

middle class

was followed

of

The decline

framework.
included

of industrialism

institutions

it

century

voters-10

ruling

class

of 1832

the resultant

This tremendous upheaval

and economic system was necessarily
progress and deprivation.

Alexis

de

industrialisation,
human
the
of
cost
gauged

works its
a savage"".

miracles,

and here civilised

Especially

in this

earlier

man is turned
phase the
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press of a growth in population,

rapid

populace and its

of that
pressure

here that

An important

future

made itself

manifest

steps to redress

the failing

were taken.

perception

motivating

that

recognition

a country

in particular
vastly

England of the need for universal
Education Act organised
system of education.
different

vastly

elementary

The requirements

of changed circumstances

workforce.

Wells was to anticipate

a state

economy were
which it

society

by law, was a

and the need to have a literate
the social

consequences which a

coupled to technological

in education,

rise

Schools into

provided

in

In 1871 the

of an industrial

education

recognition

continual

was in Germany

education.

and National

the British

elementary

industrial

world

This aroused a consciousness

from those of the agricultural

Universal

replaced.

sub-strata

And it

supremacy.

system of education.

superior

was the

was being mounted on the basis of a

the challenge

that

and

and Germany were the two most prominent

commercial and industrial

for

an illiterate

in the sharpening

The United States

competition.

to education

relating

which supported

would compete at a disadvantage

rivals

unprepared and
12
died in the workhouse.
It was here

to the country's

some of the first

put

totally

of services

One person in eight

the dual threat

that

urbanisation

in slums and factories

concentration

on the infrastructure

inadequate.

the even more rapid

would

efficiency,

effect.

His. ideäl, \was to eliminate
scale agriculture
to share later

lities'.
little
When it

conversations

at cross purposes, which Wells attributed

of Lenin's

thought

Wells maintained
credit

but. in their

on with Lenin,

for clarifying

came time for

by Marxist

a lifelong
the crisis

him to formulate

by large-

This was a goal he professed

and power machinery.

1920s they talked
colouration

the peasant and urban toiler

'pretences

in_the

early

to the

and sentimenta-

antagonism to Marx and gave him
and contradictions
his own solutions

of capitalism.;
to the class
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divisions

within

he diverged radically

society

by the proletariat.

of revolution

in agriculture

technologies

By the implementation

of one class against

evolved replacement of the need for a toiling
This would be accompanied by a concomitant

of new

another but by an

class by machinery.
of the lower-class

rise

broadened to admit them as they organised the

into a middle-class

and education to cope with the new productive

skills

line

he saw a revolution

and manufacturing

not by the violence

effected

from the Marxist

systems.

"My thought, as I shall trace its development in
has run very close to communist lines, but my
history,
organised class-less
conception of a scientifically.
of an expanded middl*e-class
society is essentially
and plutowhich had incorporated both the aristocrat
and pauper below. "13
crat above and the peasant, proletarian
is remarkable to note this

It

foresight

which actually

basic
the
the
mode of social
class
as
middle
enlargement of
rather

evolution

than the Marxian emphasis on revolution.

One of the most persistent
around the battles
walk.

captured the

influences

he fought in his imagination

The town of Bromley and its

paid dividends

in later

years by supplying

for his novels.

bicycle

singling

for extermination

by Martians

of wars he'prtdicted
War in the Air
the fabric

of

Wells with

He would ride his

out buildings

and neighbourhoods
In a series

(1901) and brought to life

in

(1908) and The Shape of Things to Come.(1933) he shatters

of civilisation

herald the new future.

in retribution

for

its

complacency and*to

Wells even made the prediction

in The World Set Free (1914).

of atomic warfare

He made up a popular war game for his

two sons which they played on the parlour
war office

This quality

in War of the Worlds (1898).

in Anticipations

centres

surround became the scene of cavalry

abundant scenes of distruction
around the countryside

life

whenever he went for a

maneouvres and wholesale carnage.

charges, artillery
imagination

in his early

floor.

And he plagued the

during both world wars with patented ideas for quick

technological

victory

including

land iron-clads

and suspension supply
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lines.
Wells refers
his Hitlerite

to this

time of his early education, in Bromley as

stage when he was,

"a sentimentalist,
a moralist,
a patriot,
great general in dreamland ..; "14

a racist,

a

how this,

and goes on to tell

"little
English Nazi escaped his manifest destiny of mean
and hopeless employment, got to that broader view of
life and those opportunities
that have at last made this
autobiography possible. "15
If the breaking of his leg was the most important

event of Wells'

then asecond, almost as important, was the breaking of his

life,

father's

leg in. 1877.

The only way Atlas House had survived

as long

did was not from the sale of china alone, but the supplementary

as it

income that Joseph was able to earn as a semi-professional
The break was serious enough to leave him noticeably
career.

Their meagre existence

cricketer.

lame and end his

degenerated even further

over the next

two years.
Fate eventually

intervened

who had employed Sarah as lady's

on the positive
maid, inherited

the name of Fetherstonehaugh and, after

Miss Bullock,

side.

Up Park.

some trouble

She took

with the servants,

thought of Sarah and summonedher to be housekeeperin 1880.

But first

of Atlas House.

H. G. 's older brothers,

Frank and Freddy, had completed apprenticeships

and could be sent out

she had to settle

to positionns.

the affairs

An apprenticeship

was hastily

arranged for Bertie

Messrs. Rogers and Denyer of Windsor, a firm of drapers.

with

Frank and

Freddy had also been sent into the drapery trade and Wells had no
idea why his mother had this
one of her early suitors
unquestioning
belief

faith

fixation

with drapers unless it was because-

may have been a draper.

in drapers was, as he claims,

At any rate her
second only to her

in Our Father and Our Saviour.

But Bertie was aware'of the full

import'of

apprenticeship in a

5.14
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way that his brothers

never were.

his favourite

put away all

He had watched his brother

Freddy

games of childhood on the eve of his

apprenticeship.
"Now it was my turn to put the things away, put the
books away, give. up drawing and painting
and every sort
of free delight,
stop writing
stories
and imitations
of
'Punch',
give up all vain hopes and dreams, and serve
an employer. "16

He had enjoyed these' pursuits,

to which his mother could attach

as he had enjoyed school.

no merit,

He approached his coming

with resentment and the gloomy reality

apprenticeship

ment of Rogers and Denyer completely
sadly lacking

disaffected

of his first

Bertie.

employee and the shortages from the till

although he was not responsible,

cashier,

of the establishHe was a
while he was

led to the quick termination

in life.

of many starts

His next excursion was to Wookey in 1880 where his Uncle Williams
was going to head a national

school.

College of Preceptors qualified
of becoming an improver.
exploit

Bertie's

him as a. pupil

Uncle Williams

achievements with the
teacher with the prospect

perceived that they might
It was only a few months later,

each other. to mutual advantage.

however, that the Board of Education questioned Uncle Williams'
and put an end once again to any scholastic

qualifications
Wells had.

He did not come away from the experience without

to show for it.
West Indie

Uncle Williams

to life

attitude

and his generally

which mitigated

in a job and fo- a facetious

He had a

his experiences.

and the clergy

anything

he had taught in the

was tinged with a humour that infected

For that lighthearted
for interest

had travelled,

and he expounded elaborately

great contempt for religion
attitude

aspirations

against

scepticism

derisory

the young Wells.
life's-traumas,

Wells owed much

to Uncle Williams.
Once again,

however, he was returned to the charge of his mother.

Wells was not getting

his start

in life

and Sarah only saw this

as a
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of setbacks.

series

But her son was actually

Looking back on his life

prolonged adolescence.
brothers

he could see that the policy

fourteen

was premature.

mentally

to cope with it.

both of the worker and society.

to at least
ting

Work goes on'in
itself

hours and a general disregard

for the quantity

role could be played in the choice of occupation.

maintain

of

in demands for higher

the age of sixteen when a more enlightened

a basic necessity

a spirit

and

Wells recommendedan extension of general education

of output.

quality

of people unequipped

tlen and womenfound themselves in

boredom and resentment which manifests
wages, shorter

was the

This acted to the detriment

jobs in which they had given no assent.
I

education at

The consequence of that policy

and emotionally

from this-

and that of his

of terminating

into the labour force of a majority

induction

benefitting

if

the highly

mechanised society

and participaHe saw this

as

was to develop and

For his own part his escape from an unsuitable

efficiency.

employment, which had befallen

his two brothers,

was simply the result

of luck.
Sarah's employers were very indulgent

when it

came to family

crisis

in
Park
1880
Up
Bertie
at the age of fourteen
at
welcomed
was
and

until

some other arrangement could be made. His stay there opened a window
on a totally

different

world and provided him with an outlook

lasted throughout his life
In many ways Wells'

and permeated all

his work.

experience at Up Park was similar

experience as a young boy in Epping Forest.

own bread and brewed their

uncovered ancient

own beer.

fired
ruins which

to Morris's

Morris was raised

house which preserved the atmosphere of an earlier
their

that

age where they baked

He roamed the forest

his imagination

in a

and

and spawned a

romantic attachment to the Middle Ages.

It was an ideal of leisurely

days in arcadia where care and a loving

hand were brought to the skills

of sculpture,

masonry and woodworking.

These early

visions

of the
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past became transformed

for the restructuring

in'the

mind and work of Morris

of work and humanrelations

into

an ideal

in the future.

In the sameway Wells saw in the operation of this large country
estate
eagerly

a way of life

He included

civilisation.

gentry

full

existence

in the arts

saw as instituting

supplied

and in research,

the foundations

traditions.

He

for

to

and contributions

of such an estate

Up Park portrayed

bourgeoisie

and the larger

philanthropy

of contemplation
a portrait

of Tono-Bungay with

century

and emerged with an impression

soaked up the new experience

of a leisured

chapter

more in the eighteenth

in the first

as Bladesover.

The

a new architecture,
and an enterprise

his future

which Wells

New_Republic.

begotten and nursed
was
modern
civilisation.
...
...
Within these households
Out of such houses came the
...
Royal Society, the, Century of Inventions,
the first
and picture galleries,
museums and laboratories
good
and nearly all that is worth
manners, good writing,
Their culture,
like
today.
while in our civilisation
the culture of the ancient world, rested on a toiling
Nobody bothered very much about that, but it has'
class.
been far more through the curiosity
and enterprise
and
free deliberate
thinking of these independent gentlemen
that modern machinery
than through any other influences,
have developed so as to ao is
and economic organisation
class
at last the harsh necessity for any tolling
w atever.
is the country house that has opened the
way to human equality,
not in the form of a democracy of
insurgent proletarians,
but as a world of universal
gentlefolk
no longer in need of a servile substratum.
It was the experimental cellule
of the coming Modern State. "ýý
Here is the essence of everything

which the mature Wells perceived

as the mechanismby which society would be transformed into his Modern
State of the future.

the development of science,
organisation

technological

Bellamy.

proficiency

as the key elements in providing

where everyone enjoyed the benefits
manner.

of Bacon and Bellamy,

In the tradition

But Wells'

social

Bacon's society

in the manner of charity.

vision
of plenty

Bellamy's

provided
industrial

and modern

asocial

that
for

revolution

in an equibable

of production
transcended

Wells saw

of both Bacon and

non-productive
army represented

members
a
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need for a labouring

continuing

system of coercive
a guiding elite

his ideas diverged in several

revolution

important

The advances of science,

general term for Wells which included continual

technological

determinist

class altogether.

relation

been portrayed.

but highly

The New

dependent on the appli-

and the need for new methods of education
goals.

adoption of appropriate
in Wells'

continually

later

be said in

work and about which more will
and didactic

to his prophetic

period.

he found a box containing
it

mother for the threat

and explored the night

Although he was discovered and chastised
this

In

the parts of a brass telescope.

to his bedroom, assembled it

out of an open window.

sacrifice

his new

He was allowed to roam the house and grounds freely.

environment.

He carried

and the

These were themes which appeared

Meanwhile the young Wells in Up Park was busy exploring

the attic

elimination

But Wells was not a simple technological

as he has often

and optimist

of human will

a

education and enlightened

advances meant the eventual

Republic was no foregone conclusion
cation

of

combined with the power provided by modern

and organisational

of a toiling

from

respects

as he had diverged from the strain

in Marx and Morris.

endeavours of all. kinds,

were insured by a

Although Wells preserved the need for

sanctions.

those of Bacon and Bellamy just
violent

mass whose services

posed to his health

it

sky
by his

seemed a small

as he pondered the vast extent of space and time.

Up Pjrk was also supplied with an extensive
remembers reading Tom Paine, Gulliver's

library

and-Wells

Travels and especially

Plato's

Republic where. he found,
"... the amazing and heartening suggestion that the whole
fabric of law, custom and worship, which seemed so
invincibly
established, might be cast into the melting
pot and made anew. "18
The appeal which these writers
been one which merely offered

held for the young Wells may have

an avenue of escape from the social
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position

into which he had been born and which now contrasted

dramati-

broader
far
the
and
richer
environment of the gentry at Up
with

tally

Park to which he had been introduced.
a radicalism

But it

also infected

via Paine, a sense of Utopian satire

Plato the idea that social

Wells providing

from Swift and from

was in a state of flux

organisation

could be moulded to humanwill.

him with

and

These notions remained and matured in

him not only with an avenue of personal advancement but

also with a model for the advancement of the species.
went from one stimulating

Wells continually
From his brief
in life,

start

packed
Up
Park
Sarah
him off
at

respite
this

experience to another.

time as an apprentice

to his third

to a pharmaceutical

chemist

at Midhurst - Mr. Cowap. His experiences there are faithfully
in the person of George Ponderevo in Tono-Büngay.
Wells to study Latin

if

forced
to withdrawýto
He
was
mother's means.

was beyond his

his 'own and Mr. Cowap's

But he stayed on at the Midhurst'Grammar School under

disappointment.

once again a position

very stimulating
and capable pupil.
certain

it was discovered

until

that the length and cost of such an apprenticeship

Mr. Byatt until

He.jumped

chemist.

things an aid. to clarifying

He raced through his'studies

his own English.

It was necessary for

he was to become a qualified

at the idea and found the new way of-saying

mirrored

s)bjects

bonuses for firsts.

and important

would be found for him.

It was a

Byatt found Wells an eager

sidestep.

At that time there existed a grant system for
and awards were made to the school for every pass and
Byatt gave Wells texts on physiology

graphy, and was not disappointed.

and physio-

As for. Wells, the implication

of-his

1881
began
in
1880
to coalesce.
Midhurst
Park
Up
and
and
reading at
He found that his mental life

began to join

the immediate circumstances of his life
world was coming within
this

up in a rational

and environment.

the grasp of his imagination.

time to abandon fantasy and work consciously

way with

A larger
He began at

towards his mental
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and social
and felt

like

cal forms beneath his feet

and knew that

looked at Up Park and its

and social

moons in his

telescope

He stood out on the Downs and knew the geologi-

Galileo.

surrounding

and of history.

relationship

and its

He found Jupiter

enlargement.

evolution

there,

and had a sense of social

villages

of biological

His senses of space and time,

were all

were broadening

His horizons

awakening.

He

once, was a sea.

in every respect and if he could not as yet push away the social

barriers

which had been put in his way he could at least see through them.
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These barriers

forced to leave his scholarly

off

at Midhurst

pursuits

idea of a satisfactory

mother's

when Wells was again

keenly felt

made themselves

to his

This time he was packed

in life.

start

to attend

to yet another draper - The Southsea Drapery Emporium, in 1881.

He was leaving
better

of boys, which he felt

behind a school full

the advantages of an education, while

than he, to all

qualified

he was doomed to a dreary

life

even though conditions

Rogers and Denyer.

He felt

the military

in Kipps.

captured
alienated

just

There'wa,

stories

tedium of attending
attention

would be his fate.

on customers are all

to parcels

so that

and pins which

to block any personal

life.
mental

the sudden dismissal

which he was

Wells wondered what might be done to mitigate
trades.

He came up with

the

the idea similar

the hours be reduced and the task taken in rotation.

This would need to be accompanied by an education
stages involved

The long hours,

When he looked back on these most unhappy

in the distributive
that

trade of

in a stultifying

from his two brothers.

also the lack of security,

to Bellamy,

life

to those at.

It was not. the arduous nature of the job which

sufficient

years of his life,
drudgery

trapped for

were superior

the obsequious attendance

Wells, 'but'the

required

certain

regime,

He hated his new position

of -servitude.

from the beginning,

which he had heard horror

were no

in processing

the workers could 'feel

goods from production

which made clear
through

the

distribution

a sense of place and purpose rather

than

5.20

mere routine.

This education,

combined with the realisation

temporary nature of the jobs,

could make it

of the
but

not only palatable

interesting.
Wells. at the time, however, was manifestly
in the nuances of the drapery trade.

unaware and uninterested

The one corner which attracted

his attention

was the library

the Emporium supplied

for

He studiously

avoided the novels as a matter of policy

its

in order to firm

In particular

up his mental grasp of academic material.

assistants.

he remembers

an,
that sound, hard-headed
of
production
encyclopaedic
...
Edinburgh firm,, Chambers. It had long summaries of the
fl
schools and of the physical
philosophic
of
various
views
sciences ...
and biological
This type of general overview filled
British

education.

synoptic
specialisation

The nineteenth

of the twentieth

After

believing

Trilogy

the First

specialisation.
emphasis on

appeared in 1920 as The Outline

the idea that civilisation
It was intended for history
nationalistic

to the greater

in their

value as an

World War he began his own

in
the
to
this
vacuum
remedy
attempt at encyclopaedism
by the greater

in

Wells saw the. diminishing

century.

loss,
these
as
a
syntheses
appearance of
adjunct

existed

century produced many of these

in a way that was lost

views by scholars

to formal education.

the gaps Wells felt

The first
of History.

respect created
volume of the
Here he introduced

was a race between education and catastrophe.
teachers as a device to reverse the

nature of history

teaching and replace

It emphasised those aspects of historical

evolution

it with a synthesis.
which supported his

theory of the emergence of the World State.
Wells studied smatterings

of 'physiology and theology

history

in the Emporium's library

British

education that its

subjects

and it

reinforced

as well as

his criticism

of

were organised ad hoc and gave no

sense of where they had come from or where they were going to.

When he
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later

the Normal School of Science it

attended

which Huxley achieved

synthesis

enflamed Wells'

in his treatment

mental and imaginative

was the absence of any such synthesis
which held such premise,

but fell

of knowledge.
climate

during

ambitions

which stressed

and highlight

conflict

of natural

a broken leg.

take the macroscopic

Wells

It was one of his life's

exposure to these encyclopaedic

with

of geology,

a synthesis

the intellectual
the unity

of

and destiny.

on from the broad outlines

Midhurst

treatment

which disillusioned

system of education

international

the race in both origin

confined

in Judd's

This would help in the process to create

to resolve

Wells'

of Darwin that
In subsequent years it

powers.

so flat,

and helped lead to his dismissal.
to promote a reorganised

was the tremendous

works of Chambers carried

history

he had read while

Together they reinforced

view and provided

a prelude

his second attendance.

he was

his tendency to

to his studies

But before Midhurst

at

became a

he had to escape the confines of the Southsea Drapery

possibility
Emporium.

Wells wanted to go on with
bolts

of cloth

but was invariably

his studies
found out.

and wrote to Byatt at Midhurst

scholarships

might be found for

him.

assistant.

Emporiur came to a head over an incident

authority

The seriousness

his own hands, left

in the hope that

Wells'

crisis

which involved

of the issue put the matter

of his immediate supervisor,

taken to the owner.

He dreamed of prizes

Byatt came through with an offer

pounds a year to act as student

dination.

to read behind

and tried

'J. K. '., and it

and

some place

of twenty
at the
some insubor-

over the
would have to be

But the Sunday before Wells took the matter

into

the drapery and marched the seventeen miles to Up

by
It was the first
time he tried to resolve a personal crisis
21
The theme of his escape became prominent not only in Wells'
escape.
Park.

personal

life

but in his social

novels

(Kipps)

and also in the
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romances. It is reasonable to assume that the circumstances

scientific

surrounding that first
Wells'

attitudes

part in shaping

escape played a significant

in a number of areas.

with which he depicts

He attests

to the faithfulness

these events as they appear in Tono-Bungay.

He hid in the bracken by the roadside to intercept
troop as they returned from church.

22

his mother and her

He remembers,

"Standing up to waylay in this fashion,
I had a queer
feeling of brigandage
it is the first
time
I
...
"23
remember having the outlaw feeling distinctly.
This sense of being an outlaw
looking

at life

to his analytical

strength
career

from the position

of an outside

of social

observer

approach to society.

to which his mother had directed

to a multitude

It was a sense that

recurred.

and it

he was

gave

His escape from the

him and his subsequent exposure

and educational

was felt

stimuli

by Wells as,

"... an unusual transverse force.
One is jerked out of
one's stratum and lives crosswise for the rest of time
and, as it were, in a succession of samples. "24

His revolt,
suicide,

carried finally

meant that
that

assistant,

wider education,

to a successful conclusion by the threat of

he had escaped forever

he would attend
literary

Midhurst

the net of life

as a shop

in the next term and that

career and social

his

ascendancy were secured.

"I had discovered what were to be for me for some years
'If you want
the two guiding principles
of my life.
take it and damn the consequences',
something sufficiently,
was the first
and the second was: 'If life is not good
5
for
it
"
enough
you, change
...
These themes were manifest
life

can be changed by human will

by suffucient

desire

Anticipations

(1902),

In the scientific
cavalier
obstacles.

in his life
and that

and work.
drastic

appeared again and again.
The History

of Mr. Polly

romances these attitudes

The idea that

action

is legitimised

It appeared in
(1910) and many others.

were evidenced in the

manner in which he sometimes overcame. social

and material
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Just as Wells escaped the material
the drapery

trade to explore

too did his fiction
introduction-of

that

a deus ex machina.
resistant

him to the truly

be organised.

relevant

His failure

which his utopias
Wells,

fascinating

escape the material

a time machine or a gravity
transport

pursuit

world of knowledge,

restraints

At times it

were achieved

left

would be a comet's

depict

But

the scientific

feasibility

of these escape mechanisms and more concerned with

description

and analysis

of alternate
impressions

Some of the earliest
of a different

social

structure
Plato,

Park and at Midhurst.
intellectural
against

the

structures.

which Wells had of the possibility

were generated by his readings
especially,

basis he created

social

social

might

the mechanism by

him open to his critics.

Jules Verne, was less concerned with

unlike

tail,

always served to

of how best society

to more accurately

so

by the

of reality

metal, but it
question

in

of pins and parcels

was appreciated
Wells'

which supported

acceptance and submission

to the status

for

at Up
the

own rebellion.
Wells

quo.

acknowledges his debt to Platd and the ideas he generated.
"Chief among these was the conception of a society in
in
was overruled entirely
which economic individualism
the common interest.
encounter with
was my first
26This
idea.
the Communist
To Wells'
against
before

God and King was now added the resentment

resentment against

even he had been born.

remained with

him for

This idea,

Wells'

in Wells,

from the value of land was Henry George.
private

It was a simple proposition
in the new generation

levels.

view of the collective

to land or at least

nature of the entitlement

George recommends that

germinated. eorly

and appeared in his work at various

life

Another author which reinforced

others

and barred his advance

the Owner who monopolised everything

the benefits

derived

In his Progress and Poverty

land be taxed for

the collective

upon which Wells enlarged
began to question

benefit.

and.,with many

the wisdom of competitive,
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acquisitive

in
which
was,
reality
-

capitalism

what he called

a "Socialist

in the Resentful

Wells had read

Phase"27.

Robert Owen and knew More's Utopia but he knew nothing
he was not available
Marxian.

in English

see the need for eliminating

of rebuilding

the existing

he did come to Marxism he assessed it

of Marx since

His socialism

translation.

was in favour

Although'he

Wells became

no system.

he did not

society
first.

order

was pre-

So that when

as a,

"... dangerous idea of reconstituting
the world on a basis
the Class War. Over-,
of mere resentment and destruction:
System'
the simple panacea
throw the 'Capitalist
was
...
of that stuffy,
ego-centred and malicious theorýgt ... It
was an enfeebling mental epidemic of spite ...
Wells'

to Marx and Marxism is predominantly

attitude

At only two points
positive

construct.

theories

was first,

the Marxian view that

cause adaptation

necessity,

nature of these institutions

anew by human will.

it

until

the oppressive

would continually

nature of its

In this

that

would expand to virtual

magically
state,

society.

being a powerful

capital,

draw power and wealth to
At some point,

would be perceived

by its

victims

the idea of violent

he was at one with
monopoly of all

But whereas Bellamy saw this

transforming

might be nanipulated

structure

Wells rejected

respect

means.

supporting

of Plato

the changes necessary would come by peaceful,

evolutionary
capital

The transitory

his readings

with

the extreme.

existence

a revolution.

hoping-that

revolution,

the social

social,
which must, of

supersession.

in nicely

became monopolistic*in

and thus precipitate

new forces

The second idea was that

force,

and acquisitive

fit

for his own

institutions,

all

with

and eventual

the idea that

which elaborated

Marx with any

Where he did agree and found support

and economic, are in conflict

political

itself

does Wells credit

in his vast output

negative.

itself

Wells had'greater

accompany such a transition.

into

reservations

the paternal
concerning

In Anticipations

Bellamy's

the vital

idea

processes

monopoly as almost
concern of a socialist
the trauma which might

he predicted

a series

of

5.25

wars instigated

convulsive

But by means of these conflicts

nations.

in the interests

lines

international

(1905) to Open Conspiracy

(1933).

This operative

the future

Wells'
Midhurst

was really

recalled

him.

and Modern

that

he pinned his hopes

class

of technology,

in the end, through

create

a classless

society

human toil.
and political

social

material

while

at

had
for
Byatt
to
the
which
purpose
secondary
in Wells'

Byatt had confidence

gave him textbooks
etc.

in this

reading

This

but they always represented

they would,

from the need for

themselves on

The Samurai, The

he dubbed alternately

and his belief

liberated

held

(1924) and The Shape of Things to Come

To this

and the application

they truly

(1902),

people in society.

education

of

of peace and efficiency.

and The Open Conspirators,

New Republicans
the functional

class

class

that

to organise

his work, from Anticipations

theme pervaded all
Utopia

the operative

of power and would then conspire

the reins

of imperialist

rivalry

and managers would recognise

scientists

engineers,

for

by the capitalistic

physiology,

on physiography,

on these exams that,

He did so well

grant

earning

ability

and

geology and chemistry,

on their

strength,

he applied

Kensington
South
Science
School
Normal
to
the
at
of
and was accepted
He was to study biology

with a maintenance grant.

badly
from
hand
written
or
second
not at

Huxley,

Professor

but from the scientist

himself,

and controversialist

Wells eagerly absorbed everything that-his
He received

importantly,
organisation

with

a sound basis

scientific

and clarity

than his introduction
philosophy
imagination,

textbooks,

backed up with all

equipment necessary to the task.

of the laboratory

offer.

under the illustrious

of science.

in anatomy and physiology

and, more

for
him
a
passion
gave
method which

of-expression.
to scientific

But perhaps even more important

method was a. grounding

Huxley was a brilliant

never failing-to

class biology had to

relate

in the

speaker who fired

the particulars

Wells'

of the laboratory
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to the broader evolutionary
and with his discoveries

Darwin probed the past

of species.

upset for all

time sacred religious,

Darwin destroyed the dogma of the Fall

social

(1901) Wells states

In his Anticipations

beliefs.

and political

context

that

and that,

"In conjunction
with the wide vista opened by geological
discovery,
the nineteenth
and astronomical
century had
indeed lost the very habit of thought from which the
belief
in a Fall arose.
It is as if a hand had been put
upon the head of the thoughtful
man and had turned his
eyes about from the past to the future. "29

As to what that future
instilling
Evolution

might hold Huxley played a key part in

both the question and the possibilities

provided Wells with a theory of how the universe

and where the human race fit

in animals from his early
a quantum leap.

Evolution

history,

of Wells'

themes.

evolution

its

in peoples and

was new, the boundaries of its

best instincts

findings

for drama.

with

investigation
It

monumental.
When he left

the

science and evolution

How would science affect

the future

challenges and dilemmas? And in what direction

taking

Huxley's

operated

readings but now his mind was confronted

Normal School and began his career as a novelist,
provided perennial

mind.

Wells had

an interest

consequences of its

wide and the intellectual
appealed to all

into the scheme of things.

for natural

always had an affinity

society,

in Wells'

of

was,

the human race?

treatment

of Darwinian evolution

from an examination of the past to its

reoriented

implications

the viewpoint

for the future.

In a popular sense Darwin's studies

combined with the Idea of Progress

and looked forward to a continually

improving future.

no means universally
and even hostile

accepted.

was by

Huxley proposed that Nature was neutral

and that the multitude

lead in a negatively

But this

as well as positively

of evolutionary
oriented

paths could

direction,

"... as easily lead to stagnation and regression as to
progress.
Was there, therefore,
no hope of ethical and social
progress ... Huxley .... argued that while the evolutionary
laws of Nature were ethically
neutral, they had produced

could,
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"a race with an ethical
sense ... it must be fostered
...
increasing mastery over mankind's animal instincts
...
Neither Darwin nor Huxley nor Wells after them, therefore,
believed that progress was inevitable.
"
Science was changing the conditions
influence

evolved and would naturally
Working out the ethical
of this

manifestations
throughout

his life.

the unethical

use of science

sun and planets
the Worlds,
all

social

It was Huxley's

the macroscopic

it

level.

For this

year of biology..

of every experience

that

into

same flair,

of

of past and future,

Wells took away the

for

synthesis,

for organisa-

seeing trends

he owed much to Huxley and it

education

effectively

But Wells also had that

with at least

on

remained

virtue

him to continue

the second year at the Normal School.
Guthrie

ended after

some new information.

there was no place for

Professors

he was

his work.

throughout

unfortunate-that

that

of time

the present

method which strives

of scientific

In an academic sense Wells'

biology

strength

- placing

to the young Wells.

and also a power for

and clarity

In fact,

the scale of life,

knowledge among the broad perspective

lessons of evolution,

of the

by Wells in the scientific

able to achieve a comprehensive synthesis

first

Men'in the Moon.

They enlarged

and space to epic proportions.

evident

The cooling

to his years at the Normal School and especially

origin

and then communicating

Worlds

consequences in War of

evolutionary

of the themes and issues treated

to Darwin, Huxley and Kelvin.

tion

of the human species.

in disaster.

The Time Machine and The First

evolutionary

in the Time

organisation

of Dr. Moreau and War of'the

results

appears amid its

romances owe their

dynamic occupied Wells

of causing a differentiation

Man, The Island

evolution.

and material

political

science and society
Science affected

Machine to the extent
In The Invisible

the course of future

as social,

as well

in which man had

of society

his

of coming out
It was
his study of

And also unfortunate

in physics and Judd in geology did not have the

commandor scope in their

disciplines

which Huxley brought
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The study of physics

to biology.

produced no Darwin.

yet,

a collection

of unrelated

work in the laboratory
clarify

lectures

Guthrie's
facts.

When it

Wells found that

of flux

and had, as

were slow and meandering,

came time for
instead

the practical
to

of experiments

processes he was set to the task of manufacturing

physical

What he learned

but
training.
workshop
science
not
-

glass apparatus

was, "the blistering
it

was in a state

truth

that

be intensely

glass can still

hot after

had ceased to glow red°31.

His class in geology amounted to more Of. the same. The mass of
material

accunulated

incorporate

it

far outstripped
an intellectual

into

were examined individually

In the laboratory

whole.

without

endeavour to

any consistent

to how they were formed,

reference

The enthusiasm

what they might become and under what circumstances.
he felt

seas which once occupied the Downs was lost
to identify.

of rocks they were required
reference

forms and the vanished

the geological

as a boy, contemplating

to systems and without

specimens

somewhere in the drawers
Learning was by rote without

any integration

into

of facts

know-.

ledge.
The consequences of these circumstances
Wells as a student
British

of the failings

years later,

It was not until

of

of

in his Experiment in

elaborated

what he felt

to be the

behind the development of the education

system as it

then

Autobiography
forces

his illumination

and later

education.

was the disaffection

(1934),

that

he fully

operated and, to some extent,
Autobiography.
of observation

still

operated at the writing

Much of what he wrote there was well
as a student.

at work and the great trends

change which they drove` were generally
were perceived

at all

beyond his powers

The mature Wells believed
in social,

political

of his

that

the forces

and philosophical

misunderstood,

if

indeed they

beyond a sense of upheaval.

Wells was convinced that scientific

discovery and technological
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were the driving

innovation

the nineteenth

forces behind the social

The ultimate

century.

in his mind, the formation

direction

and of nations was to be effected

especially

of transportation

of

of those changes was,

of the World State.

enterprise

dislocations

That synthesis

of

by the revolution,

and communication which would inevitably

bring the far reaches of the. globe into closer

contact and ultimately

co-operation.
The nineteenth

disperse and ambiguous.

was partial,
progressive

century response, unaware of far-sighted

and conservative

and technology called
transportation,

and the old style

relation

forces.

It was a confrontation
The progressive

between

force of science

freedom of information,

facilitated
They were

modern-education and economic co-operation.
forces

including

the church, the aristocracy

The result

universities.

dwarfing and distorting
little

for greater

by conservative

resisted

forces.

trends,

influence.

in education was a delaying,

It produced a compromise which bore

to what was in fact

being demanded by the progressive

Elementary education had been developed on the premise that

it was a lower class education for employment on lower class lines.
So too were the science colleges
develop on the basis of their

like

the Normal School allowed to

technological

of 1851 that continen-

response to the evidence at the Great Exhibition
tal

Europe was mounting a challenge

This combination of short-sighted
constituted

a straight

jacket

to British

'vision

It was a direct

usefulness.

industrial

and base motive, Wells felt,

on the new institutions

of higher learning.

And they in turn produced candidates stunted to practical
tions

superiority.

only, with no scope of vision. or motivation
32
cation of immediate material requirements.

considera-

beyond the gratifi-

"The struggle to blend technical equipment with a carefully
intact
illiteracy,
oafishness about
an
cherished
fundamental things,. had been well sustained ... the ideal
output of the Imperial College remains a swarm of .
business
and
smarties,
chemical
electrical
mechanical,
guaranteed. to have-no capacity for social leadership,
thought. "33
constructive combination or original
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This was not to say that
for

integrated

intelligence.

and from there

social

because it

This in turn

facilities

transportation

international

Wells,

research

to drive

progress

(1901),

in Anticipations

change, the coming of the

The growth of science and mechanism
infrastructure

of the physical

demands a*high

tendency

This tendency would

research.

social

progressive

was unavoidable.

demand adaptation

the natural

is in the nature of technological

change. - At his most optimistic

World State,

that

is to lead on to pure science

to a broad base of social

could even claim that

foster

Wells believed

investigation

of technological

continue

there was no scope at South Kensington

level

of education,

which diminish

of an advanced economy.
information

international

flow and

boundaries

and

synthesis.,

has an
"The final attainment of this great synthesis
...
or
air of being a process independent of any collective
conscious will in man, as being the expression of a
greater Will ... °34
optimism was soon to be modified.

This unqualified

It

came at a
of his

time when Wells was emerging from the pessimism and scepticism
scientific

romances, works very much indebted

scepticism

of Huxley.

Now Wells faced a new century

progress was contingent

upon human will,

the emotional

for world citizenship.

In Modern Utopia

--national

statesmen to diminish

toward international
progressive
ment, but it
recognition
establishment

state

in providing

inheritance

a require-

toward inter-

tendencies

that

and antagonism and to encourage attitudes

was inherent

The driving

in scientific

of desirable

goals.

force

work..

this
develop-

in a conscious

This was the ambiguity

of the Normal School.

for

and technological

and directed

needed to be fostered

a

of the

(1905) he makes it

those popular

co-operation.

work

and intellectual-requirements

human race and provided

prejudice

expecially

which emphasised the global

system of education

new visions

with

But in his later

of science and technology.

of the potentials

ment for

to the evolutionary

It was established,

inherent

in the

in response
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and this

citizens

operated
of its

the realisation

and new knowledge.
church,

saw it,

to the good.

full

But other

as -an institution

potential

the forces

These included

enquiry

of research

industrial

with

deemed

in a very visible

the Normal School represented

and social

Despite this

as Wells
What the

competitiveness.

Normal School lacked was a breadth of scientific
beyond the immediate and the material.

the

of conservatism,

imposed by the,

and second the constraints

base preoccupation

of its
inhibited

factors

which would draw parameters around what it

etc.,

legitimate

level

to upgrade the educational

to the advances of science,

vision

lack of vision,

sense the progressive

forces being unleashed by science and technology.
"The higher centres will keep on breaking through, and
does a great deal
South Kensington, inspite of itself,
work and makes men of many of its
of real University
But so far the recognition
technicians.
of this tendency
in any organised form has been successfully
resisted. "35
which Wells noted in the system, the fact

The failures

'in

pröduced men of wide vision
systematic

into

method of enquiry
development,

of technological

of itself'

spite

the ultimately

were, he believed,

element which was missing was sufficient
What was plain

as a student

was to assess social

which had created
had recognised

social

it

lacked a

significance

temporary.

The basic

knowledge of the system.

to Wells in 1934 when he wrote his autobiography

beyond not only himself
whose job it

and that

the nineteenth

the need for

had been gathering

for

was

in 1887 but also beyond those

and political
century

situation

questions.

The forces.

in Britain,

a new system of education,

centuries

it

that

which

however inadequate,

but were as yet not understood.

". '. forces were at work tending to disperse the aristo.
traders
to
in
Europe,
small
abolish
system
cratic estate
increase
to promote industrial
co-ordination,
...
informed
better
classes,
and
new
necessitate
productivity,
it
break
universal,
type
make
of education and
evoke a new
boundaries everywhere and bring all men into
down political
one planetary community. "36

This was apparent, at least to Wells, some decades after his
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days and, he claims,

university

It was also apparent that

the driving

was the proliferation

revolution

innovation,

gical

to most intelligent

force behind the industrial
discovery

of scientific
methods of finance

and better

Continued improvements in this

people by the 1930s.

direction

and technolo-

and organisation.
the

meant, ultimately,

release of,
"... so much human energy that, firstly,
the need for
from anyone had been abolished, secondly,
substantial toil
practically
all parts of the world have been brought into
than were York and London three
closer interaction
the destructive
impulses of
centuries ago. and, thirdly,
man-have been so equipped, that it is no longer capable
a
planet in which unconditional
of contemplating
war is
a
world
even a remote possibility
planned
state
...
fnr the common
governing the complex of human activities
37
has
become imperative
to attain,
good, however difficult
...
This represents the culmination of a long intellectual
process
for

Wells.

Much of the petulant

be explained
catch

which these
imperative

this

forces
with

and to act accordingly

the provision

more war and ultimately

providing
transmuted

tales

to serve a quite

Wells was working
the effects

became more

the reduction

oriented

disaster

of that

of catastrophe
different

later

of

on a world
of nationalism.
tension,

on the future.

as it

prophetic

conception

and horror

function

scenarios

unfolded
and didactic

and purpose-in

were gradually

in the twentieth

of his works attest

out as many possible

of science

the direction

international

His original

The tremendous volume and variety

to

ran throughout Wells'. work from the

and basis

much revision.

can

of humanity

manifestations

romances and in his

scientific

writing

disaster.

disaster

but the nature

the early

the worst

meant increased

racial

The theme of racial

works underwent

of an education

of all

of failure

for

He called

year.

each passing

and the abolition

his

the rest

were taking

basis

through

for

The need to recognise

barriers,

The consequences

in his

manifest

synthesis.

trade

beginning,

in his wait

as impatience

up with

quality

to the fact

as he might

century.
that

to fathom

The reasons why he became
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lie

involved with literature
The analysis

in his experiences at the Normal School.

which the mature Wells made of British

late nineteenth

century was one result

own education.

The other result

Wells as his disaffection

education of the

of his disaffection

with his

was more immediate for the young

with physics and geology led him into quite

paths of interest.

different

New Pursuits

that Wells submerged

It was in the nature of rationalisation

once it was apparent that he was failing

in other interests

himself

to

make his mark as. a science student.
"The natural pose to which I resorted to recover my
hostility
to mechanical
self-esteem was one of critical
literary
of
affectation
ambition. "38
science and an
The natural

avenue of expression for Wells,

was in the strongly

science,

emerging socialist

William
Morris's
at
meetings
attended
students
listen

in awe to speakers like

ties

to their

movement. He and other
house at Hammersmith to

Bernard Shaw and GrahamWallas.

students declared themselves socialists

and two fellow

They read Carlyle

classes.

to

now antagonistic

Wells

and wore red

and Ruskin and, despite Wells'

attempts to pass his geology examinations by cramming, he found the
temptation

of Blake on Albion too alluring,

of any career in science.

which guaranteed the end

He took the anti-industrialism

later
he
heart
to
claimed
although
student
as
a,
school
biography that they knew nothing of scientific
there that they had misapplied
conclude that biological>science
Autobiography was written
potentials

the Individualism

in his Auto-

philosophy.

He claims

of Herbert Spencer to

was anti-socialist39.

well after

of the Ruskin

But Wells'-,

his conversion to the positive

of science which occurred around the turn of the century.

As a student he harboured a definite
which manifested
with the early

itself

antagonism toward men of science

abundantly in the scientific

romances beginning

attempt in 1888 of the Chronic Argonauts which was to
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become The Time Machine (1895).
decade as an author

first

is the way in which it

from pessimism to optimism.

mental progress

about the potentials

sceptical

ever more complete synthesis,

logical

that

the negativism

Like other

utopians

as it

society

bitterness,

is,

and dire

differences

utopian

futures

universal

common elements include
satiric

form, but also an attempt
or implicit

Whether explicit
of the role

Dystopia,

the present

also,

but also it

utopian

of the present,

of

And
in

portrayed

which lend a
literature.
often

one of the main features

The

portrayed

in

is a questioning

There. is also a shift

may have a strong
a fear

of

from materialism

to collectivism,

represents

in society.

to come to terms with the future.

and goals of technology.

emphasis from individualism
idealism.

of all

a loathing

would

the limitations

of life

by commondesires

to the structure

quality

of science

should and could be.

in many of the particulars

they were united

is

sometimes with a note of

as it

a society

it

of dystopia

prophecies

the future

sometimes satirically,

despite

about science and in the

he was capable of transcending

to synthesise

his own

energy and intelligence

to his dynamic urge to foretell

yield

illuminates

Ile begins as a dystopian,

more positive
Wells'

about Wells'

and proceeds to develop an

of science

For a person with

end utopian.
only

What is so fascinating

to

element of loathing

of the future,

for

a state

of

uncertainty.
Wells-may have been triggered

into

an antagonistic

science and men of science by his failure
also this

fear of the future,

his dystopian'period
responsible

for

this

state

as a student.
of uncertainty

disaffection.
his
academic
as much as

the tremendous variety

in society

dilemma which illuminates

writings.

It was responsible

he brought

to his craft,

for

stance toward
But it

was

which informed
It'was

of his responses to the science
so many of his later

the tremendous creative

utopian
power which
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it was this intellectual
"...
scepticism which allowed
his imagination free play, and so led to the literary
achievement of his early romances. One thinks of Keats'
celebrated remark about the quality
necessary, 'to form
in Literature
a man of achievement, especially
...
Negative Capability,
that is, when a man is capable of
doubts, wi $out any
being in-uncertainties,
mysteries,
irritable
reaching after fact. and reason'... "
Wells explored

to the depths of his being,

by the new sciences,

of time and space opened by, ironically,
his student

disaffection.

however, but the fears

of his generation,

healthy

as evidenced by Wells'

its

imaginative

newly literate

as a result

of what dangers the future

might hold

Many of Wells'

sales statistics.

power and literary

conceived and executed utopias,
Others hail
with

not only his own fears,

from
his
dystopian
the
on
passing
readers
mourn
and

critics
with

and geology of

They were eager to be informed

system.

by, tales

even terrified

about,

the physics

He was expressing

of the expanding education

its

his utopian

period

beyond controversy
rapid

evolution

within

society

is that

as the enduring

Wells himself

was undergoing
rapid

powers of insight

work.

of Wells
What remains

a radical

and

change of pace and scale
and to which he

from which he drew his inspiration

and synthesis.

Romances

Even for the purpose of evaluating Wels'
his writing

of the scientific

distinction

between'the

earlier

romances, it
and later

the complete pessimism and scepticism

developed the beginnings

work for evaluating

alternative

social

frame of mind during

is necessary to make a
works from this

in the early

in The Time Machine, The Invisible'Man
there gradually

didactic

contribution

and new goals.

that

stage

to the more intellectually

novels and purely

social

commensurate with

brought his considerable

The Scientific

force

new ideals

emphasis on creating

aroused

but also the enormous gulfs

evolution,

especially

the anxieties

period.

phase as portrayed

and The Island

of Dr. Moreau,

of a new intellectual
forms.

From

frame-

They may only appear
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but they are unmistakably

briefly

which appear in the later

vision

the embryonic form of Wells'

that

Men in'the

Wells was. going through such a transition

exchanging one set of values for another,
inevitably

another

led to ambiguities

serve to illuminate

was based.

and the foundations

future

force

scale machinery and social
a pessimist

together

behind social

expressing

himself

changes taking

the

It

in imaginative,

represents

the World State,
elite

Charting

large-

utilising

emergence from

Wells'

forms to the

artistic

the

helps not only to understand

Wells but also serves to unfold

place within

of technological

to the interrelation

the issues relevant

those aspects which

progress.

synthesis,

engineering..

appeared as

change and projects

and technological

prophet and polemicist

optimist,

forces

of transition

on a world scale with an administrative

organised

personal

period

of his final

most of the key features

They also

of thought and emotion on which it

of this

of scientific

effects

the works themselves.

even intellectually.

(1901) in which Wells pulls

to be the driving

he felt

and

the nature of the change which was taking

clearly

The culmination

Anticipations

Moon.

one basis of judgement for

within

This may have weakened them literarily,

place in Wells,

romances in

stage of the scientific

War of the Worlds, When the Sleeper Wakes and First
The fact

mature

and social

at the turn of the century.

These were issues of which the reading
As the end of the century

become aware.
millenialism

and stabilities

Darwin, Marx and Nietzsche
is characterised

to

approached the tendency toward

were beginning

had helped with

by Bergonzi as a fin

demise of the familiar

anticipated.

was beginning

lay
hear
to
ahead.
eager
what
was apparent and people were

The old securities

continued

public

the same for

and rise

de siecle

The temper of the age
mood with

of the new and bizarre.

too long and radical

Richard Jeffires'

that.

to be questioned.

After

the attendant
Life

had

change or disaster

London (1885)'and

Butler's

was
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Invasion of England were two of the many catastrophe and regeneration
41
The Mackenzies note the preoccupation with the idea of
stories.
'new'.

It was the best commendation in music, drama and art and the

'new',
for
the
search
moral standards,

especially

if

it

entailed

the old

challenging

was seen as the best means of achieving

self-realisation.

It
"Moral emancipation was paramount over moral duty.
was that single thought more than any other, that
energised the shift from Victorian to Edwardian values. "42
G. K. Chesterton was inclined

to believe

due
to,
the
was
rise
seemed on
religious

and political

aspects in this
science.

"...

that the spirit

a coincident

idealism"43.

collapse

Wells incorporated

age of rapid transition

of doubt which
of both
all

of these

and added another to it

-

For it was the convergence of many forces which characterised

and stimulated

the age to break free from its

past.

had altered the conditions and even the
science
...
It was part of the change that was in
length of life.
the air of the time, like the spread of socialism, the
the emancipation
weakening grip of established religion,
democracy.
",
the
of
rise
of women,
.
And although Wells delved in great detail

in later

the criteria

change, it was to science

that h'e first

and manifestations'of
turned for inspiration.

social

years into all

of.
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The Time Machine
Wells did not strike

an immediate success as soon

his pen in the new guise of wit
and included

a friend
like

-as
As a student he wrote to

and writer.

a sketch of himself

writing

"Design for a New Framework of Society",

scope to which he aspired.
and unreadable

But his early

While teaching

convalescence

an intimation

attempts

circumstances,

came to him as the result

by lung trouble.

It

at Up Park during

of the

were pretentious

of misfortune.

at a school in Wales in 1887 he suffered

kidney followed

titles

works with

And, as in earlier

by his own admissions.

of his limitations

the reality

he took up

a ruptured

him yet another

afforded

which he now read Spencer, Shelley,

Keats, Whitman and Hawthorne in keeping with his new ambition.
realised
all

but playing

he had not been writing,

his early

He destroyed

at writing.
humility

work, donned a more appropriate

He

and began to

study language and style.

An old friend
job and was living

for

later

He began to write
rewritten

seriously,

1888.

appeared In

may have been this

It

Fourth. Dimension" by E. A. Hamilton,

which provided

of time travel.

45

The story

convergence of a number of influences
produce his imaginative
Nebogipfel,

sees himself

response.

for

it

was

at the Normal
paper,

"The

the inspiration

demonstrates

the

on Wells and how they combine to

The scientist

as an outsider

ahead of his time who lives

Chronic

The year before

Debating Society

to-the

a paper was presented

tale

and

sounding board

producing'"The

School of which Wells was a member.

for Wells'

stories

as'The Time Machine.

"The Chronic Argonauts"
published,

but beneficial

and found them a critical

his ideas.

Argonauts",

Wells to complete his

where he invited

at Etruria

Wells amused Burton and his wife with

recuperation.
caricatures

from the Normal School, William Burton had landed a

i-n the piece,

in society,

the future.

a genius born

This was certainly

true
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But he was also reacting

of Wells.
student,

working

Nebogipfel,

to his experiences

out the implications

as Bergonzi points

out,

In another way

of evolution.

or alchemist

was more of a magician
And this

investigator.

than a sober scientific

as a science

type of character

was

Man in subsequent
to reappear as Dr. Moreau and again as The Invisible
46
They demonstrate that attitude
adopted by Wells which held
novels.

This attitude

scepticism.

is an important

most of the scientific

romances and it

of the nature

of science

and role

imagination

itself

within

into

which Wells introduced

by which he explored

the interrelation

is where he differed

from Jules Verne.

the wonders science would provide
devices on what he considered
to the liberties

sound arguments.

point

states

were secondary to examining the possibilities

where the mechanisms of achieving

of 'duration'

which escaped the confinement
presentation'

...

of intervening

...

slipping

substances...

the possibilities

like

The time traveller

He missed
alternate

which they opened

training

to create

his

But The'Time Machine,

and existed

as 'diluted

a device less concerned with

and more concerned with

assumptions of material

gravity

a vapour through the interstices

'47 was really

of time travel

exception

When Wells

Verne wanted to be shown such a substance.

the paper on the Fourth Dimension.

his

He took strong

the possible.

Wells used something of his scientific

portrayed

to construct

Men in the Moon, an element which defied

in the exercise

This

Verne, the positivist,

and was careful.

which Wells took with

in First

like

The devices

of science and society.

Wells'

the existing

ideas of his

his novels were mechanisms

called

devices,

The ideas of

society.

cavorite,

up.

the broader questions

gleaned from his years at the Normal School.

and inventions

introduced,

opened into

and

by Wells in

theme explored

dimension were fertile

of time as another

evolution,

some disdain

his method and purpose, with

the man of science,

and social

challenging

progress.

find
descendants
into
future
to
the
the
moves
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of humanity.

He discovers'a

and begins to formulate

the Eloi,

had progressed.
world

His theories

is revealed

being supplied

into

deduces that,

judgement is based on his

force,

underwent evolutionary

differentiation

in occupation,

strong

The

both in dress and in

his own time,

institutions

The Traveller
had been over-

and indeed the species

Institutions

changes.

environment.

and bearing.

texture

of size,

of appropriate

but unmotivated

and a disease free

as the age of physical

come, the necessity

as more of the

revision

Not only are they frail,

characteristics

creatures,

about how evolution

between the sexes had diminished

the physical

with

are forced

with abundant fruit

differentiation

but beautiful

his theories

to him but his first

of the Eloi.

observations

itself

race of frail

like

the family,

men and weak women all

disappeared

the coming of security.
"Strength is the outcome of need: security
sets a premium
The work of ameliorating
the conditions
on feebleness.
process that makes life
of life - the true civilising
on to a climax-. "48
more and more secure - had gone steadily

The Traveller

assumed that

the strength,

energy and intelligence

by humanity in his time had gradually,

exhibited
of science,

overcome the obstacles

tendency was nearly

imperceptible

through the application
The reason why this

to paradise.

in his time was because the indicators

evolve so slowly.
because our ideals are vague and
"We improve them gradually,
tentative,
and our knowledge is very limited
:.. some day
better.
That
all this will be better organised, and still
is the drift
The
of the current in spite of the eddies.
educated and co-operating;
whole world will be intelligent,
faster and faster towards the subjugation
things will
4wove
Nature.
of
Wells here introduces
prophetic
first,

and didactic

adequately

several
works.

defined

went toward creating

ideas that

ideals

became. landmarks in his later

The inhibiting
and goals.

what he saw as this

factors

to progress are

Much of his later

basic necessity.

concerned with where they came from or what their

efforts

He was less

nature was - religion
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the future,

the mind of the race - as long as they worked toward

down traditional

breaking

boundaries

The second inhibiting

co-operation.

and fostering

and warfare
factor

was a lack of knowledge.

up institutions

to study social,

economic and future-

oriented

phenomena a level

of understanding

on a par with

sciences

could be achieved.

By setting

could,

he felt,

temporary

barriers

This was the general

could have left

it

at that,

had finally

environment,

first

and he

But in 1895, as part of'

unqualified.

and open to a multitude

experimenting

The idea that

of possibilities.

despite

trend of civilisation

when Wells was becoming more optimistic

The Time Machine, he was still

its

goals and

This passage could have been written

and setbacks.

Anticipations

after

So much of the waste Wells deplored

be overcome by these two advances, clear

adequate knowledge.

the physical

humanity,

through striving

achieved a perfect

to tame

was just

stasis

the

impression.
We are kept keen on the grindstone of pain and necessity,
and it seemed to me that here was that hateful grindstone
broken at last. "50
It became necessary for

on learning

There also existed

tending

nocturnal

These too were the heirs
two species.

away from sun and light

ages to adapt to that
be discerned

environment

at the end'of

his thesis

The Morlocks lived

time had persisted.

only.

the industrial

begun with

the opposition

red eyes

of the Capitalist

it

for

had

beneath ground,
at night.

them through the
could already

The Traveller

nöw'

system of that

What had seemed temporary and social

had broadened and deepened to become a condition
all

large

That precedent
century.

estimate

of the planet.

to the surface

had conditioned

the nineteenth

to conclude that

with

this

of the human race,

the machinery and now only ventured

Long labour

revised

creature,

an albino

into

differentiated

to revise

the Eloi were not the only' inhabitants

that

The
Morlock.
-

the Time Traveller

differences

of existence.

It

had

and the Labourer but
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instead

of using the tools

of a reconciliation,

the wealth enjoyed by all,
to the detriment

class

those tools

to upgrade

of science

had been expropriated

by one

of the other.

"The great triumph of Humanity
had been no such triumph
...
of moral education and general co-operation
as I had
imagined.
Instead, I saw a real 'aristocracy,
armed with a
perfected science and working to a logical
conclusion the
industrial
Its triumph had not been simply
system of today.
a triumph over nature, but a triumph over nature and the
fellow-man
"51
...
Wells never gave Marx much credit
mention in Experiment

short

is credited

for clarifying

But Wells distanced
critique

result

cöntinued

to reject

in revolution.

aspect of Marx's

this

What Wells was
exploitation

and power into

of

fewer hands would

Wells wanted no part of that and
as a path of social

revolution

was in the transition

from novelist

to be discussed

of ambiguities

of the class conflict,
makes revolution

to prophet

later.

reform.

"A

influenced

so evidently

conspicuous

by its

technological'

and restrictive
progress,

and rejected

by Wells.

of outlook,

especially

He was still

exploring

by Marxist
In his later

absence.

and an ethical

evolution

thinking,
works the

of scientific

and

concern for goals.

was, in 1895, one of the paths

He had yet to make the-necessary

intellectually,

aspect

unchanged but evolves out

channels by the action

education

paradigm of social

but the novel is full

In The Time Machine this

and economic system does not persist

of destructive

tried

of capital

where Marx

of our economic systems.

in numerous works.
that

a

does appear in one work, When the Sleeper Wakes, when Wells

revolution

But that

instance,

from the class-conflict

himself

class and the coalescence
inevitably

for

the temporary nature

opposed to was Marx's prediction

really

social

in Autobiography

himself

using it

while

in one or two places,

except

which made such a faith

to the depths of his potent

imagination

changes
poss"ible.
every

possibility.

The story of The Time Machine took one more turn revealing that
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the Eloi were perhaps the heirs

of, the Capitalist

in inhabiting

tradition

a place in the sun, but they were no longer

its

living

Morlocks who carried

off

as fattened

by night

surface

to their

the predatory

how, by eliminating

had created

active,

its

Yet his sympathies are with

meets are the

them rather

but ugly Morlocks which have lost

intelligent

- strength,

creation

The Eloi which the Traveller

energy and intelligence.
decadent result.

ensured the

paradoxically,

necessary for

demise of those very qualities

of

the race on the

every obstacle,

which,

an environment

them

Wells uses his theories

chambers.

subterranean

to explain

evolution

for

cattle

They were

masters.

than the more

so much of their

human form.
degradation,
the Eloi
"However great their intellectural
had kept too much of the human form not to claim my
sympathy ... "52

For Wells, as for the Traveller,
idle

over the active

aristocratic

the repulsion

familiar

wholly

its

uglier

not only to Wells,

and sympathetic,

class.

Again,

several

On the one hand there was
had taken.

aspects by Ruskin and Morris

The

was an area

but to a large

Second, was the fear of and aversion

segment of the middle-class.
the working

represented

the forms which industrialism

against

movement against

proletariat

of the middle class.

attitudes

contemporary

this stated preference for the

this

was broadly

lack of sympathy reached back to the Battle
53
school days at Brom ey.

felt,

to

and with Wells this

of Martin's

Hill

during

his

This was one aspect which did not undergo a change as Wells turned
from artist
part

to prophet.

in the initiatives

to come from an elite

The working class was never to play an important
for

social

evolution.

and the driving

force

Those initiatives

behind the changes was

supplied

by the advance of science and technology.

attitude

grew in'Wells

to the point

were

Indeed, this

became
idea
democracy
the
of
where

intelligently
him,
to
to
unable
guide
anathema

the forces

of progress
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which should be left

to qualified
journey

The Traveller's

experts.

to the year 802,000 brought him first,

hope that humanity had solved its

the optimistic

Second, the depressing realisation

nature.

hopeless fact

divisory

but to perpetuate

policy

that perfect

stagnation.

The story represents

implications

of Darwinian evolution.

the even more distant

of creation,

It

sea.

But it

the

decay and

projection

of the

goes even further

the cooling

The human race, so confidently
is superseded by giant

only the lichen

lifeless

a pessimistic

he perceives

future,

Kelvin had predicted.

finally

And'finally,

than

leaves the time of Eloi and Morlocks and moves toward

As the Traveller

pinnacle

it.

consequences of the second law of thermodynamics.

to the pessimistic

this

they had not been used

led to intellectual

security

and subjugated

that although the material

had
been
to
perfected,
nature
subjugate
weapons
to eliminate

conflicts

exists

held to be the

land crabs and lichen

and

under a cold red sun on the shores of a

is the closing

pessimism, the natural

of the sun as

image of the book and the final

consequence of Huxley's

proposition

that Nature

was antagonistic.
In the epilogue the Traveller's

colleagues

speculate on which time

It is possible

live.
to
have
he
chosen
may
period

he chose to inhabit

the time of the 'manhood of the race' when humanity was 'strong,
and intelligent',

energetic

"The rich had been assured of his wealth and comfort, the
toiler
assured of his life and work. No doubt in that
had
been
there
no5unemployed problem, no
perfect world
left
unsolved.
question
social
In this

vision

inevitability

of a perfect

world Wells evidences his. conviction
the aristocrat

of the system to retain

At the same time his own scepticism
to work is shown by his portrayal

of the

and the labourer.

that such a system would continue
of the final

race to a predator - prey relationship.

degeneration

of the
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"He
thought but cheerlessly
Advancement of
the
of
...
Plankind, and saw in the growing pile of civilisation
only
heaping that must inevitably
fall back upon and
a foolish
destroy its makers in the end. "55
That science would provide

nature was not an issue.

to cope with

tools

There was more than adequate evidence of human ability
But whether these tools

would be used wisely,

and one for which Wells,

question,

way from the optimistic

economic understanding,
observation.

with

breakthroughs
all

and productive

what forms a technologically
knowledge might take

potent

He was a long

of material

achieve-

political

and

in that

with working out what

take.
might

culture,

and the prospects

one in which moral education

society,

was another

of the consequences inherent

society

direction.

became idenfified..

in social,

had yet to grapple

His imagination

forms a coherent

had no answer.

by a century

gap created

the corresponding

vision,

with which he later

projections

He had noted the widening
ment without

as yet,

with

in that

He had addressed

lacking

social

It was his own

were gloomy.
and general

goals and

co-operation

had

failed,
"If that iss o, it
not so... "

remains for us to live

as if

which leaves him with a pessimism and scepticism
Huxley had called
hope for

for an ethical

the race in combatting

to imaginative

were

stoically

borne.

component to science as the only

an antagonistic

cosmic process.

idea was another debt which Wells owed to his biology
put it

it

use in his next two novels.

professor

That
and he
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The Invisible

Man and The Island

Griffin,

the scientist

represent
potion

the Invisible

of Dr: Moreau

Man, and Dr. Moreau, as already stated,

as magician

which renders him invisible,

His research

humanity,

had robbed him of every human goal,

indeed his dedication

in his superiority

which he holds in contempt.

the good of humanity,

concocts--a

goes on a rampage and is killed.

has led him to believe

to*science

Griffin

- alchemist.

over common

The motive for his work is not

but his own thirst

for

As such he

power.

those aspects of science for which Wells had developed

personifies

contempt at the Normal School, its narrowness, pretensions and the lack
of ethical
had resulted
include

noted by Huxley.

consideration

in narrow pursuits,

Wells'

own disillusion

He had pursued physics

satire.

Partly

methods.

themselves were evolving

no feel

the past and future

Also the Normal School,

impotent

implications.

imposing limited

of their

objectives.

misdirected

the courses gave
observations.

sense, and at the same time morally

to
vision,
was

scientific

condition

Science could not be other

than

Wells saw science at this

and amoral.

growing intellectually

of

because the

with no social

priorities

his

coloured

The economic imperative

competition.

to the broader needs of society.

characteristics,

and partly

smarties',

than the moral one, social

time as inadequate,

student

and in disarray,

'mechanical

the purpose of industrial

priorities

is not unreasonable

the whole system, had been put together

produce what Wells called

more important

to

and geology by the most confining

disciplines
for

It

as a science

of poor teaching

as a result

in science

a frame which failed

creating

the wider aspects of the needs of society.

to assume that

for

Specialisation

Griffin

powerful,
backward.

personified
in a purely

these,

material

His death is also a

judgement on a science removed from and unresponsive

to the full

array

of human needs.

Moreau combines the themes of'The Time Machine and The Invisible
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Man. Here Wells is concerned with the ethical
of evolutionary

also with another variation
characters

are Moreau, the scientist,

plantation

of living

and Prendick,

tissues

aspect of science and

experimenting

in animals;

with

the trans-

Montgomery, his assistant;

to their

the unwelcome visitor

The

possibilities.

island.

The lack of ethics

is evidenced at once in Montgomery's reasons for treating
It was chance he found Prendick and it

condition.

chance portrayed

as the determining

factor

Prendick's

is mirrored

in the

of evolution.

"Just chance ... you had the need and I the knowledge,
fed
I
have
injectgg
I
you
and
much
as
might
collected
and
a specimen.
Consideration

for Prendick's

life

enter into Montgomery's character.
for science devoid of its
tissue

from one living

ethics

or compassion.

possibly

or the value of his humanity do not
He, like
beneficial

his master, Moreau, live
uses.

Moreau grafts

animal to another with undisguised

disregard

of

"Sympathetic pain - all I know.of it I remember as a
...
from
the only thing
to
I
thing
suffer
years ago
used
I wanted - to find out the extreme limit of plasticity
in a living shape.
To this day I have never troubled about the ethics of
The study. of Nature makes a man at last as
the matter.
remorseless as Nature.
Huxley's

dictum that evolution

had produced a species with an ethical

force
for
that
counteracting
a
as
use
sense and must
nature is totally
grotesques,

absent.

The victims

the harshness of

of Moreau's experiments become

part animal and part human. They pass again and again

the
brute within,
Pain
them
House
to
through the
of
purge
of
them more human. Moreau's proposition
you are an animal,
exorcise

making

that as long as pain-drives

you,

leads him to bath them in a bath of burning pain to

the beast.

Moreau also gives them laws to repeat which they chant like
making Moreau himself

a caricature

of the divine

creator.

prayer
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"Not to go on all-fours;
that. is the Law. Are we not
men?
Not to sup up drink;
that is the Law. Are we not
men?
is the House of Pain.
is the Hand that makes.
is the Hand that wounds.
is the Hand that heals.
None escape
"59
...

His
His
His
His
...

The refrain

of none escape becomes a theme to indicate

impossibility

of escaping Moreau and his experiment

the inbred

inheritance

beast,. the genetic
It

evolution.

just

is'not

of 'none escape' for man too has a heritage
derived

from the'ape

characteristics
brief

of years of

Wells intones

may have become anachronistic
was insufficient

the chant

instincts

of survival

as Huxley had pointed

and the tiger

sway of civilisation

but also of escaping

of millions

the beasts that

for

not only the

Those

out.

in modern society

but-the

to erase what ages of

had inprinted.

evolution

Most of the reviews which appeared at the time interpreted
condemned The Island
recognised
"

of Dr. Moreau as a gross shocker.

one critic

represents

death at the hands, or claws,
The evolutionary

implications

Moreau was attempting
generations

to a. series

was recognised

article

Wells only

response,

the author
is inclined to think the intention
of
one
..
has been to satirise
and rebuke the presumption of science;
at other times his object seems to be to parody the work of
the Creator of the human race, and ca8t contempt upon the
dealings of God with His Creatures.
Moreau certainly

it

an intelligent

as giving

and

the presumptions

of science,

of one of his victims,
arise

a proper rebuke.

from the nature of his work.
from

to telescope, the process of evolution
of operations

by one critic

on a single

at the time.

in "Revue des Deux Mondes"6i,

a microcosm of human society.

and his

individual.

Augustin

recognises

Filon,

the island

Moreau has, in his creatures,

a precarious balance between humanand animal qualities

As such
in an
world as
achieved

just as civili-

sation has imposed a veneer of humanity over the vestigial

brute within.
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"... 'moral education is such an artificial
"62
and perversion of instinct.

and for the moral constraints--

Wells recognised the need for the intellect

to hold in check the more elemental and destructive

of civilisation

tendencies of the species.

But in the. resolution

to The

and epilogue

his final

Island of Dr. Moreau he shows, once again,
its

modification

scepticism

about

to do so.

ability

"In
this artificial
apparent
an
semi-humanity
...
...
is
but
this
all
reign,
order and methodical activity
Let but a single drop
felt to be strangely precarious.
bear
that
blood
tongue
the
tip
the
touch
which
of
of
of
has been taught to chant and snuffle,
and it will drop
back on its four spiked paws and its
arniverous
desires will be unleashed once again. "03

With Moreau dead the beast people do begin to gradually

the island

beast people pursuing

the mental image of

only to find

Prendick escapes back to civilisation

revert.

him in the nameless faces of people in

the streets.
"I feel as though the animal is surging up through them;
that presently the degradation of the islanders will be
played over again on a larger scale., -64
Which drives

home Wells'

of civilisation

allegory

It

balance between the breite and the human.
the people in the street
are of the lower class,

the prostitutes

once again to that

responding
them.

who'trigger

In some ways it

this

persistent

unfortunates
call

in such numbers.

them, those that

or nearly

live

antipathy

yet to grasp before

the working class.

for

prod to Wells

order which produced unsightly

The People of the Abyss he was later

on the brink

But again this

which he felt

of additional

of starvation,

so, by the ascendancy of the machine.

condition.

and aversion

Wells was

and workers.

to terms with and adapt to the changed conditions
their

to note that

is interesting

response of fear

was to play the role

in his search for a way out of a social

as a precarious

was a later

Their

to

made superfluous,
failure

to come

of employment created

analysis,

he could set down the requirements

one which he had
of eliminating

5.50
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The problems presented by the, condition

of the lower class was

one of many goads to the young Wells to vent his frustrations.
from him more than one response.

elicited

existence

be sympathy for their
created it

plight,

or, less admirably,

it

could be an affront
like

the intellectual

waste of human capital,

by an unethical

science and the industrial

Wel'ls' strength

In this

wasteland.

array of

reeled at times with
to capture and capitalise

the new insecurities

images.
potent
with

waste of resources,

the dilemmas posed by evolution,

was his ability

on the fears and apprehensions,
in transition,

could

to his sensibili-

the physical

but
his
Wells
generation
only
not
antagonisms
bewilderment.

At times it

or outrage at the forces which had

It was one of many stimulants

ties.

Their

created by an age

,

"Wells had found a way of digging into himself to uncover
buried feelings and even archetypal. patterns of thought
his stories emerge from the twilight
of
consciousness
... it
this capacity to touch unconscious fears and
was
...
fantasies,
and set the archaic monsters produced by his
imagination in a modern scjntific
context, that gave
Wells the creative power.
Wells'
inherent

toward science and evolution

attitudes

But that legacy had more than one side.

The popular interpretation

Darwin himself was optimistic.

Darwinism was positivist.

had allowed the species to rise

order and that the future

would see its

continuing

which it

possessed.

dimension to the dynamic.
contradicting

of

He believed

in the'evolutionary
improvement.

intellectual
based
the
for
the
powerful
on
was
race
optimism
capabilities

of their

was part of his legacy from the Normal School.

possibilities

that human qualities

and all

His

and moral

Huxley, however, had added another

Evolution

had. also created a species with

impulses.

"Man emerges with his lowly origins strong upon him. He is
than the other brutes, a
a brute, only more intelligent
blind prey to impulses, which as often as not lead him to
destruction;
wýjch make
a victim to endless illusions,
his mental existence a terror and a burden... "

`
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Huxley did believe

in the power of science,

he also had grave misgivings

about the nature

which these shortcomings

calamities

from both aspects of Huxley's
inspire

his later

abound in quirks
destruction.

had lorded their

workers.

In evolutionary

by which it

opposite
Instead

alternative
of eliminating

existence,
persistence

terms a quirk

destructive.

of existence

had survived
creates

qualities,

Wells exhibits

keep the beast in check.

of irony

had produced a race

had eliminated

the very

In Moreau the

force

behind the story.

by a changed condition

in a precarious

rests

rich

power over the subterranean

and prospered.

qualities

and

where once their

the imaginative

certain

civilisation
of bestial

to prey,

science-derived

in the Eloi whose condition
qualities

in stagnation

romances

leads to the death of Moreau,

The amoral use of science

ancestors

science was to

But the scientific

and dead ends which result

and had reduced the Eloi

Griffin

Wells took his cue

The power-of

way.

but

of the species and the

could lead. to.

analysis.

work in a positive

directed,

ethically

no longer

his scepticism

balance with
functional
that

of

the ironic

yet potentially

the intellect

could,
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The Later Scientific

Romances images within

The creative
tionary

tion

which Wells housed a variety

the pessimistic

of scientific

The War of the Worlds represents

the converse.

survive,

Suppose the intellect

succeed in suppressing the other aspects of personality?

did finally

The response, though pessimistic,

demonstrates in one small

the emergence in Wells of an intellectual

root of these problems and project
became evident

in the later

intellectual

synthesis

possible

scientific

When the Sleeper Wakes and First
this

*The War of

arbitrariness,

If Moreau represents. the fear that the beast will

the Worlds.

respect,

Huxlian variant

tendency in yet another elabora-

and evolutionary

ethics

of evolu-

He went on in the other

aspect.

romances to demonstrate this

scientific

of Change

were a response to a particularly

possibilities

of evolution,

Intimations

desire

to get to the

This tendency

solutions.

romances: 'The War of the Worlds,

Men in'the'Mbon.

The passages in which

search became apparent are the. windows on the future

he achieved in identifying

the motive forces of social

change

and provide a glimpse of the nature of some of his eventual solutions
working through many possible

But Wells was still
progress or disasters
It was precisely

his uncertainty

future

intellectual

imaginative

which allowed him that creative

him
to strive
which caused

to the end of the century.

for

and pessimism

But the seeds of his

grasp and the shedding of the purely emotional and

treatment of his subject with its

sown in the latter

power

intellectually

So far his response had been one of scepticism

and that persisted

of

created by the dynamic of science and society.

and also that uncertainty
answers.

ramifications

novels of the decade.

attendant

pessimism were
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The War of the Worlds - 1898
many of the disaster

like

The War of the Worlds,

dealt

began to appear at the end of the century,
England.

And unlike

Martians.

tales

those other

of the danger of military

the invasion

with

of

was not the Germans or the French but

time it

But this

myths which

which were mainly admonitions

unpreparedness,

Wells later

stated

his

that

purpose was,
flying,
to point out the obvious possibilities
of
of
...
great guns, of poison 'gas, and so forth in presently'
making life uncomfortable if some sort of world peace was
not assured.
He did not elaborate

at that

he seemed to greatly

relish.

length

time on how peace could be assured.
the scenes of-destruction

In later

in the book.

years,

And with

welcomed the idea of war as a catharsis.
accurately
case its

predict

his ability
innovation,

the consequences of mechanical
aspects,

military

terror,
civilian
of cities. "68

food chain,
Martian

figured

culture

factors,

also play an admonitory

Mars, smaller

had cooled sooner,
Martian
that

the scientific

which, had. caused. the Martian

characteristics.

civilisation

on earth.

by the Martians

creating'the

role

explaining

physiological

conditions
older

conditions

for

life

end.

the ecological
as social

.

from the sun,

to begin earlier.

and further

where,

advances on

for, human society.

context,

was also nearer its

had created

of scientific

as .well
than the earth and farther

was, therefore,

But it

place at the top of the

precarious

The operation

strongly.

society's

Once again the

alone.

matters

and political

and mankind's

Wells begins with

in this

mass

But his purposes lay deeper than shocking Victorian

theme of evolution,

to often

he anticipated,

"the experiences of Blitzkrieg,
evacuation and the destruction

complacency in military

of

change, he positively

seemed to defy any avenues of social

institutions

at

elaborated

when the intractibility

Indeed,

advanced than

The realisation

of this
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"The immediate pressure of necessity had brightened.,.. their intellec6s,
enlarged their powers and hardened
their hearts.
Here again is the proposition

seen in-The Time Machine.

first

is the outcome of need

that strength

The Martians determined to colonise

The machines, which they developed for

earth.

the task,

the handling machines and the walking pods, bristled
which rendered earthly

defences impotent.

respect manifests the priority

this

And this

side of their

culture.

the evolution

of theirphysiological

the spaceships,

with hardware

The Martians'

in'

efficiency

which they gave to the material
in turn played a conditioning

role in

characteristics.

"... the perfection of mechanical appliances must.
supersede limbs, the perfection of chemical
ultimately
the tendency of natural
devices; digestion
...
in
direction
lie
the
of their steady
selection would
diminution through the coming ages. The brain alone
remained a cardinal necessity.
.
brain
body
the
Without the
would of course become a
without any of the emotional
more selfish intelligence,
substratum of the human being. "70
Whereas.the need for intellectual
leading to-stagnation;

the Eloi,

had long since passed for

strength

and where the need for

intelligence

to check the beast was recognised in Moreau, here the recognition
intellectual

strength

Along with the beastly
of personality

alone leads to its

had
led
Martians
the
reason,
primitive

The result

is the amoral application

for reasons of material

or emotional considerations.

weaknesses.
of one facet

to shed the other,
heritage,

The old bases of compassion and morality

sharing.

skill

the exploitation

characteristics,

aspects derived from their

positive

own characteristic

of

like

more

food-

had been eroded.

of weapons created by intellectual

efficiency

without

reference

to ethical

The Martians are,

=

"... the symbol of material civilisation
taken to the
ultimate limit whigh has long since abandoned spiritual
and moral values. "
The Martians appear
fragile

body attached.

as an enlarged brain case with an etiolated
The dwindling

of the body and with

it

the

and
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Wells painted

emotions was a portrait
blooded and brutal
their

of material

judgement for worshipping

is a final

the technological

But it

by Wells.

represented

itself

it

was more towards

which bore the heaviest

as Huxley and Darwin had foreseen,

Used ethically,

than the destruction

the one hope rather

of the race.

in War of the Worlds is nearly

judgement of human society

Wells'

became cornerstones

must be remembered that

than the tool

scientists

unenlightened

it

god

at emotionally,

of the Martians,

proficiency

of his Modern State.

criticism

the false

efficiency.

It is curious that so much of what Wells railed
like

into

victims

brought about by the lowest form of

extinction,

bacteria,

organism,

the blood of their

injecting

slaughter,

Their

veins.

of monsters engaged in cold-

as harsh as his judgement of the Martians.

He wanted to upset what he

saw as the very prevalent

sense of security

and self-satisfaction

he felt

Life

was unwarranted.

consequences if

inviting

catastrophe

senses then so be it.

Worlds and continued
cataclysm
their

but if

to effect

great

recognised

as the police,
the whole social
that

student.

to them in'The

Prior

changes.

in disguise

if

it

meant that

found to make it

of Martian

invasion

the army, the transportation

'New Framework of Society'

finally

the

community would be
work.
watch helplessly

the victims
organisations

body lose coherence and dissolve.
he had jokingly

The hero of the novel meets an Artilleryman

the massacre of his unit

War'bf'the

to both wars he saw

world organised

co-operating,

Under. the stresses

The world was,

in the power of some worldscale

social

and the determination

epic

was the only way to shake it

' He gave it

to believe

advent as a blessing

need for a rational,

for

in his writing.

catastrophe

with

This was

energy and vision.

not undertaken with

to come through more plainly

starting

to its

to him was an epic undertaking

which

and finally

It opens the door
cartooned as a
who has escaped

and who now expounds on his social

analysis.
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We see for

the first

time many of the characteristic

later

utopian

society.

later

evident

in Kipps,

' We see a contempt for

the bourgeois

little

and Bert Smallways from War in the Air.

also a need for a new breed of men, an elite,
for

aspects of Wells'
man,
We see

the need for eugenics and

collectivism.
The Artilleryman

too lazy and frightened

citizen,
better

scorns the average,

uninformed

and uninterested

much less work for a

to understand,

world,

in them - no proud dreams and no
"They haven't any spirit
in hand, running wild
bit of breakfast
proud lusts;
72
...
ý,
train
season-ticket
and shining to catch their little
...
the kind of people and organisation

He goes on to portray
to wage a guerrilla

Finally,

collectivism.
to cull

The old competitive

of the race.

they will

the race of its

People will

co-operating

to make self-sacrifices

and willing

efficiency

the Martians.

and disciplined,

intelligent

strong,

future

war against

necessary

have to be

with military

for

the good of the

individualism

must give way to

have to endorse a brand of eugenics

weaker elements

in the struggle

for survival,

"Life is real again, and the useless and cumbersome and
die
to
die.
They
It's a
have
to
ought
mischievous
73
...
live
disloyalty,
to
and taint the race. ý,
all,
after
sort of
Wells had a penchant for

seeing inferior

the manifestation

of a sick

problem was often

brutal

non-specifically

by modern standards,

the hand of the Martians.

handicaps,

But it

context,

is called

unless it

and foster

in Anticipations

by one of Wells'

was by

appeared again in Anticipations

for weaker types to procreate.

abide by the injuction
the penalty

a programme of eugenics

in The War of the Worlds,

Modern Utopia as a prohibition
they fail'to

His method of coping with the

society.

administed

than

types as the cause rather

And if

mental or physical

is death.

biographers,

and

The elite,
"the nastiest

in this
kind of

74.
Nietzschean supermen.

They are, indeed, no less cold-hearted than

the Martians themselves.

It was a contradiction

which appeared with
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frequency in the works to come. Ambiguities

more glaring

unfold as Wells tried
within

which later

informed all

his prophetic

hope from those very powers of science,
large-scale

antagonistic

On the one hand his intellectual

himself.

solutions

two basically

to resolve

social

strains

hint

'j.

power strove for
work and drew their

unlimited

mechanical power and

The emergence of the latter

engineering.

of the Worlds is the first

were bound to

of the transition

in The War

which Wells was

undergoing.
(of
ideas
these
"The deliberate introduction
of
an elite)
in The War of the Worlds is, as it were, the thin end of
the didactic wedge t ha within a few yeaýp was to transto a pro het.
form Wells from an artist
Wells was just
debate.

beginning to investigate

But he was not yet accepting

When the Artilleryman

the issues surrounding
any of it,

just

utopian

experimenting.

expresses his weakness for wine and begs off

ideas
foolish.
to
his
he
both
are
seem
made
and
work
in a flash I saw the man plan ... I resolved to leave
...
this strange undisciýýined dreamer of great things to his
drink and gluttony. "
Almost unconsciously
shape-in Wells'

mind.

at first

the ideas put forward here begin to take

The utopian strain,

work, begins to emerge, demonstrating

main body of his life's

in utopian writing:

be
to
tend
universal
aspects which
collectivism

to replace individualism,

materialism,

the need for an ethical

and less universally

which was to represent

but still

for idealism
science,

the

those

the need for
to replace

for elaborate

planning

a prominent element in many utopias,

the need for an elite.
Not only were the'seeds of his future
sown here but also the attendant

prophetic

and didactic

optimism which replaced his earlier

pessimism and scepticism.

The law of entropy and with it

the sun had been the final

pessimism of'The'Time'Machine.

dawns a hint

work"-

of overcoming the depressing implications

the cooling

of

But here there
of Kelvin,
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"... when the slow cooling of the sun makes the earth
the
last
it
do,
it
be
that
as at
uninhabitable,
must
may
thread of life that has begin here will have streamed
out and caught our sister planet within its toil.
Dim and wonderful is the vision I have conjured up in my
seed-bed
mind of life spreading slowly from this little
of the solar sys"ýgmthroughout the inanimate vastness of
sidereal space.
Space travel
even if

opened the hope for a way out of racial

the problems of biological

intractable,

at least

had yielded

to solution.

Just as the social
weaken into

this

and social

most distant

barriers

extinction.

evolution

threat,

seemed more

illuminated

by physics,

experienced by Wells as a boy began to

temporary fences which he could see over and hope eventually

to push aside as his knowledge grew, so too did the inexorable
matter begin to seem manageable once the toolsito
be created.

And

laws of

cope with them could
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When the Sleeper Wakes - 1899
When the Sleeper Wakes takes a step further
Wells includes

The War of the Worlds.

in'his

previous novel.

divorced from the actual

sections

of technological.,

not in an alien

take place,

but in a recognisably
criticisms

closer

There also exists

fairly

influences.

large

These investigations

environment as had his previous

human setting,

to actual

ideas, the role played by

plot which analyse the implications

and political

social

in Ostrog who acts

a character

as a mouthpiece for his growing sociological
the Artilleryman

the process begun in

bringing

romances,

the relevance of his

experience.

"... before he had any clearly formulated extra-literary
his intellect
was subject to imagination
convictions,
but
by
late
the
his
nineties,
when Wells
emotions;
and
he
towards
turning
utopian
sociölogý$
consciously
was
attempted to reverse the process...
The result,

according to Bergonzi,

imagination

fails

is a central

ambiguity

where Wells'

to respond to the task which he has set himself.

He

impulse
from
fiction
he
the
prophetic
when
separated
subsequently
79
Another
book
the
Anticipations.
unsatisfactory
aspect
of
produced
the future

was the soundness of extrapolating
contemporary changes without
Wells called

account.

That is if

rule of three.
1800 and sixty
miles per hour.
Wells'

any mitigating

operated at twelve miles per hour in

attempt at sociology

was mainly a response to the two major

Edward Bellamy's

Looking'Backward and William

News from Nowhere. Without having worked out the details

his own utopia he produced in the Sleeper a dystopia
works of Bellamy and Morris.
craftsmanship

into

the present by the

technique enlarging
travel

circumstances

in 1900 then. by 2000 it would operate at three hundred
80

utopias of the decade:
Morris'

this

taking

by merely multiplying

and Bellamy's

disparaged as unrealistic

Morris'

to discredit

of
the

ideal of producing goods through

idea of the industrial

and open to abuses.

army are both

Craftsmanship

is portrayed
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only to the wealthy,

as available

a criticism

whose own designs and artifacts

Morris

from limited

suffered

army of Bellamy is satirised
8'
institution.
and exploitative

Briefly,
into

the plot

around Graham, the Sleeper who falls

revolves

a coma and awakes in the future

where he effectively

have multiplied

he is an unsympathetic

workers

the board and later

with

with

exploited

workers whom he has

Wells was busy at work producing

the year of its publication
where he gladly

Anticipations

much of what he'condemns in The Sleeper and vice versa.
democracy, violent

sympathetic

force

concern for

freedom and individuality,

represents

beliefs

place within

Wells,

to optimist,

The change was accompanied by a turmoil
Sleeper.

social

engineering,

What he believed

artist

What was taking

writing

from

prophet.

manifest

in The

and what he came

to believe is all portrayed in a welter of contradiction.
the various beliefs-and

which Wells

to intellectual

and confusion

its
time
the
of
at

eugenics,

was that shift

and intellectually,

from imaginative

espoused

On the other hand, Ostrog,

beliefs
democracy,
the
of
end
and

emotionally

a humanistic

which Wells still

but which he is in process of accepting.

denigrates

pessimist

represents

accepts

Graham, the

revolution,

but which he was in the process of rejecting.
and discredited,

over-

class.

abound given that within

the coming of the elite

in his battle,

Graham champions the

power.

technician

throw Ostrog and the skilled

unsympathetic

But here

utopias.

those in blue canvas, who eventually

cause of the proletariat,

Contradictions

badly and is

a Nietzchean

discredited

the unskilled

bid for

in his revolutionary

future

ultimately

character,

to the point

led by Ostrog,

overman
foreshadows
the
of Wells'
who

figure

his investments,

that

But the board rules

owns the world.

opposed by the class of skilled

first

to find

by the board of trustees,

administered

availability.

by the Labour Company,

And the industrial
a repressive

to

apparent

painfully

Unravelling

examining the emotional and intellectual
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constructs

basis

their

which provide

by which Wells became a utopian,
commonto all

and requirements
as has already

been stated,

profit

goal-oriented

motive,

beliefs

are manifested

generates

pessimism,

utopian
from
based

a reaction

is associated

with

optimism

These changes, or

and more on potential.

were toward the utopian:

of perspective

the end of the

toward intellectualism

Intellectualism

and based less on experience

idealist,

collective,

They were based on a simple but profound differentiation

intellectual.
between material
is likely

idealism,
Less obviously,

technology.

by a shift

assumptions

They are manifested,

writing.

by collectivism,

on historical-experience.

shifts

not only the process

but many of the universal
utopian

The emotionalism

emotionalism.

highlights

and social

change.

The question:

What generates

or possible?

These are the basic

change generated?

change?

material

How is social

issues addressed by all

perceptions-oT human nature

They also'include

What kind of change

utopians.

and the dichotomy between

its higher and lower aspects.

both material

In When*the Sleeper Wakes.Wells portrays
changes.

But if

those changes are based on a social
from the lower centres

system which operates
and the pursuit-of

because his. premise remains the same as in the earlier

emotional
that

observation
substrata,

in matters

that

humanity operates

on greed,

lust,

of organisation

Grahamawakes in the future

on its

pain avoidance,
is uninformed

it

- greed

of the social

In The Sleeper Wells is depicting

is toward the negative.

pessimistic

and political

human
of
nature

direction
the
then
-

pleasure

and social

change

a dystopia

romances, the
primitive
pleasure

pursuit;
.

and inept.

to witness the wonderful advancement

infrastructure
lent
the
have
to
technology
physical
science
and
which
of society.

People travel

faster,

more. The coming of the railroads,

communicate more quickly,

and after

produce

them motor transport

and
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the moving ways have obviated
the cities

The telephone,

grew.

phonograph and Kinematograph have

mechanism has made one worker as porductive
Bacteria

old system.
clothing

And agricul-

communication media with the electronic.

replaced static
tural

the need for numerous market towns and

are virtually

as thirty

unknown and all

under the

enjoy food,

and shelter.

the almost mechanical progress-of science and82
so
much
...
the physic. al" organisation of society has accomplished. "

and poverty on the other still
various causes.

First,

He gradually

exists.

there persists

and Wells exhibit's

a hopelessly

his distrust

Abraham Lincoln's
big business,

for the masses.

in the
cowardly,
incal-

democracy as a method of directing
of extending the franchise

public

the

which represented

of the Republic at-the

Wells adds his own scepticism

and
hands of

about the adequacy of
enterprise.

was a swarm of ignorant

by
the party organisation
manipulated
masses

which controlled

uninformed

And in a passage which echoes Bellamy's
fear for the future

the

process had passed out of the

the political

hands of the old paying power, the Parliament,
land-owning gentry.

discovers

and distaste

helpless
the crowd ... -was a crowd"still,
...
hands of demagogueand organiser, individually
individua8ly
swayed by appetite, collectively
culable.
The power which controlled

it

utopia

of luxury and waste on the one hand

The old antithesis

seems at first.

electorate

is not the socialist

that this

But Graham soon discovers

The consequence
masses to the polls,

and the financial

interests

them.

"Very speedily power was in the hands of great men of
business who financed the machines.
The whole. world was exploited,
of
a battlefield
businesses;
convulsions, the scourge of
and-financial
human
wars,
made
more
currency manipulation, -tariff
had
than
during
twentieth
the
war,
century
misery
... hours
darkest
in
famine,
the
of earlier
and
pestilent
history.
Advertisement was everywhere and even the churches advertised

salvation
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by the most popular brand.

Science, as in The'Time'Machine,

the gap between the haves and have nots but had

been used to diminish

institutionalisation.

instead to its

contributed

had not

The workers all

the same blue canvas uniforms and labour beneath ground.

wear

The brawny

longer
in
former
times
are
no
evidence since the machines
of
workers
do the actual

work and the labourers'

muscles have atrophied

have been reduced to machine minders.

The supply of these unfortunates

is assured by the Labour Company, a parody Of Bellamy's

day
for
labour
day
one
of sustenance.
of
one
ground and the material
bid for power against
Graham finds
social

life

of revolution,

and finally

the Council,

World had as their
Sleeper and First

first

and disgust

engineering
progenitor

extracting

by Ostrog in his

led to freedom by Graham.

above ground no less horrific.

to the incredulity

techniques of social

level,

The advances of

lauded in this

of Graham. All

world of

of the

depicted by Aldous Huxley in'Brave'New

the devices described by Wells in The
As soon as working-class

Men in the'Moon.

hypnotised,
they
are
are old enough
hypnopaedia in Brave New World.

children

foreshadowing the technique of

The children,

beautifully
into
thus
punctual
and.
converted
were
...
from
trustworthy machine minders, and released forthwith
the long, long thoughts of youth ... conversely memories
desires
habits
be
and
eradicated...
removed,
effaced,
could
They are raised by mechanical wet-nurses which anticipate
production

army,

These are the people below

exploited

ironically
are
progress
and mechanical

the future

industrial

on a bare subsistence

which provides food and clothing

as they

and nursing of foetuses

in Huxley's novel.

"

$5

the laboratory

And finally

the

Pleasure Cities;
"the excretory organs of the State ... (which) draw
together all that is weak and vicious, all that is
lascivious and lazy, all*the easy roguery of the world,
to a graceful destruction
'"$6
...
function
the
same
provide
the system of its

as Huxley's

passions.

injections

The dystopian

of adrenin which purge

stage of both Huxley and
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Wells found them in agreement on this
Wells'

novel and no-less from the later

had taken his cue from Bellamy.
like

human qualities

which was organised,
compromise.

love,

Huxley took his cue from

point.

Modern Utopia,

The sacrifice

passion,

creativity

stable and content

just

as Wells

of what were recognisably
to ensure a society

represented an unacceptable

Both authors were keen to avoid the mechanistic

over-

they
be
to
the consequence of
which
perceived
nightmare
organised
attempts to achieve a utopian society.
on to create their

a confusing

Totally

own developing intellectual

the elite,
intellectual

clash of loyalties

unsympathetic,

Nietzschean and yet the philosophy
Wells'

ironically,

went

own utopias.

Ostrog represents
heart of Wells.

Both authors,

in the mind and

he is again the nasty

he espoused was recognisable as
87
The ideas of eugenics,
convictions.

the end of democracy are all

in place as part of the

framework which Wells was to champion in Anticipations

Modern Utopia a few years later.

antagonism to democracy and

image of the disparagement of mass politics

the masses is a mirror
witnessed earlier

Ostrog's

and

in the book.

'Past forever,
"'The day of-democracy-. is past' he said.
That day began-with the bowmenof Crecy, it ended when
in
infantry
common
men
when
masses ceased to
marching
win the battles of the world, when costly cannon, great
ironclads, and strategic
railways became the means of
"88
day
is
the
Today
of
wealth'
power.
...
There is also evident
which social
action

in Ostrog's"statement

institutions

of technological

are eroded and superseded as a result

of the

advances.

Ostrog echoes the Artilleryman
calls

an example of the way in

in The War of the'-Worlds when he

for a system of eugenics to eliminate

cosmic process of evolution

which strengthens

the weak as part of the
a species.

"The world is no place for the bad, the stupid, the enervated.
The death of
Their duty - it', s a find duty too - is to die.
that is the path by which the beast rose to
the failure

higher
by
to
"89
things.
on
which
man
goes
manhood,
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Ostrog confirms his belief

Finally,

based on the observation

of an elite
and inferior

in the need and inevitability

that the race possesses superior

types and that evolution

in its

ruthless

operation

supports the stronger.
"So long as there are sheep Nature will insist on beasts. of
is fatal and assured.
prey ... The coming of the aristocrat
The end will be the Over-man for all the mad protests of
humanity.
Graham listens
Machiavellian

to Ostrog's

the class of skilled

of the intellect,

technicians

guarding the secrets

brotherhood.
secret
they
a
would
as
operate
and

all

engineers and administrators

his hopes for. a revolution

believed

to be their

propensity

format of this
social

novel,

of the social

international

for enlightened

how such,
Ostrog

and engineers,

of which the airmen are the elite.

Their power is derived from carefully

the scientists,

himself

and human level.

values operate on a societal

belongs to and represents
the aristocracy

observes for

tirade;

of their

It was in this

skill

class,

which Wells was to place
order,

commoninterests

drawing'on

what he

and aims, their

management. But, here, in the dystopian

they are the root and manifestation

of a diseased

body.

"Our array of angry virtues and sour, restraints
was the
In
days
insecurity
the
danger
old
and
consequence of
...
is
he
for
Pleasure.
Pain,
eager
now
against
man was armed
has driven pain
Civilisation
There lies the difference.
And
In
far
danger
people.
only
well-to-do
off so
and
fountain
Their
of rage
people matter now ...
well-to-do
habits
the
is
fear
closed,
of a
and
sealed
and
and anger
delightful.
You
lifetime
them
and
easy
and
cheerful
make
disgusts.
bear
shocks
and
century
with my nineteenth
must
These people, you say, are skilled workers and so forth.
dying
are
men
And while these dance, me9lare fighting
that they may dance. "
...
their
With the coming of comfort, which the reward of. their position,
moral sense has atrophied.
the brute,
rather
pursuit

no longer figures;

The flight

from pain, which characterises

in an environment devoid of adversity.

than moral growth, the absence of pain has only generated the
of pleasure for this

aristocracy

of the intellect.

It

is the

But
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of one base motivation

substitution

by another.

The reference to the

is maintained.

lower instincts

indictment

Graham makes his final
them painted fools,

of the skilled

workers,

calling

killing

Ostrog.

and leads the workers in a revolt,

What was the basis upon which Wells decided to portray
elements of his future

in their

utopia

eugenics,

the end of democracy;

practised

fostering
hypnotism,
mechanical
as

are all

intellectual

and the tools

of social

into

utopias

are characteristic

society

debate.

engineering

as tenets of utopia.

the very foundation

elements of contention

The first

dystopia

were the biological

and their

stones of his future
inthe science and
and the

set of concerns were aesthetic

second, and more important,

elite,

and the Pleasure cities

assumptions on which Wells created this
transmutation

Ostrog's

of society;

derided here, only to be enthroned later

The operative

image of dystopia?

negative mirror

infrastructure

The advances in the physical

of the

all

constraints

imposed by

had an aesthetic

concern for

human nature.
Wells and Huxley, in their
the preservation
human traits:

dystopias,

characteristically
be.
had
to
regarded as
come
of what
freedom and individuality.

love, creativity,

perceived an inherent

threat

posed by utopian

to these qualities

attempts at collectivism,

and social

concerned with the future

of the race in its

The utopians were

engineering.

collective

dystopians were concerned with the freedom and dignity
Wells and Huxley, in the guise of the latter,
irreconcilable.
exorcise

beastly
the

the physical
its

To pursue the collectivisation

strengths,

traits

advertisy

of fear,

' They

aspect.

of the individual.

viewed the antagonism as
of the species;

and,
lust;
greed

to

and to-eliminate

environment
by which the species achieved
the
of

as well as weaknesses, surely meant the possible

of what was recognisably

The

demise

human.

Graham's aversion to the skilled

workers and their lack of passion

1
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is the literary

progenitor

Savage were willing

of Huxley's

material

if
-

society

of humanity by their

pay for the preservation

plenty

and more free.

He expressed his preference

the same line.

and
Worlds
the
in
War
he
had
The
of
all
as

and intelligent

intelligent

Martians,
It

Ostrog.

Morlocks,

humanistic

is anaesthetic,

one which he was eventually

Huxley wanted a

Wells,

here, also takes

for the '*emotional substrata'
the
of
scientific

romances
Eloi against
the

against

preference which he exhibits
to forego when the constraints-

willing

created by its

over the muddle and folly

in this

the arch-intellectualist,

intelligence
demanded
that
of utopianism

"

held a threat

the earthlings

the workers against

to

If

decade. - He supported the decadent but affectionate

the active

here;

definition.

and contentment

which was less perfect

society

"

that was the price

then it was an unacceptable compromise.

respect,

of this

Both Graham and the

to accept pain, hunger, disease and death - the

consequences of an unco-ordinated

organisation,

Savage.

and morality

combine to triumph

antithesis.

Wells'

aestheticism

was being eroded by his utopian socialism.

The second area of concern, which occupies a wider area of
contention,

revolves

around the debate on human nature.

argument had hinged on two sides of the same coin;
lust;

or love,

instinctual.,

fear,

emotional legacy of the species.

But evolution

intellectual
human
the
an.
with
race
produced a speciesin.
faculty

-a

idealist,
exploitative,

or amoral pursuits.

competitive.

So far,

amoral aspects of intelligence.
convictions

or it

generous, co-operative;

and moral

"The intellect

could be

could also by cynical,

Wells had only been exploring

The reason

concerning human nature.

had

as it were, for that mentality

second coin with two sides,

could be used formoral

greed and...

derived from the

- all

compassion, creativity

The aesthetic

for this

It was inevitable

the

was based on his
at this

point

'
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the intellectualism

that Wells would associate

of the higher faculty

exploitation
The skilled
social

inequality

with cynical
inspired

based on the belief,
It

of the species.
lower nature,
Wells'

for essentially

the pursuit

workers represent

social

and expediency.
also held by Huxley,

that the species had a higher

Given this

directed.
intervention,

to gear.

the species could achieve a major

This was the mechanism which informed. Wells'

change.

pessimism to optimism,

to. utopian socialist

make necessary and acceptable sacrifices

for the collective

is also the mechanism which informs all

utopian socialism:

of the desirability

optimism that

it

of positive

social

from

shift

at all

willing'to
good.

It

The

change and the

can be achieved by employing-human will

very basis of society:

to real

from a humanist concerned with preserving

costs human freedom and individuality

recognition

The key lay in

the balance from change which was mainly material

tilting

shift,

nature

response to its

efficiency

Icould
be morally
which

toward the higher centres,

of

pessimism was

and persistent

only mechanistic

of human will.

the intervention

of wealth,

by T. H. Huxley, in the bestial

but which took longer to integrate,

action

Wells'

subsequent optimism was based on the belief,

intelligence
in
nature

base motives.

of pleasure,

ruthlessness.

is the instinctual

recognising

of Ostrog with the

to alter

the

a subversion of the lower nature of the race

by the higher.
To accept the aesthetic
environment,

a deterministic

argument entails
view of society

To accept the need for intellectual
environment and a utopian vision

control

a subjection

to the

and a pessimistic
entails

a control

of human co-operation.

future.
of the

It was a theme

long
but
he
for
has not
had
been
time,
to
Wells
which
coming
a
which
yet accepted in When the'. Sleeper Wakes.

'\
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Men in the Moon

First

Following the publication of When'the Sleeper WakesWells began
work on three projects

of divergent

to be seen as a serious novelist.

direction

of social

change as a result

for scientific

of his affinity
in allowing

the intellectual

in the'romances.

was significant

enquiry which he had

He was beginning to take a more

was
this
to have the most far-reaching
approach and

scientific

on his future

writing.

be said about this

More will

Men in the Moon. Wells

forces of collectivism,

intellectualism

against

later.

by no means totally
and social

scales of the balance have been tipped,
weigh more heavily

effects

line of enquiry may be seen plainly

The consequences of this
The First

of mechanical and scientific

romance. 'Anticipations

Wells to consolidate

begun tentatively

impression of the likely

Men in the Moon (1901) represented a continuation

The First

progress.

was a work of

Anticipations

commissioned to obtain Wells'

non-fiction

Love and Mr. Lewisham

which
he became dedicated in his
to
novels

began a series of social
efforts

interest.

accepts the
The

engineering.

however, so that these forces

the characteristic

human endeavour, than had formerly

in

forces represented by

been the case in the romances.

If,

Wells extolls the virtues of the technocracy, in the
92
But that burlesque of the abuses and
novel he burlesques them.
in Anticipations,

absurdities

of Selenite

present in its

society

human counterpart.

Wells was coming closer
transforming

to a recognition

order would. make for new social

present an alien

race for the first

work with physical,

of the demandswhich a
structures.

The Selenites

time in a multi-dimensional

social and intellectual

those of human society.
sophistication

was somewhat balanced against the abuses

By doing this

qualities

frame-

wholly other to

Wells evidences his own growing

in coming to terms with social

complexities.

to explore the positive side of a more 'scientific'

He begins

approach to social
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a more rigorous

organisation,

incarnate

Wells brings

to their

Selenite

innovation.

toward radical

as were the antagonists

The Selenites

of the earlier

romances.

a touch of humour and affection.

characterisation

to humanity as had their

solutions

human solutions

of outmoded institutions

they, nor the forces which they represent,

Therefore neither
same threat

by satire

critique

and more open-minded attitude
are not evil

4

alien

predecessors.

may be as comic and irrelevent

is tragic.

But that

pose the

Someof the

as the absence of

is precisely

the point which Wells

wished to make.
which had been the perpetual

Science itself,

dimensions:
other
romances, also receives
social

revolutions

may be achieved;

Neither-is

The satire

synthesis.

elite

individuals

into psychological

and for the first

scientists

Cavor is the scientist
gravity

In addition

incomplete

to the intellectual

class'

of

in Modern'Utopia;
appears to. designate,,

and engineers which comprise the'elite.

who discovers

and Bedford the entrepreneur

commercial potential.

of Wells'

types, which figured

time the term 'operative

the administrators,

problem which Wells had

body we see a differentiation

which guides the social

organisation

Yet there do appear further

to the utopian socialist.

elements of his final

and social

of the unacceptable solutions

is an indication

represented by the Selenites

romances.

promotion of the force for

force was a thornier

to work out in detail.

transition

had played in the earlier

How human will

good which science represents.

still

the

tasks ahead. 'These were very different

there parody but straightforward

would be adapted to this

of the human drive

and a force for liberating

for science than that which it

roles

a breeder of wealth by which

a manifestation

to preserve and improve the race;
consciousness to the larger

demon in the earlier

a material

which resists

who immediately perceives

its

Cavor has given no thought to the application

`
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but Bedford assures him that it will

of his discovery

generate enough

wealth,
we fancied,

".., to work any sort of social revoluýjon
might own and order the whole world.

we

of the role which science could play in society.

A strong intimation

Bedford and Cavor decide to use the cavorite

to build

a spaceship

and go to the moon. Once there they encounter the outer fringes
Selenite

society,

tenders which give them a hostile

Bedford deduces that these are the peasants,

reception.

the upper echelons of the society.
of the inevitability

conviction
and returns
interior
In this

of a ruling

the natural

he transmits

history

Bedford escapes

elite.

we see a humorous caricature

society

in Brave New World,

to fit

the tasks which they

In Huxley's novel these are Alphas, Betas and.

need to perform.

bred and conditioned,

all

to earth.

taken to its

of specialisation

It foreshadows Huxley's

Delta-Epsilons

From the moon's

of the Selenites

inception
from
foetuses
are
moulded
where

physically

and intellectually,

to conform to the requirements of a narrow occupation;
it well,

akin

is Wells'

Here again,

to earth but Cavor is taken prisoner.

absurd limit.

will

"half

.ý

and that in the deeper reaches of the moon's interior

to brutes"94,
live

the livestock

of

it

but to cherish

to deride other pursuits.

as the most vital

not only to do

component of society

It is an exact copy of Wells'

and

moon culture.

is
his
He
born
knows
to
that
place.
citizen
every
...
elaborate
discipline
training
the
of
and
and
place,
last
him
to
fits
completely
at
so
surgery
and
education
it that he Ags neither ideas nor organs for any purpose
beyond it. "
For the intellectual

required,

football-shaped:

specialisation

of the brain case.

comical hypertrophy
intelligence

elite

this

Depending on the type of

the brain is either

round, pear-shaped or

intelligence,
for
a
general
round

high memory capacity

and football-shaped

is manifested by a

pear-shaped denotes

marks abstract

intelligence.
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All

these are required

to translate

the English language and the football-

brought in to cope with the idioms of language must be

shaped brain,
hit

f

his attention.

and prodded to concentrate

This parody of

taken to the extreme does mirror

specialisation

education should be as general as possible,

Wells'

as integrated

wholes.

But it

and economic problems

is also a preview of the psychological

types which comprise the classes of Modern Utopia.
intelligences

the differentiated
functions:
experts,

the repositories

possess versatility

for specialised

tasks;

society

and initiative;

and the erudite,

the

which are

of knowledge. *These roughly equate to the Poietic
knowledge creators

types of Modern Utopia:

Kinetic

In Selenite

comprise classes with specific

the administrators
training

that

intelligences

creating

which are adaptable and capable of seeing social

belief

and

and knowledge

administrators.
The lower echelon workers in Selenite

society

also equate to the

types in Modern Utopia which Wells terms the Dull and the Base.
in Modern Utopia the State works toward the limination
through education and eugenics,
untroublesome by their
social

engineering.

in First

Men.in the'Moon they are made

The techniques of social

Sleeper Wakes were totally

abhorrent

scientist,

can see the logic

side still

finds

them a bit

of these types

and other practices

conditioning

Whereas

related

engineering

to

in'When the

to Graham, but Cavor, as a

of the practices

even if

his more human

unsettling.

"The extended 'hand' in this highly developed system of
technical education is stimulated by irritants
and
while the rest of the body is
nourished by injection,
starved ... It is quite unreasonable, I know, but such
beings
these
the
of
of
educational
methods
glimpses
affected me disagreeably ... it is really in the end a
far more humane proceeding than our earthly method of
leaving children to grow into human beings, and then
making machines of them. "96
In the same-way Selenite

society

simple method of dealing with its

has conceived of a mechanistically

workers during periods of low produc-
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tion

drugs them, to wait quietly

it
-

their

require

services

Cavor does not like

again.

drugged workers but he admits that it

of Thomas More's observation

are reminiscent

for

people to be something, thieves

inhabitants

solution

organised,

if

the

Cavor, indeed, finds

in intelligence,

morality

their

and social

knowledge into

or records,

if

their

society

this

The

over-

But Wells had

along the scale from the harsh dystopianism

of The Sleeper.

incorporated

then why

then why not human beings.

in the main dystopian.

over-specialised,

educates

and then hangs them for

ask the question:

may have been caricature,

quite a distance

libraries

Both these passages

Wells could reasonably ask;

and Englishmen,

find solutions
can
of
ants
-colony

travelled

than the human practice

of Utopia could achieve such a reasonable society

not Christians

Selenite

of the

that human society

instance,

Thomas More could implicitly

stealing.

"

is better

the sight

in the streets.

the workers to starve

of expelling

the demand of production

until

the Selenites

The Selenites

wisdom.

their

to humans

superior

have

own beings and have no books,

while humans, "stored

their

knowledge about them

in
brutes
a phrase Which echoes T. H. Huxley.
equipped"
and remained
Selenite

society

into one state,

is integrated

Even in their

and manpower and there is no unemployment problem.

his own intelligence

bringing

He was more open-minded to radical

'scientific'

approach, to the potential
The transformation

theories.

organised with

dystopian guise these were the areas of problems to which

Wells -was increasingly
solutions.

nations,

Their work is efficiently

that they have not known war.
no waste of materials

without

'so

in the search for

innovation,

of new educational

was almost complete.

to the
and economic

A few years later

he wrote Food of the Gods (1904) which G. K. Chesterton described
the story of Jack the Giant Killer
giant.

It

humanity.

is they who represent

told

from. the point

of view of the

the power of the future

No longer is science a demon and social

as

against

engineering

puny
a
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These are the twin foundations

blight.

on which a rational

society

is based.
Bedford, alone on his return

journey

through space, tries

There is a spirit

fathom his own existence.

which drives

to

human beings

to take up a challenge.

to abandon security,.

"Almost any man, if you put the thing to him, not in words,
but in the shape of opportunities,
will show that he knows.
as much."97
for Bedford to make this

Science had provided the opportunity
Something of his former self
Science is seen as a liberating

but something new is gained.

is lost
force.

It gives Bedford a vision

the cosmos by which he can judge himself.
enterprise

had been selfish.

He had been looking

opened-to him by science,

persona to join

humanity
image
of
striving
an
with

petty

individuality,

biological

but. as a race.

species its

in hope for the future.
possibilities
in its
A
I.
n+N

incidental

In that vision,

experiment.

perpetuation

realisation.

the son
thing"98.

he sheds his acquisitive

the future
For it

to explore,

to

of humanity, not in its
is in the race, as a

and improvement, that Wells turned

He was on the brink

opened by that vision

for personal wealth.

as an ass
...

"...

of asses ... " and a "trivial,

As such he represents

of

His motives in this

Now, in the cold of space, he sees himself
of many generations

journey.

of optimism for the

and the part he saw himself

playing
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A New Century, A New Vision
r

The pessimism to which Wells gave vent in the scientific
stemmed in the main from perceptions
gained at the Normal School.
Kelvin's
its

nature and the problems of preserving

for redirecting,

the potential

to overcome their

in these forces

investigation

scientific
is the first

or using the very power inherent

been the most easily
and it

of the

problem.
to

accessible

is not surprising,
to solution.

therefore,

organisation

which increasingly

attracted

It was, however, the

which were proving more intractable
Wells'

approach to the area in depicting

efforts.

elitist,

society,

peaceful and

eugenic, sociallyintelligent

and even in the Martian's

engineered society;

and

have..
imitate
humanity
to
technology
would
which
use of
though_all'were
In First

discredited

and

He had made a tentative

the Selenite

in Ostrog's

organised;

in the brutal

amorality

to

of their

Men in the Moon Wells turned to science for the

time in a totally

positive

way, appealing to the sense of

adventure in the human species and providing
individual

it

that

and more seldom addressed, problems of human nature

and human social

petty

The

her sister

to a physical

solution

problem which yielded

more intricate,

first

romances Wells was

at the end of The War of the'Worlds

solution

This area had traditionally

solutions.

gloomy

most negative possibilities.

It represented a physical

planets.

survive,

combined to form Wells'

of the human race moving out to colonise

with a vision

proficient

human freedom

pessimism of the end of the species due to the cooling

sun was given a tentative

efficiently

of evolution,

of the human species to

But even in the course of the scientific

outlook.

and human nature

implications

reference

in a machine age all

and individuality

ultimate

The multiform

the persistent

predictions,

lower, beastly

testing

about science,

romances

humanity for the wider,

destiny
by
the
presented
challenge

a way of transcending

consciousness-expanding

of the race.

Wells,

in the romances,

i
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had been working through the negative possibilities
based on the premise that human nature retained
lowly past, responding instinctively
aggressive

in'its

nature.

novels acted as a catharsis,
and find

solutions

of evolution
many elements of its

to what was lazy,

greedy and

In one way the process of writing

these

with Wells wishing to shed his pessimism

to the problems he was posing.

Now, at the turn of

the century and for a number of reasons, Wells turned away from
pessimism and also from drama as his sole preoccupation.

changes science could bring

address the questions of-what positive
social

evolution,

to

whether science could be harnessed to human will

direct
human
how
the
species
could
and
its

He began to

its

actions

on the basis of

higher nature.
The gravitation

away from pessimism during the course of the

romances as a reaction
motivation

to intellectual

challenges was not the sole

for changing his attitude.

Other contributing

finances,
health
improving
his
and
were

of lectures

a series

in 1900, a growing movement toward internationalism,
Wells was commissioned in 1900-to write

a series

in no small degree to Wells'

new outlook

by Huxley

and most importantly
of articles

future.
the
technology
on
and
of science

influence

influences

All

and certainly

this

on the
contributed

did as much as

the process begun in the novels for him to become a prophet rather
a harbinger

of doom.

Wells had suffered

from chronic

But his health gradually

remission.
contemplating

lung trouble

haemorrhaged.

and had several times' seriously
death.

than

improved until

fora number of years

He expected an early
the problem was in total

As the Mackenzies observed, it was but a short step from
his own early'demise

.improving health his world outlook
also improved as his literary

to that of the species.

With

improved.

situation

reputation

His financial

spread and in'Experiment

in

Autobiography Wells states that for several years in the mid to late
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1890s his income doubled annually.
Robbins, moved into
looked forward

Amy Catherine

He and his new wife,

new friends

and

stimulation

for Wells.

a new house at Sandgate with

to a new life.

There was also plenty of fresh, intellectual
by 1900 that

It was becoming plain

his own internal

thought

processes

For him,

were changing.

I moved
"The scientific
and stronger.
pull was the earlier
its
from
exaltaand
artistry
conscious
away
more and more
I was strengthened against selftions and chagrins;
to social
dramatisation
and confirmed in my disposition
definition
This
of my
and-confirmation
purposiveness.
in
happening
to
thingg4hat
the
me
was
principal
mind was
those early Sandgate years.

survival

Wells'

had filled

adopted to justify

work to date.

sorts-of

all

and capacity
allow

the race to rise

depends not on imitating
Wells was now to join

The ethical

Huxley in the effort
condition

to discredit

of existence

restraints

intelligence
challenge

There were, "indeed,
aspect which influenced
nationalism

to which,

The Nineteenth

international

Century:

indicators

of will

of positive

Wells strongly

it

of
with a

escaped the

The word now was

humanity possessed the tools

and needed only the exercise

it""00.

With science,

than to the environment.

and morality,

the'idea

and replace

and dangers of its

former existence.

would

but in combatting

conception

of rather

that

progress of society

for
had
all
the
and
once
of
species which
.

adaptation

his belief

these attributes

the cosmic process ...

as a natural

competition

had been

nature, was his intelligence

Exercising

above nature.

theories

for

and economic competition.

1900
restated
of

from the rest-of

for moral action.

Darwin's

political

But Huxley in his Romanes lectures
what set humanity apart

battle

nature demanding the constant

The old image of a pitiless

adequate to the

to implement them.
social

change.

One

intertoward
movement
a
was

"he may have been converted-by
A Dialogue in Utopia"

co-operation and organisation

Havelock Ellis'

101
1900.

The idea of

becamethe basis of Wells'
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The obstacles

utopianism.

to that process, and the forces which

promoted it were issues which permeated his work for the next forty
Wells had met and conversed with David Lubin, a successful

years.

American businessman who had a dream of creating
institute

to monitor meteorological

of food and plant disease.

Agricultural

Institute

In his conversations

crop yields,

Lubin set up his International

with grants from fifty-two

with Wells the possibility
and distribution

food production

world's

i

conditions,

distribution

in Italy

a world agricultural

governments.
.`

the

of controlling

by these co-operative

techniques opened on to the possibility
of the world becoming one
102"
This was a trend which Wells saw occuring as the
economic unit.
result

of scientific

would continue

and technological

forces and which he believed

It was the cornerstone

to grow.

and key prerequisite

of his World State.
Finally,
scientific

and most importantly,

in his transition-to

approach to the problems of. social

organisation,

in
1900
do
L.
Courtney
to
by
W.
a series
commissioned
the Fortnightly'Review

on the effects

progress on society.

These were later

a more positive,

of scientific

Wells was

of articles

for

and technological

combined'in'Anticipations

which

Wells,
"designed to undermine and destroy the monarch, monogamy,
Empire,
British
the
and
all under
and respectability
the guise'of a speculation about motor cars and electrical
heating. °103
Wells was given the final

incentive

systematic

study of the relationship

progress.

It, was. the first

analyse his opinions
changed him forever.

of paid employment to carry out a
between technological

and social

time he was so challenged to integrate.

on the subject
He called

in an orderly

manner, and it

Anticipations,

I became
"... the keystone to the main arch of my work...
least
disciple
I
first
was
at
sketching
out
own
my
...
important
I was writing
widely
and
profoundly
something
...
the human prospectus. "104

and
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In that work he set out to predict

what would be some likely

developments and foresaw the airplane,

technological

on a broad scale,

motor traffic

trench warfare,

the battle

etc.

how
these and other technological
to
show
was
purpose

But the main
advances which

institutions

had been taking

place were undermining existing

lead inevitably

to the supersession of democracy, capitalism,

social

war and the nation state.

class structure,

and short range view and predicted

ethics.

In the short term, the confusion

and highly

inevitability
and

and dislocation

middle class would come to realise

skilled

imagination

The charge that Wells'
of the scientific

It was absolutely

untrue.

and

of the means of

If anything,

his-imaginative

No more demons and aliens

would take.

engineers and managers.

His work both instigated

In a lecture

new found optimism.

clear he had finally

the frantic

romances was sounded by many critics.

search for the cause and direction

gloomy predictions

of the old

the strength

had flagged after

broadened and deepened, but they were being directed
an intellectual

of a new

of the world.

power and re-order

productivity

of

of war a new, educated

mission they represented and they would take control

he made it

religion,

He took both a long

the necessity

but
lead
to
under the stresses
war,
order would

evolution

and would

the European Economic Community and the foundation

socialism,

tank,

powers had
into new channels,

which social
but enlightened
and reflected

given to the Royal Institute

his
in 1902

turned his back on the pessimistic,

of the past.

"Worlds may freeze and suns may perish, but. I believe there105
die
that
can
never
again. "us
now
within
stirs something
That paper was called

"Discovery of the Future" and indicated

his change to a more optimistic

vision

Wells placed on a study of the future.

but the vital
He.

not only

importance which
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"... insisted that we overrated the darkness of the future,
that by adequate analysis of contemporary processes its
brought
be
could
within the range of our knowconditions
ledge and its form controlled,
and that mankind was at the
dawn of a great change-over from life regarded as a system
of conse uences of life regarded as a system of constructive
effort. "706
This study of the future

which could make it

became one of the main themes of Wells'
establishing

In 1932 he suggested

writing.

a chair for Professor of Foresight

He also considered the writing

of utopias

foundations
be
there
no
could
which
world.

knowable and controllable

at the universities.

as a sort of blueprint

for a better

society

without

and a better

the process utopography which he considered akin to

He called

l 07 ', cartography.
these themes formed the nexus of Wells'

Taken together

forces at work in society,
play in creating

their

evolution

advances, especially

transportation

and communications were systematically

institutions.

Forecasting

study in futurology;
This entailed

eroding existing
should be a

the direction,

purpose.

and affecting

its

of the environment rather

the adaptation

of humanwill.

idealogy,
the
to
and
new
goals
was
provide

final

than to the

The function

of utopography

the World State and a racial

being, which would be the new basis of social

structure.

This whole

dreams
like
from
move
would
process

those put forward in"Anticipations

Modern Utopia to working plans like

the later

The study of the future,
of the environment,

became an integral

the exercise

a socialist

which brought him into conflict
Fabian Society,

Open Conspiracy (1928).

a sustained campaign of re-education,

part of Wells'

He considered himself

in

the consequences of that action

environment by the intervention

control

of the

and the role which they would

Technological

a new society.

vision

of human will

design for social

and planning

reconstruction.

but it was his, own unique variety,
with the socialists

founded by Sidney and Beattrice

was dedicated also to changing social

conditions.

of the. day.

The

Webb and Graham Wallas,
Their main doctrine

and

1
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time was "permeation",

at this
public

Anticipations,

to Wells'

his idea of an elite

Wells and Wallas went on a walking holiday

Republic.
which later

looking

the idea that men of intelligence
and
108
They were
would act together for the commongood.

spirit

attracted

joined

4r

became the backdrop for Modern Utopia,
They believed

the Fabians.

for to breathe new life

he was just

forming a New
in the Alps,

and in 1903 Wells

the thing

and new direction

into the Society.
'

But Wells had his own ideas and soon came into conflict
executive.

He wanted them to expand their

hundred to ten thousand, to stand their
own party;

'? which went contrary

all

Wells was impatient,
was so radical
precipitate
"the tactics
control

membership from seven

own candidates and form their
to the Basis of the Society.

commanderwith his sons in their

military

approach

He could play the

revolutionary.

war games but

of Fabius were slowly wearing him down"109.

of the Society Wells forced an'election

left

with the

one observer noting that his evolutionary

it was in fact

and was defeated.
finally

they were

In a bid for

in the Society

in 1906

By agreement he remained a member for some time but

the Society in 1908.

At the bottom of Wells conflict

with the Fabians was a disagreement

by a story which Wells related
It can best be illustrated
110
It is an example of the way in which Wells'
in his Autobiography.

about scale.

imagination

would open up, from the most particular

to broad generalisations.
house he was building

In attempting

types of observation,

to obtain electricity

in 1900 Wells had trouble

boundaries which marked. out the boroughs.

getting

for a

the line

This problem related

across
to.

ideas he had picked up from Grant Allen about the size and distance
towns being determined by the distance
foot.

of an hour's travel

by horse or

But it was no longer a horse and foot world and proper

administrative

size of communities should have been changed with the

changing conditions.

The ease and speed of transportation

of

and
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boundaries too small.

communication had made existing

education and a host of other technologically

universal

of the physical

modifications
local

Electric

and social

be changed.

administration

to these demands, or failure

instability

induced

infrastructure

demanded that

Resistance by existing

institutions

to recognise the need for a new

psychology and political

administrative

geography resulted

in'that

There was no foresight.

rapid change.

which characterised

The Fabians he accused of being concerned with the politics

They also believed

watershed to watershed.

in the immutability

with his-readings

of Plato and, later

felt
and
view
macrocosmic
terms with the altered

the inevitability

this

of Marx.

Wells insisted

was the only possible

and it

Wells was beginning to map out his-utopia

solutions

institutions

as often-as

initiatives

attack

the elite,

of stolen goods.

the individualists,

failing
in a final

to recognise

to recognise the need for

from which Wells saw the

And finally,

of a violent

the repudiation

of the Marxists.

The idea'

proletariat.

as having the quality

faith

He

and short-sighted.

prejudicial

coming and not from the-ill-educated

which was a particular

It was not only

doctrine not only for its failure

types,

order

but also the socialist

which came under attack

of the class war he characterised
restitution

and true to the structure

by satire.

the change of scale but the Marxist failure
organised directive

to

genre he set out to take the established

which he saw as partial,

faulted the socialist

led him logically

by technology.

was demanded by the change of scale effected

by frontal

means of coming to

of a comprehensive World State which

and necessity

of that long-established

on taking

Wells began making

of the times.

necessities

in his Anticipations

these observations

existing

of

working piecemeal for change, an idea Wells had dismissed

institutions,

to pieces,

of the

of the water supply from

than a comprehensive control

parish pump rather

power,

of planning

They indulged,

in Providence.

as did

a
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"The Individualist
'give everybody the
said in effect,
then
free
and
maximumof personal initiative
competi...
tion will give you the best results for mankind'
the
...
Socialist
answered him, 'Destroy the capitalist
system,
take property out of the hands of individuals
and vest
it in any old governing body you find about, and all
in the final indulgence of
Thisiýclief
will be well'.
fate was universal.
and Wells bitterly

Utopian planning was anathema to the Marxists
in their

complained that,

could convince himself

that an idea was 'bourgeois'

it
dismissed
was right
whether
was

should no more be left

and distribution
interests

public

utilities

category of social
category,. neither

socialist

established

production

seeking private

They belonged in the

So Wells did not fall

justice.

camps

he shared with

and staple

to profit

than education or the law courts.

socialist

And this

motive was wrong.

that especially

it

The only cohesive

the various

all

a Marxist

or 'utopian'

as essential.

idea which Wells, could see as uniting
was the idea that the profit

if

But Wells saw planning

or wrong.

and a massive campaign of re-education

them, believing

with labels,

preoccupation

doctrine

neatly

into either

nor individualism,

but

espoused a course of action which lay perhaps somewhere.between the two.
His conception of freedom also ran between the two extremes.
extremes individualism

and socialism

slaves of the rich and the other,
faith,

of providential

service.

on the early

planning which have the quality
For Wells,

forces

what he calls

in things.

his 'besetting

"spontaneous waves of sanity

mind

In his later

skeleton of educational
in Anticipations

too, was not immune to the beguiling

that the New Republic would 'emerge' naturally
inherent

There was a kind

and which he wanted to escape.

years he managed to put, flesh

mere lip

of the official.

one making men the

and acquiescence to fate which in Wells'

adhered to both ideologies

reform and social

were absurd;

Taken to

as a result

He also characterised.

...

idea

of the

in his Autobiography

weakness' as a desire to believe
an explosion

of

of indignant

in

common
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sense ...

By one catastrophe

crumbling and the new emerging.

or another he depicts

the old order

Even the advent of the First

World

War was welcomed by Wells,

for it would expose the weakness, the

injustice

imperialist

of the militant,
But he later

federation.
he laid

admitted that this

In reality

forces of the new order.
responding,
traditions

not as exponents of this
political

of military,

that

it

new order,

even its

incompatibility

'crisis

and their

of the new world order

the nation-state,

And if

progress and

democracy, capitalism

with some of the socialist

of civilisation'.

`

as that of Germany.

become aware in a conscious,

the first'to

were

but in the timeworn

being created by the forces of science and industrial
institutions-like

represented the

and economic expediency;

Wells was, aware of the incompatibility

existing

interpretation

France and Great Britain

and imperialist

war was as nationalist

was a false

wanting to believe

over the conflict,

and bring a world

nation-state

answers.

articulate

and

He was

way of this

the way forward was not the socialist

way or the Fabian way then the answers to the question of what would
work occupied him from this
of that intellectual

He was reaching the maturation

time onward.

search begun in the romances.

Wells made some major changes of position
put forth

in Anticipations

technological

and social

progress appears in that work.

instance characterises

notable

give way to roads.
trucks

but the bulk of what he was to write

to the physical infrastructure

attention

the future

of police

activity

of transport

New types of road surface,

accurate picture.

about

He gives some

of society and in the most

and buses, motorways with flyovers

surprisingly

from the propositions

where rails

inflatable

tyres,

combine 'to build

cars,

up a

He even foresaw the need for a branch

dedicated to the control

of traffic.

his contemporaries who thought the suggestion absurd.

This amused
113
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The main purpose of the; book was to gauge the effect
technological

change on society.

several categories

including:

These changes can be grouped into
social

the nation-state,

class,

The key element in affecting

democracy, war and ethics.

was the supersession of labour by machinery.

fabric

duction of toil-saving

mechanism continued

lead to the steady decline

in numbers.

necessities

the social

As the intro-

it would cheapen labour and

This group Wells referred

as the People of the Abyss, "who have failed
altered

of

to
k

to 'catch on' to the

the development of mechanism has brought about,

they are the people thrown out of employment by machinery "114
Declining
active

also,

role

eclipsed

with this

old lower-class,

in the affairs

of State was being eroded.

by a new middle-class

the old middle-class.

was the old upper-class

replacing

rather

educated and adaptable set of technicians.
saw as becoming a new capable social

than arising

out of

was making for a highly
And it was they whomWells

element.

They would recognise

power and develop a commontheory as a result

the aspects of Wells'

Both were being

This was the group which had recognised and

adapted to the demands which industrialism

their

whose

utopian writings

this

remained the most stable and characteri. stic

of war.

Of all

class of capable men
element.

But the mechanism

of war, by which Wells saw them coming to power, was as simple as it
heightened
for
the
simply
nationalistic
war
was wrong,
Anticipating

the war as an explosive

sweeping the hated nation-state
terribly

disillusioned

The nation-state
mobilising

resources after

transportation

system out of existence,
of the conflict

Wells was
and no less

and his League of Nations experiences.

had arisen as a first

makeshift

of capitalism

the breakup of the old feudal order.

for

But it

of the world economy being created by
115
The extension
and communication technology.

was now obsolete as a result
science,

of the old order and a means of

with the actualities

with the Treaty of Versailles

feeling.
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of the railways,

telephone and telegraph

space-destroying

appliances

communities into closer

which brought geographically
Under existing

relations.
this

and patriotism

nationalism

the new class of functional
into ampler and still

ampler organisation,

superseding another first

Ostrog,

an end.

makeshift

organisation,

control,

the rule of

In doing so they would be
of capitalism

and hated-obstacle

democracy.
the coming of a

They had begun with the bowmenof Crecy and ended when masses

Ostrog,

factor.

when those who control
in Anticipations,

to organise and rule

when cannon and strategic
in his cynicism,
the costly

power and pleasure,
enlightened

sense of world citizenship.
to be clean,

for-everything

history;

the need-for experts
What has

of world government.

but for the altruistic

not for personal wealth,
motives derived from an

Wells often

efficiently

imputed his own

organised and beautiful

his
the
of
newly emerging class of aristocrats.
shoulders
onto
one of the propositions
his contemporaries,

which. Wells had difficulty-in

that this

were

declared it an age of

would not argue against

in the complexity

railways

apparatus control

for
is
the
which they. rule;
purpose
changed

desire

in a world

culminating

The days of democracy, he announced, were at

aristocracy.

the deciding

Wells,

of

units would dissolve

in When the Sleeper Wakes, had predicted

of men ceased to win battles,

wealth,

conditions

the old social

workers,

the expert to replace the politician.

to enlightened

disparate

would lead to heightened

proximity

That class would assume directive

federation.

acted as

But in the long term, and under the guidance of

antagonism and war.

new ruling

and newspapers all

enlightenment

It was

conveying to

would emerge.

He was less

his
World
State
dynamic
the
which
would come about
under
clear about
than he was about the impediments to such developments, democracy being
high in the list*of

inhibiting

factors.

Whenthe Sleeper Wakesmay have been dystopian and Ostrog an
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but his tirade

unsympathetic character
later

to opinions

democracy was a prelude

expressed by Wells in his non-fiction.
in the origins

a keen interest

exhibited

against

their

affected

changing conditions

Wells always

of institutions

and how

Ostrog had claimed that

operation.

democracy had arisen with the bowmenof Crecy and ended with modern
military

and better

information

in his continuous

But Wells,

technology.

his world picture

models, altered

was a late eighteenth

he now claimed in Anticipations,

phenomena. It had arisen with industrialism.

first

nations

including

first,

and Great Britain

base spread to an ever larger
steadily

the manufacturer,

to direct

governments' failed

blank indifference,

the most skillful

electioneer.

Wells maintained this

to integrate

these new forces,

workers with the old non-progressive
of the process nor any attempt
obstructive

and

which placed power in the hands of
116

position.

Over three decades later,

The Shape of Things to Come (1933), he cited
the genesis and character

of democracy.

had, led to the proposition

and 'privilege'
rights.

it

an apathetic

majority

The rebellion
that all
.

with them into

was absurd, in Wells'

opinion.

to participate

suffrage

in

again, enlarging

But those who led the rebellion

The extension of the ideal of universal

intelligence

Problems arose

Democracy was a farce because there was no collective

rather

essentially

which was

processes.

and the government became increasingly

it

irrational.

political

increased as the power

of the population

There was no understanding

aristocracy.

will,

section

and the skilled

century

America, because these were the

being drawn into the new productive

because traditional

Democracy,

It appeared in France

The franchise

to industrialise.

as he gained

of the processes. involved.

and understanding

sophistication

search for more

against

on
'birth'

men shared equal
trailed

what was

the political

arena.

to large communities

The masses had neither

the will,

in the business of the State.

nor

In addition
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to this,

such a system could not respond quickly

to the demands which a rapidly

changing, high technology

But because of the dread that without

make.

of tyranny,

a return

enough

society

would

democracy there would be

a web of mysticism was woven around equal

The commonman was always right

voice.

political

or radically

and became a god,

an,
the Voter, easily roused
"... invertebrate mass deity
...
to panic and frantic action against novel, bold or
measures, very amenable to patriotic
radical
claptrap,
very easily scared and maddened into war ... An entirely
irresponsible
Press, mercenary or partisan, played upon
his baser emotions,
to
and
made
no
a
eal
whatever
...
his conscience. "1 Il
his intelligence'or
danger to the smooth functioning

The greatest
internal

beyond its

of the State lay

A democratic state needs a cohesive

policies.

In the absence of the old uniformities:

purpose.

with only material

religious,

interests

moral,

threat

For this

insisting

the government needs a foreigner,

to remain

on the external

This is accompanied by an

to keep the voter to the polls.

economic rivalry

and

paramount, the one generality

to which the government can appeal is patriotism.
effective

social

which is insane, being based, as it

is,

on the ideal

exporting everything and importing
of trading to ruined foreigners,
118
In'the end this democratic control of internationally
nothing.
competitive

nation-state

will

lead to war.

Wells cites Blioch in his efforts to picture the nature of the
119
The entrenchment of lines of defensive infantry,
the
coming war.
'land-ironclad',
the blurring
conflict

the mobilsation
of the distinction

between civilian

becomes a pressure of people against

remarkable for their
was the belief

prescience.

and soldier

political

might,
as the

people were pictures

What distinguished

that the destabilising

of economic collapse
war.

of the combatants industrial

Blioch from Wells

forces,

or the danger

would or should prevent governments from going to

But Wells saw in those destabilising

forces the hope of collapse

5.89
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of a system which would yield

in
change
no comparably effective
-to

It would be under the stimulus

way.

of war that

class would develop their

administrative

and

commontheory of social

order

process from the party machine and

of the political

and wrest control

the operative

the mass of voters which they misinformed and exploited.
Wells denied the political
He based this

equality

of all

members of society.

on the Essay on Population

attitude

which,

he believed,

proved that,

"

individual
unique, and, through long
and
are
all
men
...
inferior
superior
and
on countless
ranges of comparison,
become
has
It
apparent that whole masses of
scores.
in their claims
human population are, as a whole, inferior
be
trusted
they
future
the
cannot
with
power
upon
...
...
their characteristic
are
weaknesses
ntagious
and
...
fabric. "l
destrimental in the civilising
It was upon this
and the new ethical
old principles,

like

premise that he developed his system of eugenics
principles

by which to justify

the arbitrary

it.

conception of purity
lanterns

rays which came out of theological

carried

He compares the
to

and sin,

in the dark.

But

be
in
the
landscape
the
that
seen,
a
new
viewýof
place
man's
could
now
lanterns
is
the
faith
to
the
put
of
act
universe,
121
be,
These
would
methods
new
methods.

down and adopt new

light
in
to
the
science
of
modern
and
reconstructed
...
the
temperaments
the
and
characters
as
of
such
needs
meet
draw
develop
together
and
will
evolution of mechanism
...
(it) will be shaped primarily to favour the procreation
...
beautiful
humanity
in
is
fine
and
efficient
and
of what
..
ýý122
base
types
the
to
and
servile
of
procreation
check
and
...
V14

The system of eugenics which he proposed operated by a set of rules
They held life

governing procreation.
propagation
penalty

the New Republic will

of these rules would be death.

not shrink

from killing

an ideal which makes it worthwhile.
of method, using opiates

and no

handicaps would be tolerated.

of mental or physical

for transgression

to be a privilege

The men of

because they will

Wells even goes into

The

have

the details

to execute and science to cause deterrent

leave
only a memory.
which would

pain
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This was Wells at his, most Nietzschean.

it was to change shortly,

aspects of Anticipations

how daunting these complexities
types" has the quality

to "inferior

attitude

responsible

for the sad condition

in Modern Utopia,

tempered from lethality

to a , system

a failure

to believe

strongly

in superior
laid

eugenics and increasingly

them mainly

than the reverse.

rather

not kill.

All

by the State.
and inferior

and even

crime, says

Although he continued
types, he spoke less-of

authoritarianism

gradually

By the time he wrote his autobiography,
eliminated

being absorbed into white collar

jobs,

workers

has been born out by recent

The demands which modern industry

makes for skilled

and highly

educated workers has led to an expanding middle-class

and refutes

disenfranchised
by
the
Marx
forward
that
argument put

proletariat

bulk
the
of the population.
would comprise

century.

handed intervention

totalitarian

to envision

of central

nightmare.

later cameto be identified
A second-characteristic

social

the

This dynamic, in its

dystopiansýof
for
the.
the
same
aspects, was
The inability

the

but would be absorbed

This picture. of blue collar

into an expanded middle-class.

earlier

.t

the emphasis on education and equality,

be
eugenically
not
would
working class

events.

His

knowledge and with his acquiescence to the

tempered with his increasing
gradual nature of change.

here is

the eugenic approach is

The harshness of his earlier

of opportunity.

could be.

economic incentives;

for the crime of murder a utopian will
is essentially

governing

solutions

of holding

of society

Just a few years later,

Wells,

mainly as a result

The heavy-handed nature of Wells'

problems.

evidence of just

several other

knowledge and grasp of the complexities

of his increasing
social

But like

the twentieth

change without

the heavy-

government led to the characteristic

Indeed, all attempts at. utopian generalisation
with authoritarianism.
of Anticipations

destined to change was

the automatic nature of social change. Wells even claimed it had a
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of being independent of human will;

quality

that despite

He was himself

even war, the process continued.

trade barriers,

faith

of that providential

which he later

the internationalisation

about:

capable men, Wells saw the foundation
But he was mistaken in several

laid.

and the operative

and communica-

triggers

and highly

intelligent
in industry

respects

including

which he put down to war.

the time scale

In a review of
it was agreed that

were breaking down as governing forces,

that an

educated class would have to lead the country
just

and administration,

as the aristocracy

But the reviews differed

and high politics.

education of

stones of his World State being

his work, which appeared in the Westminster Gazette,
wealth and aristocracy

of travel

of credit,

the demands it made fora universal

and most importantly

guilty

condemned. Looking at the

hopeful signs which the improvement in transportation
tion were bringing

conflicts,

mechanical and moral progress,

believing

had done in war

on the relative

rates of

that Wells underestimated

the

conservatism of human nature.
it is subject to
"Opinion does not advance steadily;
reactions which arrest its progress, and even take it back
If anyone at the end of the eighteenth
to an earlier stage.
immense
have
the
predicted
mechanical changes
century could
he
the
would, we think, have presumed
century,
of
nineteenth
a much greater moral change than has actually taken place
in
human
the
element
and
mystical
nature
romantic
...
...
continues to move on its own plane in spite of all the
developments of material science. "123
on a number of key problems encountered

The reviewer had struck
in the utopian enterprise.

right,

The difficulties

of getting

the scales

insurmountable.
the
temporal
are
almost
aspect,,
especially

Wells getting

both world wars right

event, was the wild exception.

difficult
and
complex
expected radical
reactions

to the year,

six years before the

Again, the social

to analyse.

changes were the more

Bellamy and Morris had both

change to be imminent and failed-to

of the system in its

attempts to maintain

see the inhibitory
the status quo.

Another aspect of the review which is proving accurate is the reference
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to the persistence

of the romantic and mystical

nature despite material
today,

in a society

science.

The persistence

element in human
of those traits

which is and promises to be ever more technological,

creates the condition

which Alvin

Toffler

about which more will

be said later.

refers

to as Future Shock,
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A Modern Utopia
Anticipations

was the only work by Wells in which he had. such

in providential

complete faith

fate,

the idea that no matter what the

race did or did not do, the inherent
were leading to world political
highly

The coming of

provisos.

the need for human labour and no

steam and steel were obviating

seemed incredible.

in mechanical appliances

The

arose in relation

to political,

these he directed

much of his energy in Modern Utopia.

social

for money based on units

a new criterion

Even the

and economic synthesis.

Modern Utopia made certain

optimistic

revolution

forces unleashed by technology

failure

and economic expedients and to
He recommended
Economics he

of energy.

derided as no science but a system which began in the air with wages
The real foundations

and prices.

with a study of production,
would be subordinate
individual

of economic science would only begin

geography and social
science which itself

to social

would be'based on

and group psychology.

The citizens

of utopia would have to be highly

adaptable to cope with ever-changing

patterns

educated and

of employment.

there could conceivably

in economic activity.

The role of the State was twofold

in this

It would need to act as reserve employer, initiating

respect.

and also the production

projects

to resources would have to be carefully

of the levels
consisted

and storage of staple

commodities for

of population.

essentially

The State in this

of the elite

Modern Utopia

core of Samurai, the only voting

fulfil
to
who
are
open
new
members
ranks

literature.

of

balanced by control

members who plan and execute the tasks of world administration.

sacrifice

special

And even more basic to a sound economy, the relation

use.

population

But even

be periods of downturn

with this'adaptability

future

Economics

science.

and devotion to the ideals

the requirements of:

incorporated

in their

Their
self-

sustaining

ý ý.
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Members of the Samurai would, by reason of the stringent
ments governing their

the Dull and the Base.

Wells believed

that,

could no longer be stable

by
to
virtue
prominence
arose

states

of its

But in achieving

and traditions

eroded the flexibility
led to a failure

inflexibility

and the civilisation

the creative,

enshrining

laboratories,

energetic

stability,

response

the, growth of institutions
Eventually,

this

This had been true for all

of the great

To combat this

Poietic

types to prevent them from being
and more traditional

Kinetic

class.

and would be provided with
in inventions.

and royalties

He called

this

system the House of Salomon, taken from Bacon's identical

system in New Atlantis.

It bears testimony

importance of science and technology,
in
solving
one
a
as
necessary
The possibilities
substantial

and creative

of response.

would be subsidised,
libraries

A civilisation

a number of safeguards in his utopia,

by the more practical

Their activities

world-wide

but would have to change and

to respond adequately to new challenges

crumbled.

process, Wells incorporated

and organisational

of Darwin on evolution,

over roughly the sametime scale.

civilisations

The Poietic

shared by Spengler and Toynbee, that

to challenges.

eclipsed

the active

was a system of challenge and response.

civilisation

the Kinetic,

and economic Incentives.

with the theories

Wells held to the belief,

grow.

the Poietic,

element and the Kinetic,

were .the creative

the more capable type of

The Dull and the Base would have to be exorcised

by using education,

from society

utopias

into

Wells defined four classes:

human being.

sector.

fall

admission,

require-

to Wells'

belief

not as a sufficient

in the

cause but,

the problems of modern society.

of the role which science would play were

but not unlimited.

Wells,

economic policies with the potential

therefore,

coupled social

and

of science as an integrated

system for progress.

One of the areas where he could not see science

playing a significant

the
lower types of the
in
upgrading
role was

.'
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his economic and social

This 'he left*to

race.

the possibility

is intraceable

play of heredity

foresee the possibilities
ethical

breeding since,

of special

of modern genetic

intelligence
but
the
the
sex,
not only

solution

and overruled

the intricate
"124

where the

engineering,

and physical

inter-

Wells did not

the implications

In a view of the future

of influencing

attributes

of

where science provided the

to so many problems, Wells did not foresee the extent
even his most far-reaching

it would outstrip
questions

for modern futurologists
be science-generated

advances will
be, socially

and group psychology.

have to, or should

and which will

how best to utilise

hand, to merge with a group.
one of the strongest
individuals

To form and identify

human instincts,

and, on the other
with a larger

from the family

possess a different

ideas
humanity.
as
of such comprehensive
to recognise this

is torn between the

differences

individual

capacity
It

of Machiavelli's

the knowledge of individual

The soul of-man, he asserts,

desire to assert

conflicting

This raises

in gauging the balance between which

in advice to statesmen which is reminiscent
Wells outlines

The Prince,

expectations.

to which

controlled.

Finally,

different

"...

and incalculable.

debate is beginning to consider

unborn children.

expedients

for

body is

to humanity.

But

imaginative

grasp

is the duty of statesmen

inadequacy and provide real or imaginary goals to

sustain men in co-operation.
"He must lend himself to the development of aggregatory
ideas that favour the civilising
process, and he must do
his best to promote the disintegration'of
aggregations
that keep meninarrow and unreasonably prejudiced and
..
against another.
Wells admitted that much of what he wrote in Modern'Utopia
desires
his
rather
represented

than his expectations.

In an effort

to

make the task ahead seem less daunting he provided one of his
characteristic
problems within

and brilliant

images which placed the race and its

the cosmic context.

He pictured

primitive

man peering

ý

_._
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at an angry elephant from behind a tree.
that ancestor of ours (must) have had just the Utopists'
...
feeling of ambitious unreality,
have decided than on the'
whole it was wiser to go very quietly home again, and leave
But, in the end, men rode upon the
the big beast alone.
elephant's head, and guided him this way or that ... The
Thing in Being that roars so tremendously about Charing
Cross corner seems a bigger antagonist than an elephantbut
126
then we have better weapons than chipped, flint
blahs.,
Wells'
perspective

optimism comes through strongly,

forward the idea that even more sophisticated

and putting

from hardware to knowledge, put the task within

tools,

He ends with the idea that utopias

bounds.

to generation,

coming closer-to

they cease to be utopias

social

progress.

the nation-state

and its

another dimension to this

expedients.
projects,

at last

technological

in the form of democracy,

rampant nationalism,
advance.

optimism and consequent

and war, but these would
Modern'Utopia added

dynamic, showing a state that had overcome

only by a comprehensive system of economic and social

Intensive

education,

population

dedication
and
wage
a minimum

part of a future

progress from generation

the problems of the time until

There remained obstacles

in the press of technological

these obstacles

will

achievable

because they have become working drawings.

had envisioned

Anticipations

fall

the problem in

placing

control,

to an ideal are now as much a

utopia as motor cars and electrical

That difference

between Anticipations

employment

heating.

and Modern Utopia,

separated

by only a few. years, showedthe speed and avidity

with which Wells

issues
involved
the
to
of
range
understand
sought

in the social/

technological dynamic..,,;
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Tono-Bungay

Tono-Bungay (1909), rated amongWells' best social
with

Kipps (1905),
drive

technological

and social

to highlight

the contradictions

progressive

social

Bladesover,

is the fictional

countryside

The stately

its

by the gentry

and social

condition

of a

home of the novel,

to the

relation

details

dominate the scene.

That it

Since it

of England.

at the end of the seventeenth

in

of his time

and community are used by Wells as topographical

which illuminate

of

Up Park in which Wells

of that

architecture,

along

is written

of change and conservatism,

counterpart
Its

It

characteristics

order and capitalism.

of his youth.

theories

and. economic change.

form, using the architectural

allegorical

spent part

many of his developing

incorporates

fiction,

century

it

was built

continued

to

could do so,

has become
"long after the social order on which it was built
of socjFýy to
obsolete, eloquently represents the failure
it
has
"
the
terms
to
experienced.
change
with
come

Although the old social values had long been superseded by new
productive

there

methods and new economic relations
no revolutions

restatement

of purpose,

Bladesover,

a monument to conservatism

the failure
for

in all

order.

The waste and extravagance,

progress of its construction
the failure

and builds
the poorly

all

enthusiasm

of the

as an example of

extremes,

come to terms with

- Edward Ponderevo patents

makes a fortune

of the title,

stood

and intransigence.

ludicrous

to adequately

of capitalism.

a new social

its

and there

of opinion;

In the same way, Wells uses the constructive
expanding bourgeoisie,

had been no

the demands

the useless

medicine

his dream. house, Crest Hill.
laid

foundations,

point to its

the -illogical

imminent collapse,

of Ponderevo's empire and, by inference,

to

to the inevitable

collapse of capitalism.
Wells was making the point that neither system of values, the one
which had built

Bladesover nor the other, Crest Hill,

was capable of
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coping with the forces
Revolution.

of production

The ideals

I.

unleashed during

the Industrial

and methods of the bourgeoisie

represented

no

improvementon those of the gentry.
"There was no effect of a beneficial
replacement of
intelligent
passive unintelligent
ones.
people by active,
One felt that a smaller, but more enterprising
and
intensely undignified
had replaced
variety of stupidity
128
the larger dullness of the old gentry and that was all. "
It was this

last

wealth and power which his medicine bring
interest

him place him as the controlling

of a host of companies worth thirty

created nothing of value to human life.
Wells,

is nothing

million

But he

pounds.

Commercial civilisation,

but Ponderevo's career enlarged.

base profit-seeking,

says

excuse is that

Its

it makes trade, creates employment, but it is without aim.
are greedy trade,

The

which Edward Ponderevo represents.

stupidity

bold advertisement.

"The realities
"129

It

nature and people alike and in the end is doomedto collapse.

exploits
Crest Hill

image,

was a perfect

.

"of all that passes for Progress, of all the advertisement,
inflated spending, the aimless building up a130pulling
down, the enterprise and promise of my age.
The whole fabric
the toil

of society,

the armies,

of humanity was directed

allowed a handful

of princes

of the future.

to build

to take control.

palaces of waste.
of his creditors

Young George is the scientist

Wells was looking

and prisons,

toward the values of Crest Hill

end comes, he escapes from the clutches
of his nephew's aeroplane.

the law courts

for an 'active

It was they who represented

When Edward's
on the wings
and saviour

and intelligent'

and method-which was called. for but had yet tobe

recognised.

The power and method of science fore-shadowed an

organisation

more closely

discovery.

It

to the new forces

of production

and

is embodied at the end of the novel by the destroyer,

with George Ponderevo at the helm, representing
scientists

class

a new paradigm of

organisation

attuned

which

and engineers

the new class of

who would have to guide society

on a new course.

i.
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The indictment

4

which Tono-Bungay represents,

of capitalism,

completed the set of antagonisms to his new order.
and democracy it

nation-state,
if

harmony was to be restored

between the technological

to the aeroplane

windmill
political

advance.

"

would facilitate

and dynamo without

any equivalent

five

years of the writing

It did not fulfil

Wells' expectation that it

He had believed it would sweep the

of the sovereign state could be.

claimed, is a war-making state.

by a runaway material

disappointed

first,

The sovereign state,

But Wells was

efficiency.

by the Treaty of Versailles

Instead of disarming,

the allied

arm and spread rumours of Germans drilling,
of all

leaders

of great

powers continued

of secret

and sowed the seeds of future

had no intellectual

any other

far

which held
power
to
Worst

arsenals.

they waged an'economic war on Germany which prevented any social

or economic recovery

crisis

he

body to replace the

Germany to ransom and conformed to the worst traditions
and diplomacy.

the hated

It also emphasised the adaptive

nationalisms of the world.

bitterly

But by the

What the war served to bring home for

Wells was the need of a permanent overruling

urgency created

or

of Tono-Bungay

end of the war he realised how entrenched, how resilient

patriotic

social

its flags and symbols into oblivion.

nation-state,

institutions

and

the accession to power of his operative class, although

he welcomed it as such initially.
militant

As

on the other.

superstructure

from the horsecart

Within

the world went to war.

and economic

had progressed

society

the

would have to be superseded by new forms

bases on the one hand, and the social
Wells had observed,

Together with

light.

They'were trying

on nineteenth

short

foundations

century

lines.

for viewing

to resolve

The world

confli. ct.
their

policies

'twentieth
a

century

in

The League of Nations also fell

of even the minimum which Wells deemed necessary.

It

excluded Germanyand Russia and'in the end even the United States failed
to take an active role.

The League had no real power either

political
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to transcend the interests

or military

its
been
have
should
which

of its

individual

members,

primary function.

Wells was now convinced of the need for a sustained campaign of
to provide a commonbasis of ideas.

re-education

Without a universal

basis
be
there
workable
of understanding.
no
could
world view
in this

no initiatives

He saw

and undertook the task himself.

direction

began work in 1918 on a Trilogy

The Outline

of works:

He

of History,

The Science of Life,

and The Work, Wealth and Happiness of Mankind.

He was demonstrating

how the evolution

naturally

out of the facts

history,

of political

campaign and in a report

encyclopaedic

outline

biology

and social

and

He dedicated the next ten years to an

economic trends respectively.

a detailed

toward a World State was arising

for the renovation

delivered

to the BAAShe submitted

of education.

convinced Wells that although political,

social

The war had

and economic evils

were

they were obdurate and needed an effort
131
inertias
instincts
them.
the
than
determined
and,
which
control
more
not permanent or uncontrollable,

He recognised clearly
system.

educational

now the faults

which were built

into the

of the Normal School had been that,

His criticism

demands
the
technology,
to
of
science
it
and
a
response
was
although
it

organisation
efficiency

the
shortsighted
on
centred
was
and was, therefore,

partial,

need for material

disperse and ambiguous.

between progressive

represented a confrontation

and conservative

demand
for
better
the
to
it
hand
a
On the one
was a response
universal

industry.
by
and
science
education made

hampered by its

dedication

forces.

it

was

to mechanical expediency and produced

to a wider social

a dangerous provincial

It

and

On the other,

for
devoid
a wider social, synthesis,
any
power
of
candidates
dedication

Its

the needs of society.

fulfilling
toward
half
way
only went

National

goal.

patriotism.

designed
to correct
was
education

for

education also fostered

His newly proposed system of
this

imbalance and provide a broader
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of the world,

vision

This was vital

giving

students

a sense of world citizenship.

to overcome the crises

by the war.

made manifest

Any hope Wells may have had in the past that political
could deal effectively

with

these evils

The initiative

was at an end.

would have to come from outside established

leaders

Now, along

governments.

with the encyclopaedic movementto raise the general consciousness,

engineers

To his class

initiative.

he looked for a more radical

of scientists,

he added the international

and administrators

businessmen.

Together they would have to engage in an active campaign to suppress
those impediments to world citizenship
fostered

Their activities

world co-operation.

and fall

disobedience

to civil

subversion

Wells produced two works in this
(1926) and The Open Conspiracy

what he called a blueprint

interests

It was vital

of free

only of revolution.

The World of William
The first

transnational

to their

trade were maintained.

Clissold

was a fictional

company which had
distribution

raw materials,
interests

that

way a lasting

world controls

peace and the

The one way of assuring

function
the
by-pass
take
to
over
or
was

governments and establish
In this

short

of revolution.

aspects of production,

and communication.

such stability

(1928).

belonged to a large

in all

guarantees

vein:

would range from open

of how he saw the process emerging and the second was

representation

Clissold

and sponsor movementswhich

conducive

to their

basic
the
condition
and
peace

into
come
comprehensive world government would

of individual

being.

for

purpose.

a more
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The Open Conspiracy
The Open Conspiracy,

blueprint

Wells'

for world revolution,

based on the premise that the force of the scientific

they would not do so in time to offset

least

F4

The drift

which this

order,

The aim of the

how this

the

to identify

The old binding

G. K. Chesterton's
of religious

beliefs

of the religious
in the social

were breaking down.

conviction

religious

because the established

This was in accord with

idealism.
religions

institutions

religious

society

had originated

It

is characterised

ideals

and in youth,

reform.

Not least of.

to modern

impulse itself,

as

remained as basic in the human psyche.

by a subjugation
particularly,

represented an ideal vehicle

climate,

of science which left

with values relevant
The religious

it was to survive.

institution,
from
the
separate
III

in a social

on premises which were now outmoded.

resting

needed to be reinvested
if

collapse

This was the case, Wells believed,

the changes which had taken place was the rise

Religion

order and in

in almost every respect from modern society.

different

impulse in

that there was a coincident

observation

and political

to cope with these.

course of action

Wells begins the book with a history
human society.

imbalance affected

key problem areas and to provide both a

and'practical

philosophical

on the other.

imbalance created was toward war.

Open Conspiracy was to make clear
social

on the one hand, and

initiatives

economic and political

At

the massive imbalance

created by the advance of mechanical appliance
the lagging social,

and technological

to create a new world order.

alone were not sufficient

revolution

was

of self,
a desire

for mobilising

dedication
for service.

to higher
As such it

a campaign for social

The Open Conspiracy would endeavour to harness the energy of

idea
It
base
that the salvation
the
on
and
such a movement
transcended the desire

institutions

for personal salvation.

of the race

In the past religious

had,provided charity and sustenance to the less fortunate

'\
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members of society

without

famine or tyranny.

sickness,

If religion

must address itself

it

palliative

world and actively
the subjugation

was to be any more than a
ills

to the social

work toward their

of the modern

This desire

remedy.

to an ideal,

of self

to the goal of eliminating

progressing

for service,

to some degree in most

exists

members of society, but some more than others, and Wells referred
these latter
receptive

as the salt

of the earth.

philosophical

It would be they who were most

which The Open Conspiracy would put forward.

to the principles
by this

Wells was attempting

prologue to create an historical

defence of the basic requirement

There was every reason to believe

plan.

to

and

for the success of his

that a broad spectrum of

support could be mustered for a coherent plan for broad social

reform.

Wells proceeded to inventory the three main evils which he saw
the cohesive trends which science and technology would other-

stalling

he offered

And finally

wise foster.

four principles

The evils

Conspiracy.
Open
The
of
success

included first,

on resources created by the growth of population
Second, the fact

rivalry.

continuing

is military,

of modern nation-state
states

perpetuates

international

basic to the
the pressure
in

which resulted

that the fundamental organisation

and the fanatic

patriotism

of. such

antagonism,

"Flags, uniforms, national anthems, patriotism sedulously
in church and school, the brag, blare, and
cultivated
bluster of our competing sovereignti. es, b1l ng to the
phase of development we would supersede. "13
Finally,

ownership of the means of production

the private

and

F,ý',

distribution
initial

represents

mobilisation

a system which may have been necessary for the

of-resources

the wider needs of society.
issues of universal

In the past, what Wells refers

concern like

sources of energy had been left
enterprise

because no collectives

necessary to control

them.

but which. no longer adequately served.

staple

production,

to the organising

to as

transportation
ability

had risen to the level

and

of private
of organisation,

'ý.
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"But surely nobody in his senses believes that the supply
of staple commodities about the earth
and distribution
by irresponsible
persons and companies working entirely
from the
for monetary gain, is the best possiblethod
point of view of the race as a whole. -173M3
the growth of population,

These three evils,
militante

which leads to war, and the private

the nation-state
of the

monopolisation

sources of wealth were the three major hindrances which The Open
The human energy released by

Conspiracy would attempt to overthrow.
,,,

their

defeat would itself

be a massive source of wealth for

as other forms of creative
The salt

activity.

of the earth would be the first

to recognise the logic

But for the broad base of support,

behind The Open Conspiracy.
believed,

could

research for peaceful purposes, as well

into scientific

be redirected

it

Wells

it would be a mistake to suppose that only the proletariat

would be interested

in overthrowing

class of engineers,

scientists,

the status quo.

There existed

bankers, businessmen of all

would also recognise the value of The Open Conspiracy.
no trouble,

as far as their

The group within

perpetuation

activities

kinds who

They would have

were concerned, in,

to the new ideals.

making the transition

resistance,

productive

a

society

however, were all

from whom they would have to expect
those whose interests

of the nation-state.

The kings,

lay in the

the custom house officials,

anyone whose sense of honour or basis of trade rested in their
patriotism.

Their antagonism would be considerable

be easy to offset
militarists

the grip which they had over institutions.

depended on industrial

workers to sustain

and it would not

hostilities.

strength

and the support of the

It was, therefore,

and romantic traditions.

to maintain

the old social

controlling

the press and the educational

The

facilities

that they supported the current

fears and prejudices.

and technology were eliminating

unskilled

in their

interests

They did this

by

making certain
Even as science

workers and creating

new
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elements there were'no new social

social

fall

the new class might easily

As a result

being defined.

relationships
back into

the

"methods of behaviour established for what were roughly
their analogues in the old order of things ... the social
(is)
the
still
modern community ...
organisation of
haunted by the tradition
of t134lord, the middle class,
tenant and the servile hind.
To remedy this

Wells suggested the development of self-

situation

functional
the
among
modern
respect
and
mutual
respect
was one of those instances where Wells was left
His solutions

of the post-war generation.
problems were often unrealistic
in analysing

incisive

to beat it

H.
G.
trying
in
flames
was
and
world was

happening
Wells
as a result
saw
of what
accurate:

of technological

advance was
the enlarged

But his sense of urgency and the

spread, and many other predictions.
need to accelerate

this

process often

led him to pose solutions

his
fewer
to
contemporaries
of
convince
seemed
The four solutions

t

Much

was wrong.

which absorbed those below as new demands for education

middle-class

fate,

image that the

of labour by machinery,

the elimination

had been

out with a Fabian

The problem arose not because his analysis

pamphlet.

this

This fault

by the Mackenzies in the succinct

characterised

perfectly

Wells was most

problems of his day but his depiction

less
the
convincing.,
was
of
change
mechanism
of
earlier

open to the criticisms

to complex and deep-rooted

or inadequate.

the social

It

workers.

which he offered

not least of all

1928 it was difficult

which

with each publication.

in Open Conspiracy succumbed to

because in the prosperous conditions

of

to see the need for a'revolution.

Wells saw another war looming on the horizon for the conditions
led
First
had
to
the
which

World War were still

remorselessly

active.

The proposals of the Open Conspiracy were designed to create a coalition

of functional
their

workers who would recognise their worth and work for

attainment.

There were four points:

.ý

is
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" "1. '...
the provisional
nature of governments ...
2. The resolve to minimise by all available means the
(including
these
the refusal by
governments
of
conflict
banks etc. to fund armaments)
local or national ownership
3.
to replace private,
... least
credit, transport and staple production by a
of at
serving the commonends of
responsible world directorate
the race
for
4.
the necessity for world biological
control,
...
example, of population and disease ... and the general
advancement of human knowledge, capacity and power.
is conditional5 and lies in the
immortality
our
...
selves. "1
race and not our individual
This appeal which Wells made to the functional
soon found its

the bankers and scientists,

like

told Wells that the world of industry

J. M. Keynes

critics.

and finance was not populated by

him not to expect scientists

Bertrand Russell told

idealists.

members of society,

to join

for national
the Open Conspiracy because they were too busy flirting
136
But Wells never let fear of failure deter him.
honours and prizes.
No sooner would he see the need for something than it would be in-print.
His long range vision
social

and political

and his urgent measures put him far ahead of the
of his time.

thinking

which is mainly forgotten,

Much of what he wrote,

can only now be recognised for

Nobody would argue with the need for world population
His problem lay with the timescale
but failing

to accelerate.

aspect of Wells'

its

value.

control

today.

which he was desparately

And although population

attempting
is one

control

programme which is recognised there is still

much

with the future.

which as yet lies

Wells believed his OpenConspiracy would catch on gradually,
first
recognised
finally
collective
stimulus
initiatives

by individuals,

it would reach a level
political,

social

being

then by unorganised groups and
of co-operation

and propagandist

which would result
action.

of modern times found their

energy which science had unleashed.

All of the

source in the knowledge and

But it

process as automatic.

in

He saw the basic

of change coming from science and experiment.

where he saw this

and

was only in Anticipations

In all

his later

works the
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and economic initiatives

social

political,

input into any concept of progress.
ill

provide an equally

vital

Science can be used for good or

that idea in an image.

and he characterised

"The company of scientific
men is less like a host of
guiding angels than like a swarm of marvellous bees endowed with stings - which must be hivýýand cherished
by the Open Conspiracy.
and multiplied
This was a theme which Wells picked up again in*The'Shape of'Things
to Come (1933) along with an expanded look at economic relation,
of the role of the military

and the nation-state.

in his analysis

of the role and character

for a practical

social

disciplines

in an integrated

together

which shape society

psychology.

He also went further

of education and the demand

He brought these separate
of the forces at work

analysis

and looked forward to their

forms.

Wells'

factors

which acted to inhibit

greatest

strength

evolution

was his ability
social

and

toward new

to catalogue the
and then to offer

progress,

based on an expansion of knowledge in the disciplines

initiatives

mentioned above.
convincing

These two aspects strongly

portrayal

overshadowed the less

of mechanisms by which the process could be

The story here is the same as that told

accelerated.
the Air

(1908), where Wells predicts

decline

into epidemics and famine and a return

in'The*War'in

a global war and the subsequent
to subsistence

But in The Shape of Things to Comehe goes on to depict
The class of functional

the Airmen.

and work selflessly

for world order.

into a government, a social
insightful

Wells'
hi.s solutions

order'and

analysis

men shed all
They turn,
a universal

course of action.

faith.

by this

It resulted

the rise of
for enrichment

"a transport

of problems and the logic

,
were often rendered ineffective

suggest a practical

desire

farming.

monopoly

"138
of many Of

failure

to

from impatience.

His sense of urgency, created by the gap between mechanical efficiency
and social

and political

intelligence,

often

led him toward precipitate

.`
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actions

like

Outline

of History,

war.

His impatience

is perhaps most clearly

which E. M. Forster

characterised

seen in The

as a censure of

the past for being ill-informed.

The Romanscould have developed the

steam engine developed by Heiro.

The Chinese made no use of the

printing

which they invented.
if

extinction

And the dinosaurs could have avoided
139
they had taken appropriate steps!
Wells was impatient

for the race to develop its
which it

knowledge because it was the only way by
by closing

could avoid disaster,

the gap between technological

backwardness.

prowess and political

The Shape of Things to Comerepresented
of his social

the most complete statement

philosophy which Wells ever made. The disasters

world war, and now also the world economic collapse,
dishearten

him than it

organism.

Much of what he said there had initially

the quality

the integrality

which he brings

He begins as Bacon had begun.

until

paper was made practical
it
knowledge
which
of

to America was a useless adventure

Until

was an impossibility.

Wells argues that the foundation

and the compass had

the manufacture of abundant cheap

by the Chinese, printed

entailed

gives it

was the lever by which

the science of navigation

been added to human resources.

been mentioned in

to the discussion

Invention

moves forward. - Getting

the keeled ship,

about the social

than a restatement.

of something new rather

civilisation

did less to

but the added dimension and, most

and Modern Utopia,

Anticipations
important,

did to enrich his thinking

of the

books. and the release
In the same way,

for the world state depended on the

development of_,communication, technology to overcome the devisive
of geographical

effects

distance,

"Steam power, oil power, the railway, the steamship, the
aeroplane, transmission by wire, and aerial transmission
knit together the human species as it had never been
..
knit before.
This process led to a. considerable
political

trends.

London's credit

number of hopeful

ran around the earth,

economic and
the gold
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sovereign was a world coin.

Population

Thi.s seemed to foreshadow a greater

the hindrance of governments.
global

So far,

cohesiveness.

Wells was covering the same ground which

he had covered in Anticipations.
fatally

flawed.

direction

he now felt,

But the vision,

was

Although the forces of technology were tending in the

of universality

there was no corresponding

of the need for an effort

even the recognition
trend.

movements took place without

put down as the commonerror

or

to complement this

in the benevolence of uncontrolled

The belief

human effort,

events, Wells

of the time.

"... hope in the Victorian period was not a stimulant
but an opiate..
how superficial
those
and
unsubstantial
were
all
...
hopeful appearances. The great process of mechanical
invention ... was increasing the power and range of
of
every operating material force quite irrespective
its fitness or unfitness for the new occasions of
impartiability
bringing
With
they
an
equal
were
mankind.
world-wide understanding and w rld-wide massacre into the
"14'
human
possibility.
of
range
Wells compared the condition

his features

disease which distorted
In an exactly

of society

way society,

parallel

advance of science and technology,

to a patient

from a

suffering

and enlarged the skull

and hands.

before World War I, under the
had achieved,

muscle and stomach without, any corresponding

"a hypertrophy

of bone,

enlargement of its

nervous controls"142.
Diseases
death rate

were being controlled,

halved,

but social

social,

science

and political

Throughout a century of material
had not been a single

life-expectancy

extended

made no advance.

improvement, Wells maintained,

economic or educational

and the

there

generalisation.

a lack of =clearly- .
defined and comprehensive goals coupled with effective
methods. There
That -final

term is the; operative word indicating.

was no intellectual

basis for such a system and none was being sought.

This gave ample latitude

for

international

antagonism and the abuses

of profiteering.
Wells saw the paradox of over-production

and the drift

towards

".
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linked.

war as inextricably
its

goal the reduction

The search for profit

of costs through increased efficiency.

led in turn to the steady decline
The steady rise

population

standard of living
Nevertheless

of gold.

proportion of the

unremunerative
reserving

public

process by initiating
investment,

channel of waste.

Financiers

spending.

It was the primary

productive

There was a need inherent

a number of functions.

prise,

an increasing

Instead of this

enterprises.

a

among the employed and a

to check this

of the administration

became a vast profit-yielding

military

This

of employment to output.

was being squeezed out of economic life.

responsibility
collective

in the ratio

had as

in the number of unemployed was masked for over half

century by the rising
steady influx

in industry

that as an area of private

the

This provided

in the system for

blocked constructive
accumulation.

enter-

The military

from
large
the
of
men
employment pool, again
numbers
also absorbed
Without this

masking the unemployment rate.
over-production
social

would have become manifest

the paradox of

action

in mass unemployment and

the
before
the
end
of
nineteenth
even
unrest

century.

"The progressive enslavement of the race to military
tyranny was an inseparable aspect, therefore,
of free
latter
The
for
system ... needed
profits.
competition
the former so as to have ballast to throw out to 143
destruction and death whenever it began to sink. "
Whenwar did come the armaments industries
source of profit,

to the combatants at enhanced prices.

selling

America it was soon realised
promise if

found an enormous

President Wilson,

that the home market held just
the man re-elected

In

as much

because he had kept

America out of the war, could be convinced of the need to 'be prepared'.
Before long the flag,
drums.
to
the
marching

on
the streets
were'*out
anthem and uniform
Patriotism

the process, were carefully

sustained

big newspaper could be bought for
ship,

and loyalty,

industry
the
armaments
and

necessary to sustain

in the churches and schools.

less than the profit
bought outright

on one battle-

or purchased

A

.N,
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in the Press to keep the dread and need of war

interests

controlling

This was not done, Wells insists,

alive.

It was simply that an opportunity

existed

and by all

the traditions

they were bound to take advantage of it.

then current
consideration
this

through any malevolence.

The only

the consequences were unthinkable,
146
intent.
and not the result of diabolical

and, even'if

was profit

was short-sightedness

of the human race to that of penguins

Wells compared the stupidity

be
to
the
themselves
while
clubbed
rest
allowed
which
with perhaps the occasional

stupidly,

Even after

two.

to mount.

stood watching

squawk of protest

from one or

the war nothing adequate was done 'as arms continued

The Treaty of Versailles

to insure further

could not have been better

Even Wilson, who had sounded as if

conflict.

designed
he was

for
did
for
to
peace,
mankind
as
a
whole,
world
not
up
stand
ready
that

have the understanding

this

The intellectual

meant world controls.
The reparations

basis for such a step did not yet exist.

imposed on

Germanywas the only aspect of the treaty which dealt with the economic
life

No economic controls

of the planet.

suggested.
offices

Delegates to the League of Nations were appointed by foreign

to protect

the national

role was to supersede-those

interests

interests.

there was no attempt to reconstruct
to control

Wells,

of any sort were even

the economic life

now having clearly

the disproportions

the League of Nations and no attempt

of the planet.

set out the failure

which
would result
advances
necessary

proceeded to list

the
He had

the novel, 1933, and now

from the present to the future
he wished to see realised

which they might be achieved.

to come to terms with

in a stable world order.

brought the reader to the date of writing

shape of the institutions

only conceivable

Even with the economic collapse

created by. technology,

jumped back and forth

when their

to show the final
and the process by

The necessary-prerequisites

constituted
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On the one hand, there was a need for a comprehensive

a dual effort.

plan, an idea of where society

wanted to get to, and on the other,

a knowledge base to facilitate

the implementation

made it

plain

at this

point

of the plan.

that in 1933 the failure

Wells

was no longer

There was both the will for salvation and the
145
But there was no definition
for salvation.
of an objective

moral or material.
material

and no adequate knowledge base as far as the social

tools were concerned.

In terms of modern computer parlance they had the hardware but not the
defined,

Once the goals were clearly

software.

World State vision,

with Wells'

and this

is synonymous

there had to be a complete scrapping

of the sciences of economics, education and social

and rebuilding
psychology.

Group psychology had been almost entirely
discipline

at the same level

Inventions

(1663)

ignored.

Wells put this

as science in the days of the'Century

of

"It was no more capable of producing world order than the
physical science of,, J663 could have produced an aeroplane
46
or a steam turbine.
Wells believed

social

psychology was one of the crucial

disciplines

which have to be developed before progress toward his goals could be
In the novel he gives the major breakthrough to the

achieved.

Gustave De Windt who publishes

fictional

basis of group co-operation
criminal

gangs.

educational

in everything

De Windt then went on to correlate

the idea that

values come by nature.

individual

light

this with new
life.
bias,

any aspiring

Since society
world controller

He refuted
and moral

provided by education.

by the State which carefully

its pupils in the ideals of world unity.

dogmas are tolerated.
product,

hatreds,

Rather, these are all

Education must be undertaken in this

study of the

from research teams to

methods and a new concept of political

once. and for all

indoctrinates

an exhaustive

No conflicting

was seen as an educational
could not accept divergence of

5.113

on-this

opinion

It, seemed an authoritarian

point.

sought some degree of distance
merely relating
it

In truth

Wells'

expedients

to offset'the

effects

was not as drastic

But it

efficiency.

direct

interesting

was, as stated

the possibility

in 1933.

of the World State

growing perception

by Wells that

is another

It

for

the tools

It

a

is

heredity,

which

example of the
both social

salvation,

sophisticated

some of the more harsh characteristics

the need for

This

earlier,

problems.

of controlling

were becoming increasingly

and scientific,

death

in Modern Utopia in 1905, now appears as one of the

had been dismissed
triumphs

of a runaway material

of a growing knowledge of social
to note that

social

types in Anticipations.

of heavy-handed authoritarianism

result

drastic

as the opiate-induced

which he supported asap answer to inferior
reduction

by someone else.

in the need for

belief

to be

as the narrator,

events documented in a manuscript

represented

and political

by claiming,

and Wells

proposal

and obviated

of earlier

utopian

visions.
Wells considered

social

discoveries

He spoke of social

engine.
that

knowledge just

revolution

as dramatic

engine which imprinted

and finally

in its

own way as the invention

itself

on the nineteenth

Economics, no less than education,
again, places responsibility
by a system of special

and inventions

become integrated

they would multiply,

as much a tool

enterprises.

But this

He spoke of linking

index for which he credits

Keynes.

private

providing

economic activity

century.

discussed

Wells

the unemployed

would have to be balanced
currency

and keeping records,

and the Bureau responsible

with whom.he first

a

of the steam

to a price

Banking must be public

An economic science controls

profit.

David Lubin,

credit

create

needed new foundations.

by a monetary adjustment.

gratuitous,

believed
and

the State for absorbing

with

as the steam

and

and not a source of

the world balance of
is named, by Wells,

the internationalisation

after
of
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the economic life
Finally,

all

of the planet.
knowledge would be organised and.

the world's

by a permanent body employing seventeen million

administered

but Wells points out that

This may have seemed a massive undertaking
it

was no more than the world complement of men in arms.
for one more decade, the computer would surely

lived

Wells died,

centre of his world brain.
World War, bitter

and disillusioned.

His last

human variety

ironically',

environment created,
such failure

failed

had singularly

of the human race.

own hands.

The

and the

adaptibility,

to adapt to its

by its

the Second

book, 'Mind at'the'End

depended
its
species
on
every
of
value

survival

If he had

have been at the

however, after

Tether (1946), despaired for the future

of its

workers.

environment,

an

The penalty for

in any species was extinction.
***

Wells had come full

From the early

circle.

romances, through forty

scientific

through education,

pessimism of the
to enlighten

years of attempting

polemics and utopian prophecy, he finally

returned

is not surprising

when the

at the end of his career to pessimism.

'It

four decades in which he had attempted to bring sanity witnessed
economic collapse

and the two most devastating

Wells preached the bright

history.

potential

and general wars in
of the future

deaf ears as the dystopian genre gained credibility.

to increasingly

The historical

bear
testimony
inability
to
to
the
the
seemed
period
of
experiencesthe race to come peacefully
Wells'

final

to terms with the conditions

pessimism, however, must be seen in light

he knew he was dying and would not live
bring
to
about.
so-hard
worked
be realised.
potential

The distant

In fact,

advances which arrived

more quickly

making.

of the fact

that

to see any of the changes he had
some of his hopes were soon to

dreams of flight

for genetic engineering

of its

of

were just

to the moon, of a real
two of many scientific

than Wells had anticipated.

' He
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left

information

being displaced

Europe also entered
federate

into

forty

for

a process which Wells would
knowledge and world order.

creating

years of peace, if

an economic unit

Wells became bitter
urgency,

workers which are already

by the computer revolution,

have welcomed as a tool

surely

it

to clerical

processing

and did

not security,

decades before

his earliest

prediction.

because events had not responded to his sense of

but so much of what he foresaw was actually

was the timescale

in the making and

than the basic premises of his dynamic

rather

which he had wrong.
because he was increasingly

Wells was also bitter
succeeded, as Wagär points

out, -in alienating

the community in the inter-war
mechanistic
individual

social

for

organisation
for

antagonised

contradiction

increased

this

loss of spiritual

the literary

propaganda rather

form.

and liberals

struggle,

Finally,

while

multiple

his writing

antagonisms contributed

and longer-lasting

effect

of

led to

professing

He

as a vehicle
Marxists

on the thinking

his

by the authoritarian
a-belief

toward a common readership.
to Wells'

for

with

that

would come from an elite,

down from the top and initiatives
to direct

He alienated

a

business or

but also

efficiency,

school for using his writing

of the class

of

of the

values and the freedom of art.

than as an art

nature of his utopias.

continued

the plight

of bigness in government,

Wells was not afraid

the fears

sift

every sector

in a machine age and as there was a growing distrust

science.

He had

He was accused of creating

years.

began to recognise

as others

utopia

nearly

ignored.

ideas
he

These

failure

to achieve a deeper
147
men of his times.

Wells' value as a social analyst was often lost because much of'
what he said had passed into
Wagar also pointed
scale",

out.

commonusage and had become truism,

"The abolition

the "race between education

between the physical

and social

of distance",

and catastrophe".,

sciences",

the "crisis

as

the "change of
the "time

lag

in civilisation".
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..

to make the twentieth
148
by Wells.

the effort
initiated

interrelationship
the
these
revolved
around
concepts
of

All

It was the cornerstone,

technology and society.

science,
himself

were ideas

century world-conscious,

work to disentangle

of his life's

testified,

of the future

drift
the
general
of
events
stream
that drift.

controlling

find.
he
could
evidence

of other families-being

and to find

a means of

His own life

and that of his family

It would not be relevant

affected

lives

of their

universal

education,

for better

the first

to benefit

from this

is
if

was mirrored

by the powers of synthesis

by
technology.
unleashed

disintegration

from a confused

that search every shred of

that the pattern

not for the fact

as Wells

He drew into

in his autobiography.

chronicled

of

it were
in a host

and

Demandswere made for a

science training,

and Wells was among

But his experiences at the

extension.

Normal School proved education of the time to be an ad hoc affair
no wider social

purpose to the mechanistic

His study of Darwinian evolution
long desire

lacked.
in
School
Normal
the
general
which
to, the most particular

issue to universal
when all

proportions.

agricultural

control

But increasingly
inadvertently.

From that time onward his

experiences would enlarge the
pump' mentality

pointed toward an

proficiency

With David Lubin he extended the idea of a world
to world social,

he realised
Commonideals

new economic, educational

political

had to be adopted and supplemented with
'discoveries',

in order to

advance.

these insights

be used to sum up his vision.

and economic control.

that the necessary steps would not be taken

and psychological

close the gap with scientific
Wells illustrated

and broad trends

He condemned the 'parish

the demands of technological

enlargement of scale.

of science.

under Huxley had given him a life-

the sort of organised thinking

for just

ideas in relation

investigations

with

with a vivid

imagery which can

Society, like a patient suffering

from

-- ._5.117

underwent a hypertrophy

a distorting

disease,

tics

any corresponding

without

of physical

improvement in its

the bee, was endowed with a sting,

Science, like

The interaction

controlled.

carefully

k

characteris-

nervous controls.
and needed to be

of these forces

in science and

produced a beast as daunting as an angry elephant must have

society

The elephant was domesticated and, although

seemed to our ancestors.

the modern dilemma is more daunting,

the tools

to cope with it

are

growing in sophistication.
The growing sophistication

and knowledge was a theme

of tools

but
Wells
which evolved the nature of his
espoused,
only
not
which
When Wells first

thinking.

set out on his utopian expedition

antagonisms were considerable.,
the earlier

characterised

problem.
mentally

which were later

solutions

One problem which Wells felt
handicapped.

and physically

programme'of eugenics,

lethally

His first

adopted.

way into Wells'

fiction

widely recognised.

of the

had been a

solution

But as alternative

enforced.

avenue of genetic

as either

about was the number of

strongly

and education were some of the social
The scientific

modified

the invincibility

harshness mellowed..

presented themselves this
living

harshness and authoritarianism

knowledge diminished

or scientific

social

A certain

the

A better

solutions

standard of

expedients he later
also found its

engineering

as the basic work in this

area became more

Although Gregor Mendel had presented his first

on genetic-inheritance

in 1.865, the work was lost

of the century when it

was rediscovered

until

after

by Hugo De Vries.

paper

the turn

This is an

knowledge
in
the
the
of
was perceived to
way
which
growth
of
example
solve social

problems.

It

is seen in Wells'

to warmer planets once space travel
engineering,

a world brain centre,

fiction,

is established,

from the flight
to genetic

the mastery of social

and economics - knowledge being the basic prerequisite
the antagonism of both nature and the man.

psychology
for conquering
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This dynamic was universally
Within the varied
to the level

had always been universal

life

is carried

a hidden testimony

rather

justice

the machinery of society

electricity

a tendency toward

incorporated
inimical

prisons,

to any modern

and appeared in

was found in many utopias

provided

effective'

by technological

continued

Slavery,

to replace

and solve problems which previous

advance - coal,

steam, oil,

human muscle as a source of power.

dreams.

They too had to wait for

Mare's Utopia,
New Atlantis
were creating

accepted as inevitable.

generations

utopia

hunger, disease and warfare were universal
But they were just

scientific

and social

dreams and desires.

that,

the gap between aspiration

be closed by an improving
process continued

can illuminate-

technology.

The desire to eliminate
elements of utopian

until

The need for

substitutes.

It is one more example of how knowledge and adequate tools

Utopia evolved with

clothing

It was accepted as a necessary institution

More and Bacon.

slavery was obviated

utopias

There

visions.

of food,

than individualism,

Some of the earlier

concept of social

enlightenment.

The provisions

elements.

collectivism,

and social

the nature of utopian

extent

punishment and slave labour.

capital

Plato,

literature.

technological

These determined to a large

authoritarianism.

in utopian

of a better

visions

of scientific,

and shelter,

a factor

and expectation

picture.

As the

fulfilment
from
the
wish
mere
evolved

through the prophecy of Bacon's real

the blueprints

for alternative

of

expectations

to a stage of propaganda and even planning

to

in

when utopists
But these

communities.

communities, were
attempts, like the nineteenth century self-sufficient
'utopia,
in
structure'from
the
of
different
really a sub-species
very
world utopia which Wells wanted to see in the planning.
toward the future when utopian planning and societal
to reach a closer approximation of each other until
synonymous.

Wells looked

reality

continued

they became
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failure

Wells'
his vision

during

to be more effective
his lifetime

rested

antagonism he succeeded in generating
his vision,

the role

points:
clearly

however, continues

defined

and for

in every quarter.

The core of

conscious,

and the determined

to the present
in society,

world-

the heads of the twentieth

to turn

as Darwin had done for

toward the future

the need for

to make the next generation
effort

at many

and economic science to be

social

the aim of education

for

and intellectual

of science and technology

goals,

support

in the emotional

to be relevent

developed,

century

in propagating

him in the nineteenth

century.

Many of these ideas appear as the subject of recently
works.

The idea that

communication
Marshall

in relative

the world was shrinking
linked

technology

McLuhan's "global

all

corners

the
of
globe appeared in

the belief

that

power was passing out of the hands of the politicians

fields.

Wells'

social

in Muzafer Sherif's

of Wells'

In CommonPredicament:

and Co-operation.

Group Conflict

to unravel

ambition

means to control

De Windt,

psychologist,

found modern expression

The Social

of the future

difficulty

desire

for

clear

to a Victorian

toy,

images on a screen,

alternately.

one image faded and the other
stronger
traditions
definition

Psychology'of
the success

and identify

the

it.

The confused stream of events, in a rapidly
obscured this

political

in specialist

These examples indicate

the drift

Elite

as scientific,

took over decision-making

experts

size as

C. Wright Mills'Power

village".

and Jean Meynaud's Technocracy reiterated

business and military

published

impression.

foresight

changing society,

often

and Wells compared the

' There came a point
grew in brilliance

two

It would project

the Magic Lantern.

of confusion

as

as to which seemed the

In the same way, the old social

forms and

seemed to dominate life even as they faded before
t 49
of the future order.

the rising
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Clarifying

that

and it

was one of Wells'

future

was greatly

knowing the past.

was a process which needed some foresight

vision

beliefs

strongest

overrated.

the darkness of the

that

To know the future

Both were constructed

was as possible

from fragmentary

the knowledge of the past had grown through the efforts
and anthropologists

while

the future

were put toward knowing the future,
predicted.
a chair

at every university.

than a handful

of things

its

to come.

is gaining

data, yet
of geologists

If as much effort

shape could be just

Wells wanted a study of futurology

the term futurology
rather

lay unexplored.

institutionalised

This need is increasingly

as

as clearly
with

recognised,

prominence and there are many people,

of utopists,

who are trying

to map out the shape
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ALDOUSHUXLEY
General Themes

The work of Aldous Huxley offers many examples of'the
rapid

response of society

The themes treated

in both his novels and didactic

to the themes of this
dystopian

authors,

dissenting

Placing

intellectual

beginning

Huxley within

with

the context
this

scientific

scientific

ideology

1) The nature of utopian
and technological
to technology

closely

concerns among utopian/

of this

in turn

visions

capability;

and

to his personal

to the interests

background

the close

shows clearly

development.
of utopian

evolved with a changing
2) Utopians attempt

in the search for a better

is a high emphasis on the co-operative

literary

and technological

There are three main themes universal
authors:

works relate

around the middle of the nineteenth

developments of the period

of social

knowledge. -

to H. G. Wells and the growing body of

school and relating

and the historical
interrelation

paper and were universal

especially

literature

century.

and technological

to scientific

increasingly

society;

to weld

and 3) There

as opposed to the competitive

6.2

aspects of humansociety.
In the first

instance Huxley could be seen responding quickly to

the advance of science and technolgoy.
impact of the latest

the social
technology,

their

to foresee

own time,

including

of Darwin.
social

The same had been true

trying

authors

It all

including

new weapons

of Pavlov and the

for

the nineteenth

century

with

the consequences of science and technology
the steam engine,

in our time,

that

in

and the theories

medicine,

stemmed from the perception

changes will,

out

mass-media, the ascendancy of

and the theories

sciences,

Behaviourists.

innovations,

techniques,

mass-production

the biological

He was not slow to point

the most searching

be dependent on the growth of science

and technology.
Authors agreed that
change but whether that
constituted

'beneficial',

But despite

this

ethical

science and technology

change would be beneficial,

disagreement

out that

welding

or even what

were concerned with the

utopians

all

ideology

to technology.

The problem was that
when in actuality

world picture,
- that

which lent

itself

scientific

and controlling

it

only dealt

to mathematical

It

purposely

left

Huxley readily

method had succeeded wonderfully

in understanding

nature, but this purely physical understanding of the

This division

assumed scientific

human

with one area of reality

analysis.

world was not adequate in dealing with life

science beginning

affects

science was being presented as a complete

value judgements out of the realm of consideration.
granted that

Huxley was

in a vacuum, that what

science does not-exist

concerned most people was the advance of science as it
society.

social

became a basis of contention.

increasingly

aspects of science;

keen to point

would create

related to the history

as a whole.
and philosophy of modern

at the time of Bacon and Galileo.
knowledge to be philanthropic.

tool which,. primarily,

Bacon wanted and
He saw science as a

should be concerned with improving social

6.3

Galileo,

conditions.

of a mechanism in doing work regardless

efficiency
or benefits.

social

themselves

to scientific

readily

by breaking

science operated

and even moreso, the technological-social

involved,

depending as it
its

of considering

In other words, it

practices.

Huxley never held that
misconception

dynamic was so

feed-back

to problems of matter

to ethical,

Social

loops,

that

as a whole was too daunting

operation

method was applied

to problems relating

a problem down

framework at the time was adequate.

No theoretical

scientific

does on complicated

course.

considerations

in isolation.

each aspect

problems,

task.

costs

to lend

Even material

method.

components, then analysing

prospect

of the social

were too involved

complexities

were complex enough that
its

in the

Modern science has, in the main, taken the latter

The reason is, that

into

hand, was only interested

on the other

social,

As a result

economic, artistic

or religious
value judgement.

science should be expected to do so.
accepted belief
when in fact

the solution

to ultimate

small area.

Those aspects with which it

reality,

it

a

and energy and not

abandoned areas involving

lay in the popularly

the

that

The

science offered

only deals with one
to deal were deemed

refused

as somehow less real.
method in dealing

The success of the scientific
reality

Wells had produced an admonitory
culture,

on its

and the subsequent dependence of society
above the rest

to one human aspect being elevated

by enshrining

technological

society,

to'the

with other aspects of their-cultural
ä warning to human society

faculty

They had lost

dedicated

became

above the rest,
touch in their

highly

one goal of material

heritage.

embarked on a similar

efficiency,

The brutal

results

course.

It was a

again and again.

at the altar

we ignore'the

efficiency

H. G.

- rationality.

theme to which Huxley, would return
of material

machinery led

myth in War of the Wörlds where Martian

the rational

devoid of the moral sense.

with material

were

By worshipping

more broadly

social

6.4

And, by enshrining

aspects of our technology.,
we do injustice

human virtue
a 'division

a

human psyche, causing

to the multifaceted

as Huxley was fond of quoting.

between passion and reason',

The ideology

reason as the paramount

which Huxley sought to unite

involved

technology

with

a

union between East and West, where the best of Western science and
became tempered by social

technology

not only
the

where MINDhad becomeseparated from BODYand
if

which must remain integrated

These three make up a trinity

SPIRIT.

but also within

impact of technology,

in the broader social

He was

concerns.

to be the rift,

what he perceived

also concerned with healing

Western individual

and ethical

is to maintain the balance, necessary to psychological

the individual
health.

to propagate his own brand of mysticism

Huxley attempted
to individual

It

lasting

social

another

in
the
which utopian
way
of
example

to create

renovation.

systems,
larger

belief

the human impulse toward service

than the self

was a

persistent

Both Wells and Huxley wanted to redirect
destructive
into

channels,

a positive

Finally,
co-operation

authors

like

bid for

If

the advance
belief

theological

to something

in
the human psyche.
element
this

impulse out of its
to nationalism,

more
and,

reform.

these preoccupations
äs'a fundamental

Darwin tried

and dedication

the modern dedication

social

is

after

systems.

knowledge had undermined traditional

of scientific

But it

produced no end of criticism.

metaphysical
.-

alternative

to be the only means of

which he perceived

renovation,

as a path

were part of a concern to establish

law of the human civilising

process. *

With the spread of the ideas of Darwin to other areas besides the
strictly

biological

there appeared distortions

From the time of. Adam Smith capitalism

and false

analogies.

developed on the theory

tinseen hand' governed the economy in a delicate

that

an

system of checks and

6.5

balances.

The system should operate free of interference

the paramount idea being that the individual

at government regulations,

should pursue his own self-interest.
faire

The defenders of this

Darwinism which declared the 'survival

The utopians rebelled
destructive

which civilisation

lengths

basis

for

emphasis on competition

overcoming

the dynamic of challenge

to civilisation,

emphasis on competition

of earlier

to the future

And Wells

and Huxley,

while

put forward

by

and response,

and as a necessary
by the Social

incorporated

the social

concerned

with

utilising

ethical

a mechanistic
the destructive
political
human race.

new developments
consequences

evaluation

scientific
nature

and religious

into

method.

And finally,

of competition
theories,

to the

corrective

Darwinists.
the universal

with
of

imagination

concerns
relating
Huxley

and technology,

his work.

He was primarily

of technological

to countermand

work of

of the

proclivities

the advance of science

rose with

was

the recent

As the levels

utopian/dystopians.

Huxley

evils.

competition

wanted to emphasise the co-operative
as basic

social

citing

progress,

In summary, Huxley shared an affinity

quickly

love of humanity should

that

Konrad Lorenz.

psychologist,

as

to propagate a message of

intra-specific

to prove that

to evolutionary

counter-productive

exclusive

was enshrined

of what they perceived to be a storm of

and was the only

went to great

species

Thus competition

They tried

Bellamy believed

greedy self-seeking.

recognising

as a law of

and out of keeping with the true basis by

advanced.

in a climate

co-operation

this

against

to human society

the social

of social

and necessary law of civilisation.

as a natural

Spengler,

of the fittest'

term which Darwin never used.

come first

laissez-

eagerly took hold of the Spencerian variety

capitalism

nature -a

or attempts

advance,

the prevailing

adherence

he wished to emphasise

and enhance,

the co-operative

by educational,
instincts

of the

to

6.6

This general
authors
life

operate

intellectual

framework within

is highlighted

in a more concrete

of Aldous Huxley to those specific

exercised

the most influence

which the utopian

writers

on his work.

and a growing band of dissenting

authors;

way by relating

the

and events which

They included

H. G. Wells

two world wars and a

widespread economic depression.

Huxley and Wells

Aldous Huxley bore resemblance to H. G. Wells at several points.
Both authors

began as dystopians

This

in both cases, the acceptance of those very characteristics

entailed,

of organisation,
dystopias

education

and the acceptance of science which their
It was an indication

had set out to parody.

compromise and sacrifice

were seen as inevitable

changes were to be achieved.
authors

and evolved toward utopianism.

As this

turned away from their

toward a more didactic

In just

much more quickly.

Wells,

imaginative

his imaginative,

over a decade from the publication

utopian

and prophetic

protracted.

dystopian
concerns.

social

scientific

both

creations

however, underwent this

Chronic Argonauts to the appearance of Anticipationsat
century

desirable

concern became overriding

predominantly

form.

if

that

transition
of'The

the turn of the

romances gave way to

In Huxley the process was much more

His poetry and novels showed dystbpian

tendencies

from

the early 1920s and reached high points in 1932 and 1952 with the fullblown dystopias of Brave NewWorld and Ape and Essence respectively.
It was not until
Island.

1962 that his first

and only utopia appeared as

But the seeds of his utopianism lay throughout that long

incubation and about this more will

be said later.

Throughout his dystopian period Huxley picked up many of the
themes which Wells had explored in the scientific
used Martian social evolution

romances. Wells had

to point up the dangers of the pursuit of

6.7

at the expense of the emotional

material'efficiency

Huxley continually

species.

faculties

rational

as the sole arbiter

human integrated
innumerable

psyche, enshrined

social

Wells parodied

to the idea that

returned

evils

science as a false

of industrialism

Science,

Liberty

Huxley's

Man

Men in the Moon

All

these issues appear

work from Brave New World to Ends and Means,
as well

as Brave

In Island of Dr. Moreau Wells makes the point

the beast of our evolutionary

precisely

and led to

in When the Sleeper Wakes the

and Peace, and The Human Situation

New World Revisited.
that

in First

to human society.

again and again in Huxley's

idol

to the

In The Invisible

of science;

the proboems of over-specialisation;
violence

to hold the

did violence

of truth

and contradictions.

the pretensions

of the

substrata

point

past is still

strong within

in Ape and Essence written

us,

in the imaginary

aftermath of nuclear holocaust.

These later
from the didactic
optimistic.
authors

works of Huxley which were mainly didactic
works of Wells in being pessimistic

But despite

difference

this

were remarkably similar

economic and political
challenges

to social

growth of population,
nationalism

differences

They believed

works of both

the outstanding
world to be:

the spread of war and the preparation
industrial

that

than

social

in the contemporary

and the capitalist

moved on to solutions
radically,

when analysing

problems.
progress

the didactic

rather

differed

system.

the

for war,

It was when they

H. G. Wells and Aldous Huxley differed

lifelong
in
Huxley
a
up
which set

so

antagonism

to the utopian schemesof Wells.
The growth of population represented one of the main threats to
the peaceful advance of society.
in turn

led to international

influencing

rivalry

It put pressure on resources which
and war.

The main force

the rapid rise in population levels was the advance in
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and technological

scientific

the equation

altered
point

by lowering

steam engine and

agricultural

sector,

population

these levels

sustain

machine arcadia

the increasing

had become dependent on the machine to

the greatest

without

But the equation

suffering.

Population

Wells had initially
society

actualities

would

could not go on outstripping

of his life

a new age of vigour

during

and both authors
of future

a growing weapons technology

the vested interests
'preparedness'
of

And, finally,

Huxley one of the early

traumas

of Versailles
for

Competition

fervour

itself

its. non-productive

with

further

in an irrational

It was a system of high economic insecurity

xenophobia

system led

boom/slumpcycles.

characterised by'high

consumption and high levels of waste.

These insecurities

turn a further

rivalry

Huxley's

solutions

becamein

and war.

to these problems were at wide variance

those of Wells in the majority

to these

press and armaments firms.

with its characteristic

basis for international

destruction.
fuel

the dynamics of the capitalist-industrial

to over-production

spending,

and the 'economic strain

guaranteeing

by governments,

as laying

international

was both an outcome and contributory

antagonisms which manifested
propagated with

led him

of the armaments industry

were paradoxically

Rampant nationalism

aftermath

saw the Treaty

conflict.

the

and vision,

World War I and its

The war was also for

the foundations

social progress.

welcomed the idea of war to shake up a

and herald

of conflict

to reconsider.

inevitably

led to high

of technology,

and productivity.

stagnating

trade,

of the

productivity

War and the preparation for war also inhibited
Although

the power

of growth and there was no going back to a pre-

have to be re-balanced.
resources

And, as both authors

which mushroomed with

also as a result
Society

growth.

vaccine had radically

the death rate.

the growth of industrialism

out,

of Watt's

Jenner's

expertise.

of cases.

The only similarity

with

lay in
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the fact

force

a powerful
question

both Wells and Huxley saw the human religious

that

which could be harnessed for

potential

psyche had a strong

inclination

to something larger

than the self.

far

for

idealism

religious

left

knowledge.

to the fact

related

and. technological

scientific

the traditional

environment

and the deified

leader.

national

harnessing and redirecting

closed as

The collapse

of

evolving

the old religious

beliefs-were

the. religious

impulse was

toward more secular concerns like the deified

now directed

as

religious

in a rapidly

that

basis. ' As a result

without a rational

especially

impulse had been increasingly

this

of the advance of scientific

a result

The human

and toward dedication

The dangerous aspect,

was that

as far as

was concerned.

toward service

as Huxley was concerned,

avenues of expression

belief

of religious

The

reform.

or not was beside the point

of whether God existed

the functional

social

impulse as

nation-state

Both Wells and Huxley wanted a

of this persistent

impulse into

religious

more productive social channels.
The antagonism which Huxley had for the rest of Wells' solutions
were fundamental
single

utopian

and irreconcilable.

with whom Huxley took issue and to whom he addressed

much of his dystopian
consideration

It was. Wells more than any other

including

economic, political

There were three main areas under

comment.
Wells'

penchant for

or social;

large-scale

solutions

his emphasis on orienting

finally
long-range
future
toward
and
schemes;
action
that by changing the environment that effective

whether

present

Wells' belief

and permanent social

improvement could be achieved.
Huxley believed
way around.
Huxley.

The 'big

this

approach was putting

is beautiful'

Mass-production

and mass-distribution

and a high degree of organisation.
large measure of fulfilment

attitude

the problem the wrong
of Wells was anathema to
required

The human being,

from creative

specialisation

which gained a

work and a sense of control
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over one's own conditions
sense of powerlessness
industrialism.
greater

and boredom as a result

Politically,

centralisation

and a

of the spread of

the emphasis on the large

scale meant
forms of

of power and a growth of authoritarian

a high price

government with

frustration

of employment experienced

to be paid in terms of individual

freedom

and self-determination.

Wells wanted to understand and plan for the emergenceof the
future

as a primary

concern,

as a full-time

universities

the past and would continue
his opinion,
defined

a sacrifice

religious

Huxley was convinced,

to lead to many social

of the present

forecasting

has in

It meant, in

evils.

to some distant

at

and vaguely

Paradise lay in the here and now, not in a utopia

goal.

lay just

supposedly

This,

study.

for

a chair

establishing

around the corner.

zealots

predicted

the most brutal

justify

measures in the name of future
be accurately

as dedication

had led to wars and persecutions

abstractions

too would political

And, just

generations;

which
to

in the past,

so

and repress. ive

a future

which could never

anyway.

The key to the antagonism lay in the opposing premises of Wells,

on the one hand, who believed that a just and rational

organisation

of

environmental conditions would produce the climate for moral behaviour.
Huxley, on the other hand, believed that altered environment only
changed the avenues of expression

The basis of this

'Society

in the Fall,
at large

perfectability
itself.

the doctrine

belief,
original

sin,

had been tending

originally

of original

to dystopian

universal

of not only social

Wells,

human passion for

the corrupt

The change had to come from within

and exploitation.

belief

for

the inherent

in the direction
institutions

pessimistic

the individual.

writing,
evil

power

lay in a

of human nature.
of belief

in the'

but of the human species

about human.nature,

repudiated

sin when he embarked on the utopian

And so too would Huxley when the pressure of finding

solutions

endeavour.
to the
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human dilemma became a paramount consideration.
somewhere between the two extremes.

course,
'nurture'

were the sole determinants

discussing
'basic

'human nature'
or 'basic

evil'

influences

itself,

But, with
individual

government;

is less to the point

to discuss

to discuss

the
Huxley

and psychology.

as he approached his own form of utopianism.

groups practising

small co-operating

the

self-

big business and large-scale

big government,

never with

nor

And in

reform always began and ended with

social

and with

'nature'

of

of human behaviour.

and human physiology

in some detail

Huxley,

it

Neither

good' and more appropriate

of evolution

do this

will

The answer lay,

social organisation.
This emphasis was more in sympathy with ideas put forward by Wells
the dystopian

throughout

into

persisted
pessimistic
widely

scientific

his didactic

criticised

call

hope or recourse

for

personal

Huxley was more deeply engrained,
It

from a variety

resulted

latter

the growth of modern science

of capitalism;

apart

from the

The pessimism in

the loss of confidence
and historical

more thorough.

experiences,

by a look at the loss of confidence

the
which

from the middle of the nineteenth

appeared in fiction
The issues involved

century.

dystopianism

His works are

to action

mysticism.

of personal

perhaps best understood

increasingly

Huxley's

Wells.

unlike

period,

little

and offer

romances.

the Idea of Progress which had begun with
in the seventeenth

the implications

of Darwinism;

century;

the growth

and the proliferation

of science and technology.
The Idea of Progress showed implicit
unfolding.
admirably

Science,

and improving

means for

exploiting

in the way history

method of analysing

succeeded in understanding

Technology provided
tivity

with

its

faith

the human condition.
these tools

complex problems,

and controlling

means for advancing this

to their

was

the environment.

power, increasing
Capitalism

had

produc-

was an appropriate

maximum effect.

Darwin had
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demonstrated

of species for

the evolution

paradigm became increasingly

and this

environment

improved adaptation

to the

to human

applied

social organisation.
The Idea of Progress remained a majority

implicit

voices were raised to challenge this
adopted by the opposition

highlighted

but increasingly

faith.

The stance

many of the contradictions

of

the way in which the advance of scientific

It also highlights

progress.

belief,

knowledge found expression in an increasingly

and technological

conscious future fiction-.

Roots of Dystopianism
From the middle of the present

millenium

one can detect

toward the road society

in the attitude

of utopian

Bacon had faith

in the power of science to control

that

writers

trade and industry

burgeoning

of faith

Thus was set up a division
of change and how it
century

were taking

its

science with

should proceed.

consciousness

industrial

and social

arose a questioning

nature and to put

a toll

in social

suffering.

as to what were appropriate
But it

there emerged a literature

that

was taking.

Thomas More only knew that

of human need.

power at the disposal

a dichotomy

truly

was only in the nineteenth
conscious

consequences.

attitude

avenues

of the maturing

And with that

toward the infallibility

of

progress.
In his Pattern
this

dissenting

of Expectation.,

take their

was making the point
technology
the pursuit
of workers'.

similar

that

marks.

the growth of

of the twentieth

as 1850 Emile Souoestre

by steam and steel

to serve the needs of society

material

Bulwer-Lytton,

As early

man cannot live

must be controlled
of a solely

F. Clarke traces

from which the dystopias

literature

century. partially

I.

alone,

that

and that

progress would lead to the brutalisation

in The Coming Race (1871) showed a

disenchantment with the assumption that moral progress
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went with material

automatically
of a highly

technological

With Bulwer-Lytton

Darwinian

evolution

future

for

fiction

enlargement

of the imagination

change with

the prospects

the first

which inextricably

social

progress

and true,

knowledge was integral
century

of the future

linked

as a slow evolutionary

birth.
biological

This clearly

influenced

by the fact

that

how the level

of scientific

those kinds of genetic

techniques

For

vision.

the tale

many of
in the

who were predicting

over those of the physical
in

Huxley in his Brave New World,
determined

and the time scale

Just how dynamically
equation

when Huxley returned

less than two decades later

centuries

When Huxley came.to

process and, therefore,

sciences

change is scientifically

to 'just

to the

returned

of Darwinism entered

of science entered the science/society/utopia

topic

material

J. B. S. Haldane and Birkenhead who predicted

reduced to a few hundred years.

illuminated

to improve the

change are dated many millenia

with biological

including

sciences,

account,

of utopian/dystopian

the revelation

the ascendancy of the biological

for

society.

was clear

to the nature

own, without

between a purely

But by the 1920s there were some at least

future.

biological

He maintained that

And he persistently

change it

authors

these works dealing

vitro

the link

in a high-technology

the issue of biological

nineteenth

taken into

considerations

moral advance.

problems of leisure

as

It was a sudden

on its

was not sufficient

He repudiated

situation.

possibilities

the human race

for

though necessary,

assessment and ethical

of
It

time.

knowledge.

All of these themes were picked up by Huxley.
technology,

the problems of

of future

in the perception

of the growing fund of scientific

a result

to solve

the viability

Erewhon the implications

and Butler's

entered

a major shift

represented

which fails

society

leisure.

He questioned

progress.

he claimed that

the rapid

advance

is further

to the Brave New World
the time scale for

few
be
from
have
to
a
reduced
would

around the corner'.

Huxley himself

was aware of how
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dynamic operated for

this

fiction,

earlier

he observed how, compared to modern future
at looking

attempts

into

the future

were imaginatively

weak.
The opposition
burgeoned with
it

belief

to the prevailing

the proliferation

remained a minority

of all

in the idea of progress,

forms of future

Part of the proliferation

position.

response to the tremendous spread of technological
who questioned
efficiency
Morris

the notion

that

this

of social

were a prime example of the opposition

and the technophobes.

Bellamy,

science and technology

to create

like

though

was a

innovation

alone meant progress

to the level

as a contrast

fiction

and those

used material
Bellamy and

wisdom.

between the technophiles

Bacon, believed

in the power of

knowledge, wealth and organisational
of social

deprivation.

He had no fear of mega-business and government and this

was evident

to combat the worst manifestations

capability

his elaborately

hand, followed

the other

lay in a rural
personal
into

centralised

society,

the twentieth

utopian

and speed.
utopian

in general

This dichotomy continued

as already

is beautiful'

'Big

with his

He anticipated

Hill,

to the

the emphasis on bigness
his conversion

to

to place the emphasis on decentralised,
enterprises.

as opposed to the pessimistic,

versus the small scale,

'G. 'K.

1904, took exception

and especially

in

fell

stated,

criteria.

Huxley who, even after

co-operative

The optimistic

industrial

H. G. Wells,

endeavour continued

small-scale,

on

of More where the emphasis

employment.

in Napoleon of Notting

enterprise

Morris,

and the values of the Middle Ages, including.

century.

the former category

Looking'Backward.

in the tradition

and fulfilling

relations

Chesterton,

urban utopia

in

and denigration

the-praise

growth continued

until

With the outbreak

of hostilities

as the optimistic

fiction

dried

the large-scale
of technological-

the time of the First

World War.

in 1914, the debate effectively
up.

Only H. G. Wells continued

ended
to
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optimistically

write
public

which had decidedly

opinion

dissenting

wire,

seemed to vindicate

first

and technology

were now seen not as saviours

the brutalisation

of the conflict,
and barbed

of the pessimists
issue in 1871.

became a popular

technology

the
long inherent
arming of

The

poison gas, trench warfare

since military

ful

-

The actualities

of the worst fears

all

him from general

moved toward disillusion.

view became predominant.

the appearance of the tank,

with

isolated

the war and this

after

but more simply

human bestialities.

Science

as a power-

War, tyranny,

of society by the machine now entered the almost

predominant
dystopian form of future fiction.
wholly
R. U. R. (Rossum's Universal
a future

society

creators.

It

Robots) by the Capek Brothers

taken over by the robots which kill
of loss of control

is an allegory

man's attempt
literature

to achieve a soulless

is the timetable

premise in Brave New World that

art

over technology

is the final

order.

The highest

of the railroads

human

their

It

no longer conforms to human standards.

portrays

evolution

of

form of
Huxley's

which anticipate

and a stable

which

society

are

incompatible.
We, 1922, also anticipates

Evgeny Zamiatin's

preoccupations in Brave NewWorld.
totalitarian

of his rationalised,
geometric
increasing
all

His disaffection

and music mathematical.

uniforms.

each other, 'even sexually,
passions so inimical

to order.

of his simian ancestry,

eruption

constructed
with

results

from his

symmetry where

seeks to destroy

His shaggy-haired

in a confrontation

is

belong to

members of society

and the persistent

through even the most thoroughly
results

All

'in a way that

architecture

from a social

awareness of his separateness

the virtues

who extols

where all

mechanised society

members wear identical

rebellion

It takes place in a future

The hero is a mathematician

state.

much of Huxley's

social

those

hands are a reminder
of the individual
order.

His doomed

the world Benefactor

who
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leaves beyond question
state,

the, wisdom of an all
of Dostoevsky's

a scene reminiscent
the totalitarian

these:

state,

uniqueness of the individual,

between the interests
human members:
authority
Zamiatin's

Grand Inquisitor.

of a stable

of
the

high-

are all

Both books set up a dichotomy
state

and the interests

of its

very

versus instinct,

conditioning

is no doubt where either

freedom of choice and there

or Huxley's

All

uniformity,

of love,

the elimination

Logic versus emotion,

versis

paternalistic

over-rationalisation,

themes in Brave New World.

profile

powerful,

lie.

sympathies

All of these dystopias deal with the tendencies toward centralisation of power enabled by the growth of technology and also with the
in a machine-oriented society.

dehumanisation of the individual

Fritz

Lang's film Metropolis released in 1921 deals with popular rebellion
a tyrannical

against

of how technological

perception

was the single

aeroplane

imagination.

parts

It was Henry Ford who first
in 1912.

in a dramatic

highlighted

the

bolts

place

and

This was the basic

of cheap and abundant electric
line

pioneered

The realities

and eventually,
the new method in his
of the production

line

human
labour
to
the
an
of
enslavement
way

inhumanly demanding machine.
Chaplin's

was taking

of nuts,

a possibility.

the availability

Park car factory

the social

which captured

revolution

the development of the production

automation.
Highland

of technology

The standardisation

along with

was the increasing

The development of the

process.

But a more searching

screws made interchangeable

power, for

this

new result

on a more mundane level.

prerequisite,

as fundamental

growth per se was effecting

The war had accelerated

order.

public

But just

state.

It

provided

satiric

material

for. Charlie

Modern Times in 1936.

Huxley,

throughout

his career,

even after

keenly aware of the problems of the individual
what was basically

turning

utopian,

was

and with maintaining

human in the face of dehumanising Western technology.
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Many of his perceptions

major problems and many of his solutions

of'the

been illuminated,

had already

were uniquely'Huxley's

thought,

condition

he anticipated
techniques

to manipulate

the collective

to

mentality,
In this

area

This knowledge of

McLuhan.

became that much more dangerous because of

to a large

to apply it

which

of the

behaviour.

and exploit

both Orwell and Marshall

of manipulation

the ability

his treatment

Most notably

own.

of language to understand

potentials

form and some by social

but there were also areas of perception

thinkers,

and political

some in fictional

of the population

proportion

as a

of new media technology.

result

Huxley saw science and technology creating problems as well as

ignoring

the mathematical,
It was a partial

in all

human situation
century

which drew Huxley's

to the exclusion

environment
physical

heritage

he felt,

most distorted

that
ethics

it

The chief

aspects.

was behaviourism

fire

of the East.

reality.

even derided,

including

a welding of Western technology

of its

with

approach to media manipulation.

should be co-operative

after

self

Above all

on the small-scale

the present,

rather

his solutions
in everything;

than a groping

after

which,

province,
he

solutions

the ethical

freedom and a critical

Henry George.

the psycho-

concerns

the bases for

system which taught

Kropotkin

stressed

with Western science was

concerns outside

He wanted an education

It

the kind of half-truth

The trouble

of the

which

response.

When Huxley looks for utopian

instance.

incorporates

factors,

It was just

of humans.

eliminated,
for

of other

of the

theory

scientific

from the work of Pavlov on conditioned

resulted

truth

as ultimate

to the true understanding

an obstacle
its

to

reality

non-measurable aspects of existence.

all

which was being presented

picture

and as such represented

twentieth

by reducing

Science had been so successful

them.

solving

Politics

and economics decentralist

after

were based on a knowledge of the
and on an orientation
some vague future.

toward
They were
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which drew no small amount of criticism.

positions

was an indication

that

the universal

to the interrelation

relating

the one hand, 'and social
for

operative

Biographical

twentieth

concerns of utopian authors

of scientific/technological

century

man.

in the search for
a great

uncle,

reformer

and dangers inherent

grandfathers

of opinion,

in the scientific

in the mind of Aldous.

choice given the prevalent

both within
key role

his own family

in releasing

and society

class,

The weight of
was not a

World War I played a

of technical

The

ingenuity

in a

vein.

of his high-powered

biographer,

but it

between his

the successes of science,

at large.

expression

influence

A second, no less critical,
result

for

of knowledge-

of Aldous toward science.

the hostility

war could be seen as a concrete
destructive

support

H.

on the relative

process,

his sympathy was to come down on the Arnold side,
facile

included

- science and art.

the increase

This division

active

ancestry

as a

who debated with'T.

of the two cultures

merits

could lead to moral decay.

was highly

mind from

and Arnold of Rugby, his grandfather.

fear on the Arnold side was that

The great

merits

His maternal

truth.

Arnold of Rugby was an educational'
Huxley on the relative

the Victorian

on H. G.

and to uphold the method of science

and superstition

Matthew Arnold,

of Thomas

side,

as an influence

so strongly

T. H. Huxley had helped to free

key factor

the son of Leonard and

on his paternal

He was the grandson,

Henry Huxley, who had figured

prejudice

on

Details

Huxley.

Wells.

growth,

remained highly

advance on the other,

Aldous Huxley was born on July 26,1894,
Julia

The controversy

Sybille

an intellectual

intellectual

Bedford points
elite

out,

descended on Aldous as a

heritage.

His family,

as his

were part of a class within

which exercised

a tremendous influence

a
on
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England.

century

nineteenth

and dissemination
humanity3.

It

based on "religion,

a pointed

aversion

society

of wealthy

and a materialism

to this

of

obligation
came at a

thrift

and class

to rock under the

snobbery and aggressive

hitherto

arose far exceeding anything

Huxley exhibited

the condition

This sense of obligation

to crumble and English

of money ...

philistinism

"

keenly.

stabilities

started

the accumulation

a heavy moral and intellectual

constituted

time when the social

flood

improving

of knowledge and with

on Aldous which he felt

distinction

They were concerned with

seen in England"4.

tendency.

His satire

of

the middle class could be seen in CromeYellow and more particularly
in Antic Hay where he derided the idle addiction'to
meaninglessness and the frantic

pursuit

a philosophy of

of good times.

The pressure

to respond to humanity's needs in an age which afforded very little
the traditional

securities

and very much more diversity

was to colour the nature of Huxley's solution

of

and instability

and help direct

him into

follow.
few
Of
could
paths
mysticism which
apparent-to Huxley in his youth

The tremendous flux and diversity
factor

was not the sole determining

He seemed, to his family

of mysticism.

bent toward 'otherness'
sensitive
familiar

tall

child,
with

and physical

type,

he readily

Finally,
mysticism.

-a

recognized

He was a delicate

and

he became

between temperament

and accepted himself

type with an affinity

as a

for detachment,

perhaps sainthood.

"
toward
helped
Huxley
to
traumas
push
also
a series of
His first

personal experience with mortality

the early death of his mother, Julia,
the children

to have a natural

When, years later,

the work of Sheldon on the relation

cerebrotonic-ectomorph
contemplation,

and others,

and a strong morality.
and very thin.

him in the direction

in influencing

camewith

when Aldous. was fourteen.

he was the most devoted to and dependent on her.

her loss deeply.

Of all
He felt

Later he would refer to death as the Essential Horror
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which appears again and again in his work.

by the taming method of death conditioning,

neutralized

technique

In Island

the. reverse

is true with

embracing of death as a natural

and valuable

comes between the former two, begins with

mysticism

brother

was also reinforced

with-death

Trevenen. by suicide

the Essential

on Huxley was an attack

It occurred while he was at school and

begun with a view toward a career

in medicine.

gave Aldous a lifelong
But it

studies,

in new developments in the scientific

interest

eye where he assessed the social

was with a critical

and

of how the developments of science were

implications
in their

His close association

background and his early

both from his family

science,

unfolding

sense of otherness,

But it also meant the end of his course in biology

of isolation.

philosophic

Horror.

by the death of his

the sudden blindness which resulted accentuated-his

field.

Anthony

He described it as the most

punctata when he was sixteen.

important event in his life.

with

novel which

when Aldous was eighteen.

Another trauma which had a profound effect
of keratitis

of the full

His odyssey toward

mother.

around coming to terms with

revolves

The preoccupation

experience

the main character

of his recently'deceased

at the graveside

it.

the emphasis on awareness and the

Eyeless in Gaza, the conversion

Significantly,

is

a cynical

designed to render death harmless by ignoring

Pavlovian

life.

In Brave New World it

context.

wider social

Huxley continued at school but changed to a course in literature.
He learned

to read braille

and after

but had to read with a magnifying
managed a surprisingly
period
later

some months recovered

glass.

large and diverse

Despite these handicaps he
reading

he had a sense of the great multiplicity
referred

to as multifariousness.

which he continued
He also at this

by various

techniques

time read Fulke Greville

some sight

list.

From this

of existence,

what he

It was an aspect of reality
to capture

in his writing.

whom he quoted in referring
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division

to'the

between humanpassion and reason and this also remained

to his vision

integral

of human existence,

the dialectic

of opposites

in balanced hostility.

Together, his keen sense of mortality,

triggered

by the death of

and his sense of isolation

those who were closest to him;

after
to

blindness, with its subsequent change of career and sensitivity
existence on many levels,
life.

Aldous'

were the most important events of

They caused a conscious

mind toward judging

all

and his desire

orientation

in terms of the Final

actions

of life,

ness of the tremendous complexity
opposites

and persistent

of tension

some kind of unity

to create

End.

of

His aware-

between
out of chaos led

When he was twenty he wrote,

in the end to his mysticism.

"One feels tremendously that one is part of a larger soul,
I think we shall ultimately
which embraces everything
...
which will
work all the disorder into a single principle,
be an absolute - but which at present exists only
apd at the nature of which we can only very
potentially
dimly guess. "

at this point the final

Huxley did not himself realise

of his musings in the form of a mystical
derided

head in the sand.
at large

society

his work.
interest
lives

that

influences

on Huxley persisted

in the past and would continue

search for

of the multiplicity
order,

a division

and of
tendency.

true expression.

and became evident

in

knowledge and an

advance had influenced

to do so in the future;

of experience

would naturally

one's

his natural

scientific

a considerable

he often.

as hiding
tradition

the impulse found its

in the ways in which scientific

consciousness
its

early

years,

Huxley from exhibiting

inhibited

'They included:

In fact

religion.

of his family

The constraints

It was only years later
These early

in'his

impulse,

the religious

resolution

our
a

which the mind, in

seek to resolve

in some unifying

in the human psyche between passion

principle;

and finally,

and reason,

between the body and the spirit.

' These themes are evident
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from his first

novel to the last.

And his solutions
to tie it all

which they posed evolved as Huxley tried
Huxley, like Wells, had exhibited

the scientific
hostility

an early antagonism to science

Scogan in Crome Yellow,

arch-rationalist

grotesques

and Shearwater,

Hay, is a clear

in Antic

Crome Yellow,

to science.

especially,

of the Huxley novel which was to deal entirely
potential

of science - Brave New World.

mitigated

this hostility.

finding

a solution,

larger

social

Wells,

he increasingly

not only to individual

the negative

with

factors

of the way spirituality

in the 1930s.

could operate

Another was a

way, keeping

in a negative

not worthy of human beings.

Huxley was all

for drains

and machinery,

than Buddha.

In his last

and felt

After

India

Ford to be greater

ten years Huxley turned more and more to

to solve the world's

a generous portion

also incorporates

problems and'Island

of Western science.

Huxley did not abandon his earlier

attachment

Nevertheless,

to the value of mysticism

a form of Mahayanist Buddhism.

an education

Huxley

nature of the human psyche

also remained aware of the mulitfaceted
incorporates

and, like

There, Huxley became aware

to India.

a visit

with a lot

and Island

toward

in the search was the

people content

and Island

eventually

humanproblems, but to the

One stimulus

reform.

world tour which included

incorporates

of his

sought to draw in any area which could be seen

to social

science and technology

of

the seeds

contained

He was moving toward utopianism

toward war which Huxley perceived

drift

indication

But other

the

the first

One was Huxley's slow evolution

questions.

as supportive

in.

tone with which he characterises

The ironic

and men of science.

to the dilemmas

and support of the whole mind/

body.
Huxley tried
society,
dedication

to balance what had becomeseparate camps in Western

science on the one hand, religion
to the material

and art

as opposed to the ethical;

on the other;
attention

to
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human mind at the cost of human body and spirit.
synthesis
dictions

where he sought to resolve all
of twentieth

century existence.

beginning of Huxley's
Wells'

utopianism,

to integrated

truth

system were all
all

of the partiality

factors

It had its

in the very

The influence

the inequalities

of

of the social

his life's

novel Crome Yellow.
.,

ý,ý

roots

and contra-

of reason and science as a road

which influenced

present in his first

of the divisions

of the world.

perceptions

and finally,

Island was his final

--

work and they are
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Crome Yellow

The country homeof the title
Garsington,

the home of Lady Ottoline,

with other
Bertrand

was modelled by Huxley after

intellectuals

notable

Russell

But in addition

It

Aldous to stay along

including

is fairly

Wells,

as he saw it,

reason, -the role of an elite,

of the utopian
themes:

the infinite

that

one

H. G. Wells.

Huxley is satirising

personally,

what were to be perennial

H. G. Wells,

certain

Mr. Scogan, was modelled after

to satirising

the inapplicability,
He also raises

and literati:

and D. H. Lawrence.

of the main characters,

who invited

.'

impulse in general. the partiality

of

of the

suggestibility

masses, and the role of science, both in its purely material operation
and its effect

institutions.

on social

Scogan is treated with irony from his earliest

utterances andsby

inference, so too are the utopian schemeswhich he supports.

On

viewing the farm he observes,
"... a model of sound paternal government:
make them breed,
make them work, and when they're past working or breeding
slaughter them. "6

The breeding and slaughter of animals in a farmyard may seem
to most, but when juxtaposed

natural
with

the inference

to human society,
held utopian
range,

it

plans we place all

ends.

Second, that

dedication

to ideals,

the individual,
terms.

It

We cannot justify

to.

it

As a result

in the here and now suffers.
returns

evident

His basic objection

about means.

violence

rationalism

be applied

with what hostility
was that

Huxley

in creating

long

the emphasis on ends and are
is inevitable

that

the individual

is a theme which Huxley continually

attention

invariably
justified

government',

immoral means to achieve even desirable

single-minded
will

'sound paternal

such cold-blooded

is immediately

planning.

large-scale

cavalier

being that

with

entail

to the long-range,

or

some form of violence

by idealogues

to

in the most altruistic
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Huxley was also tremendously disillusioned
as a result
the war,

of the elevation

witnessed during

capacity

because he saw the misuse of science in a society

and partly

which had lost

of destructive

with science, partly

touch with traditional

values and placed the emphasis

of 'good times'.

instead on the pursuit

gives in Crome Yellow of the results

The examples which Huxley
knowledge:

of scientific

bear testimony

gramophone, the cinema, the automatic pistol,
view that science was being trivialised

and misused.

harmless, in comparison with the truly

were relatively

forward to the time when nature's

to his

But such examples
negative

of science when applied to the basics of life.

potential

the

Scogan looks

hideous system of propagation

is

of the biologists.

brought under the control

"In vast state incubators, rows upon rows of gravid bottles
will supply the world with the population it requires ...
love from propagation
family system
dissociating
the
l..
will have to find new foundations. "
Science could already be seen undermining traditional
but Huxley looked with true horror

stabilities,
scientific
society

biological

and especially
down to its

could-be accelerated

a
by
system of genetic engineering.
seded
the family,

the end'of

the end of all

love,

that made life

Homosapiens recognisably
treated
stability

at greater

rational

race will

worth living

even super-

It would mean the end of

the end of art.

For Huxley this

birth

was to be

in a totally

describes

centralised

the social

Men of intelligence

state.

organisation

of the stable,

satirisation

of Wells'

must combine and seize power.

be separated out into types depending on intelligence

temperament by psychologists
main classes will

meant

and the end of what made

human. This ectogenetic

state and, again, there is a direct

Modern Utopia.

where

length in Brave New World and was the basis of

and control

Scogan later

toward a future

knowledge would revolutionise

Evolution

roots.

values and

with near clairvoyant

be the Directing

Intelligences,

powers.

The

and

The three

the Men of Faith and
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to Wells'

They equate roughtly

the Herd.

The Men of Intelligence

Base.

will

Poietic,
social

establish

Dull and

Kinetic,

priorities

and

then be administered and disseminated to the Herd by

goals which will
the Men of Faith.

"In the upbringing of the Herd, humanity's almost boundless
from
exploited...,
will be scientifically
suggestibility
is
be
its
there
that
infancy
will
assured
members
earliest
in
believe
found
be
to
happiness
to
work
except
made
no
...
that they are happy and that they are tremendously
in sad
important. beings ... [while] the Intelligences[sit]
"8
behind
the
scenes.
privacy
sober
and
hint

There is a brief

here of how the lower echelon members of

the Brave New World society
their

worth,

'scientifically'

own happiness.

their

own class,

be educated to believe

will

conveyed which anticipates

claxons and electro-shock

The message will

to freedom in the twentieth

own
be

the hypnopaedia, nursery

therapy of Brave New World.

The two themes

which Huxley saw as major threats

and exploitation

are suggestibility

in their

century.

Many of Huxley's basic assumptions concerning human nature and
organisation

social
full

expression

of all,

benefit

They were to find

passage.

in Brave New World over a decade later.

accepts that people are, for the most part,
in this

lives,

in this

are evident

dictatorial

by an elite

camouflage the fact

Rational

consulting

State,

significant

influence

Their

sheep.

are controlled

for their

behind the scenes in such a way as to

that freedom of choice has been removed from the

The idea comes from the Grand Inquisitor

masses.

,
Huxley, first

of Dostoevsky on Huxloy's

and it

shows the

thought.

On the other hand, Huxley rebelled against incursions into
individual
opinion

freedom of choice.
in this

There were certain

area of Huxley's

the masses to control

their

demagogue, to any propaganda line
in the boundless suggestibility

of

He had a lack of faith

thought.

own destiny,

ambiguities

in

for they would be prey to any

effectively

conveyed.

This belief

of the masses grew as Huxley perceived
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the way in which the advance of science and technology could more
arm the leaders of centralised

effectively

government. First

the

press, later

the radio, meant leaders could reach ever wider audiences

and, without

saying,

threats

shape their

to freedom are added:
and drugs.

suggestion

genetic

man in ten'9.

of and cynical
be dictator

readiness

to exploit

an ever-increasing

for many years

in this

negative

in which Huxley developed his theories

The wars, the Slump, the rise

thus invested
the existing

of evil

with clearly

inspiration

of the individual.
defined

in society.

showed his

was to come from a
from Wells,

of the earth',

based their

reorientation

elite

were full

further

But he differed

of capable men.

minority

it

the initiative

class of capable men, even the 'salt

on a spiritual

realities

everywhere democracy and freedom were in retreat.

pessimism about the masses, for

whereas Huxley's

unfolding

of the Nazis and Fascists.

When Huxley began to look for solutions,

minority

to human

attitude

where the historical

of the period

select

awareness
by any would-

the way he saw history

the converse was true,

Huxley observed that

as

state.

and certainly

portent:

On

one good or

these vulnerabilities

His pessimism coloured

potential.

'only

which created

On the other,

or authoritarian

Huxley persisted

hypnotic

engineering,

which was badly educated and uncritical

of a haphazard environment

intelligent

In Brave New World, to these

It was a dynamic which Huxley saw at work.

the one hand, a population
a result

minds.

whose

were a secular
and fixed

Huxley's

their
elitism

class,
goals
was

parameters which did not include

Scogan exclaims,

in their'
"Eccentricity
justifies
the leisured'classes
...
to do anything
wealth, privilege
and other injustices
...
reasonable in the world you'must have a secure class of
people. "10
It was only with
late

fifties

that

reach enlightenment.

the greater

optimism Huxley experienced

he began to reassess the individual
The process,

he believed,

potential

in the
to

would be facilitated
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by the, as he called
drugs.

it,

'gratuitous

means, and by spiritual

By this

exercises,

the capacity

and education there existed

within

This transition

degree of enlightenment.
social

grace' offered

change could also transform

environmental

and psychological

categorically

in earlier

belief

in the efficacy

works.

Scogan relates
to him.

nature is repulsive
things':

happiness

which he had condemned so

It made him vulnerable

to the

of Nature.

Unrestrained

the human scale on its

where iron runs in straight

He assesses all

tubes bored through the universe.

Nature, he asserts,

lines and

is too large and

philosophy and religion
At this

as spiritual

point Huxley had yet to

approach to the problems of existence.

adopt-a spiritual

rational

from which nature has been excluded,

forms.
takes
geometric
concrete
incomprehensible.

them.

his opinion
He prefers

pictures

travel,

tube travel to rail

His comments

and philosophy show them to be yet more human constructs

which place limiting

boundaries around existence.

Huxley saw religion

as a necessary and appropriate

over-rationalised

Nature and architecture

than constructive

It was later
corrective

that
to the

view of the world which predominated Western culture.

But here, in Crome Yellow, his attitude

exploitative

of avenues

that when in aid of goals of which he approvedhe was less

Finally,

art,

for

the very techniques of

manipulation

scrupulous about the means of attaining

on religion

some
for
every man

shows how the desire

in high esteem, he began to use, in Island,

side in all

proper environment

For although Huxley continued to hold individual

of reform.

criticisms

by hallucinogenic

to the rational

approach to

shows Huxley to be in a rebellious

frame 'of mind.

He rails

against

the cavalier

approach to nature where there is no co-operation
This became another prevalent

simply the will

to conquer.

Huxley's work.

He was one of the first

the 1940s, that ecological

to make the point,

rather
and
but

theme in
as early as

issues would have to become a paramount
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'if
concern

the impulse to destroy and exploit

by an understanding

of our,

nature was not tempered

in many ways, dependent relationship.

In summary,almost all of the concerns which would preoccupy
Huxley. for the next forty
Huxley was staunchly
paternal

His novel mocks the Wellsian

anti-utopian.

government and anticipates

some vague or future

ideal.

linked,

If we are to survive

as a species,

and most importantly

And finally,

the twentieth

of a
ends.

and within

the individual

nature must be viewed

science and society
century.

to the bulk of his future

had entered a dangerous phase in

We socialise

people only haphazardly with,

according to Huxley's

reckoning at the time, only one in ten being

intelligent.
or:
good

The rest are prime targets

of their
Dictators
this
their

lack of discrimination,

their

is where Huxley sees science playing

capacity

and worse that

in the war. - But what really

Huxley was that science would provide-irresistible
and conditioning

but, and.

such a devastating

for mindless entertainment

shown such destructive

to exploit

role,

It was bad enough that science was

have been inefficient.

being. trivialised

for propaganda because

boundless suggestibility.

have always in the past been willing,

tools

The

but in terms of relationship.

not as 'object',

considerations,

to

creates an imbalance both

between man and nature,

between individuals,

the title

with means determining

in Western culture

emphasis on rationality

large-scale

All

freedom and dignity

Ends and means, itself

book, are inextricably

himself.

Brave New World.

the suppression of individual

schemes entail

later

years appear in embryo in Crome Yellow.

in the hands of the centralised

turn would mean the end of individual

it

had

concerned

weapons for control
state,

and this 'in

freedom, love and art.

The fear sprung from the advances in science which Huxley was
witnessing

in the twentieth

provided powerful tools

for

century.

The rotary

disseminating

press and the radio

propaganda.

The discoveries
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of Pavlov on conditioned

the emphasis on environment

which placed all
feared,

for

their

genetic

science of the twentieth

were taking

engineering

itself.

it

would lead yet further

as could be seen in Island,

happening in society,

techniques

When he looked for

reorganisation
but he continued

basis for
trends

that

if

as well

where all

isolate,

and ingrained

and

pessimism.

and social

religious

to be optimistic

of the

in which he was writing

hope.

But Huxley consistently

The

in reality,

give little

did,

to look at mitigating

refused

or even to recognise

of science and technology

reorganisation,

even about this.

the beneficial

which were just

as real.

It was

there could be no going back to a pre-machine world and

the problems of society

were to be solved at all

highly dependent on the support of the scientific
sector.

control

He would put forward educational

as political,

to fail

of

of the most

he advocated a complete renovation

period

also true that

But,

rationalism.

What Huxley feared and what he saw

would be used to further

solutions

to his worst fears,

operations

'human nature'.

to use whatever techniques

It was a powerful

and of society.

historic

to a soulless

certainly

in life

revolution'

the idea of altering

was the converse,

dehumanise the species.

individual

was quickly

If other

century.

he was willing

compassion and co-operation.

sophisticated

he

for the propagation of the desirable humanqualities

were available
love,

And biology

a 'searching

would effect

Huxley was concerned with

He feared

would be pursued,

in dehumanising the species,

toll

their

of the Behaviourists

potential.

most manipulative

becoming the chief
techniques

response and the rise

it

and technological

The problem related to the assessment and direction

Huxley was to acknowledge this later,
about the way society

of science.

but in the 1920s his pessimism

was going and his negativism

the predominating characteristics.

would be

toward science were
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Antic

Hay as in Crome Yellow Huxley is mainly concerned with

In Antic
telling

But the process of merely telling

a story.

to observe a few years later,
The influence

shifting

emphasis can be seen clearly

which occurred

priorities

in Wells'

of the artilleryman

to H. G. Wells.

The angry speeches

edge of a didactic

wedge which ended by transforming

imaginative

into

artist

Antic

Hay point

social

questions

the issues are embedded within
tion,

and the allegorical

the occasional

World, the didactic
Huxley,

like

Wells,
for

preference

But in Antic

dominate his

of monologue.

Hay as in'Crome'Yellow

the nature of the characterisa-

the plot,

the architecture

significance-of

outburst

in

Huxley showed in the wider

which were to completely

of his life.

work in the second half

So too do the

and of Gumbril Sr. and others

to the very keen interest

and political

the thin

Wells from an

prophet and planner.

Crome Yellow,

speeches of Scogan'in

in Antic

of the same

War of the Worlds represented

a utopian

as he was

him less and less.

began to interest

was in the former novel and is reminiscent

Hay as it
shifting

of this

a story,

Later,

with only
in Brave New

especially

monologue was to become more predominant until
fiction

abandoned imaginative

the purely

in

works in which he sought to convey

didactic

the message of necessary social

almost entirely

reform.

The problems which Huxley addressed in Crome Yellow are picked up
again with. some deletions
engineering,

of genetic
utopia

does figure

and a few additions.
future-oriented

as a theme in the model city

psyche between mind, body and spirit;

intellect
flesh;

characteristic

materialism;

social injustice;

But

which Gumbril Sr. has

are:

the split

in the human-

the over-rationalising

of the scientific

the submersion of spiritual

society.

or elitist

`Other themes which re-appear

constructed.

There is no discussion

method; slavery to the

and moral values;
political

liberty;

rampant
and problems of
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There appears briefly,

labour and leisure.

which the growth of population

threat

The 'Hay' of the title

time,

the

poses for peaceful social

change.

of Huxley's mystical turn of mind

There is also a clear indication
future
his
foreshadows
which

for the first

conversion.
refers

to a dance.

And society,

for

Huxley, in the 1920s appeared as a kind of dance of distraction
questions of life.

important

the truly

parade from

They pose as cardboard cut-outs

to another.

one grotesque antic

The characters

from

and

the shapes into which they are cast are emblematic of one aspect of
personality

rather

than any attempt to represent whole human beings.

This was symptomatic of Huxley's approach to characterisation
are often emblems or grotesques of the 'scientific

characters

etc. - Years later,

the 'sensual man', the 'artist',

with the work of Sheldon on the relation

familiar

where

intuitively

made the same observations,

Huxley had
the rationalists

the ectomorphs;

the

as one of the cerebrotonic

In one way Huxley was guilty

and never failed

of creating

ectomorphs.
abstractions

which were

as a whole, a tendency which he recognised

for
be
taken
to
reality
meant

to condemn. He worried

lower
the
classes getting
about

too much protein

in Eyeless'in'Gaza

in their

dietýfor

they would then surely succumbto the boredomand disillusion
which the rich
diet.

suffer

as a result

That the poor would gladly

vision at this point.

facilities,

seemed outside of Huxley's

In Antic Hay he despairs of industrial

in the shape of self-government,
to effect

from

of, what Huxley concludes to be) improper
suffer the damages of impending

boredom in exchange for a proper diet

recreational

he

Mercaptan as short and round, the endomorph; etc. )

himself
recognised

in society

of temperament to

characterising

Scogan and Gumbril Sr. as long and thin,
sensualist

when Huxley became

accepted Sheldon's classifications.

physique he readily

man',

profit-sharing,
any truly

better
beneficial

reform,

conditions

and

change because

'
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as he perceived

the working class,
its

leisure

eccentric

worker considered
which left

viewpoints

Snow among others,
from reality
just

lacked the ability

Yet again these were precisely

creatively.

average factory

it,

Huxley open to the criticism

he created

and that

what the

These were the kind of

essential.

he was an'ivory

that

to occupy

tower intellectual
of social

an analysis

by C. P.
divorced

problems at

that,

"...

level'of

which most distorts

abstraction

Huxley tries to rationalise
...
social context. "11
Which is certainly
evidence of this
abstractions
reality,

His creation

true.

Nearly all

tendency.

mistaking

the interests
his scientific

of science

mindedness of his characters

grotesques

as the final

Precisely

partial

its

of
as a

word on the

Huxley was pointing

what was intended

within

and the Western individual

causes and its

consequences,

Huxley was

characters,

by emphasising

the single-,

to the danger of

to be an integrated

human

The problems of

stem from a preoccupation

with mind and body at the expense of the spirit.
decline,

are

of one class as those of society

psyche, a balance between MIND, BODYand SPIRIT.
Western society

characters

in society.

using form to convey message.

division

a non-

This led to distortions

But, on the other hand, by creating

creating

into

of emblems is further

of Huxley's

of one aspect of personality.

whole, mistaking
operation

the individual

the truth

This spiritual

is one of the main themes

of Antic Hay.
The novel was written

by Huxley to exorcise the ghost of Nancy

Cunard, daughter of the shipping magnate. He, amongothers, had become
deeply infatuated
London nightclub

and followed along with her retinue on tours of the
scene.

The almost manic pursuit of trivial

Huxley saw as a compensation for the disillusion
the war.

pleasures

which set in after

Nancy Cunard's role in the novel is taken by Myra Viveash,
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whose namestands for 'living

This death in life

ash'.

for Nancy

Cunard, as for Myra in the novel, resulted from the death of her
fiance in the war.

Her personal tragedy becamea generalised philosophy,
Huxley goes on to portray

one of meaninglessness.
had been personal

tragedy

and that

but cynicism

anything

sums up the condition
dream, no religion,

People indulge
life

pursuit

of pleasure,

an ultimately
a slave to,
trivial

behaviour.

then this

for

especially,

post-war

of the commercialised,

which he perceived

is portrayed

It was evidence of the extent
highly

than in'Antic
d'etre

of society.

materialistic

emerging in Britain

Hay,

and,

and, more

America.

do
'a
the
voice
relevant'
characters
of

in keeping with Huxley's

the scientist,

side of the

tendency becoming a trend in Western

as the sole raison

of pleasure

Despite the satire'most
opinion

endeavour in

a part. of the human being.

the pursuit

society

is the

for sex, for

sustenance,

satirises

soulless

and

around, becomes

revolves

In Brave New World he, even more bitterly

was a portrait

They see

the irresponsible

of purposeful

society.

The result

of living.

submerges the spiritual

as integral

Huxley observed this

of meaninglessness.

'meaningless'

legitimises

So life

existence.

As such it

psyche which is just

If

for what is the point

the needs of the flesh:

pleasures.

philosophy

"No

loss of

of this

which emphasise one aspect of life,

life

pointless

as having no ideals,

from the true art

shape, their

word for

categorical

tragedy
Lypiatt

was self-delusion.

As a result

is a pervasive

in distractions

in turn,

afterwards

no morality"12.

in terms of categories

which,

the war had been a societal

or not,

of the new generation

values there

spiritual

how, whether there

specialised

vision

Only Shearwater,

of reality.

by Huxley as a completely

pathetic

to which Huxley held the purely

method of science responsible

for

grotesque.
rational,

the atomisation

of
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For it

existence.

was in the very essence and assumptions of modern

as Huxley saw it,

science,

components for analysis,
finally

relationship,
It

that

man and nature were reduced to

treated

as objects

to be conquered rather

than co-operated

is an image of Shearwater in his laboratory

closes

shows Huxley's

dedication

with which Huxley

to materialistic

contempt for bourgeois
concerns.

Gumbril Sr. who sounds the call
is disgusted

with

lism

...

religion

is Lypiatt,

It

to this

and philosophy

mysticism.

indifference

Lypiatt

to all

that's

makes the point

should be the expression

Lypiatt

an imposer of moral significance.
merely in terms of their

expression
the spiritual

He

values.

physical

in the novel for

all

existence,

art,

science

as a

to Huxley,

the stars,

not

but also in relation

Huxley's
perhaps
qualities

more

in terms of

of the artist

more important

those inexpressible

side of existence

that

overtones

He contemplates

gaps between the stars'

unhappy."

of 'some reality

champions the role

of beauty and, perhaps increasingly

the 'prodigious

as

century civilisation
art
...
God's sake
hoggish materi13..

than human'14 in a phrase which has significant
Huxley's

as well

the,

[and] bestial

In opposition

complacency and

for moral and spiritual

"odious little
Sham eighteenth
for art's sake instead of for

as well

with.

the novel..

Lypiatt

creator

than in terms of

rather

to

most lyrical
of life,

for

and for an awareness of relationships

as objects.

Gumbril Sr. also represents an expression of this aspect of Huxley's
thinking.

He sets the tone and emphasis of the novel with his complaint

about being forced to build workmen's cottages.
should be man's protest,
mounted effectively

a witness to his spirit.

Architecture,

This protest can be

only if he abandons subservience to the dictates

the merely physical humanbody and builds with imagination.
Sr. gives the ideal

he feels,

city

which Wren designed after

Gumbril

the London fire,

as

of
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as symbols of freedom from the enslavement

well as his own model city,
of the mind by the body.

They represent

the utopian microcosm within

the novel and along with Gumbril Sr. 's home, to which the birds flock
every evening,

of living15.

environment and the quality
represents

Sr. describes
himself.

within

Gumbril Sr's home also

an enclave from the frenetic

pursuit

It is the quiet

at large.

in
the city
concerns

of materialistic
centre which Gumbril

of the transcendental

an allegory

as a crystal,

between

the close relationship

they also stress

This is part of Huxley's

evolution

toward mysticism

as 1923 by Grant Overton.

which was recognised as early

spirit

Huxley's

was a,
"Gothic mind with a special twentieth century illumination
through the windows of applied science ... However, there
is a sense of escaping - from Grandfather with his courage
his
Huxley's head
his
controversies
and
science
and
...
(was) constructed for all the rites of a ceremonious
by
the circumstance of his er
but
constrained
mysticism,
to be used rather as a laboratory than a cathedral. "16
...
his quiet centre, becomes submerged by the
Gumbril's crystal,
'circumstances
his pursuit

of his era',

which are mainly materialistic.

his one endeavour in the book is to design,

of pleasure,

inflatable
type
of
a
manufacture and promote
sitting

He brings

on hard surfaces.

pneumatic trouser,

his idea to a tailor,

inserting

which affords

an opportunity

for

of industrial

civilisation.

Mr. Bojanus is the 'political
liberty

declares the idea of political
reminiscent

again of H. G. Wells'

not, in the main, politically
issues which affect
politicians

their

analysis

oriented
lives.

a diatribe

Mr. Bojanus,

man', who
It is

of democracy.

People are

and are uninformed about the

They are thus easy prey for the
their

fears and prejudices.

claims Mr. Bojanus, no liberty

No amount of profit-sharing

for

on the problems

to be a swindle.

and the press who manipulate

There is in fact,

Apart from

under any system.

or self-government etc. would obviate the

need for the fundamental slavery of working.

Yet Huxley himself would
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to be. used in the effort

the tools

precisely

was
exploring
stages,

a host of options

ameliorating'sociäl'problems.

from his deeply ingrained

resulted

solutions

Huxley-realised
eliminating

that labour-saving

the need for human labour,

pessimism.

but even this

created problems in

would be determined by other

'sense'
lacked
the
the
person
average
people since

and 'independent
Huxley

judgement' which Huxley ascribed to only a small minority.
eventually,

But in Antic'Hay

enlightenment.
that

in every man to attain

found faith

in Island,

in the masses.

to foresee how social

improvements in the environment.

maintaining

that change could only come from within.

It was indicative

He rejected

the general trend in utopian thinking

In utopian thinking

for creative

leisure

average ability

idea,
respect''

which held that
for improved

it was necessary to be given the chance

before the resources to cope with the opportunity

increasingly
developed.
be
--And
could
labour-saving

this

In this

improved environment would create the necessary conditions
behaviour.

of

problems could be mitigated

by material

he moved against

some level

Huxley did not see any basis for assuming

independent judgement could exist

again of his failure

rejected

machinery was increasingly

because it

creatively

in his search for

The average person would not be free

the form of over-abundant leisure.
to occupy his leisure

Wells in his

that he systematically

The fact

were

to overcome the Worst

But Huxley, like

abuses of the mass-productive'system.
early

and decentralisation

that self-government

come to the conclusion

machines.

this

Huxley goes so'far

to cope with leisure

that

leisure

would be created by

in his scepticism

about the

in Brave New World labour-

remain
that
the'masses_cän
devices
are patented and'suppressed
saving
happily,

and ignorantly,

about human nature.

labouring.

It stemmed from his pessimism

The paradox was that,

human
nature,
concerning
concerned with preventing

given his negative attitudes

Huxley should have been so obsessively
attempts to manipulate

it.

The answer lay
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in the further

assumption that any large-scale

pessimistic

attempt to

manipulate humannature or behaviour from without would only lead to
form
human
the
diverted
or
of
wickedness,
worst
expression
of
a
totalitarian

Better to have the 'devil

control.

we know' was Huxley's

in 1923.

attitude

Gumbril brings his trousers to a promotion man

From the tailor
who insists

marketing the trousers must be linked,

that in their

however tenuously, with sex.

Huxley here expresses his contempt for
He returns to the theme

the consumer-oriented, commercial society.

again when Myra Viveash and Gumbril take a taxi ride to nowhere and
lights

pass the flashing
of favoured

of Piccadilly

brands of gin,

which advertise
and toothpaste.

cigarettes

is perverted

society,

its

Wellesian
Huxley's

penchant for
is that

point

yield
fondly.

The roots

less physical

Huxley is mocking the

problems in society

of social

and faster

trains

Again,

not

were fundamentally

the dichotomy of opinion

around the issue of whether reform

or individual

level.

train,
the
Gentleman
Old
the
on
with

Huxley is"again

The Old Gentleman shows his contempt for

of the season-ticket

holders'18

to that

obviously

had made a deep impression
satirise

in a phrase almost

in War of the Worlds.

of the Artilleryman

identical

Huxley would repeatedly

will

of which Wells spoke so

he maintained,

evil,

and more spiritual.

a parody of Wells.

the 'snuggeries

satire

the most searching

begins at the environmental

creating

concern of

to the problem of existence.

between Wells and Huxley revolved

Finally,

of

gadgetry solutions

lighting,

to electric

display

he pronounces them "too Wellsian

In this

utopian"17.

to

Mercaptan is asked to

When Mr.

comment on the idea of the trousers
...

the link

to announce what has become the primary

'hoggish materialism'.

too horribly

If

The impressive

better.
be
the
so
much
made,
sex appeal can
lights

the eternal value

Wells

on Huxley - mostly negative.

Wells'

vision,

and called

the original

'%.
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4

for Brave New World the desire

inspiration
But, despite

to 'poke a little

fun'.

the parody here,

the way they breed. Like
"What disgusts me is
...
maggots, sir, like magg7ts ... spreading blight and
9
"
dirt wherever they go.
Huxley was moving toward the position

of Wells in some respects.

The Old Gentleman goes on to express his belief

that,

increase in population is the world's
"this frightful
danger
formidable
at the present time ... no
most
A few more years of
foresight is possible.
-political
this mere bestial propagation wiH suffice to make
nonsense of the wisest schemes."
And, although Huxley continued to have reservations
schemes, he did come to believe

political

destabilising
the
of
most
one
represented
also approximate Wells'

conclusions,

including:
areas,
of other
war, nationalisms,

that the growth of population
forces on society.

He would

as already mentioned, in a number

the spread of war and the preparation

the capitalist-industrial

potential

for reform inherent

in the religious

exception

to Wells overriding

faith

schemes, future

about wise

orientation,

for

system, and the

in science,

impulse.

Huxley took

his large-scale

and his emphasis on environment.

Whereas Wells was moving toward the Nietzscheian

rational

man, Huxley

Gandhian
the
toward
saintly man.
was moving
Xxx
In Antic Hay Huxley was formulating what was to be a life-long
reform cannot be reduced to any one

that the problems of social

belief

determining

factor,

whether economic, political,

in
his
be
affinity
witnessed
can
saw resisting

the prevalent

religious,

for the sociologist,

impulse to reduce social

etc.

It

Pareto, whomhe
problems to one

set of parameters.
All
partiality.

in the novel are different

of the characters
It

is evident

in their

individual

consequently of their perception of the world.
to a pursuit of limiting

intellectual

aspects of

personalities

and

They dedicate themselves

constructs or preoccupation with

i
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bodily function and pleasure.
multifarious

creature,

As such they do injustice

to the

Homosapiens, and to multifarious

existence.

Myra Viveash expresses it for Huxley,
"evolution
has refined and simplified
and shaped till
every
part of the animal expresses one desire, a single idea.
but
Man, who has become what-he is, not by specialisation,
by generalisation,
symbolises with his body no one thing.
He is a symbol of everything from the most hideous and
ferocious bestiality
to godhead. "21
the human species to be generalised

Huxley beligved

The emphasis on specialisation,
could be a highly

limiting

As Huxley later

whole.

highly

who tried

survival

those which remain

while

Huxley was a generalist

value.

of the scientific

method.

Shearwater.

which skims the waves with
understandably

limited.

who is investigating
He works best while
with

not least

in modern culture,

image of the scientist,

dealing

to the system as a

to preserve a many-sided approach to reality,

which was being lost
incursion

in one direction,

out in Ends and Means, species which

tend toward extinction

have a higher

adaptive

fruit

approach when applied
points

become over-specialised

bearing

while

its

the novel with

His very name derives

head down.

the relationship

an approach

because of the

Huxley closes

Huxley creates

Its

field

a biting

an

from a bird
is

of vision

satire

of Shearwater

to perspiration.

of exercise

to escape from facing

trying

by nature.

his ineffectuality

in

life.

He was
"In his hot box Shearwater sweated and pedalled.
he
himself
Still
he
felt
safe.
the
now;
across
channel
.
trod on; he would be in Amiens by midnight if he went on
He was escaping, he had. escaged. He was
at this rate.
building up his strong light dome of life.
Huxley juxtaposes
Shearwater's

this

experiment,

as Myra's pointless

Lypiatt

would call

Huxley is saying,

rounds.

endeavour to the exclusion

image with an image of Myra in her taxi.

He concentrates
of all

his blinders

is as much a ride
on one narrowly

else and calls

it

by the name of 'art',
.

'science',

to nowhere
defined
just

and Bojanus by

as
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the name of 'political

liberty'.

fault
be
the
to
main
values
Huxley saw himself

of twentieth

very method, was both responsible

going on to the misconception

Huxley later

language.

in addition,

method, but,

Different

it

resided in the uses of

terms, assigning

words

of the consequences which that

world views produce different

into categories

as a

beha%iour patterns.

in Huxley-'s future

The mind reduces

work.

in order to make it

comprehensible.

describe
the
to
to
symbols
created
mistake
reality
was

The error
reality

and truth.

in categorical

with all

This was to become elaborated
complex reality

which it

of the idea can be seen in'Antic'Hay

to life

'meaningless'

entails.

that the fragments of reality

The tendency was being created in the main

of beliefs.

The inception

for and a prime

his ideas as to the causes for the

clarified

tendency of the mind to think
like

itself.

-

and over-specialisation,

were synonymous with reality

by scientific

the

and resolving

psyche - mind, body and spirit

example of the tendency toward partiality,

canalisation

attacking

whole.

Science, by its

investigated

'wholeness',

on a host of fronts,

separate aspects of the individual
into an integrated

the loss of spiritual

century Western society.

as mounting a campaign for

problems simultaneously

social

Huxley felt

All

limiting

belief

systems, all

traced to the symbol-making, category-creating

prejudice,

for

could be

aspects of mind and

language.
It was one of Huxley's

great fears that

knowledge about language and learning
exploitation
purposes.

of' this

increasing

levels

of

would lead to the cynical

knowledge for conditioning,

It was part of his continuing

even brain-washing,

formula that,

in a society

devoted to money and poorer, any increase in knowledge would only be
by
in
for
those
power
continued control,
weapon
a
as
used
a liberating

force.

Freud, Pavlov and the Behaviourists

and not, as
in the hands
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of a centralised,
material

authoritarian

state provided Huxley with the

to create what is perhaps the best known of all

Brave NewWorld.

dystopias -
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Brave New World - 1932
Huxley did not begin Brave New World with
definitive
century

of the major problems confronting

statement

Nor did he intend

society.

a nightmarish

enlargement

from merely parodying

anti-utopian

achieve a stable

society

in Wells'

origin

of state

control

change was taking

based on power and money;
from its

portrayed

could have disastrous

For Wells,
there

social

of first,

pain-avoidance

a society

and pleasure

social

pursuit.

because the operative

between the novels abound.

the improvement of the physical

is no corresponding

by the

and second, a human nature which operated

Parallels

despite

Wells

to be so was because

this

Both the Sleeper and Brave New World are dystopic
premises are pessimistic.

in Brave New World

change effected

place in the context

of lust,

lower centre

to

attempts

romances of the 1890s.

The reason why he perceived

staunch

of the individual.

repressions

scientific

advance of science and technology,

material

of destructive

external

showed, in When the Sleeper Wakes, how material

consequences.

led to the

came from Huxley's

that

would entail

Many of the techniques
had their

Wells to a satire

and his belief

sentiments

It was only once he began

the subject

The inspiration

trends.

twentieth

What Huxley claimed he had in

enthusiasm for

that"Huxley's

improvement.

environment,

The crowd was still

crowd, helpless

in the hands of demagogues and swayed by appetite.

Huxley, at this

stage,

Poorly educated,

easily

the average citizen

the

of writing

what some would regard as

fun at H. G. Wells.

the project

century

to write

of the future.

prediction

mind was poking a little

twentieth

the intention

a

held the masses in the same contempt as Wells.
manipulated

and relating

to the purely

physical,

by
those
in
the
be
game,
played
power
pawn
would
a

at the top.
In both novels,
drive

away pain,

the epitome of the civilising

ameliorate

the physical

advertisty

process has been to
of the environment,
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stop down humanpassion.
enlightenment,

The result

has not been moral growth or

but rather the mindless pursuit of pleasure.

reference to the lower nature of the species is maintained.
do not possess the intellectual
the leisure

with

a scientific

such resources,

the

never mind with

Even if

they did possess
in

avenue of expression

based on the paramount considerations
The individual-societal

stability.

of

relationship,.

is one of power, where. the upper echelons of the class

therefore,

system exercise

In The Sleeper,

control.

run the society

administrators

while

So too do the Poietic

power.

offers,

there would be no legitimate

organisation

maintaining

utopia

The masses

to cope creatively

resources

demanded by a democracy.

responsibilities

a social

that

or spiritual

The

and direct

with a rigidly

guarding

and Kinetic

the Dull and the Base.

tradition

the technical

class and

the secret

of their

of Modern'Utopia

control

And Brave New World continues

in the

stratified

class

domain of Alphas,

elitist

Betas,

Deltas,. etc.
The techniques which the rulers of dystopia employ to maintain
their

of the state

power and the stability

They also have been provided

novels.

of a mechanistic

characterised

as brutal

machine-minders.

education

can'be released

neither

Wells creates

strictly

within
feelies,

Men in the Moon Wells'
and surgery

into

children

organs of the state,

answer is community signs,
In First

the techniques

society,

are

and inhumane as the system which produced them.

So does Huxley.

the excretory

behaviour

by advances in science and

and manipulative

Wells uses. hypnotism to socialise

he calls

are also the same in both

Because the advance of knowledge has taken place in the

technology.
context

,

to fit

complacent,

Pleasure Cities,

where all
limited

scent organs,

citizens

their

punctual,

unsociable

bounds.

Huxley's

soma and adrenin.

are conditioned

place so completely

ideas nor organs for any purpose beyond it.

which

by their
that

they have

Their bodies are
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chemically

treated

and surgically
tasks.

particular

to adapt them to the performance of

Huxley uses chemical techniques followed
for his test-tube

Pavlovian conditioning

by

babies to achieve the same end.

thus, saw the advance of science and technology

Both authors,

in
dynamic
which they emphasised the social
of
a
mainly as part
consequences.

Huxley was to say he was less interested

as such, and more interested

in science as it

Science was a tool which could,

human society.

affected

and probably would under present
to perverse ends.

be applied as readily

conditions,

in science,

Both authors deal

with the perversiöns of knowledge, not only as they are manifested to
but in their

the individual,
Huxley portray
Advertisement

wider social

is everywhere and the emphasis is on consumption and-

then superseded

scientific

as a result

are institutions

of the action

Even religion

advance.

of the theological

version

which have been eroded,

of technological
v

perceptions

as much as creating
believed,

impulse appears in both authors'

spelled

of science and society
a parody'of
disaster

and

has succumbed, and a secularised

All of these aspects show Huxley to-be effectively
Wells'

But even more distressing

work.

resurrecting

during his dystopian

the Wellsian

on both the societal

was the violence

Huxley

and individual

level.

to individual

which these trends would inevitably

period

Utopia,

utopia.

He despaired at the erosion of values apparent in current

dignity

Wells and

as well.

in the extreme.

which are materialistic

societies

Democracy and the family

waste.

context

entail.

social

trends.

freedom and

To sacrifice

what

is
human
insure
to
society
which
a
organised, stable
was recognisably
and content was an unacceptable compromise.
Huxley, and Wells in his earlier

period,

wanted to avoid the

believed
be
to
the
which'they
nightmare
over-organised
mechanistic,
the
of
utopian endeavour.
consequence
concern for preserving

the human traits

They possessed an aesthetic
of love, creativity

and'
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individuality;

traits

tendency for
race in its
with

social
collective

their

of the individual.
their

to the rulers,
of trivial

pursuit

of in unco-ordinated

definition.

In When'the Sleeper
and lack of

is the literary

They are willing

progenitor

to accept adversity,
humanity by their

to preserve

society,

in the

were concerned

cynicism

pleasure,

of the Savage in Brave New World.
the price

the dystopians

while

aspect;

Wakes Graham's aversion

were interested

The utopians

engineering.

the freedom and dignity

passion,

by the utopian

which would come under threat

11

Part of that concern was to emphasise what Wells described as the
emotional

of the human being as opposed to the growing

substrata

He defended the Eloi

tendency to emphasise the rational.
intelligent

Morlocks;

versus the Martians;

the earthlings

the workers

Defending the emotional

Ostrog.

versus the arch-intellectualist

the

against

and

spiritual

aspects of humanity from a takeover

by the over-rationalising

intellect

was also a key concern of Huxley's.

These were aesthetic
to forego when the

concerns which both Huxley and Wells were willing
constraints
morality

of utopianism

to triumph over the folly

But in their
price

dystopian

created

both authors

period

were interested
organised

more in the
and

state.

Eugeny Zamiatin's
additional

combine with

by a haphazard environment.

in a highly

to be paid by the individual

centralised

intelligence

demanded that

WEdealt

with

the same subject

but bore one

New World.

The main character

to Huxley's"Brave

similarity

in WE, D-503, and Bernard Marx in Brave New World became aware of their
individuality
the group.

as a. result
Their

increasing

the needs of the individual
the needs of the state
preserved.

In all

of physical

anomalies which set them off

self-consciousness
will

inevitably

for conformity,

if

three works the conflict

makes them realise

come into
a stable
revolves

conflict

society

with

is to be

around this

from
how
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dichotomy between state
second the emotional

intellect;

in both creating

freedom and dignity;

aspects of the human being versus

and spiritual

the over-rationalising
technology

and individual

control

and third,

and maintaining

the role

of science and

a rational,

controlling

society.
Huxley began by creating

the issues which Wells addressed concerning
matters,

broadened Huxley's

satirise

what he perceived

It ended as a statement

leading

interest

social

to be the actual,

current

of the economic, social,

death.

to a kind of spiritual

and scientific
his intent

and re-cast

aspects of human existence

and scientific

But in the process

a parody of Wells.

to

trends

political,

in society.
religious

which, Huxley believed,

were

This consequence of scientific

advance and authoritarian

government has become a major proccupation

in the twentieth

to the extent

century,

New World and 1984 have entered
accurate

these fears

debated issue,
these fictional

for

into

actually,.

some aspects of,

them into

turning

How

to be is a widely

has moved toward creating

dreams without

like*Brave

the language as idiom.
are proving

and predictions

society

book titles

that

the night-

mares once anticipated.

Huxley's
of the future
and Stability.
philosophy

based on the utopian
It

'Community' shows a social

ideal

over individuality;

paramount over other
the philosophy,
Hatcheries

values like

of the utopian

to humanity which it
which supports

happiness of the whole over any of its

parts;

entails.

the health
'Identity',

and beauty.

Huxley portrays

its

the emphasis

Having established

which issues from the mouth of the Director

and Conditioning,

and

the order which is

and 'Stability',
truth

a society

of Community, Identity

principles

is an immediate disparagement

because of the violence

on conformity

is to portray

his fears

method for dramatising

of

method of instillation.
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From their

first

decanting

by the subliminal
drive

from test-tubes

hold in order

But all

by negative

electric

shocks, sirens,

etc.

they are destined

instance,

if

insists.

as a threat

promiscuity

by giving

to consumption it

niche which

to state

For

control.

to stability

then love

and the hypnopaedic phase
If a love of nature

is discouraged

shocks to children

electric

aim at

engage, irresistibly,

everyone belongs to everyone else.

that

in the form of

the specialised

which are supportive

by propagating

does not contribute
fashion

first,

"23

conditioning.

and, second, citizens

patterns

is the

These methods of conditioning

passion is perceived

is discouraged

"the child's

are our suggestions!

reinforcement

in two ways:

to fill;

in those behaviour

at last,

is neo-Pavlovian

are conditioned

stability

The phrases are repeated

quo.

these suggestions

Children

to

citizens

and the sum of these suggestions

The second method of control

maintaining

are conditioned

its

requires

so. many weeks until

mind is these suggestions
mind ...

the status

citizens

The maxims of hypnopaedia

which the state

to perpetuate

so many times a week for

child's

of the state.

suggestions

the ideas and desires

all

in neo-Pavlovian

who reach for

flowers

in

the nursery.
Finally,

these two aspects of the Brave New'World:

and the method of instillation

are juxtaposed

their

terms.

expression

some time with
influence

in individual
the failure

of existence

simultaneity

throughout

philosophy

the novejwith

Huxley had been interested

of literature

to capture

and consciousness.

where he attempted

its

to capture

the multi-level

He developed a theory of
this

experience

in his

writing.

This
effort
-

disrupts

the time sequence of events in the novel to convey the

was most evident

in Eyeless'in

is both inherent

Gaza where Huxley

in past events

and drawn by

message that

the present

the future.

In Brave New World, Huxley also uses form to convey

message.

He simultaneously

presents

for

three parallel

lines

of dialogue:
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that

of the Director,

of individual

the phrases of hypnopaedia and the conversation
The total

citizens.

than the sum of the parts.

greater

segment becomes progressively
lines

parallel

force

it

until

the final

there

has on the subconscious.

influencing

linked:

and, at the same time,

shorter

is a perception

the individual.

All

aspects of society

Huxley,

in creative

of existence

and conveys the idea that

accepts and the methods it
of life.

the quality
portraying

individual

the simultaneity

the values which society
its

members determine
dystopia

scientific

Huxley is

an overwhelming negativism.
about the year 600 A. F. (after

but the trends which he satirises
to be extant

especially,

derided

consequences.

in the novel were those which he

Pavlov and the behaviourists

in the novel,

and technological

of scientific

As-a result

advances with

of the theory

so sensitive

of human nature

of behaviourism

of the individual

Wells,

or self-directing

went to the very fibre

to be infinitely

do anything

inevitable

to the dangers inherent

for he, like

to lack discriminating

'behaviourists

its

the whole range

to an automaton at the mercy of-enviromental

Huxley was, perhaps,
perception

are the most

but Huxley explores

of human nature was changing from that
a free will

Ford),

in the 1920s and 30s in both Europe and,

in America.

consistently

it

of forces

process and its

uses to socialise

Huxley dates his dystopia

believed

the other

are inextricably

form, both captures

In a soulless,

to the

and the irresistible

of the integration

the philosophy, the socialisation

each

the three

quality

Each phrase reinforces

expression.

citizen

is a driving

the cadence of hypnopaedia,

effect

is

In the course of the dialogue

begin, to merge until

phrases which imitate

juxtaposition

of this

effect

suggestible.

by means of conditioned

believed
ability.

of the human being,

social

the perception
possessed of
factors.
in such a
the average
The
pronouncing

A person could be made to do or not
response.

Dangerous in itself,
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this

in the hands of those most likely

theory,

destructive

manipulative,

But Huxley was later

possibilities.
of behaviourism.

Huxley with

way, presented

it

to find

nightmarish

to take issue with

the validity

He would argue in Ends and Means and Science,

and Peace that

conditioned

re-conditioned

response,

response assumed the possibility
that

by an effort

people,

former conditioning.

could escape their

and training

of will

The seeds of this

begins to develop cracks

self-aware,

rebels.

transition

disillusioned

with creating

say something more.

maxims for

poetic

acceptance of the idea of infinite
'nature'

neither
fact

'nurture'

that

Huxley's

failed

has significantly

impulse, shows that

Huxley was beginning

factors.

The
of

of some larger
to accept that
rational

the

and

parts.

Pavlov and the behaviourists

were just

advance which Huxley satirises

technological

one area of scientific
in the novel.

touches on the consequences of advances in pharmacology,
weapons technology,

engineering,
secularisation

of belief.

which has lost

touch with

ideal.

What must suffice

context

of the novel,

Huxley-perceived
What finally

that

in Bernard as a result

human being added up to more than the sum of its
conditioned

from

transition

determining

are totally

and yearns to

to the belief

suggestibility

resentment and in Helmholtz as a result

emotional
creative

nor 'nurture'

becomes

Watson, who becomes
the state

indicate

Both characters

like

in his conditioning,

And so too does Helmholtz

Liberty

of

can be seen in Brave New World where Bernard Marx decanted
everyone else,

in a

useful

this

Ford's

industrialism

He also
genetic

and the

Brave New World is a portrait
the higher

of a society

values and a worthwhile

is a dedication

and

motivating

to happiness which,

in the

adds up to a kind of vacuous contentment.
to be the trend

disillusioned

Huxley with

in Western industrial
the pursuit

about which he had shown some ambivalence

in Antic

countries.

of 'good times',
Hay, was a trip

to
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the United States before the slump.
was horrified.

As John Atkins

points out, Huxley

In America he perceived that,

"the moral conscience had been abolished and 'amuse
yourself' had becomethe sole categorical imperative

American society as a whole was intent on the search
24
and genuinely believed that it had discovered the Grail. "
Discovering

is an apt metaphor,

which had once acted as a socially

principles
ideal

'The Grail'

have been superseded.

eroded in a scientific

The spiritual

in Brave New World declares

machinery,

scientific

trends

in Britain

cohesive and directive

that,

had been

The World

environment.
"God isn't

compatible

happiness"25.

medicine and universal

of congregations.
industrial

societies

pleasure.

It was no coincidence,

by a crass materialism-and

in the Western

the pursuit

in Huxley's

biting

society.

of

that

opinion,

these were

in an

the very values which are necessary to support prosperity
industrial

such

doors due to lack

their

values had been replaced

Spiritual

with

Current

and America in the 1920s would have supported

for many churches were closing

an observation

the theological

basis of belief

and technological

Controller

for

This was another area where Huxley develops a

satire.
Ford, with his production

of industrial
high levels

line

To be effective

evolution.

cross has been replaced

imperatives

of, prosperity

are created

by, and for,

by the 'T' after

lines

The Director
discuss

their

hypnoepaedia,

of waste.

Ford's

of conversation

religion.

consumption.

are juxtaposed

expresses his horror

is incorporated

is another

model and

Thus, the economic
demand that

values

In the novel three
to illustrate

at under-production

wardrobe and, in the background,
as it

It

automobile

in an_ i.ndustri. al society
material

depends on

In Brave*New World the christian

of belief.

consumerism has become the new state

the epitome

represented

mass production

of consumption and high levels

cause of the secularisation

parallel

technique,

while

the dynamic.
two citizens

the disembodied voice of

in every human psyche, declares

--6.52
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that
"Ending is better than mending
"I love new clothes,
"
I love
...

In addition
of belief

to the economic imperatives and the secularisation

Huxley believed

the human psyche.

that

industrialism

Ford's

these expectations

machine rather

than the reverse.

they had been created
Huxley later
detail.

in greater

happiness of the worker,

of worker training

specialisation

went on to assess
Whenever there

specialised

fulfilment.

goes ahead despite

The ever greater concentration

economics, the machine determined locale.

Huxley,

determined

both in industry

the fact

of powerlessness and frustration.

questions

then
that

input

it

or

for reasons of

This led to ever greater

With methods, hours and location

by the demands of industry,

the fundamental

to

and government, and centralisation,

meant authoritarianism.

symptoms of frustration

and

of capital-intensive

machinery in centres of industry meant also that,

centralisation,

is a

training,

the loss to the worker of any sense of creative

may entail

the

the tendency has been to give preference

If a machine demands highly

the machine..

feeling

for

between the demands of the machine and the health

conflict

but the

have been extended to the humanity

the machines, as if

human/machine interraction

by nature,

and specialisation.

uniformity

which operates

for

was damaging to

The human being is generalised

machine demands standardisation,
Increasingly

or alternatively,

are cynically

the individual

was left

with a

In Brave New World, the
removed without

ever addressing

to
is
create
necessary
of what

human fulfil-

triumph of the machine is-to. mould the worker. perfectly

ment.

The final

to its

own method and create

Huxley incorporates

a mass-produced humanity.

a perversion

of the science of biology

when

he explains how genetic engineering is the main tool of social stability.
It

is called

Bokanovsky's process and involves

causing the fertilised
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egg to bud, producing
deprivation

degrees creates

to varying

The two-fold

aim is to stratify

numbers, workers suited

have neither

into

twins.

the five

and mentally

for

idea nor organ for any activity

in appropriate

the specialised
Selenites,

beyond their

From their

uniform.

first

decanting

they are conditioned

Their in vitro

they

allotted

Like the machine, the sets of twins are standardised,

place.

*Alpha,

castes:

Like Wells'

to, perform.

Oxygen

intelligences.

and, second, to create

physically

be required

the desired

society

Beta, Gamma,Delta and Epsilons;

tasks they will

identical

as many as ninety-six

and

to be

birth

mothers and no fathers.

means there are no
.,
The family is one more social institution

which has become extinct

as a result

content

machine-minders.

technique,

and, on the other,

a materialistic

on the one hand, advances in

of,

the elevation

of values sympathetic

to

industrialism.

Huxley was-both creating a satire
to be happening in society,

of what he already perceived

and, at the same time, an admonitory myth

of the dangers inherent in an advancing technology which is not allied
to love and to humanly determined values.
In Brave New World the momentumof technology
own values unallied
in its

and only insofar

tools

which ensure contentment

for any reason, all
situation,

the conditioning

as this

is the

maintains

are pharmacological.

fails

its

Humanhappiness,

interpretation,

and materialistic

main consideration

The final

life

to the deeper needs of humanity.

most superficial

state's

has determined

stability.
If,

to resign membersto their

there is always soma, a tranquiliser

which can in small

doses calm the passions and in larger doses'provide a. holiday. from the
27
self.

"Christianity

was aware, like

Zamiatin

order does not obviate
the non-rational

without

tears

and Wells,

the reality

that's
that

what soma is. "

the most rational

of our evolutionary

aspects of the human psyche persist

Huxley
social

past and that
anachronistically

I.
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in a civilised

environment.

In Brave New World, for
human need for
for

this

stimulation

need.

by flooding
has, "...

instance,

and provides

structured

the tonic

effects

avenues of expression
a technological

to purge this

with adrenin

the

may recognise

But to be sure they also provide

the system regularly
all

the state

answer

need.

It

Desdemonawith none of

of murdering

the inconvenience"28A"
People do not confront

the basic

and resolve

issues of existence

but escape from them. These pharmacological solutions
"

picture

answers to humanity's problems, which operates

of technological

rather than the spiritual

purely on the material

Like most dystopias,
arising

but also,

Huxley was aware as a result

is that

production

as inherent

of occupying
creative

In the novel,

in the context

increased

the cynical

industry

for

its

citizens

intelligence

state.

had been the instability

and discrimination
suggestion,

The contributing
created

sense of values and finally,

it.

The problems

like

factor

time would be

A haphazard environment

badly is compansated for,

but by propaganda and subliminal
authoritarian

Over-

in mindless distractions.

devices are suppressed because more free

which socialises

and

and depressing

of encouraged waste.

a burden on those not equipped to deal with

education

in industrialism

remain and are compensated, not in a

leisure

way, but with a burgeoning

Labour-saving

of which

He and many others

go on the same way and get worse.

things. will

continues

of some

But Huxley had not yet formulated

the problem of over-production.
any answers to the dilemma.

by Huxley as

was a key feature

of the Depression.

now observed the boom/slump cycle

reality

as a result

and economic insecurity

Social

catastrophe.

level.

Brave New World is portrayed

trends,

out of current

complete the

not by

necessary in a democracy,
the tools

of a centralised

to these types of solution

by the industrial

system, its

so many other dystopias,

perverted

a cataclysm
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in the form of a Nine Years War. Whenthe anthrax bombs, supplied by
a highly

weapons technology,

sophisticated
to sacrifice

were willing

for

anything

dropping,

started

even if

stability,

people

it

meant

tyranny.
Huxley offers
written

that

to demonstrate

how Unfeasible

of his own.

no solutions

they satirise

attempt

Wells had

When the Sleeper Wakes as a response to the utopias

and Morris
offered

in the novel.

no sane alternatives

of the philosophy

mistrust

remarkable

of dystopias

but also the utopian

society

in general.

the physical

but he feared

results

its

The love of
had produced

universe

to human social

application

problems because we do not know enough of human psychological
to adequately
injustices.

an order without

structure

he observed,

The cure,

he was often

to oppose injustices
for

instance,

Germany.

for

criticised

producing

would be worse than the disease.

defending

the status

and to propose realistic

voice an opposition

The amelioration

solutions.

injustices,

inadequate

as far as removing the underlying'

objections

to the Italian

they were inefficient
Huxley's

fear,

_as

social

were mitigated

He-would not,

of Jews in Nazi
he felt,
causes.

by the fact

were
His
that

28g
in
humanity.
did
crushing
succeed
and
not

expressed in Brave New World, was the increased

efficiency

of the despotic

scientific

and technological

tendency once armed with
knowledge.

the wonders of science are used to pervert
promote,

and.

policy

quo, for a failure

to the persecution

of particular

Fascists

needs

new sets of

comes across as a do nothing

Much of his work, therefore,

He

were.

Huxley shows in Brave New World his

of utopia

in coping with

rationalism

solutions

is characteristic

It

not only contemporary

to remedy the problem.

their

of Bellamy

the potential

of its

It

advances in

is an insane world where
and suppresss,

rather

than

citizens.

Huxley introduces one form of opposition to the state with John
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Savage from a remote Indian

4

The influence

reservation.

Lawrence can be seen here on Huxley who, for a time,
of Lawrence's

vitalism

been disgusted

by many aspects of bodily

From Lawrence he began to accept

the needs of the body and

body, spirit
reality.

had often

split

also the importance

of Central

time.

A tour

little

to be romantic

John Savage, while
passionless,

providing

existence

of what it

it

in accepting

the life

John, like

to the

of a, primitive

a no
with

Graham in When'the Sleeper

to accept any deprivation

his own vision

to preserve

all

attempts

at social

time and what he would

at this

was very different.

come to believe

between the rebels

The confrontation
Mustapha Mond, allows
terms and aligns

Huxley the final

him with

and the World Controller,

the primitivism

of the rebels.

on the one hand, and truth,

between stability,

freedom and dignity

bestowed so many of the tools
the pursuit

on the other.
of stability,

of truth,

contained

the seeds of instability.

muzzled.

Beauty, or high art,

not compatible

with

stability.

creates
'

in intellectual

of utopia

satire

the need for and methods of state

Pure science,

And

society.

of Brave New World, offers

But what Huxley believed

rationalises

there was very

came to primitive

is to be human and to resist

organisation.

only a short

a necessary counterbalance

hunger and disease.

Wakes, is willing

individual

about when

lasted

Huxley that

America convinced

promiscuous uniformity

less stultified
pain,

The influence

primitivism.

It became manifest

to nature.

of our relationship

in a kind of romantic

its

accepted. the

long aware of the mind,

Huxley,

philosophy.

of D. H.

Mond
The choice was

control.
beauty,
Science,

God and
which had

is in reality

controlled.

change and therefore

Science and truth

depends on conflict

remain carefully

and is,

therefore,

The very bases of the creative

God had

have been removed from the Brave'New World.

The need for

been increasingly

process in general.

obviated

by the civilising

impulse
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Perpetual youth, freedom from every kind of pain and anxiety,
freedom, even, from the fear of-death have completed the process in
John Savage complains

Brave New World.
suffers

the slings

believed

and arrows of fortune,

at this

suffering

and chaos.

They are,

humanism.

to be a repressive
claimed that
it

with

environment,

by the fact

of great

with a civilised

Some, including

such humanism.

which that

saints

viewed with
release

abolition

that

Russell

claimed,

was

was done haphazardly,

is no longer

in the context

a possibility.

compatible
to do

failed

of modern technology
The only answer, in

of the passions which Huxley
The alternative
that

capacity

by our

would be the

those not killed

outright

Russell, like Wells, wanted a strong

If brought about by force, then we would have the

where rational
of tariffs

sinners

in Brave New World.

But Russell,

of Brave New World.

alternative,

Russell,

The production,

entailed.

is the very reduction

would be reduced to barbarism.

tyranny

Huxley,

What the Turks and Christians

of so much destructive

world government.

Bertrand

were so pressing

as, long as it

and great

which makes complete destruction

horror

the

science could be used to mould human

that

society.

opinion,

worth all

at the time seemed

The only alternatives

to each other would now be possible

Russell's

of truth

Huxley wanted to preserve

the dangers of modern civilisation

of the suffering

all

Wells,
is what

of adversity

in his opinion,

period,

Huxley had no objection

behaviour.

like

Huxley,

too easy.

authoritarianism.

could no longer afford

over-shocked

nor opposes them but merely

%,

Like Wells in his dystopian
romanticised

world neither

and produces the great discoveries

of beauty.

and creations

this

the confrontation

that

point

keeps the species strong

this

it

them, and he proclaims

eliminates

that

world control

and the disbanding

The problem with Huxley's

vision

like

Wells,

saw another

could be introduced
of the world's

via the
29
arsenals.

in Brave'New World is first,
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that

he fails

to envision

a tyrannical

the realistic
is no real

centralisation

the case with utopians,

often

dictions

of civilisation,

was at envisioning

of

he would now offer a third
the service

of man rather

as was so

at exposing the contraincisive

with

than he

satire,

this

realised

than to enslave him.

and claimed that

The pessimism and

both Wells' and Huxley's dystopian period
of the urgent

need to offer

And both authors increasingly

solutions.

or

where science would be used in

alternative

to the perception

yielded

realistic

'Progress',
He later

scepticism which characterised
eventually

Huxley,

choice.

was much better

solutions.

Primitivism

alternatives.

turned to science

and technology, not as the sole saviour of humanity, but as tools to
with a wider knowledge of all

be used in conjunction

humanexistence:

economic, social,

the problems of

political

religious,

and

educational.
The second aspect of Brave New World, which Huxley was later

Huxley realised

that

the price

by the continuing

World War made solutions
of high art.

preservation
there

is no great art
like

Huxley,

mysticism.,

the artist

is significant

was a secularised

concerns;

yielded

After
problems'

to the Second

to Huxley than the

that

in his utopia,

or injustice.

version

whereas Huxley turned to
took precedence

moral considerations

and as the dystopian

yielded

Except for

to the polemicist.

to the utopian,

four novels:

in Gaza, Ape and Essence, The Genius and the Goddess and Island,
engaged exclusively
a strong

didactic

in didacticism
element.

Island,

had become imbued with a kind of messianic

But in both authors

over aesthetic

aestheticism.

and political

importance

of greater
It

social

and the build-up

and no suffering

Wells,

but Wells'

fervour,

depression

as such, was its

is chaos and suffering.

of art

in 1932 the great

the novel was written
created

it

though he did not articulate

repudiate,

to

after

Eyeless
Huxley

1936 and even these works had
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Eyeless in Gaza - 1936
Eyeless in Gaza was Huxley's
years to complete and represented
in the process of writing
portrait

religion

and for

incorporated

in his utopian

on Huxley at this

Dr. Miller

fulfilling

time are

the role which

Gerald Heard and Dick Shephard played in real
and the philosophy

work,

of life

Island,

life.

which was to

of the way to reality,

sole interpretation
and final

a

accepts the need for a mystical

The influences

pacifism.

Thi-s composite character,
become Huxley's

In the end Anthony Beavis,

the novel.

in the novel with

Dr. Alexander,

a moral dilemma which he worked out

of Huxley himself,

modified

took him four

It

novel.

conversion

as the Scottish

appear again

Dr. Robert

McPhail.
Gerald Heard and Dick Shephard were members of the Peace Pledge
Union which Huxley joined

to the Second World War.

build-up

which Huxley embraced after

thinking

letter
in
be
seen
a
can

built

The-.philosophy'was

his long attempt

of life.

the great multiplicity

in the

as part of the movement for pacifism

The important
to Victoria

on absolutes

to remain in touch with
shift

in Huxley's

Ocampo on 19 November,

1935.
itself
into
"The thing finally
problem
a religious
resolves
face
be
to
fact
prepared
one
must
which
- an uncomfortable
find
itlast
to
during
the
have
I
year
come
and which
easier to face. "30
He also made the point

that

the best medium for advancing pacifism

belief
but
humanism
a"metaphysical
not

system which recognised the

which he now believed to underlie all

spiritual

realities

reality.

His world tour had helped him to realise

basic religious
essentially
was clearly
Island.

and ethical

correct.
visible

principles

is

were roughly

that everywhere
the same and

The tour also gave him an eclectic
in the composite religion

physical

taste

which he created

which
for
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Eyeless in Gaza played the role in Huxley's career which
had played for

Anticipations

Before that

watershed point.
imaginative,
Wells'

sceptical

transition

Anticipations

H. G. Wells.

for

Wells'

his criticism

facing

and human prospects.

work.

and his optimism that

optimistic

This is not to say
institutions,
inefficiencies

and, especially,

of his didactic

in all

vision

pessimistic

But what constituted

could be

solutions

effective

Huxley's

Most of his work after

problems.

element of

authoritarian

trends

brief

to society's

and, unfortunately,

the destabilising

in modern society

as counter

But there

and its

pessimism of dystopia

1931 was didactic

acting

is no doubt that

unmitigated

gave way to a position

picture

the

to dystopia

return

pessimism remained, with

and enlightenment.

and future

from this

The one

appeared after

to a search for workable solutions

work shifted

He put

of Brave New World behind him.

of the atom bomb. 'Aside

dropping

the

remedying the dilemmas

for

was Ape and Essence which understandably

exception

present

injustices

didactic,

Huxley moved part of the way in the same direction.

the totally

liberty

After

and political

social

of existing

change was his propositions

society

found.

a strong

increasingly

work was utopian,

of existing

strongly

fundamental

about human prospects.

pessimistic

was the more complete metamorphosis.

Wells was uncritical

figured

reached a

work was in the main

their

point

of science,

about science and technology
that

Both authors

and

forces

to

the total

of a gloomy past,

where reform was at least

a

possibility.
As stated earlier,
Huxley was radically

the basis of reform promoted by Wells and

different.

Wells wanted to restructure

mental influences to improve humanbehaviour.
while environmental improvements were useful,
enough, and the only truly

revolutionary

environ-

Huxley believed that,
they were not nearly

social change would occur

when humanbehaviour was modified from within.

It was a spiritual
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reawakening which Huxley had sought for

himself

to promote as the sine qua non of social
faith

in social

He cited

overrated.

America as a case in point

Central

When the countries

of half

sovereignties
into

Thinking

psychological.

as under the king,
competitive

a dozen nation

passion and the confining
were, in Huxley's
Huxley, here,

all

and its

and this

optimistic
research.
conflict

td'these

that

hating

seemed to fill

research

This preoccupation

during

factors

he

which the removal of

economic and, not least

foreigners

governments,

of

produced a sense of

and talked
with

in the
to do.

in 1934 consisted

of the human mind.
of fifty

He

need.

as he was later

a BBC interview

the workings

about quick results
31

which he so often,

some inner psychological

problems given-in
into

Evil

was bound to effect.

press and by the heads of national

of long-term

forces

of

of the violence.

however, in 1933, why such hate is fostered

did not question,

His'answer

factors
of vision

social,

loyalties

imposed by language

the emphasis on psychological

infrastructure

Huxley also alleged
pleasure

the causative

of identity,

passions of the area.

parameters of thought

destabilising

Spanish rule

military

the evil

of the partiality

the inevitable

centralised
all,

is guilty

By placing

condemns.
ignores

opinion,

in peace

was not economic but

But the divisive

the peace.

released

nationalisms

America

America erupted

in terms of a unity

of the region

preserved

of Central

Central

states,

Huxley,

claims

where economics

independence and the individual

But with

The basis,

conflict.

greatly

of one king they existed

were governed under the sovereignty
three hundred years.

and economic reform'as

reform was, Huxley felt,

of social

was more or less superfluous.

for

one aspect of the environment

analyses which stressed

the basic prerequisite

He placed little

reform.

Economics as a cause of conflict

or another.

and which he now sought

He was not

years of intensive

the psychological

causes of

the years when Huxley wrote Eyeless in Gaza'is

evident
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of his conclusions

in the nature

and remedies.

Anthony Beavis, the main character in the novel, embarks on a
spiritual

He keeps a diary

for a sociological

own way the thesis
dedication
drink

with

is a kind of intellectual

and sex, or the more elaborate

escapes of intellectualism,

The diary

to good times.
toward mysticism
Huxley's

life

for he intellectualises

and also allow

while

in that

indulges

demonstrate

entries

his observations

with

evolution

on society.
Crome Yellow and
the writing

Bedford recollects

Sybille

was changing.

emotionally

round of dedication

Now, during

Hay had been one of meaninglessness.

can

Anthony is

remaining

Anthony's

at the time of writing.

own attitude

Eyeless in Gaza, this

The truth-seekers

as the hedonists.

about the whole self

immature and, at the same time,

conversation

Any single-minded

is the base pre-occupation

of both,

Antic

trap..

In its

to some endeavour, whether it

be as unenlightened
guilty

he is composing.

thesis

the death of the whole human being.

represent
"

lead him to the acceptance of mysticism.

odyssey which will

of

a

Huxley in 1937 which conveyed,

"'..
an undercurrent of thoughts yet unformed, a sense of
too
tendrils
towards
were
the
we
something
on
move
.
shocked to recognise as hope. "Iý
Huxley had, up. to this

aspects of human history

pessimistic

consistently

social
positive

and evolution.

The impasse had been partly

way out.

social

kept his vision

point,

rejected

and political
reorganisation

many, if
initiatives.

human level.

answers are apparent

Now he sought a

of the currently

but it

proposed

to recognise

that a

was not enough, and that

would have to take place on a more

These fi. rst

in the first

on the

one of his own making for he

He was willing

could be useful

behaviour modification

fundamental

not all,

steadily

diary

hints

of hope and'the

entry.

search for
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"If men had always behaved as either half-wits
or baboons,
if they couldn't
behave otherwise,
then I was justified
in sitting
comfortably in the stalls
with my opera
Whereas, if there were something to be done, if
glasses.
the behaviour could be modified
description
meanwhile
a
...
of the behaviour and an account of the ways of modifying it
will be valuable. "33

Anthony was, for the first
of life

observer
life

time, questioning his position

from the stalls,

with

its

behave differently,

impression

comforting

was merely a 'menagerie and asylum'34.

as
that

Men had, and could,

and through the diary Anthony explores behaviour '

and seeks a way of modifying it.
The psychological. factors
in society,

see our role

The theories

adopt.

our individual

nature and the values we
at the time were

of psychology most prevalent
He called

those of Freud and Pavlov.
the idea of free-will.

predominate Huxley's analysis of how we

Huxley rejected

them debunkers who had destroyed
this

that

and claimed

behaviour

could be re-conditioned

obstacles

to a knowledge of our true nature and appropriate

included

limited

by an effort

the kind of psychological

theories

reflex

The two

of will.

values

which distorted

and

our perception of ourselves, and second, the conditioning

aspects of language.
more important

The names which we give

than the thing

to

things

had become

itself.

"Man
insists
that he is
...
science, industry,
nation,
aware of his own interests
feels irresistably
tempted
these idols. "35

made for all these things
is
he
so little
money ...
as a human being that he
himself to
to sacrifice

-

By means of language we enshrine ideas, as a kind of deity,
S, etc.,

with a capital

aspects of reality
mindedness.

collective
.

It

which do not represent

which it
represents

is in our interest
a selection

unwisdomof a particular

In combination,

total

reality

science

or even

to pursue with. single-

from reality

made by the

class or even society at large.

these aspects of language and mind, which form categories

to give meaning to variety,

create

an idee fixee

which control

our
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behaviour
idol

in limiting,

even destructive

the emphasis is on rationality

of personality.
it

our culture
hatred.
bully,

When 'ambition'

ways.

is recognised

is our god it
for

cheat and torture

is the

at the expense of other aspects

leads to economic competition,

When the 'Nation'

When 'science'

class

snobbery and race

legitimises

the 'Fatherland'.

asset in

as a valuable

the desire

To counteract

to
this

tendency Huxley recommended a form of education

which differentiates

between symbols and the things

More importantly,

they represent.

Eyeless in Gaza, Huxley advocates a philosophy and literature
seeks to enlighten all
interests

and knowledge of the whole self.

and most bizarre,

by Huxley in the novel relates

an indignant
persecution
beliefs

negative

to diet

of heretics

and holy wars.

Religions

and religion.

angry or avenging personality.

as defined

aspect of society

as opposed to immanent deity

preach a transcendent

which

aspects of existence and emphasise the submerged

of the individual

The final,

in

which

characterise

This'legitimises

But Huxley ascribes

god as
the

such

to diet,

"Christians
eat meat, drink alcohol and chew tobacco;
that
God
and Christianity
preaches
exalts personality
...
feels anger and approves the persecution of heretics
...
the same with Moslems and Jews. Kosher and an indignant
Jehovah. Mutton and beef
Allah and holy wars.
avenging
...
Now
They don't
Buddhists.
Vegetables and water.
...
6
They try to transcend it. "
exalt personality.
As already

Huxley believed

stated,

meat from abroad meant that

protein in quantities

that

the importation

of cheap

to eat animal

the poor could now afford

which poisoned them with the diseases of the rich

be
by
despair.
They
scepticism
aroused
only
and
could
violent
any
37
stimuli and
activity they undertake-is diabolic.
Such deductions

best.

and generalisations

seem highly

Huxley was always vulnerable to fadist

was to be hallucinogenics,

questionable

solutions.

at

Later it

but here it is diet and poor posture.

Huxley becameconvinced by Dr. F. M. Alexander that all

maladies could
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be traced to bad posture.
Huxley's

d

to these esoteric

recourse

of his lack of faith

result

the increase
the present

even an intelligent

knows more than the genius from the past.

to any attempt

behaviour

along lines

problem resided

to understand

in the fact

man of

This knowledge
and individual

or modify social

which were both just

with

The

and realistic.

not enough was known yet about

that

and the true needs of the human being to model appropriate

behaviour

combine to pervert
authoritarian

knowledge and human limitations

Partial

reform.

reform:

and political

which Huxley saw was that,

sign

of knowledge and technique,

was vital

social

in the wisdom of social

hopeful

The one clearly

reform.

avenues of reform was a

Huxley lists

channels.

social,

reform into manipulative

at-such

attempts

possible

and

areas of proposed

and revolutionary

economic, political

demonstrate why, without

would thus

reform on the individual

to

and attempts

level,

they will

not work.
Brian Foxe suggests to Anthony that society be reorganised in
such a way as to remove the occasions
counters

that

instance,

the basis of bad behaviour,

would not be abolished. '

envy and ambition

can no longer

physical

they still

violence

expression

technical

hunger could be abolished.
hierarchical

only to have others

educational,

desires

for

reorganisation
If

in the form of

in the modified

form

that the primary slavery is slavery to the

empty stomach. But with better

military,

social

be expressed acceptably

find

contemplates the proposition

slavery

He argues that

ignoble

Again, on the subject of hunger, Anthony

of economic competition.

with a centralised

Brian's

But Anthony

sins from one plane to another.

only succeeds in transferring

organisation

for bad behaviour.

,

arise

religious,

state

efficiency
But-Anthony

you may abolish

and social
believes

one form of

in the form of slavery

etc.

that

to institutions:

It was characteristic

of Huxley's
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pessimism that he refused to recognise any improvement in the

wilful

humansituation
true

perfectly
bureaucratic

as long as any form of abuse persisted.
to say that

economic competition

institutions

when in reality

or mass starvation

improved productivity

at times to temporary technological

rapidly

introducing

leading

to a more fundamental
levels

population

balance.

in industrial

society

was

rate

And, second, so that

countries

would have to be more intelligent
This will

than in the past.

inevitably

affect

The good-natured

claimed Huxley.

the

discussion

Economic plans and political

problems would disappear.

have to be adopted and those who oppose the plans will

principles-will
be seen as fiends
systematically

But

these kinds of. large-scale

problems governments and politicians

of practical

has led

increasing

at a steadily.

To deal with

emotions of the planners,

industrial

First,

unemployment problem.

were stabilising

and more organised

While invention

t

unemployment, workers are soon

new technologies

markets would shrink.

change would

demand of an expanding market.

reabsorbed due to the increased
would upset this

violence

innovation has led to

population.

and rising

But

of affairs.

they are not even comparable.

In the past technological

society.

two factors.

state

Huxley looked at the way technological

Finally,

to

or slavery

the old forms of physical

Huxley equates these abuses with

affect

an ideal

is hardly

It is

in human form.

cruel;

and cold-bloodedly

says Huxley,

Planners,

are more

and

in terms of first
"thinking
entails acting with
principles
machine guns. A government with a comprehensive plan
for the. b tterment of society is a government that uses
8
"
torture.
No single

statement

He had no objection
were introduced

to social,

Huxley's

in terms of states,

exemplify

Huxley's

economic and political

ad hoc, but overall

New World nightmare.
thinking

could better

planning

anti-utopianism.

reforms which

leads back to his Brave

in
Gaza is to stop
in
Eyeless
answer.
religions,

economic systems and other
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of this

abstractions

sort

in terms of the individual.

thinking

and start

arrangements can and should only be made properly

Social

to a complete knowledge of the needs of the individual

in reference

humanbeing.

The main-emphasis of Eyeless in Gaza, however, is not on
environmental
behaviour

arrangements but on how individuals
'Truth',

to become enlightened.
and direct

by a mystical

understood

problems and, by his own admission,

to social

it.

therefore,

can only be

' This was his answer

the prescribed

course

is hard to

It

was not open to the average citizen.

of treatment

envision,

Huxley,

claims

union with

their

can modify

Howsocial reform was to be derived from a

philosophy

which involved

the select

few.

the' modification

behaviour

of personal

for

'truth',

seekers

must acknowledge love as the primary fact of the universe,

the unity

things

of all

In addition

to a direct

both animate and inanimate,

an immanent as opposed to a transcendent

Beliefs

and ethics

remained an integral

and positive

and

a rigorous

urban-life
in later

are bought at a high psychological
works to develop theories

and co-operative

indicates
in Island,
individual

that

preserving

his evolution
where planning
rights

no doubt that

this

small-scale

If,

values.

is integral

for

the conveniences

price,

of

he would go on
changes of

Huxley was creating

toward utopianism,

somewhat eclipsed.

arrangements

of decentralisation,

production.

for

up to and

levels.

on all

in Eyeless in Gaza, Huxley claims

scale plan for

physical

of Huxley's

pressure

the war to address the problem of how new social

instance,

pacifism,

salvation.

part of all

an increasing

could be made to improve our environment

scale,

deity

of personal

and more as a portrait

subsequent work, but he also felt
during

absolute

The novel comes across less as a blueprint

and mental training.
saving society

union with

his own large-

The attempt

to'do

so

which would. be consummated

and the formerly
But Huxley,

was necessary and desirable.

inviolable

by that

time,

This change in

had
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Huxley's

outlook

relationship
works.

was a direct

result

of his efforts

between science and society

They include:

Science,

Liberty

as examined in his didactic
and Peace, Science and

Literature,

Ends and Means, Brave New World Revisited

Situation.

Grappling

with

the future

same task which Wells had set himself
the exercise

outläok.

to gauge the

of science

in society

in Anticipations;

was to play the same revolutionary

and The Human

role

was the

and for

Huxley

in changing his
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Ends and Means, Science,
The Human Situation

Liberty

and Peace,

Science and Literature,

With Eyeless in Gaza Huxley had come to the belief,
with Anticipations,
that

that the humansituation

there was something that

as Wells had

was not a hopeless case,

could and must be done.

And for both

authors the approach of war stimulated a sense of urgency in the search
for

With Ends and Means it

solutions.

rapidly
was

dystopian
looking

to think

starting

back on how civilisation

that

was clear
like

Huxley the
It began by

a utopian.

got where it

the

was, examining

destabli sing and destructive

forces at work in society and looking

forward

to avenues of social

reform.

though

didactic

By adopting

than imaginary,

rather

this

formatthe

work,

conforms to the purpose of

utopian writing.
Huxley recognises
agreement for. nearly
Golden Age will
It

from the first
thirty

peace, justice

be one of liberty,

the utopians

society'can

compose society.
society

latter

of education,

Huxley

and those who

individual

who

the methods of changing

to military

conquest and the hegemony
by one class.

In the

change is sought-by means of a programme

or psycho-analysis,

or behaviourism

to

or a return

The goal of these programmes is to achieve the ideal

religion.
criteria

organisation;

and dictatorship

to revolution

category

love.

only be changed by changing the individuals
In the former category

which has changed in different

social

and historical

school of individual

and his ideal. man from a return to religion.

But, he claims, it

of any particular

sect,

rather

it

man, a

contexts.

Huxley's utopia derives from the latter

the religion

The

those who seek reform in

two categories:

vary from economic reform,

of one nation,

and brotherly

the clash of opinion.

machinery and large-scale

terms of social
believe

into

goal of human effort.

on'the

centuries

is the road to Utopia which creates

divides

there has been general

page that

reform
is not

is the one universal

.I
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ideal

common to all

The practice

attachment.
of interest

in wealth,

and emotional

fame, position

the attainment

and for

group wisdom expressed by the democratic

of utopianism

which was elitist

'non-attached'
the 'salt

dedication

for

of society,

would pursue centralist
new society

turned
religious

policies

key difference

to the 'salt

while

another,

from political

The difference

the 'non-attached'

of Huxley's

polities.
between Huxley and Wells.
to exploit

initiatives

for

saw change coming, at one point
technological

and a campaign öf re-education

of the convergence of all

these individuals

of the arth'

in the attempt

initiatives,

Toward the end of his life

at the

the 'salt

impulse as one of many and varied
His other attempts

selfless

which by their

organisation.

man was that

existed

of the earth'

reform.

reform,

ideal

social

would pursue decentralist

One other

institutions

for

both authors

singly

and vested interest,

a better

and Huxley's

Huxley's

group that

Beginning

than through

nature were'hampered by inertia

between Wells'

This

or those for whom the desire

reform emerging.

would set the example for

ideal.

or to

with what Wells had

It was from this

rather

in the abilities

than egalitarian.

rather

of the earth'

saw the initiatives

as had

utopia,

of the mass of humanity led to a form

man had many similarities

was very strong.

periphery

in essence,

as an individual

to act disinterestedly

the shortcomings

called

in physical

constituted,

They had no faith

reasons.

perception'of

ideal

oneself

meant embracing

at an egalitarian

attempts

similar

of the average citizen
act with

divesting

of sainthood.

Huxley had rejected
Wells,

side it

The ideal

of non-

interest

and also

On the positive

courage and intelligence.

charity,

includes

of non-attachment

sensations.

the ideal

and mystics,

philosophers

as well

Wells saw social
these factors,

Wells

the
social
or

advance, economic

as a religious

change occurring

reawakening.
as a result

each to be given equal weight.
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Huxley, on the other hand, while recognising the need for political
never put these ahead of the basic

and economic re-organisation,

of social reform which resided in the individual.

prerequisite

manipulation of any or all
in essentially

No

of the environmental factors could succeed

changing society without a religious

re-awakening.

This

remained basic to Huxley's vision throughout the rest of his career.
Part of the reason for
in the fact

resided

that

by him as universally
the requirements

this

strain

was not perceived

Even in Island,

where he modified

all

the eventual-destruction

by the military-industrial

of pessimism

conversion

to include

for enlightenment

offered

continuing

religious

accessible.

Huxley
measure,
portrays

consolätion

Huxley's

humanity in some
of Palanese society

concerns of the world at large.

The only

by Huxley is the Eastern demonstration

of sorrow

and the ending of sorrow where the Palanese. accept what has happened.
Acceptance and personal

transcendance

of individual

rather

salvation

The ideals
social

are the ultimate

than the salvation

rather

and the individual

should practise

attachment.

They were esoteric

ideals

as well

social

incorporated

plans for

which included
at this

liberty

and in the solitary

reform as adjuncts

economic and political

and brotherly

history

utopias,

love.

to a spiritual

initiatives.

and starts.

that

awakening

' His basic objective

the achievement of peace,

The problem, as he saw it,

Huxley suggests that charity

in fits

nature of

and he, therefore,

everywhere these values were not being realised,

in retreat.

of non-

But Huxley did recognise

at many levels

was at one with all

point

justice,
that

of success.

problems were created

the virtues

number of those with access to

as the limited

doubtful

enlightenment,

and'Means were

than environmental

manipulation

the pursuit

values

of society.

which Huxley sought to promote in'Ends

reform achieved by individual

values,

was

were positively

had progressed through

While his own time was humanitarian

in
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the general

spots,

state

of affairs,

showed a definite

concerned,
reasons for

this,

by Huxley,

for war, nationalism,

to social

causes to these.

They included

to violence.
of horrors

of the armament manufacturers,

in industry.
the fact

the war and the exposure of atrocities

Huxley added his own

that

the public,

because of

in the media, had become inured

They were no longer moved to pity
'the horrors

and, therefore,

to the reasons

war and the preparation

reform:

profits

was

Many of the

are similar

the vested interest

the obsession with private

where politics

in charity.

regression

as clarified

Wells gives as obstacles

especially

or indignation

by tales

Huxley also saw a

multiplied.

in the advance of science and technology, which Wells did

great threat

Without progress in charity,

not.

in other words, without evaluating
of
in
basic humanneeds,
terms
progress

and technological

scientific

the power of technological
the course of progress.

advance would be used to distort
Wells,

to be most effective,

progress,

while

believing

that

or pervert

technological

should be, governed by clearly

defined

humangoals, also believed that the general tendency of'technological
and scientific

advance was toward the good: creating wealth, promoting

communication,

the internationalisation

conflict

relations

and technological
Huxley called

for

every contact

expertise

his solutions

which included
recipes

Huxley believed

world-wide.

international

of trade and this

political,

reorganising

would reduce

in the context

that

of present

presented opportunity-for

should be used to foster

conflict

self-sufficiency.

to these problems a cookbook of recipes,
economic and educational

industries

recipes,

as well

as

and communities.

Huxley enumerates-the negative aspects of society and juxtaposes
his reforms.

Science and scientific

mentioned earlier.
is excused from

methods come under attack

Science has been enshrined
bothering

about anything

complained about the increasing

else.

specialisation

as

as an end in itself
Huxley,

like

and

Wells,

of every branch of

II
.
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it approached a kind of meaninglessness except within

science until

the confines of its own very narrow horizon.
when there should have been a chair

synthesis

Any attempt

universities.

of their

material

specialised

subjects

to life

Science regards objects as individual

industrial

has now been transferred

fields

where it

between scientific

itself
this

method or efficiency

to the social,
When there

political

and

is a conflict

and human interests

the weight

and isolates

This

science as an end in

which disregards the social consequences. Huxley's remedy to
situation

will

be discussed

under.. social

and educational

Technology, is also seen by Huxley for the destabilising

to social

contributes

problems:

more effective

means of production

of the present

political

first,

context,

to the power of the presently

by its

in industry,

own dynamic of creating
and second, as a result

every new labour-saving

The pool of unemployed is eventually

but this

comfort

an additional

its

its

of the market to absorb its

to the characteristic

as population

Technology also created

most efficient,

device,

reabsorbed

the period. of unemployment.

problem would be created

and markets dwindled.
since, -at

during

contributes..
instance

In the first

minority.

ruling

every new technique.
is of little

effects

every advance in technique

with
produces unemployment

technology

reform.

There are two areas where technology

create.

which many new-innovations

ability

rather ,

descends on the side of efficiency.

the Baconian tradition

goes against

as a whole or our

pieces of reality

is inappropriate.

invariably

of administration

the

between inter-dependent parts of a whole.

than a system of relationships
This world view

to relate

they were bad scientists,

was a sure sign that
39
or self-advertisers.

charlatans

at the

of synthesis

on the part of scientists

image of the universe

-

There was no attempt at

productive
products.

But

growth stabilised

problems in-industry

capacity

far exceeded the
led

This over-production

boom-slump cycle also creating

high levels

of
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A-

unemployment. This chronic social and economic instability
disturbing

extremely

mass-productive

to human beings.

industry

In the second instance
deceptive

skilled

orator

form of production.

co-operative

technology

adds to the coercive

Organised lying,

purposes of the state.

always been practised

was produced by the

which had been adopted in the West Huxley's

lay in a decentralised,

solution

Since it

was

or propaganda, had

but advances in media technology

could now reach millions

of ears.

and

meant that

a

This was a powerful

tool for creating public opinion, which Huxley viewed as a criminal
Its other uses were merely idiotic

perversion.

which only served to draw listeners

tainment

with terrible

in and expose them to

propaganda.

Huxley's

answer was to turn off

newspapers.

He would also advocate a type of education

the skills

of discrimination,

of a thing

from the pleasing

product,

enabling

ongoing concern with

effective

which taught
the reality

associated

with

which is being promoted.

the implications

augmented by every new technology

the sets and stop buying

people to separate

images constantly

the leader or the ideology

enter-

the
Huxley's

of Pavlov on conditioning

which could make it

either

were.
more

or more pervasive.

Technology also strengthened the hand of the state in purely
physical

ways.

the efficiency
resistance

Modern transportation
of the police

to the state

and communication vastly

and new weapons technology

an impossibility.

In democratic

increase

makes violent
countries

resistance to the state could take the form"of organising lobbies,
creating media campaigns, etc.

But in totalitarian

states it must

take the form of passive resistance in the modeof Gandhi.
Finally,

Huxley saw technology creating not only a mechanised

industry but mechanised leisure.
indulged in isolation
and spiritual

Increasingly

leisure activities

were

from the community and this impoverished social

relations.

People experienced the erosion of their

'
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inner

for. occupying

resources

free

their

time creatively.

Instead

they are amused in a passive way, especially

by the media, which

creates

to stimulation.

vicarious

pleasures

and an addiction

was a boycott

answer, again,

language could be manipulated

the media extended this

anticipated

Marshall

power to control

impediment to social

Huxley was concerned,

in nationalism,

of ..traditional

mind

as far as

reform resided,

for war.

war and preparation
belief,

areas of religious

where the individual

new areas were-sought
The result

was a deification

while

of aggression

may make a call
government.
democratic

citizens

which are normally

for unity

The threats

the

closed to them.

the drift'towards

In order to fight

problems on the domestic front
of aggressive

create

war.
unrest

scene.

This happens if

at home fail

to divert

Huxley was writing

attention

the
in the
Fascism,

become more authoritarian
When social

or economic

the government releases

xenophobic propaganda to direct

international

Leaders

support-of

to peace and freedom were as great
ones.

enjoy the

may vicariously

governments must produce armaments, centralise,
of which increases

his devotion.

and the national

which means unquestioned

as the Fascist

countries

could invest

of the nation-state

In the person of the state

pleasures

flood

the public

impulse remained an element in the human psyche, meant that

religious

all

and also how

MacLuhan by decades.

The most serious

leader.

of how

perception

to deceive and condition,

effectively

The erosion

Huxley's

of the media.

Huxley's

the treason

attention
trials

to the

and pogroms

from economic woes.

in the context of the depression, the re-

armament of Germany under Hitler

and the response in the democracies

of France and England which he saw as accelerating

the move toward war.

But much of what he said about the mechanisms by which the likelihood
of war is increased

a

remain applicable.

They included

the fierce
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dedication

to nationalism

But Huxley also considered

mentioned.
had a choice

between protecting

economically

for

the. benefit

of trade barriers,

trading

If,

partners.

it

good trade relations
in some quarters.

the interests

of their

hand, they attempted

would inevitably

fear,

still

technological

are manufactured
promoting

like

Wells,

by private

and propaganda.

selling

arms abroad as well.

these lucrative

supplier

while

a perceived
that

war scares,

countries

political

control

an

strain
edge

most armaments

who have a vested interest

Thdre are tremendous profits

for

of

a tremendous financial

markets in backward countries.

the possibility

and the rate at

To scrap and

Huxley recognised

Industrial

The,

as a result

passes.

sales which they do by fomenting

bribery

for

firms

where a

There comes, says Huxley,

capability.

equipment represents

Also,

of yet more

and hatred.

increasing

occurs is continually

an inducement to begin hostilities

exists.

the necessity

suspicion

optimum time of preparedness which quickly

which-is

armaments are for

Armaments become obsolete

second reason is technical.

obsolescent

its

for war in a

reason is psychological,

The first

international

arms create

which obsolescence

that

But arms spending forces

arms spending in two ways.

replace

for.

relations

economic warfare

A government always claims

purposes.

accelerating

that

warfare.

number of ways.

country's

to facilitate

was more likely

Armamentsmanufacture also increased the likelihood

defensive

their

at home, at least

international

governments would choose to sacrifice

lead to military

meant the

which antagonised

reasons it

The resultant

they planned

this

led to suffering

invariably

For political

domestic popularity.

If

abroad.

etc.,

Nations

own domestic

of their

own citizens

tariffs,

on the other

causes of war already

the economic causes.

good trade relations

markets or maintaining

increase

and the psychological

in

and using
to be made by

vie with

each other

It also gives

and these rivalries

the
are
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yet another cause of war.
in Science,

Later,

and Peace, Huxley was to elaborate

Liberty

risk.

ways in which armaments spending made war a greater

other

Countries

which is favourable

are then tempted to use force

World conflict

to improve their

agricultural

long as Third World countries

Huxley,

and industrial

West was losing

indicting

But as

capabilities.

they do possess on

growing Third World resentment
conflict,,

in the creation

never be

from President

the West for moral bankruptcy.
of men throughout

his country.

one-tenth

spending
the
on
of
of

situation

toward the West as a main force

of the problem for

The

the world,

Huxley saw this

and non-productive

spend

countries

necessary to overcome

quotes a letter

the minds and hearts

armaments could transform

countries

problems in the Third World will

Sukarno, who goes on to say that

international

the key problem of

to obscure committees

waste what resources

in Human Situation,

Sukarno of Indonesia

feature

at conferences

revenue on arms, the resources

development and productivity

claims

had been with

industrialised
long
as
armaments, and as

non-productive

Human

should be shifted

World needs the help of industrial

on agriculture.

found.

In'The

of Versailles

1950s
in
that
the
Huxley
observed
so

the world was relegated

40% of their

Huxley saw

Just as Wells had complained that

in the Treaty

the only economic treatment

The Third

to buy.

the main problem being how the people of

the world are to get enough to eat.

feeding

which

to the basic

problems of power politics

problems of the human race,

reparation,

World countries.

the balance of attention

that

away from the unsolvable

for many countries

to world peace.

threat

they lack.

what they cannot afford

of Third

as a real

Huxley claims

impossible

to obtain

true

This was especially

Situation

whatever
of
resources

to the importation

High armaments spending makes this

Third

must have a balance of-payments

which are not self-sufficient

for

key
spending
as
a
armaments
it

obviated'the

possibility
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of funding other projects..
I

The kinds of reforms which Huxley envisioned to counter all
in science and technology,

tendencies:
and the drift
Rather it
for

in industry,

reform by enlightened

by the recognition

to possess a missionary
for

as precedent
and Cistercian

of devoted reformers

is the Benedictine

they had been responsible

They recognised

revival.

in concert

working

the model which Huxley gives

In times of collapse

monks.

of the need

ideas. ' They would have

their

In fact,

zeal.

such a society

for an, agricultural

individuals

and dedicated

and disseminate

who would then clarify

in nationalism

by government.

toward war would not be undertaken

would come from the periphery

and performed social

tasks which needed to be done and which no one else was willing

tending

by the enlarged

The new task-is

to renovate

Education will

industry

education,

authoritarian

to counter

saw the type of education
perpetuated

linked

as inextricably

in education.
to social

Education wasalso authoritarian,
Again,

of education

He cites

about

Which made for good soldiers,

there could be no expectation

to learn

leaders

would arise to cause social

the work of Dr. Maria Montessori,

allowed children

It was

and ambition.

initiatives
but
from
from
new
change would come
government
educators.

Huxley

conditions.

As long as worship of strong

continued the Napoleons, Caesars and Hitlers

obedience and militarism.

inter-

and non-

that more books had been written

Napoleon than any other person.

misery.

and religion.

conformity

a worship of competition

Huxley felt,

significant,

the prevalent

been

extent

to two principles:

be changed according

and

accepted by the state.

responsibility

to compensate for over-specialisation,

disciplinarity

Education

social

to

education

has to a certain

to the sick and poverty-stricken,

obviated

like

Today the work which they performed,

undertake.

these

at their

that

by individual
whose philosophy

own pace and in their

.ý
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own direction,

building

confidence

and independent

in the face of blind

than docility

Her schools,

forces.

in
in
1935
Italy
in
banned
Germany
and
were
At the level

of higher

toward specialisation

education

Academic education,

specialists

or-intellectuals.

Wells,

synthesis of information,

Huxley,

claims

His complaints
the Normal School.
T. H. Huxley,

his grandfather,

that

he later

the tendency

described

as a series

branches of knowledge had become

separated.

those of Wells concerning

significantly,

in 1936.

Huxley indicts

for creating-what

where different

of celibacies

judgement rather

relating

produces either
are very similar

parrots,
to

Huxley recognised,

as did

was concerned to create

the different

fields

a

of knowledge

in a way which was meaningful to the wider concerns of humanity and
`partly
its place in the universe. His efforts failed.
as a result of
the very narrow horizons
and partly

because there was no vision

knowledge.

had been designed to address

which education

Subsequent attempts

of the inter-related

at creating

nature of

inter-disciplinarity

a greater

in education were wholly inadequate, claims Huxley, with the meagre
gesture of offering

humanities in addition

to see the'problem clearly.

failure
the
of
as
one
example
courses
The technician

is a specialist

concerned with doing a particular

job and knows nothing about anything else.
generalisations

about what is particular

is good theoretically

The scientist

humanity as part of that universe.

universe

Large gaps exist

interest
by
be
bridged
the
one common
which can only
that is the interest

in humanaffairs.

The main

to action-.

is on the material

creates
The intellectual

and empirical.

but is never motivated

emphasis of academic education

and technical

to scientific

Huxley calls

and not on

in education
shared by-all

and

for a new principle

of education,
the scattered
"... a principle
which will co-ordinate
fragments
professional
or
merely
of
s
ecialised
... (the)
knowledge and
knowledge
of
co-ordination
...
made
in human terms;
be
not material
would
experience
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"but psychological;
to values but moral;
not indifferent
but also effective.
"40
not merely cognitive
Huxley creates
for

education

would operate

would include

the evaluation

in technical

individuals

of human well-being

in the past,

historical

to create

but most importantly

the desire

Huxley gives the example of the experiment
became the director

A.. E. Morgan, who later

While at Antioch

into

reference
Huxley's

theories

decades, the first

The renovation
human social

technology
line

with

of education

for

and industry
human needs.

would need to incorporate

Liberty

reform outlined

the human frame of
reference.

freedom "4l.

It

four

by nearly

at any university.

a broader perspective

Leisure,

by Huxley.

self-government,

in

and redirection

by Huxley's

Is significant

on

to act was one of

definition,

a high degree of self-determination

and Peace, Huxley calls

democratic

society,

reform.

three months of

anticipated,

also needed reorganisation
A better

social

of the Tennessee Valley

problems and motivation

to work and leisure.

relation

to create

and sympathy;

the war by Dr.

following

department of Science and Society

and technical

initiatives

several

to act for

to incorporate

and Morgan's experiment

trades were

but to supplement it.

of. the scientific-technical

the context

backward

This social,

College he alternated

three months of labour

study with

This could then

a wider range of understanding

to create

created

would be used, not to replace

framework of education,

scientific

in the effort

Authority.

and future.

are created.

frame of reference

and ethical

the present

present

and how new industries

being destroyed

course

a study of how machinery has

how the old established

could be transformed,

countries

and suffering

the broader social, aspects of how technically

open up into

framework

A technical

training.

It would include

by any new technique.
affected

of how such a new theoretical

a picture

that

both in

in Science,

"The essence of

Huxley had always expressed very little

if

any
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faith

in the democratic

Crome Yellow,

Antic

because levels

governing

in the general
Now Huxley,

manipulated.
the ideal

contemplated

or utopian

in his search for

offered

the greatest

large

centralised

latter

Morris

which,

the majority

communities.

dystopian

who attacked

the trend

and capital

in Science,

Liberty

which preceded the industrial

of industrial

inputs

which facilitated

were made by those financial
and sought to extend their
of political

scientific

of

of

of land

This centralisa-

revolution.
industry

which was

of science and technology.

interests

Demands

and mass-distribution

which controlled

This led in turn

power.

the control

the resources

to the centralisa-

power. ' Increasingly

But this
Huxley's

and Peace, the increasing

mass-production

dependent on, and at the mercy of,

liberty.

side.

the

majority

toward centralisation

a centralised

created

in turn by the discoveries

innovation

capitalists.

in supporting

on the utopian

It was this

It began with

of power and finance.

centralisation

tion

the very

and industry.

Huxley outlines

for

to tackle

along with More who supported

co-operative

supported

looked

times,

recent

opinion

idea of dispersed

tion

until

Wells and Bellamy,

reform.

was one of the few utopians

politics

put Huxley in

government organisation

course represented

authors

goals of peace, justice

of authority

sentiment

problems posed by social

this

method of organisation

amount of those utopian

This decentralisation

to large-scale,

self-

communities expressed such an ideal

As far as Huxley was concerned this

to most utopian

solutions,

Enlightened,

state.

opposition

of

were sb low

population

society.

groups of co-operative

and freedom.

sentiments

Hay and Brave New World democracy was a farce

of information

and so easily

In the dystopian

principle.

situation

workers found .themselves
government and a few private

did not create

answer was the need to foster

and technological

the greatest

amount of

a new direction

development which contributed

to the

in
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for self-sufficiency.

ability

This should operate on the national

level and on the level of small-scale

co-operative

It was part of Huxley's decentralist
technology
policy
for

were being used, for

and inventors

scientists

technology

which supported

production.

Huxley tried

and social

to demonstrate

their

full

potential,

a
local

of small-scale,

that

this

a

He called

energy to creating

the self-sufficiency

requirements for food, 'clothing

to elaborate

need not be the case.

to apply their

It would satisfy

sense.

view that science and

reasons of economics,

But this

of mass production.

production.

made both economic

more than the purely

physical

Humanbeings, to realise

and shelter.

also require the fulfilment

of psychological

needs which include:
"...
personal independence, and personal responsibility
(which
toward a self-governing
group; " work.
possesses a
(relation)
certain aesthetic value and human significance;
to (the) natural environment in some organic, rooted arid
?
"
symbiotic way.
Modern industrial

society, claimed Huxley, worked against

these psychological

requirements.

worked in factories

at the mercy of bosses and did repetitive,

destroying
state

work.

Huxley's

access to land,

saw greater

held that

this

Peace he cites
mass-production

scheme sought-to

co-operatives

was justified

for a localised

In Science,

of Ralph Borsodi-which
in about one-third

of goods.

In the balance of production

production

are offset

this

market he

Huxley

Liberty

demonstrated
of the total

and
that

production

any economies effected

by the costs of distribution.

is in most cases, therefore,

reverse

on communities and individuals.

made economic sense as well.
the studies

soul-

the ownership of the means of production

power devolving

and political

of

People were crowded in cities,

decentralist

In creating

of affairs.

all

by mass-

Local production

more economic than centralised

factory

production.
The mechanisms by which Huxley saw this

decentralist

dream being
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..

evolved from the time he wrote Ends and Means to the writing

realised

of Science,

and Peace twelve years later.

Liberty

he looked to enlightened

self-sufficient,

hope of this

business.

becoming a trend

than allowing

real

power to devolve on the workers.

both in terms of status
the political

It

is

and bankers to

the Open Conspiracy.

from expecting

was dissuaded by Keynes and others
interests,

"%.

Robert Owen remained autocratic

value system and join

renounce the prevailing

production

Even the most

of Wells when he looked to scientists

reminiscent

local

There seems little

in Western society.
like

using

They would renounce the

communities.

self-governing

of industrialists

altruistic

up with

of capital,

obsession with money and power and organise

prevailing

rather

lots

with

methods to go into

modern scientific

for

individuals,

In Ends and Means

and finance,

that

He

those whose

were intimately

tied

quo would renounce their

and economic status

advantages.
Although

Huxley continued

skilled

altruistic

workers,

to depend on the intervention

emphasis to the power of grass roots
for

to make the effort

government could not afford
nations

international

disputes,

and centralisation
efficiently
scientific
political

that

mobilise
warfare.
action-of

such a movement for

the reason being that

to tolerate

on and prepare for

insist

This movement

viable.

would be successful,

decentralisation

movements.

popular

however, was not optimistic

Huxley,

to give a greater

be
by
have
to
however,
sound
complemented
would,

decentralisation

techniques

did-evolve

his position

of

its

to war in order to solve

they must depend on mass-productive

of power.

Only in this

the resources

way can a nation

scientists

techniquesrapidly'and

and manpower to wage modern

One way which Huxley saw to abolish

Another was the institution

As long as

realisation.

the recourse

national

who refuse

to participate

of an international

war was the
in war work.

committee of inspection
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for

and laboratories

factories

in the potential

again Huxley had no faith

leaders

National

to insist

continued

But

of these methods.

propaganda and idolatry

to national

were as gullible

to prevent weapons development.

Scientists

as anyone else.

on keeping military

secrets

as a

safeguard.

These avenues for preventing war were more in the nature of
the symptomsrather than the underlying causes.

attacking
friction

caused by international

contributing

It was the

trade which Huxley saw as the major
It was the exact inverse of

factor which leads to war.

Wells' view that the growth of international

trade and communication

would bring nations into greater co-operation and lead to world peace.
for markets and trade barriers

But Huxley saw the competition
the antagonisms between nations.
climate

was for

the only solution

sufficiency.

In such a political

and developing

productivity

technology

could play the key role

and markets.
agricultural

output

in

by finding

own self-sufficiency

create

itself,

In an impressive

in power.

edible

with

world's

petroleum.

energy sources like
solar

small-scale

yeasts.
its

act of foresight
for

to the limited

the future,

reserves

of the'-

Huxley advocated the development of alternative
wind turbines

energy represented

used for

out claims

and

must Also generate

Huxley saw the Middle East as a major base of conflict
the major powers staking

resources

develop fish

new foods like

the nation

on a

have to increase

therefore,

means to improve food plants

of the seas and lakes;
addition

for

competition

would,

and

Science and

self-sufficiency

damage;
loss
to
food
pest
reduce

to feeding

agricultural

sources of power.

in effecting

Science and technology

domestic animals;
farming

by increasing

scale and thus reduce international

national

and economic

to achieve economic self-

nations

This could be accomplished

industrial

accentuating

and solar

an inexhaustible

production

in line

energy.

In the Third World

supply of power and should be
with*Huxley's

decentralist
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views rather than for mass-productive industry.
Huxley did not see atomic energy as a desirable
limited

since

competition

reserves

the petroleum

which characterised

industry.

high destructive

because of its

was also undesirable

would lead to the same

material

of radioactive

energy source

by the generation

The ecological

issue was another area in which Huxley anticipated

went on in The Human Situation

popular

had developed an attitude

and, therefore,

conquered,
catalogue

and this

no rights.

in relation

It

objects

from deforrestation

balanced eco-systems.

to'exquisitely

Huxley's

vision

human race continued
one-dimensional
dystopias
related

philosophical
rather
Huxley's

will

destroy

to expand and gain depth.

attitude

of his early

characteristic

than as they
insistent

us.

career

to basic prerequisite

the

He had gone from the

of the very pessimistic
approach which

to a multi-dimensional

problems to causes and sought solutions.

The portrait

approach

in regard to the major problem confronting

changed in the process.
farce

it

to pollution.

which demonstrated our

or phenomena in isolation

if we harm nature

and

Huxley gives a long

should be regarded, as systems of relationship.
message is that

to be exploited

Nature was there

showed the drawbacks of a scientific-or

which considers

relationship

toward nature as possessing no

had gone wrong in experiments

lack of understanding

He

reform.

Western science and Western

was regarded as 'progress'.

of the abuses of nature

Even good intent

movement for

to emphasise the symbiotic

between the human species and the planet.

soul,

problems which

and waste of atomic energy.

by decades what was to become a large

philosophy

What

capacity.

Huxley did not foresee at the time was the ecological
would be created

Atomic energy

Many of his attitudes

The concept of democracy went from hopeless
of freedom, self-sufficiency

of science and technology

and fulfilment.

went from an unmitigated

evil
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If. used to perpetuate

to one of the two-edged sword.
power
and strengthen
money and
it

4

the military

would only hasten our decline.

perceive

science and technology

power generation,

resource

What was needed was a paradigm shift

since the models which had been created
leading
were

and power which

could supply was there any hope of providing

and thus avoid war.

alternatives

nations

hand Huxley began to

On the other

to the problems of food production,

solutions

history

might of-competing

only by using the wealth of information

that

the value of

to explain

the unfolding

of

to destruction.

Huxley began to ask the very basic questions of who we are and how
to each other

we are related,

on which we depend.

and to the planet

Where have we gone wrong and what is to be done.
determines what we are and do.

what we think

for creating

misconceptions
material

advance.

the obstacles

Huxley held that

He condemns several

to true social

the idea of progress,

They included

as well

as

nationalism

and

and dealt. only with the material

a science which atomised reality
aspects of existence.
The idea of progress
which benefitted

From the material

sprang,

materially

described

this

advance they extrapolated

politics

This destroys

as well,

of what Huxley
the misconception

any thinking

that

about morals,

Huxley denied that material advance created

social advance automatically.
since history

class

the dogmathat mankind was

It was the fallacy

in Ends and Means as Historicalness',

or social reform.

from that

but morally. and intellectually

was inevitable.

what ought to be is what is.

of Huxley,

from the advance of science and technology.

progressing not only materially
and that

according

The idea that nothing was to be done

best
for
the
it
was a naive
and
should
was unfolding as

destroyed
by
had-been
for
Huxley
others,
many
and
assumption which,
the two wars and the depression.
inability

It

sprang,

to conceive ways to modify forces

perhaps in part,

from the

so huge and of so intricate
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Adam Smith had based his economic doctrine

complexity.

of an 'unseen hand' which guided the operation
Social

Darwinists

accepted the competition
of a law of nature

as a manifestation

progress
while

level

on another

the majority

of nineteenth

those of the twentieth

reasons.

On the negative

very dramatic

destructive

not on unseen forces
Huxley did,

possible

genetics,

etc.

answers to problems of human social
generations

were left

and starts.

'

science and technology
achieved he received

to fate
If

for how history

century.

would unfold

organisation

and faith.

which had
that

a setback with

Here was an example of all

social

fiction

utopian

which for

to incorporate

the explosion

was

provide
earlier

The trend would continue

of how social

in his'vision

found expression

This

would be

it

The fact

were entering

Huxley was trying

would be used to increase

a

of the idea

of the way in which the growth of knowledge'could

indicative

That fear

god of science

There were signs that

and intelligence.

ecology,

The

economy created

since both Wells and Huxley used terminology

psychology,

bomb.

There were two

Things. can change but only by a massive

entered the language in the twentieth

in fits

did not.

or laws of nature but on human shoulders.

as had Wells.

of will

accepted the idea of

side the rejection

placed responsibility

and

of industrialisation.

of the industrial

On the positive

progress

the social

which the progressive

capacity

dark age of pessimism.

effort

for

side was the war and the depression.

had unleashed and the collapse

of automatic

century

the idea of

that

power of man to control'nature,

utopians

century

progress,

of the fittest.

responfibility

relinquishing

century

in something beyond the power

consequences of the headlong pursuit

ecological
If

the unstoppable

should profess

of the nineteenth

It was ironic

of humanity to oppose or direct.

The

of the market.

the
survival
-

based oh faith

These were quasi-religions

on the operation

but

the advance of

reform could be
of the first

atomic

he had been saying about how science

destruction

and hasten racial

in Ape and Essence.

extinction.
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Ape and Essence
The First

World War had been a tremendously

for

experience

Huxley and his generation.

Huxley saw the emergence of a philosophy
coloured

his early

the direction

he said,

is known by its

which he saw this

of the times,

idolatry,
solution
social

Huxley rejected

in the

which,

and national

in meaninglessness

his own belief

and sought

reawakening and a programme of

reform.

Huxley had been saying since the First
believed

that

brutality.

the civilised

nations

Civilisation

The message was clear.

for markets eclipsed

World War that nobody

could engage in that

swept away when the madness of nationalistic
drive

of

But worse than this,

of philistinism

in the form of a religious

of

Fascism and communism. As a

meant nationalism,

of these two manifestations

result

The tree,

taking.

of a philosophy

by a new theology

be filled

by the

of 'good times',

were the endless pursuits

the vacuum could easily
climate

philosophy

The fruits

fruits.

which

But Huxley eventually

and the triumph of. the philistine.

materialism,

disillusion

of meaninglessness

values and securities.

rejected

meaninglessness

From that

It was a kind of vacuum created

work.

of traditional

erosion

disillusioning

of

was a veneer easily

fervour

the more positive

level

and the desperate

aspects of progress.

The

war seemed to lend credence to the idea that war was a natural
to prevent.

phenomenon, beyond human capabilities
this

proposition.

humansocieties

He used comparative

like

ethics which emphasise ambition and

not laws of nature.

Eastern cultures whose religious
right

there were

He also showed

those of the West, produce militaristic

these are human creations

livelihood

to show that

which did not take recourse to war.

that social and religious
competition,

culture

Huxley had rejected

There are,

states)but
said Huxley

philosophies enphasise harmony and

which means refusal

to participate

in harmful

6.89
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like

occupations

In addition

arms manufacture.

comparisons Huxley looked at evolution
was deleterious

competition
kill

own kind outside

their

blooded killing

product

of culture

of the heat of passion.
by our language,

Only humans

This cold
our symbols and

these are human constructs,

But again,
than instinct

rather

intra-specific

to prove that

to the progress of species.

is made possible

imperatives.

categorical

to these cultural

and therefore

amendable.

The Second World War, however, plunged Huxley back into
Levels of human brutality

and technology

had been used to dramatically

of this

manifestation

holocaust,

the Nazi attempt

aspects of modern scientific
prominently
into

heritage
continues
social

represented

to persecute
ills

just

in his didactic
his earlier

few observations.
view,

the Jewish people.

and human brutality

Huxley portrays
dedicated

the final

an indigenous

the title

bombed back

to the lowest

triumph

minority

instincts

of the bestial

which acts as a scapegoat
in the war.

had
been
ideas
taking
the
which
of

work in the fictional

context

of the novel.

shape
But like

the number of main themes has been reduced to a

The main causes of the war had been, in Huxley's

the idea of progress and nationalism.
the bestial

These

figured

a society

as the Jews had been persecuted

dystopias

bombing

of, humanity and in the year of 2108 society

over the spirit

Huxley places several

that

warfare

the stone age and fatalistically
It

most dramatic

There was also the

phrase.

to liquidate

in Ape and Essence.

of the species.

for

juicy

Science

destructive

but there was also saturation

capacity
a deliciously

which Huxley called

increase

The atomic bomb was the single

once again.

a desparate

had indeed increased.

hopelessness.

capacity

the

The war was a confirmation

ape man had superseded his spiritual

of the novel.

And, finally,

science and technology

been used to arm the beast with a powerful
than to solve our commonproblems.

essence, thus

military

technology

had
rather
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dogma like

Any absolute
it.

simplifying

Trying

of some ideology
who do not fit

to force

humanity into

or pseudo-science

this

evil

members of society

by depicting

year round rather

labels

for

that

was to get involved

in national

from a reformer

the saint
or destroys

him.

into

of this

politics

Roosevelt's

tendency to think

according

in
by

themselves village

which,

an unwitting

says Huxley,

Saints,

which

Huxley gives

suffering.

His mistake,

but he was assassinated.

village,

which means

and 'Perfection'

in people governing

He believed

reality

to achieve your goals;

the example of Gandhi as the opposite
categories.

'Utopia'

which caused untold

surrender'

those

the total

explained

'Order'

you to murder and torture

'unconditional

In the novel

The human mind creates

are included:

history;

that you alone understand

needs

but remain sexually

mutation

than seasonally.

Among these labels

of the thing.

Huxley,

of 'Hots',

the persecution

and then acts as if

things

öf those

Ile had seen and condemned

who have not suffered

active

priviliges

claims

and the xenophobia.

propaganda of nations,

he portrays

the narrow categories

solidarity,

enemy or oppressed minority.

the constant

by

reality

in the persecution

results

Social

the mould.

some external

Marxism or Fascism distorts

to Huxley,
transforms

of necessity,

defender of the status

can only work effectively

quo,

at the

periphery.
is another great evil

Nationalism

Flags are the arbitrary
create

a suicidal

one true

God while

all

defined

symbol of artifically

loyalty

and citizens

other

nations

by Huxley in the novel.

satirised

believe
are false

their

difference.
nation

They

to be the

gods.

a
is
"... every conflict
and
money
power
over prestige,
"43
Beautiful.
the
True
for
the
Good,
the
and
crusade
It was this

inevitable.
several ways:

fanatical

dedication

to idolatries

Huxley's tremendous bitterness
the brutality

which made war

comes through strongly

in

of his images; his depiction of the post
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atomic society

dedicated

as one cynically

of the tremendous loss of all

to Satan;

and his portrayal

that he had valued most as a result

of

the bomb.
Huxley does not merely condemn nationalism
as he had done in the didactic
lurid

tones of the idiocy

works.

in intellectual

He tries

of nationalism

to paint

and its

brutal

terms
in

a picture
results.

"I got a flag, you got a flag, all Baboon-God's children
got flags ... and because of the flags it immediately
became right and proper for the one with the foreskin
to disembowel the one without a foreskin and for the
circumcised to shoot the uncircumcised,
rape his wife
and roast his children over slow fires. ýýr

mirrored

is plain

bitterness

Huxley's

in the imagery.

and throughout

Survivors

they no longer have the capacity

scavenge graves for
Einstein

to produce.

his baboon masters by a chain around his neck.
caught,

are buried

The society
The Arch-Vicar

explains

subjugation.

is tethered

The 'Hots',

to

when.

as the master of the world.

customs to the expedition

from New

rites.

a part of the human essence, this. devil

and

of civilisation.

been destroyed.

The loss of the

Another scene has workers shovelling

ovens to bake corn bread.

Law,

is seen in the imagery of Parliament

two, law and religion,
defiled.

worship

of the species.

Huxley portrays the destruction

culture and love have all

the Vatican

at the

They keep the people in ignorance

the most complete degradation

Finally

preside

which permeate the novel proclaim Belial
45.
To Huxley, for whom spiriand Oh, how immanent"

was so vital

represented

The clergy

The litanies

as "transcendent

first

their

Belial

placed on the head.

over bacchanalian

religion,

the clothes

alive.

of 2108 recognises

horns as two fingers

tuality

is

They do not make the sign of the cross but the sign of the

Zealand.

altar

the novel it

Whenthe visitor

horror at the loss to culture

and

books into

from NewZealand expresses

he is assured that the bread is good and
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also that
for

it

does not matter

the 'No' patches on the clothes

on non-seasonal

The burning

sex.

has been reduced to subsistence

level

and mind.

sense which Huxley always attached

All

and a society

of the things

most important

have disappeared without

the taboo
humanity

that

which lives

by

Love in the romantic

to it, has also been lost

of seasonal sex which reduces it

is,

that

of the women to indicate
of the books indicates

bread alone at the cost of spirit

arrival

Except,

since no one can read.

to a purely

to Huxley:

function.

physical

religion,

the

with

and love

art

even the awareness of the loss which that

They are. the same values mourned by the protagonists

represents.

Brave New World which is an appropriate

in

by Huxley ö.f his

statement

to dystopia.

return

The most sustained satire
There is a difference,

in the novel is of science and technology.

however, between the portrait

Ape and Essence and Brave New World.

The first

of science

difference

in

was put

at the time by Charles J. Rolo,

succinctly

"Brave New World envisaged the 'painless'
triumph of
standardisation,
which Huxley then considered the logical
by soulless rationaend-product of a science controlled
lists
Ape and Essence depicts the 'miserable'
triumph
...
of animal estia ity, wihi"ch Huxley now suggests will be
by warthe logical end- roduct of a science controlled
minded ape man. "6
Science is recognised
by man.

degree than in Brave New World.

science had created
determined

extent,

Science created

belief

it

inevitable

matter

a momentumof its

patterns

of thought,

in patterns

systems.

To this

and of order even when that

fulfilment.

of human will.
reality

organisation

science and technology

extent

that we would rationalise

to a certain

methods of coping with

of human social

is

In the first

own which,

independently

the course of history.

which became mirrored
*ethical

which is controlled

But in Ape and Essence the element of human control

emphasised to a greater
dystopia

by Huxley as an entity

all

rational

of existence

and
had made

in terms of

order was inimical

to human
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In Ape and Essence, however, the responsibility
science

rests

on human shoulders.

squarely

imagery Huxley uses concerning
in keeping with

choice,

This is obvious from the

in eliminating

was a direct

human suffering.

of the observation

result

but the hand controlling

the context

criminal

uses which his discovery
in chains,

tears while

is not

has his finger
itself

Calculus,

forced

neutral,

in Ape and Essence he recognised
that

it

represented

The pessimism revolved

the idiotic

to the missile

that

blares.

button

of the useful

by

around'the

fact

purposes

Even through his despair.

science was raising

the one hope for

the standard

the poor people of the
that'it

also raised

This was the result

of our dying violently.

or

is used to aim the rockets.

could be put.

to which science and technology

hearing

in

in the human

strong

has been put to as the radio

Huxley had been coming to the recognition

attitude.

But it

places science

beast which is still

of the controlling
Farraday is pictured'in

possibility

given the

"Ends are ape-chosen" begins one of

them.

species.

world.

Huxley's

that,

purposes.

novel and the imagery constantly

the verses inthe

of living,

where

or science as such which suffered Huxley's deepest satire,

scientists

the apes.

was more

which he had been developing

the theories

we would use science for destructive

Einstein,

and it

science and society

science was to play a key role
deep bitterness

for controlling

the

of human

He quotes Pascal,

for truth without charity is
"We make an idol of truth;
not God, -but his image and idol which we must neither
love nor worship. "47
Knowledge alone,
animal.

Huxley observes,

We possess an endocrine

makes us totally

simply makes us a more dangerous

system adapted for

out of synchronisation

with a civilised

The only way to overcome the dangers which this
of charity,
physical.

the spiritual

the wild

we assiduously

existence.

poses is the pursuit

essence of our nature rather

Yet, Huxley insists,

which

than the purely

pursue the wrong ideals.
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itself

Humanity pits

by the industrial

as exemplified
bumptious.
ignored

The miracles

the social

wildlife,.

This behaviour

deserts,

that

etc,

preoccupation

topsoil,

for Huxley,

by the epithet

by the fact

land erosion,
it

'Progress'.

that although

preserve

of the

of resources.
These

the technology
transform

resources,

the

was not acted upon because of the overwhelming

any potential

Resources went into

for constructive

were the two great

which we were blinded,

own which

destruction

costs:

and the squandering

pollution

with power politics.

this obviated

became a goal of its

enslavement to the machine, over-production

was sanctified

to prevent

existed

contest

made humanity overwhelmingly

revolution

and the ecological

problems were aggravated

The success of that

nature.

of technology

costs:

and over-population;
forests,

against

idolatries,

constructive

technology.

nationalism

both to the discovery

beings and to the greater,

global

arm.;ments and
These,

and progress,

by

of our essence as human

purposes to which we could put

our technology.

In Ape and Essence Huxley gives none of the models of social
reform which he had been developing
represents

outside

the periphery

As the scientist

of society., 'ge see the only hope as a
bankrupt

indication
disillusion

This

society.

response to the dilemmas posed by science in society

flimsy

The book

love escape to a community of 'Hots

search for essence in a spiritually

personal

work.

the abandonment of hope in that direction.

from New Zealand and his new found
living

in his didactic

was an

that Huxley had perhaps experienced the most crushing
in a long series of disillusions.

As if to confirm Huxley's pessimism the war was hardly over when
States
in
United
the
against
a new xenophobia was propagated
Union, and a new persecution
'heretics'
confirm

within

its

borders.

was mounted against

the Soviet

the communist

The dawn of the McCarthy era seemed to

fear
the
been
had
and
worship
about
Huxley
saying
of
much
what

6.95

of conflicting
follow..

idolatries

and the inevitability

He had also said that

in combatting

of witch

hunts to

authoritarian

regimes,

democracies would themselves have to become more centralised
authoritarian.
fears

McCarthy's

America caused the re-emergence of these

in Huxley and he updated his Brave New World scenario

the modern technological
World Revisited.

and

threats

to freedom and dignity

to portray

in Brave New

._.
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Brave New World Revisited
Introduction
In Brave New World Huxley portrayed

to freedom and individuality.

threat

a potential

in the seventh century

after

Ford.

his pessimism lay mainly

technological

advance, but this

for

controlling

Huxley's

he now saw such potential

Huxley into

functioning

of democratic

a new array

of techniques

Huxley's
already

saw evidence'of

political

organisations

to manipulate

this
which,

of whole populations.

in the interest

more particular

level

the

in

Huxley

by commercial and
of a minority,

sought

of the masses.

impersonal

and the technological

overview of factors

which influenced

by science which could easily,

and feelings

and

explicitly

which threatened

ones of over-population

capacity

influencing

and

for conditioning,

the main theme of Brave New World Revisited.

of the general

freedom

Second, was the emergence of

being accelerated

forces, 'the

These first-two

represent

provided

the thoughts

over-organisation,

institutions.

lead to control

opinion,

climate

and over-organisation

of over-population

48

there were the impersonal

First,

his mood of pessimism.

that

1950s than they

three Huxley stated

The first

was more a part of the historical

the fourth

forces

1930s.

in the future.

individual

that

in the late

threat

and democracy were under greater

at the time.

around the next corner".

reasons why Huxley felt

'ý.

political

stemmed from the fact

"just

as existing,

There were several

and

that such possibilities

lay many generations

His pessimism in Brave New World Revisited

were in the early

thinking

Brave NewWorld he felt

whole populations

'What

in the area of scientific

must be viewed in the social,

which influenced

Whenhe had been writing

years after

to be much more pessimistic.

had increased

and economic context

He dated his fantasy

But twenty-five

Brave New World he professed

writing

the advancement of science as

social

Huxley was adding some new fears

They were part
change. ' On a
to his old
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highlight
justify

his belief

that

goals,

Now Huxley was also

or unjust.

by advancing

which is obviously

no less'drastic

But by failing

good.

obvious conclusions,

and taking

problem is created.

of people press on a resource
and they fac% instead

appropriate

over a few years,

counter-measures°,

inadequate

The problem lay in the failure

to support

it

into

to see things

than as isolated

simplistic

this

playing

humanity from one dilemma'and delivering

existed in the relatively

role,

in

as a whole,
If

objects..

this

dynamic of upgrading a

infinitely
the
hopeless
to
of
vision
clear.
was
expect any
issues created

them

the arms of

resource base to cope with a prospective population increase,

social

a

death by slow starvation.

as constantly

rather

to

The extra hundreds of thousands

of death by malaria,

terms of system and relation

malaria

to see the problem through

base totally

Huxley saw science and technology

failure

and technological

scientific

the saving of hundreds of thousands of lives

another.

bad ends.

Huxley gives the example of using DDT to eliminate

knowledge.

rescuing

could never

using good means to achieve

The good means are represented

with

Ends and Means to

how desirable,

no matter

using means which were violent

concerned about the reverse,

its

he had written

Twenty years earlier

preoccupations.

then it

more complex

This represented

by advancing technology.

a,

continuous source of Huxley's pessimism.,
One of the more subtle
knowledge relates

scientific

World a system of dysgenics
large

and ethically

produces inferior

Huxley claims we are approaching

defects

jobs without

Added to this,

Today,

resistance.

but by our system of random breeding.

the advance of medical science most children
and mutliply.

types in standardised

the problem from another

of the past were covered up by early

by

In Brave New

to the advance of medicine.

numbers to perform routine

not by planning

loaded dilemmas created

death.
with

direction,

The hereditary
But thanks to

defects

reach maturity

Huxley quotes Dr. W. Sheldon, who

6.98
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the best of the species are being outbred

that

claims

types and we see, therefore,
random but effective

This biological
dystopianism

which are incompatible

factors

the creation

with

of the general

I. Q.

This

system of dysgenics weakens the human gene pool

and lowers intelligence
Huxley,

a lowering

by inferior

scenario

to

according

or maintenance of democratic

institutions.

source of Huxley's

was another contributing

in Brave New World Revisited.

The final

area which provided

New World Revisited

Huxley with

inspiration

was the political-historical

for

Brave

of the

realities

preceding two decades.. He had watched, with horror and disgust,
Hitler's

to power.

rise

In the aftermath

of the war the full

in Nazi Germany, and Stalinist

of totalitarianism
This was sufficiently

depressing

where Huxley had settled,

on its

Russia,

details

came to light.

own, but the United States,

now seemed in the grip

of a similar

ideological

madness under the lead of Senator Eugene McCarthy.

represented

an uncanny confirmation

fight

ideologies the democracies of the West would themselves

rival

of Huxley's

that

the manifestation

be less like
Stalinist

Orwell's

of this

tyranny

a violent

Russia where the emphasis is on punishment

exercised

by positive

World Revisited

Huxley explores

and distraction..

the forces

would
based on

Rather Huxley

Brave New'World emerging where control
reinforcement,

to

But Huxley felt

tendency toward authoritarianism

1984 which portrayed

saw something more like

that

prediction

have to becomeless democratic, more authoritarian.

It

'In

is

Brave New

pushing us in this

direction

and the methods for its realisation.
Over-Population
Huxley cites

the dramatic

acceleration

of population

the main ingredient

creating new social problems.

Christ

I, a span of sixteen

to Elizabeth

the globe doubled.

But at the present

centuries,

growth as

From the time of
the population

rate of increase

it

will

of

double

'
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again in fifty

The reasons Huxley gives for

years.

change are based on the difference
and birth

control
Penicillin,

control

DDT and clean water are relatively

birth

control

The resulting

in the

especially

as Huxley

equation,

was that increased population created greater demandson

saw it,

insecurity
leading
to
resources
economic
such conditions

the West within

creates

The global

being upset and if

political
this

In the Third

which increasingly

stress

threat

pose a military

in the form of interrupted

in turn becomes less secure,

,
to the West,

supplies

of

centralises

says Huxley, which prepares

Any nation,

for war must limit

Over-population

freedom.

leads

is constantly

therefore,

power and prepares for war.

contribute

did not threaten

does indirectly.

constant

does not

The West

it

and

freedom and the

over-population

equilibrium,

does pose economic stress

raw materials.

Even if

own borders

their

World over-population
to war.

individual

power which diminishes

for democracy.

opportunities

Under

and social unrest.

central governments must exercise more control

their

consolidate

it

of the

reasons, economic, religious

has been less effective,

World, than death control.

Third

and a few technicians.

the co-operation

Whatever the particular

whole population.

cheap commodities which

investment

small

on the other hand, requires

control,

or cultural,

with

between death

by science and technology.

effected

any government can initiate
Birth

in effectiveness

dramatic

this

increasingly

will

in these ways to a world condition

of permanent crisis.

Over-Organisation
Huxley also felt

democracy to be under threat by the centralisation

of economic power. The Little
mass-production

and distribution

these systems are controlled
hardly

less oligarchical

indirectly,

Man was disappearing in the fact" of
systems.
by the State,

Power Elite.

the vast majority

In totalitarian

countries

but in the democracies by a

They control,

population,
the
of

directly

or

through ownership of
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the means of production,

measure, by advancing technology.
organisation

of society

is acceptable

Huxley cites

Science and the ever greater

instinct

to create

to the provinces

when confined
but it

philosophy,

intellectual

of science,

problems of the individual

progress, exacts a high toll

the individual.

to

of
diversity
out
art

and

and economics.

White to highlight

the social

in an over-organised

Frommclaims that Western society,

society.

unity

the "Will

is dangerous in the realms of politics
Erich Fromm and William

and psychological

in large

are examples of what Huxley calls

This intellectual

This

the centralisa-

power and both have been made possible,

of political

Order"49.

and the mass media.

of economic power goes hand in hand with

centralisation
tion

the means of credit

while making material and

in psychological costs to

workers are becoming automata who hide

Increasingly

lack of security and capacity for love in a, frantic
drive
50
for work and pleasure.
Huxley attributes'
this phenomenon to the
inner

their

demands created

by mass-production

depends on workers becoming perfectly
Individuals

must deny their

fulfilling

earlier

adjusted to the machines.

own diversity,

their

by Charlie

Chaplin

in "Modern Times".

run as smoothly as the machine.

creating
replacing

decades

several

inroads on the societal
in the effort

level

to make

So on both the individual

level the machine was making man over in its own image,

an idol

parodied by Huxley in Braue New World with

the Christian

the model T

cross.
values and of the individual

This submersion of social
demands made by mass-production
the creation

demanded by

The machine criteria

with arrangements becoming ever more complicated

and societal

pattern

It was the syndrome satirised

had also made significant

of organisation

society

own needs for

work and conform. to the standardised

machine production.

factory

where a smoothly running

of a new Social

had, according

Ethic.

whole as paramountI is replacing

to Huxley,

to the
resulted

in

An ethic,, which places the social

the old ethic

where the individual

was

",.
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Huxley cites

primary.

William

I

White's

Organisation

Man which notes

the ascendance of phrases which capture the spirit
like

'adjustment',

Huxley's

favourite

the total

phrase is

justification

to the interests

the new Social

that

Ethic,

"51- The wider implications
to the tendency for

relate

social

intentioned

will,

injustice

in any drive

cannot be defined

consequences of

be forced
for

uniformity,
The desire

in terms of absolutes.

peace is shrouded in a kind of misplaced. romanticism
the Middle Ages.

order had as their
and very little

bullying

the individual

for order and
like

that

mobility.

by supervisors,

The social

which
and

no vertical

engineers

who try

in the process create

the supreme value of order will

resurrect

to

The supposed advantage of serenity

counterparts,

horizontal

Again Huxley

and even the best

of necessity,

for social

in

trend

engineering.

power corrupts

Ph. D. s in sociology

is merely a

"...

of this

is quick to claim the idea that

surrounds

of the

be said in the next

of the less desirable

the fact

after

over-organisation.

create

which crystallises

Player Piano, about which more will

Huxley claims

industry

'dynamic conformity'

It was an issue close to the heart of Kurt Vonnegut's

novel,

chapter.

'team work' and 'group loyalty'.

submission of the individual

corporation.
first

'adaptation',

of the new ethic

to

a

system of servitude.
These forces
large

extent

of over-population

spontaneous,

response to the perception
intelligent

is dedicated

implement the desire
created

of these trends

manipulation

by commercial and political
Revisited

unplanned phenomena. Huxley felt

and as humane as possible.

however, was the cynical

are to a

and over-organisation

interests.

that

the

should be conscious,

What he actually
and acceleration
The rest

perceived,
of these trends

of Brave'New World

to exposing how technology and science could
for control,

by over-population

a desire

born of the necessities

and over-organisation.

They include
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techniques

could use to manipulate

which any state

population:

drugs and hypnopaedia.

brainwashing,

propaganda, the art of selling,

their

Propaganda
The Second World War provided
successful
to carry

their

method.

Hitler

message -a

had demonstrated

the minds. of eighty

for

and in 1929 by the depression.
and, therefore,

appeal to their

was

frenzied

crowds, bombarded them with

a mass hysteria,

What frightened

are relatively

crude,

and

rhetoric

whole

means like

Huxley claims

for 'now television

instincts.

Huxley was the efficiency

due to the advent of technological
By modern standards

targets

what Huxley

with which a leader could play on the hopes and fears-of

and loudspeaker.

They were

easy psychological

passions and most forbidden

he succeeded in creating

until

populations

of course,

who had been

'herd-poisoning'.

called

Part of the reason,

appealed most were the lower middle classes

He herded them into
gestures

using modern

The group to

and frustrated

Hitler's

orator,

could not only reach the ears but affect

and economic condition

social

in 1923 by inflation

bewildered

and unreliable

of Germany.

the desparate

ruined

how one skilful

people.

million

model of

had to depend on subordinates

time-consuming

relatively

methods of mass communication,

which Hitler

dictators

Earlier

propaganda.

Huxley with a dramatic

that

the radio
these methods

has been added to media

wonders.
had practised

What Hitler
control.

was the 'art'

What Madison Avenue now approaches,

and hopes most prevalent
is invaluable

the model.

the McCarthy trials
sophistication

Add to this

the realities

of-Stalinist

and the scientific

fears

This information

organisation.

in America (which were televised),

of media technology

is the

those secret

at any time in a society.

to any commercial or political

of mind

claims Huxley,

Research which discovers

science of Motivational

provided

intuitively

had

Hitler
Russia,

the increased
exploration

of
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Huxley had a complete portrait

human motivation.

on the basis of efficient

can arise

These pressures
democratic
all

The press,

as forcefully

out by the prohibitive
by the Power Elite.

between true and false

propaganda,
The former is

the appeal to reason as opposed to the appeal to passion.
and necessary element in any society's

plays on the fears

The latter
interests
Huxley,

fairly

proliferation

obvious.

of media material

but totally

false

invariably

based on the infinite

Huxley claims

of the relevent

social

media were, therefore,

which eclipses

the maintenance of enlightened,
by the Power Elite

issues as a result
the two forces

appetite

and the submergence

of the trivialisation

working against

of the

democracy in the

The Art of Selling

specific
scientific
population.

to the problems of propaganda but operating

level

was the art

of merchandising.

methods to discover

Advertisers

the most prevalent

Their job then is to create

a link,

the

participatory

West.

Allied

of

to be the new opium of

this

We are drowned in a sea of irrelevence

Economic censorship

says

true nor

the people.

government.

in the vested

in the West which is neither

distractions.

necessary for

existence.

is the

humanity for

information

their

What has not been considered

It'is

irrelevant.

to keep its

This,

commercial or political.

of some minority,
is all

of the public,

effort

determine

informed about the issues which will

citizens

of

'economic censorship'52.

this

Huxley goes on to differentiate

a valuable

were

to the centralisation

and being replaced

costs of modern media technology

in the

cinema and television

radio,

man-was being forced

The little

Huxley called

just

process leading

part of a technological

information.

propaganda.

were operating

countries.

of how dictatorships

desires

on a more
now use
in the

by using symbols,
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between the employer's

I

and the secret

product

wishes of the populace.

"We no longer

buy oranges, we buy vitality.
53
auto we buy prestige, ,

This is a familiar

and fairly

Ph. D. s in psychology.

with

trivial

techniques

have spilled

Sophisticated

canvassing

techniques

desires.

over into

Radio and television

arena.

the mood in

a 'sincere'

cultivates

of the voters

to educate,

personality.

only to their

only to exploit.

for specific
political
principles
and
plans
action
..
have come to lose most of their importance.
The
personality
of the candidate and the way he is projected
by the a5vertising
experts are the things that really
matter.
These techniques

Huxley, practically

guarantee that the electorate

Huxley indicates
which anticipates
to,

in marketing

and priorities

the work of Marshall

McLuhan.

being asked to concentrate

Audiences have become

in a passive way and do not

or make an intellectual

must also be an entertainer,

issues of the day.

in particular,

but the United States

since the writing

is often

in this

Huxley feared that

cynical

manner with

about American elections"

a trend

of Brave New World Revisited,

media to market candidates
generally.

Huxley was writing

The

effort.

keep his speeches

and snappy, and deal only in the most peripheral

the great

and television

by, the methods of media broadcasting.

They are accustomed to being distracted

therefore,

claims

are never informed

in the. nature of radio

a key feature

even conditioned

candidate,

a candidate,

issues in an election.

about the real political

short

the political

are used to hammer home the message in

There is no attempt

prejudices.

like

analysts

is the way these

are used to discover

No appeal is made-to the intellgence

inured

an

and a campaign is mounted to appeal to these particular

catchy slogans and the'candidate

"

use of motivation

What is more sinister

merchandising

the country

We do not buy just

setter.

Indeed,

the exploitation

of

way has been recognised

the electorate'was

being denied the

more
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opportunity

to participate

only this.

As a result

the electorate

fully

of prolonged

Huxley had little

eroded.

stances the democratic institutions

But not

process.

to media methods

conditioning

having their

were actually

intelligently

in the political

to respond

ability

hope that under such circum-

of the West would continue to be

more than democratic in nameonly.

Brainwashing,

Drugs and Hypnopaedia

Huxley was convinced that

ý\

the advance of scientific

and technolo-

knowledge would be put to use for mind control.

gical

techniques

of propaganda and merchandising

there were other
Huxley felt
pressure

techniques

to maintain

World Revisited

their

future

future

tyrannies

teaching

significant
yearly.

is,

of their

under
Brave New

of which he wrote

seemed to occupy the

brainwashing,

on anything

like

drugs and sleep-

the level

being used on political

in two

His warning of

would seem commonplace.

amounts of mind-altering

he envisioned.

prisoners,

and

drugs are dispensed to populations

These examples, however, do not warrant

governments would exploit

states

But Huxley warned that

based on systematic

no doubt,

the threats

realisation.

fiction.

have not materialised

Brainwashing

with

At the time of writing

that

might produce a smile since this

decades these techniques

being developed which

popularity

power.

Huxley admitted

realm of some distant

were being used wholesale,

which were still

would come into. greater

But whereas the

these techniques

for

the observation

the systematic

that

control

citizens.

Huxley maintained a continuing
The relationship
especially,

of behaviour

played a key role

modification
in the stability

Huxley perceived a highly sinister
manipulation

of behaviour

interest

in the work of Pavlov..
to positive

reinforcement,

of. his'Brave'New

World.

element in the non-violent

where individuals

were not even aware of
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their

It

conditioning.

It was in this

human free will.

behaviour

the more aggressive

direction

Huxley explores

broken of old habits

which was ineradicable.
intuitively

injury,

is lower.

prolonged

harrassment

evidence,

rulers

will

be able to exploit

economic or social

still

has come to light

of a century

knowledge adding to the power of

stimulate

their

drugs offered

Hallucinogens

stress.

of the state
an excessive

later,

rather

could be used to distract
however, is
and no example

the water supply.

concern with what still

bizarre

the

times of

during

The use of drugs,

drugging

rulers

populations in times of threat,

to the haphazard method of prescriptions

times exhibited

in the most
be strengthened

therefore,

would,

in mind altering

from misery and injustice.

limited

But as science

information

this

them so as not to be too critical

or tranquilise

depended on

based on sound experimental

of human behaviour

The experiments

to-artificially

attention

of hope.

by the offer

Huxley also saw pharmaceutical

ability

praching

when

of the individual.

to the detriment

the state.

in new behaviour

knowledge had been acted on

effective

The hand of the state

way.

efficient

followed

As the breaking

who held his meetings at night

John Wesley's

the theories

elaborates

hunger, and

and trained

In the past this

by men such as Hitler

resistance

to break down.

the dogs to become highly

discovered

was reached'Pavlov
easily

Yet now

stress which he observed

from old conditioning.

signals resulting

suggestible,

than 1984.

how resistant,

Stress could be created by sleep deprivation,

point

reinforcement

also based on the work of Pavlov.

caused the dog, no matter

conflicting

than

these more aggressive

Pavlov's work with dogs involved creating
invariably

rather

based on negative

Brave New World rather

in Brave New World Revisited

to the idea of

attachment

non-violent

control

which Huxley saw emerging.

forms of brainwashing

Huxley's

challenged

possibilities.

Huxley at

seems, a quarter

ý"
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In Brave New World Hypnopaedia or sleep teaching
main instruments

of social

nursery

and on the walls

children

for

possibilities
of Pavlov.

this

of light

the

based again on the work

when they are young, or ill,

The first

therefore,

places,

where a

should place his speakers are in the nursery,

would-be dictator

wards and under pillows.

including

Huxley restates

form of conditioning,

sleep.

of the

were speakers announcing the"platitudes

People are more suggestible

or in a state

hospital

Under the pillows

stability.

In Brave New World Revisited

of the state.

was one of the

Huxley also cites

various

in

studies,

one conducted at the Massachusetts General Hospital

concerning

which demonstrate

placebos,

people are highly

per cent highly

and thirty

five

fifty

suggestible,

that about fifteen

per cent moderately

to suggestion.

resistant

claims Huxley, are sufficiently

suggestibility,.

per cent of
suggestible

These figures

for

high, even at the lower

end, to warrant placing speakers in public places like waiting rooms .
and means of transport or wherever there is a captive audience.
Finally
suggestion.

Huxley looks at the possibilities

for subliminal

He cites

neurologist,

who demonstrated

the work of the Austrian

that

for a fraction

images projected

of pure science found its

encouraging
popcorn.

But it

sympathy for

could,

political

we could afford

says Huxley,
leaders

suggestion

drink

just

that

in the cinemas

Coca-Cola and eat

as easily

and ideologies.

be used to create

Again Huxley felt

that

in ten or twenty years this

would have passed from science fiction

fact.

The nature of Huxley's solutions
population,

application

a cigarette,

to smile but predicted

work on subliminal

to political

to light

patrons

first

of a second

bypassing the conscious mind.

became embedded in the subconscious1while
This bit

Dr. Poetzl,

over-organisation,

to all

of these problems:

propaganda and the technology

to

over-
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implement it,

gives the decided impression

in the ability

to combat these major trends.

for

education
The primary

His first

value which must be defended is that

important,

Ethic

which Huxley claims

uniqueness.

Spencer to Skinner.
from'individuals,
of existing
of behaviour

denies the facts

Huxley attacks

social

of this

ability.

Skinner claimed that

becomes more comprehensive the contribution

individual,

even to his own behaviour

individual

behaviour

is that

as scientific
ofýthe

the behaviouristic

model ignores

element which must be a part of the equation.

is necessary,

historical

The

says Huxley,

but it

A science of human

must be a complete approach.

uniqueness
deny
the
of Shakespeare or the
would

impact of a Bismarck or Lenin.

Huxley's

eagerness to defend the uniqueness of the individual

stemmed from his fear about the incursions
of freedom and democracy.

But he himself

reform which was too progressive,

because it

would be resisted

the
time.
-of

Many writers

merely put into
do arise

of state

could
time

Most successful
the prevalent

have said this,

words what everyone else was thinking.
as much from the skilful

no ruler

too much ahead of its

and crystallise

and leaders

power in the area

had said that

by the population.

campaigns are those which capture

leaders

patterns

is not merely a product of environment, but of his own

The behaviourists

initiate

influences

approaches zero.

his body, temperament and mind as well.

nature:

from

change proceeds not

but from the aggregate

patterns,

and

ethic

J. B. Watson denied hereditary

conditions.

basis of contention

whole

of human diversity

the defenders

Spencer claimed that

or special

the physiological

of values.

to be all

explanation

Huxley's

is

solution

of the individual

assumes nurture

great or otherwise,

social

faith

Ethic which places the good of the social

The new Social

as paramount.

genetic

he had little

freedom which must be based on an enunciation

a new Social

against

that

perception

that

feelings

they

In this

sense

and exploitation
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of the conglomerate
Huxley readily

admitted

a nature/nurture

defence of individuality
distaste

for

social

behaviouristic

and political

which he saw as the logical

engineering

outcome of

theories.
of human behaviour

is not yet achievable

though Huxley believed that the time may yet comewhen

genetically,
is.

genius.

balance but took a radical

because of his aesthetic

The standardisation

it

mood as from any hereditary

social

What he felt

is possible,

is social and cultural
therefore,

through propaganda and conditioning,

Education for freedom must,

uniformity.

teach the skills

of differentiating

from the meaningless.

and the meaningful

showing how language creates
are supposed to represent,

links

he is pessimistic

This could be done by

and how these links

can create

they

positively

Again, Huxley has an answer but

that such skills

The vested interests

from the false

between symbols and the things

charged inferences.

or negatively

the true

be taught in the schools.

will

of the military,

the government and the commercial

sector do not desire a population which is too discerning and would,
therefore,

oppose such education.

Brave New World Revisited
Huxley's

work.

their

accelerate
continue

projection

these trends,

will

populations

will

science and technology,

continue

The result

will

In the democratic

be the erosion

be retained but they will

countries

to

power will

which have created

them and arm them for

essence of a system based on non-violent
"...

very much a dystopian

combat against
of democratic

Huxley compares the process to the retaining

monarchy in England.

and courts will

therefore,

economic and political

nOw accelerate

freedom and democracy.
institutions.

is that

growth rates,

to centralise,

is,

elections,

of the
parliaments

be a facade to the underlying
totalitarianism.

the traditional
names and hallowed slogans will remain
Democracy and freedom will be the theme of every
...
broadcast
Meanwhile the ruling oligarchy will rule as
...
they see fit. "55
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Huxley proceeds to counter
the overwhelming

trends which will
birth

cope with

population,

control.

But the resistances:

will

birth

prevent

Agricultural

must be developed.

hope with
To

realisation.

must become as efficient
psychological

cultural,

its

from reaching

control

their

prevent

control

methods, resource

of trained

each of his procedures for

required

and religious
goals.

and viable

conservation

as death

substitutes

But the problems of the Third World, with

manpower and capital

haphazardly, following

force

will

shortages

them to industrialise

predecessors in polluting

the model of their

and squandering resources.
Finally,

climate gave Huxley little

the political

hope.

He

claimed that opinion polls showed the public to have no faith
they had no objection

democratic institutions,

in

to censorship, and they

would be content to be ruled by experts if they could live as the
boom had accustomed them to live.
Inquisitor

Huxley cites

who claimed the people would gladly

his feet

in exchange for bread.

believed

that

dictatorship

Dostoevsky's
lay their

would make a future

sustenance,

diversion

and control.

Huxley was at his most convincing when he analysed the shift
rule

by force

to rule

by subtle

marketing

public

of candidates

becoming more generally
advertising

segments for
purposely

in line

the trivialisation

with motivation

recognised.

trends which are

Western candidates

appealing

promotion are brief
to media conditioned

the
and the

analysi5

now unabashedly

image.

Media

and entertaining,

made

agencies to plan and promote. their

political

of the

issues,

from social

attention

from

The economic censorship

response of media viewers are all

preconditioned

hire

persuasion.
Power Elite,

of the media by a. cortrolling
media which distracts

Huxley

they could aid in the supply of the three

invincible-for
of power:

freedom at

Bread, and Huxley adds circuses.

the advances of science and technology

prerequisites

Grand

minds.

All

of these develop-
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ments seem to confirm

Huxley's

assessment of the role

of the media in

mass politics.
Huxley could also be dramatically
water supplies,

speakers under our pillows;

has been outlawed.
single
level

line

like

Huxley,

and subliminal

based on past or current

projections

to assess the future.

projection

many engaged in prediction,

dynamics of the social/scientific

attempt

Wedo not have drugged

wrong.

made

trends.

relationship

The multieluded the

often

Huxley was aware of the multi-dimensional

in
indeed
his
the
nature of
problem,
pessimism stemmed large measure
from our lack of knowledge in this respect.

Yet he failed

for instance, the media could work against the prevailing
cultural

conformity,

Television

rights

It

lent

movement.

broadcasts

increased

rejected

to materialistic

pursuits.

ments.

the corporate

Certainly

He was a product

to cope with

is,

of the war in vivid'

one decade after

Brave New

dream and societal

dedication

The reason for

for which there

The centralisation

goals.

awareness to the civil

social

of youth,

changes stemmed from the interraction

for analysis.

and materialistic

the horror

portrayed

impetus-and

A generation

World Revisited,

and technological

trends toward

some would say caused, the American withdrawal

contributed

from Vietnam as daily
colour.

acquiescence,

political

to see how,

these kinds of dramatic

of forces:

economic, political

as yet,

adequate framework

no

Huxley could not have predicted

these develop-

of the two wars and a widespread depression.

of economic and political

the massive challenge

power had been necessary

they represented.

People,

came to depend on Big Business and Big Government to provide
security,

a safety

opportunities

net,

in a world which seemed to offer

them with

few

These were the trends observed by Huxley

and many risks.

which he assumed would continue,
But as the economic situation

in turn,

grow more pervasive

eased, as people felt

indeed as Big Government and Big Business failed

and oppressive.
more secure,

in many respects

and
to
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meet the expectations of the public this tendency reversed.
Huxley had been apolitical
apolitical

nature

of humanity and wanted solutions,

always seemed to elude him.

Like Wells the nature

accepted were incompatible

the social

engineering.
World Revisited

social control

Huxley,

good.

They showed horror

four years after

published

with

widespread
solutions

Island,

with

the dystopian

at genetic

the publication
all

premises

and accepted
and social

of'Brave

of the nightmare

now used to create his utopia.

which

of the solutions

They wanted individuality,

and values which preceded them.
the need for

He perceived

of the modern electorate.

dilemmas to the future

which he finally

when young and now complained of the

New

tools'of

",
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Island

Island
gave a lot

was unlike

most utopias

in a number of respects.

to the problems of the individual

of attention

and he emphasised the need and capacity
is not global,

His utopia

community existing

in society

but an isolated

the mainstream of world social,
his utopia

And, finally,

in everyone.

enlightenment

or even national,

outside

life.

and political

for

Huxley

is ultim

island
economic

ztely destroyed

by the world at large.
Island

also represented,

however, many similarities

commonly held as prerequisites

for

a utopian

a
showed
remarkable

from the earlier

works.

in 1958 Huxley stressed

As late

the importance

individual

the
as
paramount social

importance

of the general

individual.

söcial

This basic shift

of satire

and attack,

value led,

in motivating

moksha medicine

which emphasises both social
engineering

had always,

standardisation.
.
eugenic technique
superior

stock.

Now the society
of artificial
And, finally,

insemination

experience
Genetic
with

practises

the

using sperm and ova of

one of the main reasons for writing

in the destruction

been a damning indictment

The

The hallucinogenic.

awareness.

of Pala extensively

Brave New World was to show how the attempt
would result

and loyalty.

work, been associated

in Huxley's

the victim

role where positive

element of the religious

and individual

to

and control-

so frequently

Pavlov,

now plays a constructive

is a fundamental

the

in turn,

of conditioning

posed by advances in drugs is also reversed.

threat

the primacy of the

good takes precedence over the

is used to promote group co-operation

reinforcement

state

as Brave'New World Revisited

Now, in Island,

value..

horror.

elicited

in his thinking

evolution

of accepting

the acceptance of many of the techniques
which had formerly

Huxley's

society.

acceptance of these tenets
dystopian

to what were

to achieve a socially

of high art.

of the utopian

endeavour.

In 1932 this

stable
had

Now Huxley accepts
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that

equanimity

with

he envisions

the paradise

will

produce no great

art.

Huxley's original

could and most likely

would be used to create

and the idea of progress

nationalism

to incorporate

his effort

ethical

The purposes to which
He now attempted

ideology,

As such

a sane society.

could create

to

welded to a

and technology,

characteristics

of utopianism:

advances in knowledge and technique;

to adapt

goals, placing human.value above other considera-

and to emphasising the co-operative

tions;

had
long
he
disparaged.
so

in the world:

how science

the latest

technology to ethical

"

these values Huxley was willing

was neutral.

conformed to the universal

to incorporate

,,

itself

the evil

was put represented

constructive,

social

science and technology as such which Huxley

The technology

in Island

as the highest

which for

those very practices

It was not, therefore,

demonstrate

they

a soul-destroying

prevailed

But in seeking a way to reverse

attacked.

that

Such would be the case as long as money and power,

totalitarianism.

goals.

belief

endeavour stemmed from the pessimistic

of utopian

it

of these techniques and consequences

rejection

aspects of the human species.

Huxley was coming to terms with more than the intellectual
Island

dilemmas posed by these social and environmental challenges.
.

the resolution

also represents

of the emotional

From his earliest

of his search for meaning in the world.
awareness of death, what he called
for judging

all

his works.

His acceptance of mysticism

the attempt
searching

for

of existence
resolved

to transcend
solutions

its

of death..

to the physical,
in Island

population,

freedom and enlightenment.

years the
had been the

ending of sorrow,

were, to a large

hallucinogenics

his fear

Huxley created

the issues of:

and personal

with

with

aspects

It appeared in most of

his actions.

point

his experimentation

Horror,

the Essential

orientation

later

and spiritual

After

emotional

a portrait
organisation,

a lifetime

and

extent,

of

and moral problems
of a society

which had

science and technology,

.
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The plot

of the novel revolves

Pala to bring

outside

A

in line

it

newly discovered
the utopian

oil

of the utopian

In addition

level

and devices

to this

yoga of love,

all

increase

Population

has, according

is,

They practise

the art

inclusion

growing fear

that

the

of maithuna,

or

ejaculation.

without

copulation

by

by the government.

kept to a minimum and the practice
benefit

the additional

of deepening the act

Another reason why these forms of contraception

is to allow offspring

to be'produced by artificial

are practised

insemination.

form of eugenics was a response to his

of this

the species was degenerating

both physically

and

This was the answer to the problem posed in Brave New

intellectually.
World Revisited
survive

balanced.

are taught

therefore,

to Huxley,

are the techniques

free

of

the avenues

provides

are supplied

citizens

which involves

to Pala's

First

society.

which Pala keeps the population
use of contraception

and

But in the time honoured tradition

reserves.

his presence as an outsider

genre,

for exposition

Huxley's

the Western values of profit

with

Will Farnaby's job is to secure the rights

progress.

of love.

by forces

around the attempt

the superior

and also that

and multiply;

than inferior

Sheldon, bred less prolifically

stock,

types.
this

was designed to prevent

insemination

artificial

those with hereditary

that medicine allowed

defects

to
to

according

Huxley's
progressive

weakening of the human gene pool.
Huxley,
individual

while

was'the

often

putting

product

to accept Sheldon's

willing

were the result

of inferior

and educational

influences

While
are,

some instances
perhaps,

inferiority

just

the argument forward

of both nurture
claim that
genetic

and nature,

those with

material.

were dismissed

of low intelligence

himself

that

the

seemed to be

lower intelligence

Cultural,

nutritional'

out of hand by Sheldon.
are undoubtedly

genetic

there

as many which show the symptoms of intellectual

as ,a result

of poor environment.

Attention

to environment
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is,

just

therefore,

by. artificial

as important

as producing

individuals

superior

insemination.

Huxley blamed advances in medicine for allowing the physically
handicapped to survive
his prognoses,

made the error

take modifying

forces

defects

advances in medicine

is now approaching

his inability

circumstances.

Much of Huxley's
which he

solutions

to consider

mitigating

ý..

A second area, which Huxley considered, was the possibility
social

He had long believed

engineering.

madmen. He had gone to great
discount

the theories

a great

amount of

neurotics

and
to

change proceeds from the

social

and to discount

also the theories

the individual

that

of

in Brave New World Revisited

of Spencer, that

Skinner and the behaviourists
is minimal.

lengths

in society;

amalgamated forces

that

of individual

in the world was the result

suffering

had

the stage where

and avoided in advance.

pessimism and many of the clumsy or inappropriate
proposes were the result-of

which did not

projection

If early

account.

can be detected

line

of single

the problem, modern medicine

created
birth

into

in making many-of

Again Huxley,

and multiply.

of

of behaviour

control

Huxley objected

because such theories

had justified

idea of social

engineering.

But now Huxley offers

his own form of

social

while

control

somehow existing
Hitler

at the same time believing

outside

and Stalin,

claims

would be identified

early

disarm or redirect
subjected
typing,
this

their

to physical

the general
Huxley,

which Hitler
shy, sexually

would wreak havoc.

order,

In dis

were such men.

to appropriate

more destructive

impulses.

and psychblogical'tests
etc.

to select

utopia

treatment
All

including

citizens

they
to
are
'somato

x-rays,

out the two types in

the Peter Pans and the Muscle Men.

The Peter Pan, of

was an example, are slower to mature physically,
backward and poor mixers socially.

individuals

misfits,

and subjected

electro-encephalographs,

category:

social

that

the

they are

They envy their

more

"'
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outgoing peers and eventually

despise them as inferior.

compensate for their

in the real world by escaping into an

failures

other world of fancy.
identified

early

Huxleyis. three
The result,

On Pala these potential

and given appropriate

delinquents are

treatment

which,

a day which he describes

pink pills

Peter Pans

to

according

in no further

detail.

however, is that,

"a crop of potential
failures
tyrants and
and criminals,
has been
sadists, misanthropes and revolutionaries
...
transformed into a crop of useful5citizens
who can be
governed ... without punishment.
It. is obvious how far
distaste

for

social

and for

engineering

individuals

troublesome

Huxley has succeeded in overcoming his

into

Huxley saw the need for

In the second category

and temperamentally

robust

how to be sensitive

are taught

to achieve desirable

is social
to others

rather

social

goals.

aggressive

is
and

than chemical.

and how to deflect

of power away from people and on to things.
physical

reformer

the Muscle Men, of whom Joseph Stalin

Their conditioning

extroverted.

to render

As a social

model citizens.

engineering

an example, are-physically

drug therapy

They
love

their

They are given-difficult-

tasks to perform.

Several aspects of this
delinquents

typing

and treatment
Sheldon's

are open to question.

type and temperament has not been generally
is too eager,

in Island,

the condition
the twenties

of individual

and thirties;
of Hitler.

Similarly,

situation,

the czarist

legacy,

to the social

Finally,

Stalin's
realities

social

neurotics.

injustice

and

Nothing is said of

or political

climate

in

that. fascism and war may have arisen

regardless

peasantry.

Second, Huxley

accepted.

of the German economic, social

between body

correlation

to put the blame for

upheaval on the shoulders

of potential

behaviour

nothing

is said of the Russian

the hopelessly
did not exist

backward and inefficient
in a vacuum but responded

of the time.

Huxley himself recognised that to eliminate

all misan-
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thropes

meant the end, not only of the Hitler

and revolutionaries

but also the Michelangelos.
cost

in Brave New World,
that

realised

the destabilising

explore

is readily

forces

Increasingly,

ridden.

High art,

fed on misery,

art

tension,

social

Huxley

ambition

so insecure

and all

and anxiety-

he wrote Ends and Means and began to

after

social

reform,

his aesthetic

costs for

in Island.

sacrified

s,

defended at any

so staunchly

which made life

avenues of positive

pay the social

B

Huxley was less willing

preferences.

possesses an art which expresses the fulfilment.

' Island,

which all

society can experience rather than the more aesthetically

to

therefore,

members of

pleasing but

esoteric work of'genius.
In the sameway Huxley, addresses each of the issues which he had
dealt

to the social

things.

Science and technology
infrastructure

approach to technology,
without

of non-productive
means.

fertilizer.

items like

a selective

necessary to support
or draining

Technology does not dominate the culture,

and producing

of individual

the physical

distracting

on the superfluous,

the case in the West.

beyond its

on many topics.

But Pala provides

those techniques

contributes

had been the

himself

in providing

society.

utilising

to improve food production
grain

reverses

play a key role

also taking

technologies.
perceived

He, therefore,

of the utopian

of whether it

the individual

whereas formerly,

good;

measure of all

life

work in the new light

in his earlier

with

as Huxley

For example, Pala works assiduously

by developing
But it

new strains

of livestock

has opted against

motor scooters

The ban on such luxuries

which it

and

the manufacture

judges to be

represents

a curtailment

freedom which Huxley now accepts as a reasonable

compromise when considering

the social

whole.

Huxley's

equation

"Electricity
minus heavy industry plus birth control
Electricity
equals democracy and plenty.
plus heavy
industry minus birth control equals totalitarianism
and war. "57

is:
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Thinking of technology in terms of humancosts and benefits has
becomethe first
dedication

of the author who had always rejected

principle

to first

Old issues from earlier

principles.

in the new context

of how it

death had been tamed by ignoring
is tamed by embracing it
enrichens

human beings.

affects
it,

Hypnotism had been used to blinker
making them mindless

it

papers are not the biased,

barriers

editorial

issues.

stands on social

and efficient

in the values of the society

out in several

is divided

of skills

at first

human beings into
infants

spending and no centralisation

which Huxley laid

learn

hand.

range of

good consumers

are also conditioned

but in order to develop human compassion

is done along the lines

education

a full

The Palanese do not prepare for war so there

and co-operation.
non-productive

which Huxley had

but offer

In'Island

machine minders.

the news-,

In Brave'New World Pavlovian

had been used to turn

conditioning

Production

diversion

in Brave New World Revisited,

characterised

of emotional

In Bland

potential.

slogan-ridden

potential,

is used to perform

painless surgery and to remove the confining
pain to enable the achievement of full

New World.
full

people to their

into

death

in a way which

as in"Brave

In Island

automata.

In Island

human reality

as the ultimate

than makes more shallow

rather

In Brave New World
it.

trivialising

works'reappear

of industry

of localised,

study and work release

and organisation,

or finance.

self-governing

of his didactic

is no

units

works.

And, finally,

so that

students

of people and their

can

ways of thinking

The paramount concern is not material

efficiency

but

human values.
Huxley was attempting
reorganised,

using principles,

to the maximum fulfilment
would, therefore,
all

to demonstrate

be that

arrangements made for

of social

engineering,

of human potential.
technology,

could be,

how society

in ways which led

The first

production,

principle

law and custom are

human beings and not the reverse.

The
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feeling

thinking

humanbeing should not be sacrified

to Homofaber

the
tool-maker.
man
Huxley was less convincing where he elaborated the spiritual
of his utopian

aspects

Western technology

that

local

and that

an increasing
religions

of the West.

interest

and they continue

By'the

decades.

familiar
us that

the validity

can be readily

that

that

there

is in the West

is precisely

It

area.

which the transcendental

offers

for

tested

tvam, asi',

religions

the very same reason.
in mysticism

principles

which were

as 'Thou art

which"translates

by a prescribed

eagerness for and acceptance of mysticism
by the majority

He also

operation.

.
his
readers.
of

He used the practices

as an exämple; and-for

physical

abuse.

Others saw it
product

him it

of American Indians

elucidated

many of'the

who had taken the road of fasting,

of the mystics

For Huxley it

was a revelation

merely as an artifically

of sensory overload.

Huxley's

was not shared nor even

Huxley also incorporated the use of hallucinogenics
religion.

for

For example, he assures

they were self-evident.
of 'Tat,

the rapid

advance which has

proposes that maithuna is dyhana in the same casual way.

understood

to the

readily

with Western values

he had been interested

He, therefore,

to him as if

is true

had embraced mysticism

time he wrote Island

several

did not lend itself

engendered by technological

Huxley himself

at

in mysticism, but the devotees of Eastern style

some to seek the comfort

offer.

It

to occupy a fringe

change and insecurity
driven

attempts

those who are disillusioned

are mostly

points,

Huxley seemedless aware of the

Eastern mysticism

traditions

cultural

make certain

inappropriate,

converse problem.

at other

would have to be adapted to Third World needs,

custom would often

industrialisation

While realising,

communities.

The cult

as an aid to

in this

respect

obscure utterances
meditation

of ultimate

induced hallucination,

and even
reality.
a

of LSD users which developed in
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the late

1960s and 1970s seemed to confirm

the main, hallucinogens

with,

4

represented

the observation

an escape from,

that,

in

than a union

rather

reality:
The conclusion

his earlier

In all

he had attempted

for

living

to all

on the periphery

the periphery of the world.

its

deeper

Huxley's

in the modern world.

reform was to come from

to show how a self-contained

enlightenment

twentieth

into

of such a utopia

works the effort

individuals

enlightened

an insight

offers

about the viability

convictions

offer

of Island

community enclave could

But Pala itself

citizens.

In Island

of society.

This was viable until

existed

on

the advent of the

but with,

century

Mass production, *mass
"Movies, cars, aeroplanes, radio.
plain
slaughter,
mass communication and, above all,
mass ... freedom and happiness are completely out of
the question. "58
Pala had escaped the notice
lack of harbour and natural

and the island

even Huxley's

utopia

demonstrates

of the prevailing

to over-population,
for

consolation

the discovery

In the most pessimistic
that

the forces

diversion.

consumption,

organisation,

the citizens

There would be a dedication

authoritarianism

of Pala is that

can only exist

Huxley's

represent,
the pressing

for

their

individuals

acceptance of mysticism

therefore,

an escape from rather

problems of the twentieth

by Huxley are for

of

personal

culture

and

The

the belief

on the periphery

of

and hailucinogenics
than a realistic

century.

meaning rather

to

The one"

and war.

have taught them to accept these facts with equanimity.

enlightenment

society.

way

It would lead

defeat which they accept mirrors Huxley's own resignation'to
that

of oil

for a share of the new

his conviction

model.

distribution,

mass-production,

religion

community falls.

world because of its

would lead in every corner of the world to an

technologisation
imitation

But with

resources.

world presses insistently

on Pala the outside
resource

of the colonising

answer to

The problems addressed

than söcial

reform.
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Cnnrl.,

cinn

Huxley's

abandonment of reform and his recourse

were, in the main, peripheral

mysticism

some fringe

receive

his ecological
into

a real

began as peripheral

force.

political

and personal

was the more practical
action

an easier

enlightenment

created

goals with

more clearly

'feed the world',

no concrete
defined

lend themselves

between

in drugs,
It

goals.

courses of

'Stop pollution',

support.

than 'transcend

fashion

involvement

The esoteric

which mustered popular

resources',

movements and burgeoned

There is a very basic difference

these two types of concerns.
religion

they did

phenomena, although

Other aspects of his programme, like

support.

concerns,

to drugs and

'conserve

to goal orientation

in

yourself'.

Huxley opted for transcendence because he was convinced that the
large-scale
business

at work in society

forces

tending
were
-

was antagonistic

toward the creation

were so large

of an environment which

and irresistible

could be seen to accept an idee fixee

that

no less absolutist

And,

there could

In his own way, then,

forces.

countervailing

government,

for human happiness.

to the basic requirements

second, these forces
be no effective

technology,
-

Huxley

than the

Idea of Progress which he attacked.

The Idea of Progress had been

dogma which,

in one way, was an acceptance of

embraced as a popular
fate.

Humanity would continue

to create

knowledge which would automatically
of reckoning

was anticipated,

when technological
society:

these destabilising
progress,
the other.

forces

conquer all

imbalances

No day

problems.

ecological.
created

out,

in other aspects. of human

What Huxley did-was to observe

by the lop-sided

on the one hand, and a slower social
He then created

its

and scientific

as Wells would also have pointed

might created

economic, social,

technology

advance of material

and political

wisdom on

his own dogma which could be called

Idea of Regression where he saw human compassion, co-operation

the
and
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in retreat

freedom all

Huxley did not live

in the face of a purely

forces

to be irresistible

In the didactic

issues.

around ecological

of how countervailing

Huxley retained

complexity

a strong

scale forces

strain

of pessimism,

to be optimistic

and look for

of no simple solutions.

vicious

No better

social

reform without

at all

levels.

that

once claimed

without

social

These vicious

education.

problems to the core.
the luxury

implications

the multilevel

He once said that

cycles existed

precisely

of certainty

and later

a rational

the other

hand, claimed Huxley,

know.

liver

but simplistic

For Huxley this

they created

and deceiving

and society
could

lack of

We on

how little

we.

the complexities

made
the

him pessimistic

of finding

adequate solutions

in time to avert

more unpleasant

possibilities

which partial

progress was, in his

opinion,

guaranteeing.

The Idea of Progress professed
ition
century

myths

comforting

world order.

know enough to realise

was depressing,

a

pills.

generations

because of their

In the absence of information

knowledge.

with

H. L. Mencken

of science

earlier

as a

but no

reform,

Wells was a hawker of sociological

Huxley saw and felt

The

Huxley'saw'the-problem

But some of his answers were simplistic.

vengeance.

really

There was always the

which he pursued and propagandised

Wells had solutions

afford

education

better

solutions

nature of the science/society

dynamic allowed
cycle.

even in'Island.

the individual.

overwhelming

the interrelated

also,

is one example

It

trends.

works he tried

of large

grassroots

could oppose or channel what Huxley

but his pessimism comes through there as well.
vision

advance.

to see the emergence of a powerful

campaign which centred

perceived

material

from past successes to future
authors

in the untroubled

a faith
triumphs.

the wars, the Depression,

trans-

For the twentieth

human brutality

and the

6.124

threat

of the atomic bomb have destroyed
to see the simplistic

was right

which created

misperception
about how little

a dangerous complacency. - But his pessimism

would create

of knowing too little,
knowledge.

Wells had felt

to-discover

at his feet,

around was darkness.

all

reformers

Huxley finally

political

to solve all
will

while

it

lit

vision

The

element on
He got

In fact,

each generation

knows

one and the process is continually
comfort

to anxious

slow.

What

was that we have the technological

of the world's

and social

reform

the patch of ground

to whom the process seemed agonisingly
came to believe

system.

the same way.

This seemed, however, to be little

accelerating.

capacity

that,

more than the preceding

an unjust

social

however, is a perpetual

his match alight

social

Huxley

we know led him to abandon large-scale

the road to greater

vastly

easy faith.

Idea of Progress as a grave

because the human limitations
realisation

that

pressing

problems but lack the

to implement our knowledge.
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CHAPTERSEVEN

KURTVONNEGUT
Themes of Utopia
Kurt Vonnegut's

He has been called

epithets.
writer,
cult

work in America has been described

dystopiar
figure

finally

social

countered

the critics

Klinkowitz

essay.
describes

a role

who christened

can say as much about reality

as a "deep cultural

are built

period.

and showed

on what Jerome

change"1 and indeed the form

But the changes, as described

of readers.

by Klinkowitz,

are by no means a totally

modern phenomenon. Vonnegut is rather

modern response to social

changes effected

which has long been addressed by utopian

as

and society

and message of his. novels conform to the commonexperience
in the post-war

him, and

In doing so he has

his work as frivolous

His work and popularity

fiction

became a popular

which surprised

of courses at universities.

how good science fiction
any serious

youth,

pulp science

He eventually

commentator.

for disenchanted

the subject

a black humorist,

by many

by technology,
authors.

a

a theme

Seen in this

7.2
broader evolutionary
and style,

work, though unique in form

Vonnegut's

context

exhibits

a

to the general

marked similarities

concerns of

concerns of Wells and

utopian authors, to many of the particular
Huxley.
into

Vonnegut incorporated
in technology

engineered

advances

The atom bomb and the

in Dresden, which he survived,

firestorm

for his novels and a model of how scientific

material

destructive

knowledge is put to use for

1950, Cat's

"The Barnhouse Effect",

This theme of the

purposes.

in

found expression

of science and scientists

conscription

military

the most recent

with which he became familiar.

scientifically
provided

his fiction

Cradle (1963),

and Slaughterhouse-

1969.

Five,

in the project

Vonnegut also became keenly interested

His novels are densely populated with

space.

Some of the novel differences

space travel.
Vonnegut's
threatening

include

spacelings

their

which characterise
not as violent

creatures

He also shifts

existence.

from earth

eyes, but earth

space wanderers and alien
point

Sirens of Titan,
non-human societies

the perspective

in a cosmic perspective

less concerned with the dramatic potential
highlighting
similar
unlikely

to the efforts

in mind.

cultures

So too are Vonnegut's

to

portray

particularly,

in ways

and more concerned with

of Wells in this area.

the reader to alien

not space

through the eyes of

Vonnegut's writing

elements as the gravity-defying

to transport
interest

current social concerns.

to view,

of earth activities

perception

who

of human delusions.

and egocentric

1959 and Slaughterhouse-Five,
and their

ourselves

By doing so he attempts

sociologists.

up the more provincial

like

aggressors

the same disillusioning

embark on the same quests for meaning and suffer
facts-of

and

extra-terrestrials

portrayal,

but as intelligent

human life,

to explore

is, therefore,

Wells had invented such

cavorite.

and the time machine

with a mainly anthropological
inventions,

like

the

7.3

infundibula

chronosynclastic
achieving

a scientific

of Sirens

less concerned with

than with

verisimilitude
on human affairs.

a novel perspective

of Titan,

the stage for

setting

Sputnik

launched the super
(1958)

powers on the space race and Vonnegut in "Manned Missiles"
the implications

explores

eyes of the astronauts

from a uniquely
families.

and their

fascination

to the prevailing

with

and juxtaposes

Vonnegut's

concerns.

a technological,
closely

with

industrial

Huxley's

with

these with

persistent

return

concern.

technological.
the military

to the individual

future

solutions

effected

in the post-war

They continued

world.

about the

to occupy a prominent

But from the beginning

fiction.

Player Piano (1952),

of Titan)

of his writing

Vonnegut 'realised

that

computer revolution

by technology.
as the chief

change in the. coming years.

in-1952,

the most searching

would represent

in society

were outgrowths

also

of space were

force

space

revolutions

Vonnegut correctly
driving

the

neither

peace time uses of atomic power, nor the outward push into
(Sirens

him

universe

events which occupied much of the speculation

with

of

aligns

And Vonnegut's

of atomic energy and the exploration

place in Vonnegut's
career,

control

to Huxley than to Wells.

The release
dramatic

He

response in

civilisation

to the problem of meaning and purpose in an indifferent
place him closer

feat.

the microcosm of human

and militaristic

prevailing

through the

By doing so, he runs counter

the purely

combines the themes of space exploration
new technologies

human viewpoint

indicated

for creating

the

social

The computer models which he observed

of the military

technology

during

the war.

They still,
his

operated on the cumbersome valve and Vonnegut portrayed

computers of the future

as massive machines like EPICAC, which occupy

caverns of underground chambers.
advance and miniaturisation
new meta-technology

While failing

to see the rapid

of the hardware he did predict

would have far-reaching

effects

that

this

on employment

7.4
It would also create

patterns.

problems of increased

leisure

dilemma of purpose as smart machines encroached on all
formerly

to human worth,

allotted

including

creative

and a

the territory
as

as well

routine work.
Vonnegut can thus be seen not only as incorporating
developments,

technological
possible

He was also keenly concerned with
the implementation

concerns surrounding
Vonnegut readily
living

admitted

faith

knowledge to cope with constantly

a sole and boundless

good, providing
arising

a valuable
Scientists

problems.

as Wells had done in the scientific

from general

their-isolation
materially

to the purely

is often

possible

In "The Barnhouse Effect"

humanity.

(1950),

weapon and ca-lls himself

with a conscience

of its

Vonnegut portrayed
an environment

The problem

aspects of reality,

of the social

costs.

Professor

Barnhouse

the telekinetic

who want to use him as a new

the first

piece of weapons technology

own.
the advance of technology

humanity
found difficult,
which

as already

if

The problem would become increasingly

with

introduction

concern for
primary

the social

criteria.

of new technology

costs was not considered

Vonnegut believed

that

creating

not impossible,

come to terms with.
ever more rapid

and

In consequence, what is

pursued regardless

walks out on the Pentagon generals
secret

physical

also,

romances as

madmen, and megalomaniacs, but as decent human beings.
attention

Huxley,

to solve the problems of human

Science was undoubtedly

lay in their

like

But also,

to show the dangers of placing

are not portrayed

Like Huxley

of new technology.

and technology.

in science and scientists

existence.

the ethical

the tremendous advances in the standard of

by science

made possible

he was anxious

many of their

He was not an advocate of the Idea of Progress,

consequences.

but a dystopian.

but also portraying

new

if

difficult

the ethical

in advance as the

the ultimate

answers to

"to

7.5
these dilemmas would not be found in the laboratory
space but in the human mind.

Human social

or the reaches of

and psychological

have to become the prime concern of the species

will

inevitably

cope with what will
environment

and lifestyles

if

needs

we are to

be a more dramatic-alteration

than anything

of our

by previous

witnessed

generations.

Vonnegut, unlike

Wells and Huxley,

He never embarked on the intellectual
Huxley undertook
national

politics

dystopian

solutions

directed

large-scale

Wells'

represents

on the periphery

of society,

to remodel their

lives

In this

respect

are the victims
beyond their

urge to remodel existence

the world at large,

Huxley's

final

standards

forces

the given facts

of existence.

and dystopian.

But'it

only groups

human.

which are totally

response is-for

Vonnegut remained,

the puny humanity harried

can hope

His characters

the individual

by which he can more adequately

is an affectionate

of

more properly

of tremendous impersonal
Vonnegut's

that

transcendence,

to Huxley.

attitude

by acts of

even by his own

conviction

seeking personal

in keeping with

power to modify.

problems

became disillusioned

reform and eventually

Vonnegut is more similar

to adopt a personal

sympathy for

That process of analysing

of renovating

Island

methods.

of inter-

Huxley had always been sceptical

will.

schemes for

the possibility

course of essays which Wells and

had led both Wells and Huxley out of their

stages toward a utopian

intelligently

artist.

the problems and possibilities

and economics.

for

and searching

with

to highlight

remains an imaginative

cynicism

therefore,
with

by the dizzying

cope with
cynical

infinite
advance of an

technology.
maindifferent
Vonnegut's work purveys a few truths
who believed

strongly

in 'Ultimate

Truth'

about reality

unlike

and 'Ultimate

Reality'.

Huxley
I
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Vonnegut rejects

interpretation.

as a subjective
life

then it

bearable

readily

The fact

existence.

time and place.

that

abound with

invented

and cope with

was religious

central

and the intrusion

religions

Vonnegut, like
the rapid

His books

messages.

of the authorial

voice

aspects of much of our inter-

social

Huxley and Wells before

of technology

as the result

taking

changes already

of social

evolution

the press and railroads.

Huxley

Vonnegut too operated on the same dynamic, technological
television,

modern weapons, space travel,
changing the social

scene into

the dynamic was the same as for
change seemed in effect
Wells had predicted

in keeping with

to create

explores

describes

change,

modern science

eras the sheer quantitative
change.

It was what

change of pace and scale.
as a deep cultural

of modern existence,

It

change.

how the novel has been reinvented

the novelties

While

a novel environment.

qualitative

as the increasing

is what Jerome Klinkowitz
Klinkowitz

previous

sciences,
of the media.

pharmacology and the persuasiveness

technologies,

as

romances explored

the advance of the biological

with

to

place and those anticipated

of human evolution,

of the steam engine,

was concerned especially

him, was responding

Well9 scientific

and science.

the consequences of science,

were all

persecution

of reality.

pretation

including

their

or when the myths were taken too

to remind the reader of the fictional

genetic

Huxley had

were made to apply the

Problems arose when attempts

This became one of Vonnegut's

and wars.

works to make

is delusion.

The consequence, Huxley observed,

seriously.

existence

many of the old myths worked for

myths to changed circumstance

a result

it

myths to explain

we create

is that

interpretation

that

is no matter

that

recognised

If

as the

existence

and human psychological

beyond our control

of forces

product

human physical

such absolutesseeing

by Vonnegut,

out of all

7.7
from what had been described

recognition

Vonnegut dispensed with conventional
the individual

as the final

idea of the objectivity
holds,

times that

It was, Klinkowitz

existence.

of external

to the fact

and to the

of characterisation

reduction

experience

such an approach could become widely

down partly

this

approaches to time and space, to

of the somewhat surrealistic

as a result

fiction.

as realistic

popular

of modern

and he puts

in our

that

fluid
TV-centred temporal lives and increasingly
...
spatial mohility
people had been living such innovative
lives
"2
...

In the highly elastic

possibilities

afforded by media manipulation

from
for
Vonnegut
to
it
time
view
existence
possible
was
of
and space
It is the purpose of these imaginative

altered perspectives.

radically

leaps to place us, with Vonnegut, outside the mäinstream of intimate
.
existence and. to see reality from a cosmic viewpoint.
"...
to re-examine the facts of life and see how they have
changed, and then help modify our perception of that3
it
"
in
to
meaningful.
make
order
provisional
reality

which he

Vonnegut attempts to modify our perception of reality
holds to be subjective
besides manipulation
is by describing
invention

human society

so that
that

the point

One, as has been stated,

through alien

Vonnegut can both highlight
conforms to provincial

religion

demand for meaning by any culture
religion,.

Cat's

Church of God the Utterly

Another is the

at any time.

Cradle,

own

his moral and reinforce
realities

as clay to adequately

of time and
fill

the

Player Piano has the

Bokononism;.. Sirens of Titan,

the

Indifferent.

Wells and Huxley had done the same thing.
traditional

eyes.

Every novel to be discussed has its

They should be as malleable

Ghost Shirt

in a number of other ways

of time and space.

of religion.

religion

place.

and provisional,

areas of metaphysical belief

In the collapse of

they had attempted to. generate

7.8
They wanted to harness and make sense of life

new mythologies.
had been created
Wells invented

by the rapid

in his religion

was that

as the one true

Wells remembered that
Wells'

Huxley came to have complete faith

path to an ultimate

his creations

as fictions

were not designed to goad humanity to any great
They were simply

harmless untruths
abstention

'foma',

incentives

for

of his deep pessimism and scepticism.
avenues by which individuals

could find

closer

to enhance a sense of

vacuum. But they
initiatives

for

as Vonnegut described

to help humanity to be kind and brave.

from creating

so*that

Vonnegut was definitely

meaning and purpose in what had becomea spiritual

reform.

while

of human sentiment

a solidarity

goals could be facilitated.

to Wells in perceiving

social

reality,

the Mind of the Race was his own creation.

purpose was to create

his social

advance of science and technology.

the Mind of the Race and Huxley his own synthetic

The difference

mysticism.

as it

social

them -

Vonnegut's

reform was an indication

His main purpose was to provide
solace,

than by which

rather

society could reach utopia.
wisdom is

Another way by which Vonnegut abandons conventional
by abandoning the lead characters
central
better

figure

in Slaughterhouse-Five;

man out of a banana. "

it

characters.

He thus provides

Such behaviour

heroic

end in aggression.

sentiments
romanticised
considerately

no heroic

would be, Vonnegut feels,

human beings of the planet.

is said

Pilgrim,

the

"I could carve a

In the autobiographical

novel) Vonnegut announces his intention

that

that

as heroes] of Billy

one of

chapter

to have no heroic

models for

epic behaviour.

inappropriate

for

the all

And the consequences of attempting
This was part of Vonnegut's

which extended to books and films

to be

deep anti-war

which glorified

war and thus made more wars likely.

too

and

Being properly

and

humane should be the main concern of human beings.

In

same chapter

Vonnegut claims

his favourite

character

in the Bible

7.9
is* Lot's

wife who looked back on the destruction

Gomorrah, against
He loved her for

divine
that

and was turned

edict,

because it

of Sodom and
into

was such a human, rather

of salt.
than heroic,

to do.

thing

Finally,

Vonnegut alters

Klinkowitz

gives

of familiar
4
is description.,

the perspective

means of novel description.

"Reality

the examples of Vonnegut using sketches

of Champions to draw attention

to aspects of familiar

at the essence which "rhetoric

and myth obscure"5.

points to the anthropologically

in relation

especially
indian.

to slavery

the very bits
describes

this

statement

gives,

described

experience

burst

and

being shifted.

pieces of lead.
By that

weather"6.

artificial

Nor is

manner.

As the shells

and copper-jacketed

as "incredible

of an often

should be added the

is a sense of the perspective

of shrapnel

also

of the American-

heroic

mainly from a human viewpoint.
whiz there

to get

existence
Klinkowitz

and the treatment

in the traditional

is not described

the bullets

in Breakfast

where a German bombardment of American

scene in Slaughterhouse-Five

described

And

moral reprehensibility,

To these examples, which Klinkowitz

positions

by

reality

language which Vonnegut uses

eccentric
to show its

American history

to describe

it

a pillar

to

Vonnegut
novel

re-

of war, Vonnegut succeeds

in inventing anew the horror of modern war.
All
reality

He re-describes

of Vonnegut's work aims at this.
in minute and strikingly

so he affords-the

By doing

In this new context the myopic adherence

human
they.
for
be
creations
are,
what.
seen
attitudes, can

and not divine revelation.
re-modelled

detail.

to re-evaluate existence from

reader the opportunity

a more distanced perspective.
to'provincial,

uncharacteristic

familiar

to fit

As such they are capable of being

modern human needs.

the novel environment

effected

Modern needs are created

by

by the advance of science and technology.

Vonnegut's work emphasises the fundamental

requirement

to base our

7.10
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perception of existence on, the humanperspective in all
ramifications

- social psychological

In modern society the traditional

material.

have been eclipsed

toward technology

human needs;

result

in an ethical

do not radically

applications

an attitude

quick and effective
in his imaginative

But more importantly
which is flexible

responses to our rapidly

thought

modern social

into

to destroy

the vernacular,

destroys

Vonnegut,

the facts

of

heroes and generally

to detail;

all of which

the old myths and values which chain us to an

which no longer exists.

what Alvin, Toffler

describes

as "Future

of Vonnegut's work is a chronicle
a changed and rapidly

wonnegut was a victim

of

Shock", a syndrome characterised

by the too sudden changes which humans find

with

we must

and capable of

translates

attention

image of existence

All

where its

changing world.

religion,

creates

looks at the world in an eccentric
is intended

These attitudes

with the areas of change or pace

conflict

to change itself

fiction,

to our

of technology

control

of change which humans can adapt to.
foster

in relation

us a sense of worth.

afford

The

development in keeping with

toward ourselves

which can still

should properly

areas of self-worth

to Vonnegut, is to propagate those

which allow

and attitudes

environment

as well as

by the advance of science and technology.

to the problem, according

corrective
attitudes

and spiritual,

its

it

difficult

of the painful

to adapt to.
coming to terms

changing environment.

Vonnegut''s preoccupations and responses must be viewed in relation
to his own very unusual experiences.
Indiannopolis,

He was born in 1922 in

Indiana and spent his formative years growing up in the

Great Depression which financially

ruined his family.

His experiences

clashed with what he was being taught at school, that American society
was intended tobe a utopia.
"I was born into a utopian
in junior civics courses,

society and that's what I learned
that we were determined to perfect

",
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And so it was perfectly
ourselves.
natural,
as a product
of the Indianapolis
school system, to look at the society
as a potential
utopia, and to judge to what extent it had
failed. "

Vonnegut's experience of the war, as traumatic as that was, did
the first

not represent
dystopianism

had its

his education

disillusioning

outside

in the Great Depression,

roots

as an amoral enterprise

and above human society;

perception

which operated

He was, as he recounts

youth.

a technological,

proceed from the beginning

the operation

From the

city.

and merchandising

in industrial

He became very interested

operations.

processes,

to. putting

seeing

the package on a

He wondered, as Wells had wondered in his drapery shop, about

truck.

the best way of doing things.
became sympathetic
the inevitable

with

automation

After

the people working

Vonnegut considered

and efficiency

an ambition

But most importantly

of making a job,

effect

Years later

entity.

as the effort

which could not be described
the war Vonnegut's

big business were reinforced
man for General Electric
part. of a more. generalised
Vonnegut described
with

in factories

in his

in the midst of

was a factory

he took summer jobs

time he was fifteen

somehow

inceptions

in his interview,

and Indianopolis

society

of

as a basic effort

and of enterprise

to put people out of work were ideas which had their
early

His

his work experience,

Vonnegut's

and the promise of science.

science and technology

of his life.

experiences

it

sentiments

post-war

including

to deprive

as a company that

jobs,

people of their
but pernicious.

as anything
regarding

valued

towards computerisation,

new technology

as a public

New York.

and

relations

General Electric

trend toward giant

hundreds of thousands of employees.

Electric

a highly

the trends

by his experiences

in Schenectady,

The Depression had

there.

any job,

for Vonnegut he

was

corporations.

was the size of a small country
His employment with General

gave him many of the themes he would explore
Player Piano and "Deer in the Works".

in his early

As a public

work,

relations
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man Vonnegut saw his job as selling
business

aspects of corporate

by means of a campaign to mask the truth.

to the public

more appropriate

the unpopular

response of the public

department would have

relations

been to bring. the company into

line

was one which General Electric

had-not yet achieved in 1950.

bitterness

toward the cynical

actually

create

in line

was beguiled

departments

relations

"Progress is our most important
home in the media during
that

Dow would come into

jellied

gasoline

Vonnegut's
where social

corporation

with corporate

public

in Vietnam.

opinion

the workforce,

and benefits
their

The total

profits.
the

to create

time,

and adolescent

and place their

guiding

private

of the corporate

morale-boosting

in Player Piano and "Deer in the Works".

The corporation

but in exchange

submersion. of the individual

encouraged to see themselves as an elite

society

in the 1950s

was balanced within

at the disposal

take,

was precisely

Huxley had complained of the same process.

very personalities,

company, group loyalty,

But this

second to corporate

to manipulate

like

napalm, the

of big business

lives,

image and well-being.

business as

indication

for creating

disrepute

public

of the priorities

by the effort

big

These phrases were hammered

all

of progress.

requirements

example, Dow Chemical,

they were expected to contribute

parodied

to

opinion,

the 1950's when there was little

to manipulate

men.

for

Employees were given generous salaries

their

Vonnegut's

process with phrases issuing from

product".

concerns took a distant

corporate

perfect

of,

dropped on villages

perception

The effort

values'it

public

by a campaign to portray

the banner at head of the civilising
the public

social

in Player'Piano.

can be seen plainly
The public

prevailing

to manipulate

effort

ethics,

new social

with

If a

to the

sessions are all

The employees are
society

decides what avenues that

down the path
progress will

and again catchy phrases were promoted to assure the public
benefitted

from the unhindered operation

of the corporation.

that
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"What's good for

General Motors is good for

Vonnegut's work at General Electric

brought him at one

time or another into every aspect of its operation.
was experimenting

One department
Vonnegut saw the

computers.

with punch cards-and

as the attempt

activity

was another

drive.

example of the public relations
Finally,

the country"

to put people out of work.

they wouldn't have to buy health insurance for him,
so
...
fund for him,
so they wouldn't have to manage a retirement
and the engineer did not
so they would never go on strike;
There was a blindness to that, a perverse
see this.
blindness
I thought. "$'

This becamethe main theme of Player'Piano,
created

by the advance of ever more sophisticated

larger

need for manpower in continually
however, give it

prise

costs.

should be to provide

input

by machinery.

would be characterised

frustration.

The small rebellion
to the actions

remodelling

our ideals

requirements,

skills

along lines

environment where the traditional

The advance of technology,

Electric

can all

of enter-

an avenue he

worth,

For generations
of jobs created
jobs would be

in Player Piano represents

and ideals

and outlook

and go

by a sense of meaninglessness

corporation,

of'the

more in sympathy with

and, on a more individual

those personal

He

Work has

where even these de-skilled

eliminated

own aversion

social

had been eroded by the de-skilling

But a society

the

the object

but work.

not only products
for

that

blocked by the advance of technology.

sees increasingly

Vonnegut

in Player'Piano

Vonnegut felt

become the main avenue of expression

the creative

technology.

areas of human activity.

a novel characterisation

on to assess the social

unemployment

dynamic of how machines eclipsed

the long-existing

recognised

did,

structural

level,

to create

a call

and

Vonnegut's'
a call

for

human

to develop

meaning anew in an

areas of worth have been eroded.

the Depression,

the War and General

be seen to have an important formative effect

on
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Vonnegut's
final

response to the dilemmas of the twentieth
should be mentioned for

experience

characteristic

even cosmic viewpoint,
from the outside.

which allowed

trans-historical,
After

available

had lost

along these lines

between the Plains

this

Indians

Indians

industrial

of his characteristic

reform9.

used to highlight

in Vonnegut's

It

reality.

is reminiscent

students.

which is very superstitious
The 'Nacirema'

the evil

spirits

often

-relative

of an anthropological

One paper on the 'Nacirema'
about evil

pass magic sticks

of the Plains

describes
spirits

work

language-is

values imposed on

technique

used with

an eccentric
which inhabit

through their

century.

later

where anthropological

and highly

the subjective

and

Vonnegut used

in the twentieth

workers

style

a thesis

Ghost Dance Religion

Piano, comparing the plight

in Player

of the 1890s with

part

made

Vonnegut attempted

societies.

His academic comparison became transfigured
into

Bill

for his method of comparison

as a model of revolutionary

study directly

on the G. I.

university

credibility

and industrial

Painters

could

It, was a graduate programmein anthropology

to veterans.

between primitive

Cubist

affairs

and trans-galactic.

the war Vonnegut attended

adviser

on human society

in the wide context,.

to see human activity

trans-cultural

and his thesis

with a wide,

him a perspective

concern with daily

The intimate

always be transcended

the other

Vonnegut was a generalist

authors.

to that

contributed

which Vonnegut shared with

of outlook

utopian/dystopian

it

One

century.

culture
the mouth.

mouths to ward off

and in extreme cases of possession a mouth witch

doctor is brought in to exorcise the demonswith precious metals.
'Nacirema'

are also very religious

time gathered around a precious

and spend an inordinate
shrine

The

amount of

which occupies a place of

honour in the best room. The 'Nacirema', one learns, is American
spelled

backwards.

The shrine

a parody of American devotion

and the mouth fixation
to television

are,

of course,

and the obsession with
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hygiene.

dental

In this

4

way anthropology

hazards of an ethnocentric

approach to cultural

an example of the way in which alternate

minute description
or destructive

to highlight

result

for

activity

provincial

aggression.
and

that all

small planet,

His point

was that

and

as immoral

as well

attitudes

brothers

men are essentially

human beings is to understand,

one another.

can be

of reality

prejudices

cultural

value systems and all

in bitterness

pictures

is also

It

studies.

the

Vonnegut used his process of eccentric

by description.

created

are taught

students

which could
is a

this

and the best

love and co-operate

with

"IN

Vonnegut propagated his moral by a mutually

integration

reinforcing

which he achieved

of theme, style

and form.

The novel perspectives

were a uniquely

modern response to the novel aspects of existence.

these changes, though the scale and pace were accelerating,
dynamic by which society

part of the underlying
to a rapidly

Player

had to adapt continuously

changing environment.

Piano, as a dystopian

Vonnegut credits
disillusioned
is alone,

Zamiatin

with

its

novel,

for creating.

mounts a revolution

of some responsibility.

The very fact

of his continuity

is based, despite

The hero is always an

novel style

a position

occupies

that'Vonnegut

with dystopian

seems he

when it

spirits

power and usually

the strikingly

becomes

A member of society

and is defeated.

of state

is an indication

conforms to a model which

seeks kindred

ideals,

element in the operation

later

were yet a

Piano - 1952

Player

it

But

uses this

sentiment

formula

and where

and form which he

developed to address his theme.
Paul Proteus is the disenchanted

of the main industrial
consumer goods.

manager of the Ilium

work, one

its
America
with
supplies
which
complexes

Proteus readily

admits the advantages of material

I
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People enjoy a higher

progress.

the elimination

i

standard

of living;

of hunger, disease and warfare;

complete security
Proteus recognises

workers are given a

Like Graham in'When'the

package.

there has been

Sleeper Wakes,

that

".
so much the almost mechanical progress of science and10
the physical organisation
of society had accomplished. "
But also,
purely

like

material

Graham, Proteus recognises

the disparity

between a

and the absence of a motivating

affluence

social
k

Both societies

purpose.

are characterised

as a spiritual

wasteland,

the main body of workers occupying a meaningless existence
frustration

with

disenfranchised

their

by an elite

controlled

society.

The final

of

Both societies

position.

who guard the secrets

of engineers

trade as would a secret

full

of their

of human endeavour,

criteria

by both Wells and Vonnegut, not to mention Huxley,

as satirised
efficiency,

and dedication

organisation

are

is

to economic imperatives.

These were themes which Vonnegut shared closely with the earlier
dystopians:

they parodied

life,

the wider aspects of social
arbiter

of truth,

Griffin,
scientist

to fit

its

interested

As such he personified

technology

of the machine.

Man, as a prototype

convinced of his superiority

remains aloof,

of being the sole

over commonhumanity.

only in his own advance and thirst

He
for power.

for Wells those aspects of science which Wells

pretensions and lack

consideration.

For Wells the Martian

invasion

Worlds acted as an allegory
to efficiency

Wells had created

of the disinterested

held-in contempt in the romances, its-narrowness,
of ethical

which

and economic value where workers

the requirements

the Invisible

pretension

an industrial

and they attacked

placed sole emphasis on efficiency
were forced

science which does not address

a specialised

and expediency,

and Martian

brutality

of the dangers inherent

in'War of the

in a total

dedication

those values which were the outcome of
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pure reason devoid of moral considerations.
seen, had an intimate
technology

Now Vonnegut added his voice to what he saw

trend for scientists,

for

needs;

to the full

array of human
for

science to become ever more specialised;

its
human
to
demands
beings
to
conform
on
make
In dealing

efficiency.

technology

to

own requirements"of

these themes Vonnegut takes a perspective

with

by his experiences

influenced

clearly

and managers to become

'engineers

removed from and unresponsive

an elite

as has been

of these aspects of science,

concern with all

and society.

as a continuing

Huxley too,

in the corporate

network and also

by his years as an anthropology student.
Paul Proteus. has preserved an ancient part of the complex which
he supervises as an emotional comfort to assure himself that the
about progress are true.

platitudes

the technology

that

to provide

And indeed there is no denying

had come a long way.

sufficient

repose for

But that

Proteus as he makes his rounds of the

department.
heads
the
to
of
and prepares an address

plant

fails

reassurance

its
Edison's
Thomas
shop
and
original
of
an old photograph

He discovers

employer.

"In each face was a defiant promise of physical strength,
and
of a secret order,
at the same time, there was the attitude
in
by
from
of
participating
virtue
society
above and apart
important and moving rites the laity could only guess about. "

The brief

the technological

The promise is of physical

revolution.

inference

here stated

addressed by such a cadre will
social

ramifications

dramatic

the mystique of the expert,

And, finally,

institutions

be purely

is that

material,

ignoring

work.

become a respected

By virtue
elite,

later
Vonnegut
which

leaving

strength

later,

explicitly

by their

effected

success they will

democratic

three of

which Vonnegut sees emerging as a result

the main characteristics

Vonnegut's

of the photograph establishes

characterisation

of
and

the issues
the

of their

surrounded by

proposes will

erode

hands
in
the
of the technocrat.
power

Vonnegut uses Edison as the paradigm of the inventor

and
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engineer to show the evolution

and success of this sub-species of

homosapiens - homofaber.
The ascendancy of the scientist
wealth

esteem was one of the convergent

and social

fuelled

the industrial

activities

nature and exploit

life

scientists

forces

which had

placed a premium on the
to conquer

and engineers

sources of power and methods of organisation
But this

efficiency.

in material

Society

revolution.

of entrepreneurs,

ever greater

and engineer in terms of power,

tendency to view all

aspects of

by the dystopian

terms came under attack

with

The

authors.

educational product of the Normal School had been disparaged by Wells
as 'mechanical
misperception
explain

smarties'
that

and by Huxley as suffering

the physical,

the entirety

scientific

portrayed

Vonnegut's

that

as superior

both physical

and mental.

Society

The contradiction

and organisation,

allowed access to industrial

breed existing

praised

outcome of the processes of the Industrial
on efficiency

and engineer are not only

people but as a superior

and above the rest of humanity.

disillusion

the same dynamic was still

In Vonnegut's work the scientist

operative.

to

approach sufficed

of human existence.

stemmed also from his determination

from the

innovation

outside
and work,

arose because the natural
Revolution,

was to diminish

the emphasis

the number of employees

activity.

Vonnegut, in Player Piano, conveys both the intellectual
behind this

process and at the same time its

the character of the novel.
three successive industrial

social

theory

manifestations

in

Proteus prepares his speech about the
revolutions.

"... the First Industrial
Revolution devalued muscle work,
then the second one devalued routine mental work
the
...
third
devaluate human thinking
the
that
machines
...
...
real brainwork. "13
Proteus credits
developing

the first

Norbert

Wiener, a mathematician

two aspects of the thesis.

of the 1940s, for

Now, ten years after
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World War, a world freed of war, disease and want,

a supposed third
Proteus considers

of the Third

The war, as previous

and shudders.
to replace

the implications

scarce manpower with more sophisticated

in manual and routine

factories,

devoid of workers,

Revolution

wars had done, provided

the war the success of the engineers
labour

Industrial

the need for

mental jobs

is complete.

produce all

the goods society

stocks and demand.

have gone as well

and the only secretaries

All

After

machinery.

in eliminating

computers monitor

a stimulus

the routine

human

Vast automated
needs,
jobs

clerical

in the novel remain as status

symbols for top executives.
This state

triumph of progress.

unalloyed
frustration

and despair

Since production
Reconstruction
labour,

of society

out by machines,

for years but the motivating

Reclamation

task is mainly maintenance,

and their

which they grasp at some alternate
fuel

as 'real

work'

not only do they

the Reconstruction

and
to.

drains,

up by the eagerness with
repairing

the broken

But there are only so

car.

These types of service

many motor mechanics one community can support.
jobs are not perceived

Membership

roads and unblocking

work like

pump in Proteus'

to absorb excess

as more commonly referred

patching

Piano.

purpose of the army, a

is pointed

boredom and frustration

headlamps or faulty

for

Most opt for

Corps, or Reeks and Wricks,

in Player

and managers.

a sense of meaninglessness,

war, has been eliminated.

as an

the Army and the

Corps have been created

and Reclamation

endlessly

colleagues

however, is aware of the

Proteus,

which means everyone but the engineers

possible

Their

by Proteus'

of the vast proportion

is carried

in the army creates
drill

is hailed

of affairs

and, therefore,

do not provide

the same sense of worth as once afforded those in 'productive jobs'.
Brains,

are registered

in Player Piano,

is the one passport

and a matter of public record.

necessary qualifications

to success.

All

Those without the

have no hope of education

or advancement.

IQs

7.20

But taken to its
will

logical
infringe

eventually

as the thinking
Significant

last

upon even this

bastion

computers take over human thinking

inroads
decides

computer,

the process of Industrial

conclusion

have been made in the novel.

the type and quantity

of all

Revolution

of human activity
and planning.

EPICAC, the central
consumer goods.

"... how many engineers and managers and research men and
civil
servants, and of what skills,
would be needed in order
to deliver the goods; and what I. Q. and aptitude levels
would separate the useful men from the useless ones
and
...
how many soldier
could be supported at what pay level and
where, and ... "
These kinds of organisational
some of the more farsighted
positions
petroleum

terminal

drive

mouse catchers

being eliminated

classification

in time their

own

Bud Calhoun was manager of the

and his restless

cars to electrical

that

managers realised

be
jeopardised.
would

talking

are managed by EPICACand

activities

to engineer
results

everything

from

in his own job

by the compter.

"Bud's mentality was one that had been remarked upon as being
American since the nation had been born - the
peculiarly
insight and imagination of a gadgeteer.
restless,
erratic
This was the climax, or close to it,
of generation of Bud
Calhouns
"14
...
The proliferation
faster

of the impulse to create machines which can work

and produce more cheaply than human labour

consummated in Player Piano.
final

analysis

superfluity

of how efficient

of creative

Master machinists
on computer tapes.
plays. until

skills

EPICACevaluates
it

is.

all

The social

are not entered into

are made redundant as their
Vonnegut creates

is a trend which is
by the

activity
suffering,
its

the

equation.

movements are immortalised

the image of a player

piano,

which

the money runs out when,

"... the music stopped abruptly,
with the air of having
delivered exactly five cents worth of joy
the keys go up
...
there
and down ... you can almost see a ghost sitting
playing his heart out. "15

It is a metaphor of the novel's title
humanactivity

to highlight

the eclipse of

by mechanism. People are unable to compete with machines

7.21
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in most areas and fail,
classed 'productive',

to feel

engineers for raising

their

ethos which still

prevailing

economic usefulness,

But given the

emphasises the worthiness
feel

of work and

disenfranchised,

not only from

In dealing with these

of usefulness.

in Player'Piano,

two aspects of society

They are,

to the managers and

standard of living.

the majority

feeling
from
but
every
power,

from those jobs

any sense of participation.

encouraged to be grateful

unsuccessfully,

rather

of being eliminated

as a result

the ascendancy of a technocratic

and the movement of the masses away from the centre of production,

elite

Vonnegut shows the influence
relations

public

of his General Electric

experience as a

man and his years as an anthropology

student.

The propagation of the engineers and managers as waging a holy
ideas.
popular
not
were
war
"All that folklore was cooked up by public relations and
advertising men hired by managers and engineers to make big
business popular in the old days, which it certainly
wasn't
in the beginning. "16

In the end the elite
came to believe

actually

Vonnegut's prevailing

which stood to gain from such an image
Here is evidenced

the myth as gospel.

belief

that human beings create myths all

time, that many myths are created to make sense of reality
insidious
the
but
more
also
ways,
myths to enhance their
relations

public
their

mechanistic

that the elite

approach is appropriate

building
on
sent
morale
are
engineers
elitism,
comically

pathetic

which blinker

Vonnegut to,

Young

weekends to boost their

to corporate

by Vonnegut in their

are convinced that

and complete.

puerile

be a part of the procession of civilisation.
attitudes

In Player Piano, the

own power and prestige.

dedication

in comforting

tendency for those in power to create

job is so effective

and fraternal:

the

them to wider social

ideals.

sense of

They are, made

obsession to please,
The narrow-minded

concerns is likened by

to
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his mind of worries,
"... *a navigator (who), in order to
had erased all the reefs from-the maps. 11
The dedication

to the paramount virtue

have
failed
that
they
means
economics
and

of efficiency,

organisation

to remain in touch with basic

The best eulogy which can be managed for a

human values and emotions.

deceased engineer at his graveside

is that he was part of a team.

doors to better Things, for
of
undreamed
opening
new,
...
8
less
for
"
living,
better
more people, at
cost.
Which sounds like
rather

the public

release about the corporation

relations

than a person.

,,
Vonnegut's purpose is to point to the deficiencies

"

with the cold-blooded

to run society

trying

His complaints are that it

machine.

second, that

it

dictat

the injustices

and third,

first,

in the sense that

is artificial

sanctioned by divine

is:

logic

and efficiency
a partial
it

approach;

be remodelled;

creates are both immoral and full

potential.

of'revolutionary

Proteus soon learns that he is not alone in his discontent.
lose
from
fighting
the
to
those
the
with
most
managers,
among
line,

corporate

of the

has not been

but can, through human will,
which it

created by

Paul finds malcontents.

His friend

Finnerty

Even

the
begins a

dinner
to
the
party
counter
a
espousals of
at
commentary
running
progress with statistics.
alcoholism

Man-hours worked decreased;

and drug addiction

went up proportionately.

is why, when the standard of_living
eliminated
is
not
misery

rises,

but merely shifted

the proportion
to different

Vonnegut's answer is that an impoverished spirit
of social

The question
of human
grounds.

and a degraded sense

impoverished
body. ' He
an
at
produce
as
much
misery
can
worth

gives the analysis
minister

and suicide,

of the problem in the novel to James J. Lasher, a

and, significantly,

one with an'M. A. in anthropology.

them that the life
in
I used tp tell
"...
of their spirit
lives,
to God was the biggest thing in their
and
relation
that their
part in the economy was nothing by comparison.
Now, you people have engineered them out of their
part in
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"the economy in the market place, and they're finding
,
out - most of them - that what's left is just about zero
for generations they've been built up to worship
...
competition and the market, productivity
and economic
usefulness ... and boom; it's all yanked out from under
them. "19
The introduction

of Lasher in the novel brings

a multidimensional

to the same phenomena, the industrial/technological

perspective

To the leaders

revolution.

With Paul and Finnerty

march of civilisation.

consequences of technological
and replacement

it

of the corporation

means Progress,

some of the social

advance become apparent,

of human labour

the

the devaluation

in widening areas of endeavour and a

subsequent rise in social diseases like alcoholism and suicide.
Lasher widens the perspective to the cultural/anthropological
is clearly

Vonnegut's

the twentieth

Not only is our material

the advance of technology,
societies

the individual.

part of the action
necessarily

of technology

this

more will

is often

of a reduction

of the activity

out that

there

against

About

It. is Lasher who is at"the
machine in the novel.
flavour

regain old

keeping with a changed condition

the total

by the workers which was

inclusion

values or create

of existence.

heart
Being

to his approach and here

of Vonnegut's almost persistent

and myths to either

unemployment is by

long before

input

the ubiquitous

is a quasi-religious

we see the beginning
religions

is

and

as 'productive'.

technological

of creative

to. the ego20.

not very satisfactying.

a minister

Because

to

slow, always painful

no means a new phenomenon. And also that

of the rebellion

perhaps

be said later.

Lasher goes on to point

elimination

with,

The transition

suffering.

by

In industrial

is to create unemployment there

a great amount of social

precedes the perception

created

values.

is identified

in.

in many cases, our job.

We are,

new types of economic activity
usually

reality

but also our cultural

in economic life

participation

even defines,

of the man/machine relationship

perception

century.

level and

of new

new ones in
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"things,
gentlemen, are ripe for a phony Messiah ... to
catch the imagination of these people with some new magic.
At the bottom of it will be the promise of regaining the
feeling of participation.
"23

To this end Lasher resurrects
Plains

Indians

of the 1890s.

the Ghost Dance Religion of the

study and we see him weaving his theories
cultural

into

anthropology

Vonnegut had compared the plight

of religion,

of the Indians

this

revolution

and

In the thesis

of the novel.

the plot

included

M.A. thesis

Vonnegut's

to that

of the cubist
t

who found the value of their

painters

of the camera. The cubist revolt

was successful unlike that of the

those faced by workers as a result
movement by the Indians

religious

against

the whites

hunt.

was destroying

Noble warriors

Religious

of the advance of technology.
of the late

the impingement of white
everything

beliefs

The

century

was a

The advance of

civilisation.

which they valued and took pride

were of no value against

no longer

nineteenth

and gave great hunters

Wild game was disappearing

in.

by the appearance

threatened

Now Vonnegut compares the problems faced by the Indians with

Indians.

revolt

art

seemed to provide

repeating-arms
either

to

nothing

victory

fire.
or plenty.

for the Indians
It had
"The world had changed radically
...
become a white man's world, and Indian ways in a white man's
to hold the old
It was impgisible
world were irrelevant.
Indian values in a changed world. "
The Indians

mounted a last

of the Ghost Dance Religion.

defence of the old values in the form

A new set of rituals

were developed to

restore

the game, the old values änd reasons for being.

get rid

of the white man by magic.

was a magic Ghost Shirt
Lasher's
situation

Ghost Shirt

to

At the centre of the new religion

which was supposed to stop white men's bullets.

Society

which he finds

They tried

is a symbolic

analagous to that

gesture

in a modern-

of the Plains

Indians.

"The machines are to practically
everybody what the white
People are finding that, because
men were to the Indians.
of the war the machines are changing the world, more and
more of their old values don't apply any more. People
have no choice but to become second-rate machines themselves, or wards of the machines. "23
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examples of how people under threat

Lasher gives historical
respond to new Messiahs with

appeal in a society

where an elite

machines have disenfranchised

disillusioned
Von
Dr.
Neumann,
a
and

Finnerty

to the corporate

to the managers and engineers,

indicting

scientist.
ideals

them for

and draft.
crimes

humanity.

against

The essence of the letter
faith

would have a broad

and their

They set themselves up in opposition

"

In the

Paul is chosen as the symbolic head of the movement led

the majority.

a letter

messages of hope.

the promise of participation

modern context

by Lasher,

dramatic

will

alone to improve the human condition

in technology

wars in history.

the three most devastating
its

to increase

technology

uses of technology

is that technocrats continued to have

People were suffering

While the right

scope was unquestioned

were more'subtle

dignity

of

in war, the peacetime

and needed careful

a loss of pride,

even after

evaluation:.

and work worth doing as

of the machines' monopolisation of production and the subsequent

a result

demandfor efficiency

and organisation.

human labour wherever possible

were replacing

wishes of men, and also without
human life

patterns,

all

regard for

of these considerations
one implicit

Its

without

the radical

of which should be taken into

Changes should be introduced

consideration.

lawless.

Technique and organisation

or technological

or witheld

regard for

the

alteration

of

careful
on the basis

progress could be said to be

is

faith

"... that man is on earth to create more efficient
and
durable images of himself, and hence, to eli
nate any
"
his
justification
for
own
existence.
at all

The letter

frail
Man
the
to
as
also refers

and inefficient

creation'

by
the
to
God.
Vonnegut
shared
earlier
perception
of
was responding
dystopians,
career,

that

including Wells in the dystopian and Huxley throughout his
reason and intelligence

human behaviour.

The spiritual

were not the sole determinants

and creative

of

needs of the species would
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also have to be met in creating any kind of sympathetic social
Technology assessment with

environment.
humanistic

ethical

bias should be the basis of implementation.
dystopians,

previous

a strong

the prospects

for

and
But, as with
a deep

success were viewed with

scepticism.

is implemented with marginal success, initially,

The revolution
in several

is a Luddite

It

cities.

over
the efforts
running rampant

towers and the flush toilets

survey their

prospects

They decide that
will

turn

their

into

a Utopia,

the debris

making several

as such by Lasher if
advance of technology

it

and restore

observations

The revolution,

forces.

pockets, of resistance.

showing how well

it

about technology,

but at the base of their

dynamic, its

the human effort-for
pessimism.

Vonnegut is
and human nature.

society

and recognised

The power of the State and the

are seen, as Huxley had seen them, as irresistable
technology

reform initiatives

seemed too large

The advance of technology
own driving

the very
drawn to

seems, was doomed from the start

not the others.

a force,

was pessimism.
too tied

own set of values to lend itself

social

control.

Humanity, conditioned

assessment

to its

readily

Vonnegut went on to amplify

by generations

to
this

of industrialism,

internalised
to its successful operation,
the values particular
.
dedication to production and the economy. Only in these strictly
limited

they

and happy

that

to working order.

Both Huxley and Vonnegut made calls-for

and control

by the authorities

who smashed the machines are irresistably

revolutionaries
with

assess the damage and

But they soon find

people could be with no machines.

tinker

isolated

the blockade threatened

territory

the communications

plants,

and the leaders
their

within

during

leader to maintain a sense öf

along with the automatic lathe controls.

is contained

But the revolution

of their

the sewage disposal

They destroy

proportion.

the revolutionaries

response with

ways could human beings now hope to participate

had
the

in enterprises
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a sense of usefulness

which afforded

necessary to the advance of industrialism,

ethos,

Paradoxically,

and purpose.

was now being super-

seded by the new technology which created structural
Huxley had developed a kind of inverse
had characterised
of historical

force

idea,

as opponents of this

was not bad.

Technology itself

it

to control

ability

were victims

to the true

become, in this limited

the

as large and

evolution
but unfolding

toward bad ends.

evolved beyond the human

had simply

It

in any significant

of and indifferently

that

of two world wars and a

of social

of human intervention

beyond the control

from that which

Both Huxley and Vonnegut,

to comprehend.

They saw the forces

depression.

fatalism

was toward the good, though large and

evolution

beyond our ability

at points

unemployment.

That Idea believed

the Idea of Progress.

the

It

way.

now operated outside

needs of the human species.

It had

and paradoxical sense, a man-madeforce of

Nature.

Vonnegut responded, as Huxley had done, with a pessimism that led

irresistable

direction

personal ways was called

and the utopian

revolution,

The leaders

fail.

to follow

continue

human values.

its

explore

attempt

that

time and toast

control

in

adaptation
for

that

to Player Piano.

The

from defeat,

both

simply

"to the

the advance of technology

own dynamic, but that

The

reform.

The indications

to snatch victory

Player Piano was the last

for an ethical

for.

in the conclusion

gather one last

in the recognition

record"

a call

apparent

are already

social

advance meant that

nature of technological

more strictly

large-scale

which did not include

toward solutions

will

once a group stood up for

novel in which Vonnegut made

of technology.

His future

the ways in which meaning can be created

work seeks'to

in an indifferent

universe.

Part of Vonnegut's despair at the erosion of jobs in the
manufacturing

sector

of the economy stemmed from his experiences

in
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living

through

his experience
to increase

the Depression when any job was at a premium.
where he saw the persistent

at General Electric
by reducing

efficiency

in 1952 with

Vonnegut raises

manpower.

The question

Piano is where will

Player

paid employment is all

the emerging technology
will

guarantees

Vonnegut suggests that
derides

that

at the same time,

that

these old avenues of endeavour

the alternative

while

In his interview

offered

is usually

attempt

to create

But he

art.

meaning by

wood-carving and beer-can collecting.

courses in calligraphy,

This was no proper response and echoes Huxley's. complaint
courses fails

adding on humanities

a sense

matters,

what he sees as a near-sighted

offering

man find

that

be closed to most people.

almost certainly

effort

which

to believe

of worth in a world where he has been conditioned
productive,

And also

that

to address the intricate

25

simply

and multi-

level nature of the problem facing the education system.
work is an example of the frustration

Vonnegut's

approach to the true nature of the social
the failure

to institute

by a continuing

a realistic

technological

seemed to question

values of industrialism
our perception
we describe

as work or leisure,

technology,

is still

place and

Vonnegut, himself,

of real work as defined

or to conjecture

of meaningful

taking

response to the necessities

revolution.

the presentation

revolution

with a myopic

on the possibility

endeavour.

This altering

effected

of necessity

created

never
by the old
of shifting

pattern

of what

by the advance of

one of the predominant problems facing

a society

in constant flux.
Player

Piano was separated

novel,

Sirens of'Titan.

writing

short stories

by seven years from Vonnegut's

second

During the 1950s Vonnegut made his living

for the weekly magazines. Only after

magazines began to wane in popularity

Vonnegut turn to writing

these

and cease demand for material

novels full-time.

by

But in the short stories

Vonnegut continues to explore those problems facing humanity in the

did

-- _
twentieth
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century, many of-which are centred on the advance of

technology.

Over-population,

the militarisation

of scientific

the inhumane attempts to remedy social problems were all

research,

issues

addressed by Vonnegut in the 1950s.
(1950),

"The Barnhouse Effect"
from Vonnegut's

closely

Pentagon officials

Professor
"

in after

the benefit

every nation

He believes

to war would not be necessary.

irrigate

deserts and build dams by telekinesis.

the sky and battleships

out of the sea.

is

becomes
skills

so that

He wants to clear

fighter

the old

roads,

The military

from him of knocking jet

a demonstration

it

story

he can save the world by giving

recourse

prefer

short

his considerable

offers

power and access to resources

sufficient

minds and

powers which the military

the naive Professor

of mankind.

In this

new weapons.

on

He had an image of

the best scientific

contracting

Barnhouse's own telekinetic

interested
for

busily

followed

mentioned,

in the war.

experience

them to work to create

putting

already

would

planes out of

But Barnhouse insists,

"Wouldn't it be a whole lot more significant
and lots cheaper
for me to try moving cloud masses into drought areas
I
...
admit I know next to nothing about. international
politics,
but it seems reasonable to suppose that nobody would want to26
fight wars if there were enough of everything to go around. "
He is told

that

world to the brink

it

is not lack of resources which has brought the

of war, but a struggle

Vonnegut realised

the world?

Like Huxley,

armaments and the military
scientific,
productive

he perceived
control

and mathematical
channels.

than in strictly

in fact,

that,

power.

Who will

the technology

control

existed

many of these improvements in world resource

which could effect
development.

for

of a high percentage of the best

minds'as

a diversion

from efforts

in more

Vonnegut sees the problem less in economic terms

military/political

antagonism as basic.

the high cost of spending on

terms with

The problem should,

the development of resources,

the ideological

in reality,

food production

lend itself

to

and sources of energy.
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But because there are those in power who seek to perpetuate and extend
that power, because they insist

the political

on playing

being initiated

there is less chance of the same alternatives
like

anything

unpatriotic

act in the America of 1950, which

communist xenophobia, -the McCarthy era and the arms

its

was entering

on

For Barnhouse to walk out on the

the scale required.

generals was a shockingly

power game

race.
Vonnegut had an actual
(1980) he tells
"

example of such an act.

of Norbert Wiener, the same mathematician mentioned in

Player Piano as the founder of the idea of the First
Revolution.

Industrial

After

and Second

the Second World War Wiener-wrote a letter

saying he was not going to tell

the government anything because a

could not be sure what use it would be put to2i.

scientist
this

For his interview

as a marvellous

turning

point.

He mentions also that today his

bring responses from young scientists

lectures

Vonnegut saw

who say things have

longer
depend
blind
the
that
no
on
can
governments
changed,
of its

But Vonnegut also believes

scientists.

and preserve their

the public

of the naive scientist

that true believers

can

lie

for the government to deceive
2a
own power and importance . The portrait

be found and that experts will

still

patriotism

in the pay of the military

will

appear again in

Cat's Cradle (1963).
Science, even outside of its military
carefully

assessed für possible

implementation

of new scientific

social

applications,

consequences.

discoveries

should be
The automatic

and new techniques have

humans.
These
to
two
were
unsympathetic
environment
an
often created
theories

in
in
Player
Piano
short story
which
also
appeared
explored

form in "The Euphio Question"

(1951) and "Deer in the Works" (1955).

"Deer in the Works" mocks again the corporate
of industry.
factory

Whena deer, symbol of life

it
complex

ideal and the automation

and freedom, enters the

has wandered into what could be an alien

planet.

'X
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It

is pursued and nearly
human spirit

kindred

is not directly

receiving

totally

pacifies

the evidence of its

of new technology. for

its

Vonnegut indicts

desirability

is there

the implementation

the enhancement of

than on the basis of its

rather

in "Manned

is also mounted by Vonnegut on the expert

(1958).

to condemning the militarisation

In addition

space and the generation

on ideological

of hostilities

individual

terms.

exchange letters

As mentioned,

the parents

in highly

to help them make proper,

of experts

they are rejecting

the progressive

even the most personal

did not condemn the individual
to lengths

to portray

social

blinkered

politic
incursion

scientist

The scientist's

Western tradition

By doing so

statements.
of the expert

into

Like Huxley,

or expert.

fact,
-Ih

every'
Vonnegut

both went

them as human.beings who only stopped being so
speciality.

which placed them outside

attention

efforts

persistent

of human activity.

when they entered the area of their
specialisation

of two dead astronauts

the still

of condolence and reject

of

grounds,

Vonnegut shows the human consequence of these activities

life.

to be highly

or value.

An attack
Missiles"

for

economic returns,

or merely because it

prestige

run which proves it

one trial

dangerous as well as pleasurable.

sphere,

a

The'plans to promote and market the device are pursued

listener.
despite

drawn by Vonnegut.

from space that

device which picks up a vibration

If

mechanisms.

is a name given a radio

for euphoria,

of

to humans, the parallel

threatening

terms is clearly

damage in psychological

is an allegory

It

to the woods.

by a

to the wild

forms by the advance-of

to life
physically

Euphio, short

it

is released

it

before

who follows

a world made hostile
it

killed

But it

human
the
of
mainstream
of

amoral pursuit

the expert's

of truth,

to very narrow aspects of detail

were trends

of science seen and condemned earlier

is in the very nature of expertise,

was this

by Wells.

in the
It

the dystopians are saying, which
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it
renders

unqualified

inevitably

effect

To specialise,

to make judgements or alterations

individuals

Vonnegut, rejected

of new technologies

avid generalists.

often creates urgent social

or technologically

human
values,
over
roughshod
run

done.
had
Huxley
as
essays

needs and dignity.

persistent

human folly

problems;

But

terms or in

Rather he presents us with comic/ironic
ones to highlight

absurdist

the

engineered solutions

Vonnegut does not discuss the problem in intellectual

images and later

including

The themes were the same as Huxley's:

in our haste to find socially
we often

to

was another theme which runs through several of

Vonnegut's short stories.
implementation

The dystopian,

for they were all

specialisation

Over-population

"

life.

level.

means to become blinded

under present circumstances,

a generalised

human, individual

on the social,

view of interactive

which will

what he sees as, the

of approaching problems the wrong way around.

In "Tomorrow and Tomorrow and Tomorrow ... " (1953) Vonnegut
society

portrays

disease and arrested
gerasone.
young.
billion

the ageing process with a miracle

People can now live

The result
people.

spiteful

over-populated

held to ransom by their

portrayed

five
selfish

'a marked prolongation

problem of over-population

better
by
not
only
allowed

breakthrough

in relation

and

by Vonnegut.

of the average life.

But
proved

The

had long been an issue with utopian/dystopian

Malthus.
time
from
the
of
authors
life

generations

The over-crowding

beneath the humour is a real concern with what the statistics
to be occurring,

look

planet with twelve

Vonnegut creates the Schwartz family,

for favours are comically

drug, anti-

late hundreds and still

ancestor for a place in his will.

living

jockeying
and

into their

is a grossly

in one apartment, all

living

when medical science has eliminated

of the future

But the eventual prospect of longer

nutrition

and health care but a medical

to diseases of the aged would enormously
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exacerbate the problem.

And all

of this

population

of

being put toward coping with the problems

the lack of research and effort
with their

of an older population

must be seen in the context

special

became a popular subject

needs.

of films

The problem of over-

with the growth of the

in
1960s
the
and many of the plots make Vonnegut's
movement
environment
nightmare look tame by comparison.

future

The, hopefully,
population

in "Welcome to the Monkey House" emphasise the danger of

touch with our humanity by seeking what may be drastic

losing

This Vonnegut believed,

human level.

Birth

large-scale

with Huxley, that

control

solutions.

solutions

like

of how they operated on the individual

those of Wells were too negligent

pill

to the dilemma of over-

solutions

absurdist

is. practised,

in the story,

by taking a

from
down,
destroying
the
thereby
waist
numb
people
makes
which

the desire for sex.

which has developed as it

In a society

because
the
of
pleasure and affection
extent
some
the solution

generated by sex,

is far from being in touch with human values.

always returned

to this

theme, the need to retain

environment which evolves so rapidly

that

it

has to

Vonnegut

human values in an

threatens

to transform

us

out of recognition.
Vonnegut goes on to deal with problem of death by creating
Suicide

Parlours where people who have had enough or feel obligated

for
a pleasant and solitary
go
can
make room
injected

films

therefore,

equated with death.
centres appeared in

also and shows the inherent

danger of lessening

life
human
of
value
Allied

is,

and termination

scenario of suicide
futuristic

are the only sexually

beings on the planet and they are, and remain, virgins

The only sexual object
parlours

to

evening as they are

The attendants

with permanent sleep.

attractive
law.

Ethical

by
This

the

through over-population.

to the theme of solving

social

techniques is the utopian theme and its

problems with inappropriate

dependence, as Vonnegut sees it,
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on the creation of a 'new man'.

Huxley had observed that ideologues
to sanction the most wicked behaviour,

and social reformers were willing
not for

evil

greatest

reasons but for

good justified

purported
Huxley,

reformers.

no doubt,

his scientifically

with

the highest

dystopia

the worst atrocities

in "Harrison

of 2081 everyone is finally

achieved by the institution
Good looks,

intelligence,

strength

Ballerinas

vision.

cannot take unfair

have all

been levelled

with

and breaking

explosions

advantage of their

to distort

sacks of lead pellets.

are fitted

mounted by the man of the title

has been

of the Handicapper General.

and agility

are burdened with

noises like

In this

must, by law, wear glasses

with above average intelligence
distracting

(1961).

This feat

equal.

as Hitler,

Vonnegut picks up

Bergeron"

of the office

People with good eyesight

out.

on the part of

had Wells in mind, as well

caused pain and eugenics.

the theme, again comically,

Utopia being the

of motives.

brains.

People

earphones which blast
glass so that

they

The small rebellion

is

who removes his handicaps before he is

summarily shot.
Vonnegut here is expressing
Huxley's

theories,

'equality'

ideals

that we create

and then set about it

process violence

his belief,

utopian
individual

expression

of potential.

that we go about solving

attempts
to fit

imperative.

is done to the freedom and dignity
thinking

down to the lowest commondenominator

conviction

through language like

as a categorical

Simple-minded adherence to categorical

for the full

also in accordance with

of the past,

rather

than creating

Vonnegut exhibits

in declaring

but unrealistic

the need of an idealised

to the true

everyone

opportunities
the ironic

backwards, that

a new man, try

Whatever schemes are developed they must, according
congenial

of individuals.

means bringing

problems exactly

In the

to mould the
society.

to Vonnegut, be

needs of human beings.

In summary, the short stories

contain

the themes in embryo which
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Vonnegut's
to
more extensive
occupy
were
the fact

They include:
as it

as fast

that technology

novels.

is creating

new social

problems

rather

which fail

and provide solutions
the military

priorities

of society

requires

social

Player Piano.

form and included

included theories

intelligent'and

avenues for

alternative

however, was pure science fiction,

existence.

The novel contains

technology,

myth creation

sub-plots

and social

etc.

the standard

Vonnegut had even

in anthropology. " Sirens
but, it

must be added, of

about dystopias,

anthropological
by space travel

and contact with alien

the action

of

values seen from a unique

Seen from the distanced

slant.

in its

and form from the

the nature of our assumptions about

which questions

seen to be provincial

of style

coherent commentary on

from his M.A. dissertation

the variety

beliefs.

mythologies which

Player Piano had-confnrmedto

abuses and the advance of technology,

of Titan,

in the old bases of

(1959)

Sirens of Titan represented a departure

dystopian

also portray the plight

touch with and faith

the possible

imperatives

of new meaning.,

Sirens of Titan

earlier

the categorical

the novels will

Vonnegut creates in each novel,

science in their

and the attempt at

endeavours;

and explore through eccentric

value and meaning;

the creation

have conscripted

a 'new man' to fit

Finally,
in
vacuo.
conceived
lost
humanity
which-has
of

forces to true human needs

to take human values into account;

which pre-empts productive

utopian solutions

implemented

than on the basis of a realistic

they often create antagonistic

assessment;

"

in his later

new. techniques are often

solves old ones;

simply becuase they are there,

service

treatment

perspective

beings, earth history

exaggerated pretensions

afforded
can be

and outmoded

Humanbeings can be seen, to coin a phrase, as earthnocentric.

I
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By calling

into question those standards which he sees as no longer
Vonnegut is really

applicable,

The action

of Sirens of Titan

on the moon and on Titan,
been officially
injunction
final

for

private

learn

it

settles

own consciousness

the manned missions

and well-

since,

Vonnegut believes. that

Like Huxley,

of space and of utopia
problems facing

pressing
in Sirens

of Titan

outward thrust

into

Winston Niles
craft

is that

One of the central

of meaning which will

into

like

into

in

of the
from the

problems explored

not be provided

by the

space in his privately

a chronosynclastic

infundibulum.

His

wave phenomena from the sun to Betelgeuse

whenever the orbit

humans to'breathe

and practices

and divisions

as abstractions

that

the problems on earth

Vonnegut responded to talk

Rumfoord takes off

Again,

to the contemplation

impression

of

space.

molecules are scattered

his wave path.

talk

have to be solved on earth

will

humanity.

and runs right

and he materialises

the mistaken

establishes

between people,

the here and now.
future,

by the space programme, especially
it

is expendable.

between nations,

of a moon or planet

these inventions,

like

intersects

the oxygen tablet

which

on the moon, are merely devices of transport

of alternate

realities

which place existing

in high relief.

Rumfoord materialises
pilot

it

the unmanned space probes to

wrong with

but is against

space, is that

the earth

beliefs

is no

is a gravel pit out there as far as humanbeings are concerned. "29

colonising

allows

but there

has

Vonnegut sees space as the

concerns of its

One of the problems created

build

but

Space travel

the outward impulse of humanity before

about the universe

"...

takes place not only on earth,

enterprise.

Vonnegut sees nothing

illusions.

than creating

one of the moons of Saturn.

down to the more appropriate
being.

rather

ended because of the unseen dangers,

against

frontier

destroying

on Titan to discover Salo, a Tralfamadorian

stranded on his journey through the galaxy.

Salo informs him
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that

feats on earth,

the great engineering

like

the Great Wall of China,

have merely been manipulated to provide pictorial
the status of his spare part.

regarding

messages to Salo

Rumfoord finds

the trivial

is
behind
what
on
earth
a great sense of history
purpose
accomplishment a disillusioning

experience.

and

We further

learn that all

has
technology
and
also been manipulated to manufacture
science
earth
the part to Salo, a short strip

and deliver

of metal with a hole in

Even Salo enters the cosmic proportion

one end.

of the joke when he

learns that the message he has been carrying

later

descends to a sense of meaninglessness.

Disillusion

'Greetings'.

endeavour has been responding to demands superfluous

material

It is an absurdist

own interest.

which has failed

civilisation

Science, technology,

people.

the failure

same category,

the purely material

of a vaunted technological

portrait

to address the more basic needs of its
the probing of space all

social

the failure

reforms favoured by utopians,

in absolutist

end he recruits

beliefs.

religious

force.

experience with its

The Martian

to authority.

dehumanising exercise.

The recruits

brutalisation,

in reverse.

violences

It

'army' satirises

to humanity.

are also fitted

Vonnegut's

numbing chants

is portrayed

as a purposeful

with obedience
the

of humanity in some way echoes

that the utopian effort

Instead of creating

to make humanity fit

Rumfoord determines

that Rumfoord's utopian scheme necessitates

submersion or alteration

Vonnegut's conviction

and the.

a commonthreat

endless drilling,

dedication
and mindless

antennae.

under the

and ships them to the moon to join

earthlings

invasion
Martian
fake
a

The fact

fall

to create meaning by the

to unite the earth by means of manufacturing

own military

to its

aspects of existence.

large-scale
of
method
dangers inherent

Human

to create meaning because of the emphasis on

Vonnegut also satirises

To this

reads simply,

a congenial

approaches the problem
society

the precepts of some idealised

the effort
state.

to humanity, of whatever degree, are justified

is made

In addition,
in terms of
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these lofty

first

principles.

Rumfoord also institutes

is good, for it

and this
fact

It teaches that man can do nothing

Indifferent.

Utterly

The Church of God the

a new religion,

frees him to create meaning from the particular
There is no attempt

of his contempo.rary existence.

in
the past which have failed
created
standards
nor to impose one's beliefs

changing world,

Vonnegut was anxious to dispel

transcendent
is laid

deity

intimately

warns Vonnegut.

fall

Rememberthe Spanish
sanction

on human construction,

his own absurdist

a

mythology.

sacred cows set up in

utopian and religious

victim

the ground

It is a mistake to claim divine

by
Vonnegut
creating
makes
which
point

the novel all

God as a personal,

concerned with human behaviour

for human behaviour which is based in reality

The technological,

Like Huxley,

the abuses of institutionalised

for holy wars and persecutions.

Inquisition,

to conform to

to evolve with the

on others.

By adhering to dogma and portraying

religions.

to please God

to Vonnegut's satiric

axe.

Sirens'of

Titan

is again a call for humanvalues, the most basic of which is to believe
that which makes you free,
loved.
be
to
around
purposeful
control.
certain

and happy and kind;

and to love whoever is

In Player Piano the basis of meaning was found in

employment and a call

made for technology assessment and

In Sirens of Titan Vonnegut had reached, as had Huxley, a
acquiescence to fate

in the face of overwhelming odds.

The

by
be
beguiled
to
for
the pronouncenot
allow
one
must
meaning
search
ments of Industry,

individual
very

Nation or Church.

Meaning must be found on the

level and always remain in touch with humanitarian

values.

.Cat's Cradle (1963)
Cat's Cradle picks up some of the themes from Sirens'of
including

the utopian and religious

themes.

Titan

But whereas Sirens'of

Titan
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in the more technological

was interested

Cat's Cradle looks more closely

Hoenikker.

and philosophy

as well.

a book about the fictional

The author is writing

of civilisation,

at the dynamics, ethics

of the scientist

of science with a caricature

atom bomb, Felix

manifestations

father

of the

His research into what important

people

bomb
dropped
leads
day
him
doing
the
the
to the tiny
was
on
were
Republic of San Lorenzo.
religion

He discovers

an attempted utopia,

in Bokononism and the deadly crystals

of, ice-nine

Cat's Cradle is an indictment

destroy the world.

truth

-a new
which eventually

of a science which
to the exclusion

produces catastrophic

weapons, and elevates

love which removes it

from the general concerns of humanity.

Again,

these were the very themes which Huxley promoted, especially
didactic

works.

by building

,

But Vonnegut has translated

up a personal and professional

of

in the

them into the vernacular
portrait

of Hoenikker the

Hoenikker.
the scientist.
man and
As a man Hoenikker is portrayed

as an incurable

tinkerer,

who

is
hopeless
and
about commonsense and routine.
newspaper
never reads a
It

is at first

a comical stereotype

of the absent-minded scientist,

the deadly consequences of his acts become apparent.
disinterested
his
is
about,
whatever
is separate from the possible

things
to.

thirst

buckle or collapse?

to know the how and why of

Hoenikker then returns
relates

be put

of his work on the bomb which

in turtles.

Do their

spines

The generals are desperate to know what to do

Angela comes up with the simple solution

until

play with

purposes his knowledge will

His daughter Angela recounts the tale

became submerged to a sudden interest

He will

until

of stealing

the turtles.

to his lab and the only thing to tinker

to the bomb. He is the easily

manipulated child

with

in the hands

of the military.
Hoenikker is like
against

a child

the cold and driven

in other ways.

to work.

He must be dressed

One time he drove himself

and
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when he encountered a traffic
Again comical until

street.

has an accident

car,

jam simply left

injuries

we learn

and later

she sustained.

his wife comes to claim the

that

dies in childbirth

Vonnegut's

seemingly

harmless or disinterested

results.

In the context

carefully

consider

the main, for

the running car in the

as a result

then becomes clear,

point

behaviour
it

of the scientist,

that

can have disastrous
is his moral duty to

the consequences of his research.
to consider

science and scientists

of the

The failure,

in

consequences make it

an amoral enterprise.
In addition
having two other
Disinterested

It

qualities.

in the sense that

the dedication
ethical

to being amoral, science is portrayed by Vonnegut as

to truth.

is disinterested
it

has no human ties

excluded by definition.
its

Hoenikker has a photo on his desk with
guesses whether it

himself.

But it

molecular

structure.

to family.

He is consumed with

the purely

physical

Finally,

statement

the one overriding

some brief

on a

of some unusual
ties

concern of discovering

conversational

approach to all

quantitative

to'which Hoenikker replies

"God is Love"32 Hoenikker

love? "33. -Ethical,

or

not even the normal emotional

test bomb is released a fellow scientist

known sin"30,

or children

The

laws of Nature.

Vonnegut includes

show Hoenikker's

first

He has no ties,

and

For example,

is a photograph of a stack of cannonballs
no doubt,

only

aesthetic

back to the author.

of his wife,

is a picture

lawn, which reminds Hoenikker,

courthouse

or feelings,

in the sense that

Quantitative

concerns are purposely

author

and quantitative.

aesthetic,

province of the scientific

of reality.

segments to
When the

exclaims, "Science has

"What is sin? "31 To the

"What
is God? What is
responds

spiritual

endeavour.

realities

are beyond the

Science is, by definition,

concerned only with those aspects of reality

amenable to measurement.

And, as Huxley would have agreed, science therefore disqualifies

itself
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from its

purported

to explain

role

with his simple truths
understanding

how truth,

by itself,

all

to dialogue

approach

come to accept the validity
the short chapter titled

some day.

"I just

have trouble

could be enough for a person. "34

of science have been exposed by Vonnegut's
he gives,

and portrait

an impression of how not only scientists

in the same vein,

but the general public have

of science as the highest of truths.
'Protein',

In

in a bar discuss

the characters

that science would discover

the proposition

Or, as Vonnegut,

of reality.

and popular appeal puts it,

Once the characteristics
folksy

all

the basic secret of life

They seem to remember something about it

in the paper.

"'What is the secret of life? ', I asked.
'I forget',
said Sandra.
'They found out some'Protein',
the bartender declared.
thing about protein. '
35
it. "'
'Yeah', said Sandra, 'that's
In characteristically
the incredible

brief

and oblique

remoteness of science and its

terms to the laity;

fashion Vonnegut captures
irrelevance

the emphasis on the material

than the art of living;

and the naive faith

in comprehensible

basis of life

rather

generated in the public.

that science indeed addresses the most basic and important

aspects of

existence.
Hoenikker is described variously

in the book as having a mind

as being as different

tuned to the music of the stars,

as a man from

Mars, and as being a force of Nature beyond human control.
had translated

into popular form what Huxley was saying intellectually.

Science pursues 'truth'

in isolation,

status of holy cause and portrays

itself

elevated

exempted from concern
comic,

suggestion,
36
is".

satiric

that-it

about appropriate
fashion

mission to the
As such it

is

action and at the same time

human needs.

has a character

is a small world,

its

as neutral.

from
the
its
both
of
consequences
exempted

bleakly

Vonnegut

Vonnegut in

respond to the

"Whenyou put it in a cemetary it
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Vonnegut creates

in Cat's

the form of Bokononism.
Felix

Hoenikker

he learns

The fictional

history

indelibly

land without

the son of

of San Lorenzo. ' There
It

and customs of the natives.

resources

the utopian

stamped with

Republic

and its

recent

history

by two shipwrecked sailors,

attempt

end reformed the economy and the laws. - But the capacity

island

to produce wealth was-so lacking

islanders

remain in poverty..

hostile

their

is an

has been

Johnson and McCabe. They dreamed of making San Lorenzo a utopia
this

in

mythology

search for

author's

takes him to the tiny

of the strange

impoverished

Cradle another alternate

despite

that,

their

and to

of the
the

efforts,

So, instead, to give-the people hope in

environment, Johnson created a religion

based on lies.

that make you. brave and. kind and healthy

'Foma' are "Harmless untruths

and happy" as Vonnegut describes

them on the first

page of the book.

Vonnegut, like Huxley, offers a whole terminology with his new
religion
all

with-names

like

eightfold
creates

began to talk

first

actively
tenet

truth

against

but it

is

absolutes,

in relation

to the

Vonnegut, in every novel discussed,

which are relative,

contemporary-conditions
Cradle,

about absolute

path of mysticism.
religions

and 'Vin-dit',

Huxley, -who was generally

tongue-in-cheek.

nevertheless

'Sinooka'

'Karass',

uniquely

and, in the case of Cat's

are,, humanistic,

draws attention

to its

adapted to whatever the

of content.

artifice

The

of the Books of Bokonon is,, -

"All of the true-things
lies. 1137

I am about to tell

you are shameless

By keeping the believer aware of the fact that they are participating
in a. fiction,

Vonnegut again makes. a statement

the religions

basis for

prejudice

about the need to avoid

and persecutions.

In Sirens of Titan

the messagehad been that God does not need our help so there is no
point in citing

his holy cause as the basis for humanactions.

In Cat's

Cradle the message is to believe what makesyou free and happy and kind.
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There is also the continuing
cultural

conditions

changing social

level,

grossly

of specific

bizarre

exaggerating

that

conform to the

mythologies

time and place;

the myths, with

must adapt to fit

environment,

Vonnegut's

meaning.

point

mythologies

the new needs far

make this

both the social

flux

a world of pain and deprivation,

and the imaginative

facing

way was one of the urgent

humanity posed by: Vonnegut.

But, in

sense.

change, the need

a world of radical

sense in some humanistic

to find

on an absurdist

point

we must go to in order to meet the demands for

lengths

the.

challenges

.

Johnson invents a charade to add zest to the new religion.

He

dons the name Bokonon and the guise of the holy man in the woods, while
McCabe must become the evil

the people were happy in their

just

man.

It

itself

setting

is also shown to be relevant

antagonism to the utopian

Excerpts from
to

not God, or Nature,

Nothing is sacred to Bokononists,

up in opposition

It worked,

through the novel which show it

to contemporary needs,

to tyrannies.

says Bokonon, is a form of treason.

as ghastly

Johnson also suggests

world.

make-believe

the Books of Bokonon are scattered
be humanistic.

in his palace.

of death for any known Bokononist.,

the hook, the instrument
for

tyrant

Every good religion,
his

And Bokonon also exhibits

impulse in what, Vonnegut himself

describes

aphorism ...

Let
"The hand that stocks the drug stores rules the world,
us start our Republic with a chain of drug stores, a chain
of gro5gry stores, a chain of gas chambers, and a national
game. "

Like Huxley, Vonnegut saw the effort
engineering to-entail
opinion,

of its

social

to humanity, necessitating,

in_Huxley's

bread, circuses and methods of repression.

What was initially
wrong.

injustices

at large-scale

harmless play in Cat's

McCabe became embittered
fictional

nature for

Cradle begins to go

by his role as tyrant

people really

started

or lost

sight

dying on the hook.
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Again,

the danger of taking

to be careful

our myths too seriously,

and the warning

of who and what we pretend to be are Vonnegut's

insistent

messages.

The final
of ice-nine.

event in the book results

catastrophic

is a unique configuration

Ice-nine

at a very high temperature.
the American military
nemesis, mud.

dictator,

of ice-nine

pyre to render him harmless,

succeeds in re-uniting
Lorenzo's

all

heroes'deaths

young and sailed

off

at all"39,

a statement

Bokonon defines'as
has nothing

Vonnegut's

a memorial

scene Vonnegut

of the divergent

sub-plots

of the book.

are seen to be pathetically

in a ship which was promptly

futile.

of Vonnegut's

lives

all

and in a

"For one's country

any country

...

A nation,

anti-nationalism.
an organisation

San

They were

sunk with

with the words 'Pro Patria',

a 'granfalloon',

to do with

a funeral

one last

aside the speaker translates,

cynical

He awaits

take place after

it

deceased

In this

A wreath is dedicated

lost.

perpetual

most recently

ice-nine.

for

effort

would freeze

added to moisture

which will

war dead.

to San Lorenzo's

service

with

last

to the marines'

Papa Monzano, San Lorenzo's

has committed suicide

of water which freezes

Hoenikker's

who wanted a solution

One sliver

instantly.

solid

It was Felix

from the release

which purports,

but

the work of God.

pessimism shows throughout

There can

the conclusion.

be no"hope for mankind as long as there are,

"ý

"Such men as Felix Hoenikker to give such playthings as icenine to suc near-sighted children as almost all men and
0
"
womenare.
The fact that .science has armed humanity. with the potential
total

self-extinction

deeply
disillusioning
the
most
one
of
was perhaps

experiences of Vonnegut's life.
to fathom the causes.

for

He arrived

reason, along with the persistent

And Vonnegut was not reticent
at the conclusion

that

pressure of nationalistic

part

to try
of the

military
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concerns', were the basic philosophies

the world is destroyed.

Finally,
life

dies,

and

divine.

was now worshipped as nearly

The sky becomesfull
freeze.

the seas and rivers

the author realizes

survivors

It

of science.

from and above the mainstream of common humanity,

remained apart

tornadoes,

and ethics

Among the few

that his children,

not ask him why the sky is blue.

of

if he has any, will

Rather they will

ask,

"What makes the sky so sick and wormy? 41
What makes the sea so hard and still? "
not be explaining

In answering he will

the forces

of nature.

Science has allowed humanity to remake the world in these catastrophic
Hoenikker are seen by Vonnegut as more

Science and men like

ways.

forces

self-made

powerful,

which the author

question

went wrong.
answer their

children

saying, ' is often

radical

mythologies.

apocalyptic,

portrayal

which necessitates

For Vonnegut, deeply scarred

seeing the likelihood

experiences,

and further

`destruction,

the path toward peace'of

nightmare

The truth,

Vonnegut is
of these
of a
radical
by his war

of yet more and greater

mind took many turns.

finally
book
the
sought
which
was

of the war, nearly

where people

but they are allegories

of human circumstance

to create meaning.

Slaughterhouse-Five

His fictional

a

he knows what

is the kind of situation

too much to bear.

alteration

attempts

But it

by creating

can be'absurdist,

facts

he`can answer"for

recognises

He was there.

Why the sea is so hard'is

of nature.

three decades after

to exorcise

the

the event.

Slaughterhouse-Five (1970)
Slaughterhouse-Five
just

the destruction

was Vonnegut's

book.

But it

was not

of the war which Vonnegut was coming to terms with.

It was also the instabilities
of techniques

anti-war

of modern life.

Vonnegut uses a number

in the novel which are unique and highly

inventive

to
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portray both the destabilising
offer

an alternative

and personal

in a changing world.

existence

Pilgrim;

Billy

forces on society and, at the same time,

He upsets the time sequence so that

the main character,

in a kaleidoscopic

and future

vision

when he will

of how to make sense of

through his

can travel

journey

present

where he never knows where or

In the end he adopts a new theory

be next.

past,

of time and of

life.
Vonnegut also'uses
his fictional

the technique

science fiction

knowledge of cultural

Starr

Harrison

unstoppable

of contemporary

to share the same impression,
that

His scepticism

glaciers.

him.

which-led

Vonnegut, as it

than attempting

meaning rather
altering

existence.

share this

large

that

with

same stand for

of the deep

This was the key factor

scale social

avenues toward

reform as a road to

the Tralfamadorians

equanimity.

of life

and statement

in Player Piano had been toasted,

also

which

Vonnegut does write

Not in the hope of averting

book nevertheless.

in making that

wars are as

were part

view of war but have evolved a vision
facts

book instead"42

to seek personal

In Slaughterhouse-Five

accommodates the brutish
the anti-war

had Huxley,

book

humanity can develop the

wisdom and the knowledge to avoid mass conflict
pessimism which always remained with

existence.

an anti-war

an anti-glacier

you write

An

which Vonnegut perceives'

is a"necessity
realities

attention

and the

our vision.

found out Vonnegut was writing

and asked him, "Why don't
Vonnegut professes

and perhaps alter

vision

by the shifting

as required

on life

a novel perspective

to re-experience
and adapting

alternate

from Vonnegut's

images and language with, an elaborate

which again offers

opportunity

altered

And, also in the same vein,

anthropology.

Vonnegut uses striking
to detail

which draws, in part,

Trout,

Kilgore

with

a radically

offering

writer,

on human affairs

perspective

of allegory

them but

about human values which

"To the record".
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Vonnegut dedicates

Slaughterhouse-Five

him because she feared

anger with

he would glamourise

she could envision,

actors

who would make the war look like
by children.

would all

fun.

the reasons which make more wars a more likely

"

'The Children's

page, describes

Dresden, which was destroyed

and Vonnegut has. told

Vonnegut

possibility.
that

it

and called

Vonnegut, on the same cover

Crusade'.

as 'The Florence of the Elbe'..

she says,

about war is one of

his book would not be like

in the subtitle,

The

by glamorous

Wars, in fact,

But the media romanticism

promised Mary O'Hare that

the war.

be played in the film

parts,

are fought

to Mary O'Hare who expressed

by an engineered

firestorm,

The bombing is described as a massacre

his sons,

"... that they are not under any circumstances to take-part
in massacres, and that the news of massacres of enemies is

them with satisfaction or glee ...
not to fill
for companies which make massacre machinery
43
to
not
work
...
...
Vonnegut's pacifism and humanismare at the core of the work and

his concern embraces the race.
is outside
of right

He also'shows

the pale of concern.
livelihood,

Buddhism.
style

No-one, no matter what their

"Billy
time
Billy

the fiction

begins in chapter

has the sense, initially,
due to the terrible

war but it

is also a more generalised

Vonnegut portrays

that

life

destruction

is meaningless.

which he witnessed

fear and insecurity

has developed a persistent
the traumas of Billy

sensitivity.

Pilgrim's

the war: an airplane crash which he survives,
his wife,

narrative
that,

life

in
This
in the

engendered by
to instability.

even outside

of

the car crash-which kills

the violence of his son, even the near drowning at his first

swimming lesson.
passivity,

with

two where we are told

Pilgrim has come unstuck in time ... he is spastic
4
fright.
"
he is in a constant state of stage
...

Billy

the means

in straightforward

information

this

was partly

modern life.

for

which Huxley promoted from his acquaintance

Vonnegut offers

before

an affinity

nationality,

Billy

responds to the traumas of life

less from a feeling

of equanimity

with uniform

and more from a feeling

i
of

.
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helplessness
created

and despair.

He cries

a lot.

Vonnegut has stated

no heroes in the work, not even any strong

reason he gives

is that

the playthings

we are all

that
The

characters.

of enormous forces

beyond our control.
Vonnegut portrays
what he perceives
life,

and better

new philosophy,

which life

old illusions

forces

as''

of modern

The striking

nature of

and, hopefully,

create

-Vonnegut then goes on to expound that

attitudes.

again by"means of novel image and description,

by

can be-managedin humanitarian ways.

War has been described
fact

of the war, as well

and description.

allegory

his language helps to shatter
different

forces

to be some of the destabilising

imagery,

with

the destructive

the danger is that

innumerable

times.

we become"inured

tendency Vonnegut describes

By very virtue

to violence.

of that

To counter

this

a bombardment as,

"

incredible
Earthlings
that
artificial
weather
some..
times create for other Earthlings
when they don't want
those Earthlings
to inhabit the Earth any more. Shells
were bursting ... showering down knives and needles and
lumps of lead in copper jackets
Little
razor blades.
faster than the
the woods
were crisscrossing
much
....
speed of sound. "

The detail,
is occurring

prolonged

description

reality

this

in a novel and shocking light.

Vonnegut uses the same technique
complacencies

about religion,

to unmask our presumptions

sex and human value.

are generated through

Kilgore

Trout's

Creatures

from space come to study earth-customs.

pological

slant

on life.

Because the Tralfamadorians

to study earth

sexuality

have five

they identify

nature of th,: interpretation

It

and

Many of the
science fiction.
The comic anthro-

is a warning of the - centric-nature

a necessary step. in reproduction.
subjective

that

between members of the same species very effectively

recreates a familiar

allegories

and the cosmic irony

of our judgements

sexes, when they come

no less than seven sexes, each
is a first
of reality.

lesson in, the very

he
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The way reality

is perceived and, above all,

the way it

is

described creates whatever meaning is attached to existence.
gives an example of a destructive

myth.

It is the American dream of

is for anyone to becomerich in America.

how easy it

Vonnegut

Those who fail

only have themselves to blame and they hate themselves for that failure..
the rich and powerful in America have to do less for their

As a result,
45
poor.

Vonnegut satirizes

our inverted priorities

with tales of a robot

with halitosis

whose job. it was to drop burning jellied

humanbeings.

He was ostracised.

he was accepted..
who killed
creating

And the tale

each other
a radical

acceptable;

gasoline on

But once he cleared up his halitosis
humans

of a money tree which attracted
for

good fertilizer

providing

the tree.

of what we deem acceptable

juxtaposition

images to affront

and by using striking

Vonnegut jars awareness of the implicit

By

or non-

the sensibilities,

social and moral values which

govern our lives and which are very often faulty.
Kilgore Trout provides the best caricature

of faulty

mythology,

like that in the American dream, in 'The Gospel From Outer Space'.
Aliens

can be so cruel.

want to know why Christians

in the New
"Part of the problem was slipshod story-telling
Testament
the intent of the Gospels was to teach
...
taught
Gospel
But
the
be
to
actually
people
merciful
...
Before you kill
this:
sure he
omebody, make absolutely
isn't well connected. "4'
The story

an
to say that
goes

crucifying

Christ

was a mistake

because he was the son of the most powerful being in the universe.
hidden assumption is that there are correct people to crucify
no connections.

In the remodelled story Christ really

nobody but God would effect

retribution

who have

would be a

for his murder nonetheless.

With these kinds of parables Vonnegut is attempting to show how
language and myth create reality
because our vision

is faulty.

The

and how often our values are faulty
By renovating our perspective through
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novel language and more appropriate
vision

of life

can be created.

vision

which Billy

The Earthling

live

and future,

present

past,

They perceive

is a reflection

art

read, rather

when perceived

at once, provide

and surprising

and deep"48.

of their

Gospel and in the nature of his profession,
for

spectacles

faulty

Earthlings'

Earth art and earth literature

sense.

which is beautiful
to preach the new
sees himself

optometry,

time.

But as Billy's

friend

Eliot

as

in a philosophical

vision

can provide an explanation of

the way that the Brothers Karamazovexplained all

life

Novels are

of urgent messages which,

to earth

returns

the bad.

philosophy.

an "image of life

Billy

moments of time,

all

and ignore

they are a series

not sequentially

providing

is illusion

They can thus choose to

simultaneously.

in those moments which are beautiful

Tralfamadorian

the new

from the Tralfamadorians.

perception of time as sequential

to the Tralfamadorians.

according

a new, more humanistic

Vonnegut goes on to offer

learns

Pilgrim

mythologies

of life

at one

"that isn't

Rosewater explains,

beyond
have
facts
The
evolved
existence
of modern
enough anymore"49.
the capacity

of past art,

The psychiatrists,
if

to cope with

past values and traditions

Rosewater maintains,

will

living
to
to
on
go
want
are
going
people

have to invent

it.

new lies

in the face of meaning-

lessness.
One of the ways that
terms with

this

Billy

and Rosewater are beginning

sense of meaninglessness

is by,

to reinvent themselves and their
trying
...
Science fiction was a big help. "
Things for Billy

_

universe.

and Rosewater have. become.meaningless, partly

because of the war, and partly

because of the heightened

to change in a world rendered unstable
Seen through

So they seek a new illuminating

sensitivity

advance of technology.

by the rapid

the eyes of the old values and stabilities

incomprehensible.

to come to

vision

life

has become

to make sense ,.
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One of the solutions

and reach acceptance.
fiction,

science

helps to create

world,

Billy
linear

by virtue

also,

time,

sees the film

any

of his freedom from the constraints

of

to gain a unique juxta-

which at times rearranges

He watches a war film

significance.

scope to incorporate

backwards and forwards

can slip

in an incoherent

form.

of events in his life

position

science fiction,

the imaginative

in some coherent

eventuality

the nature of contemporary

which addresses more closely

But more importantly,

existence.

is through a new art,

but slips

into

their

time reverse and

backwards.

"American planes
flew backwards over a German city that
...
The bombers opened their bomb bay doors,
was in flames.
exerted a miraculous magnetism which shrunk the fires,
gathered them into cylindrical
steel containers,
and lifted
the containers into the bellies
of the planes ... shipped
back to the United States, where factories
were operating
day and night, dismantling
the cylinders,
separating the
dangerous minerals
'(and) put them into the ground, to
...
hide thýý cleverly,
so they would never hurt anybody ever
again.
is 'a striking

It

but also because it
that

it

deep.

By creating

through language,

Tralfamadorian

conforms to that

an image of life

creates

because of the absurd impossibility

passage, partly

alternate

which is beautiful

images and radically

question

our assumptions about values.

work for

the attainment

highly

unstable

Finally,
is certain
spectacular
universe.

Billy

that

He also offered

into

a new frame-

meaning and peace of mind in the

of personal

of modern life.

asks the Tralfamadorians how the world ends for, he

the combination

He is told,
pilot

and

new perspectives

of Earthling

bellicosity

weaponry might lend a hand in the destruction

Tralfamadorian
stopped for

realities

and surprising

Vonnegut sought to call

myth and allegory

for art,

criteria,

however, that
presses a button

he always has and will

the universe
to test

and
of the

ends when a

a new fuel.

press the button.

He cannot be

Vonnegut's
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led him to believe

experiences

that

war was inevitable,

advance was a runaway phenomenon which made helpless
in the end, would lead to their

beings and which,

and dystopian

deeply pessimistic
to Huxley's

similar

tränscendance

for

similar

of human

destruction.

was the offer

reasons,

technological

playthings

and Vonnegut's

attitude

and acceptance with

that

is a

It

solution,

of personal

equanimity.

Summary
Vonnegut's

of the dilemmas facing

search for a novel expression

the

modern world have led to a form and style which has properly brought the
remark that

he has re-invented

in the midst of a deep cultural

generation

do indeed make it

instabilities
altered

by the very quantity

for generations

new device and technique

The action

but rather

Vonnegut recognised
with

the central

that

the most searching

dystopian

of scientific

weld an ideology
technology.

is constantly

and it

condition

concerns of utopian/dystopian
changes in our social
advance.

change.

placed him in unison
authors.
life

will

Vonnegut, as a dystopian,

be the result

a runaway

And they sought to emphasise the human traits

the rational,

They recognised

Their main concern was to

to what had become, as they saw it,

obsession with

the

And not change to some

this

co-operation.

in creating

to accelerate

of omnipresent

This was to counter

in

or science variety.

to a condition

and technological

is being

of science and technology,

at every level,

social

must also be noted that

and speed at which change takes place.

new stability

of life

the quality
But it

for a

had been made, particularly

whether of the utopian,

The reasons are clear.

quantity

of change.

it

The resulting

change.

seem that

the same observation

fiction,

future

Re-invented

the novel.

of love and

what had become a prevailing

competitive,

organised

showed a special

and efficient.

affinity

of Huxley and also with the Wells of the scientific

with

the ideas

romances. They
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all,

as dystopians,

had an antagonistic

of science and technology,

and action
mythologies,

of human nature.

qualities

Science,

specialised.

It was elitist,

the exclusion

of the spiritual,

Finally,

species.

the impression
Secondly,
need for

technology
organisation

it

first

aesthetic

and ethical

had created

alone was in a position

to offer

absolute

operated on the basis of its

Thirdly,

humanity must

three authors

all

belief

truth,

system as absolute
the contrived

-while

nature of their

to a view of human

attachment

In the face of the very searching

species presaged by the advance of evolution,
they rebelled

which more

Vonnegut, Huxley and even Wells in the romances,

a humanist or even aesthetic

nature as basic.

made attempts

Only Huxley succombed to the

Wells and Vonnegut remained in touch with
Finally,

truth.
defined

own narrowly

to which general

and efficiency

to view his alternate

creations.

of the

exercise

addressed modern needs.

temptation

to

rational,

realities

the new demands for meaning in mythologies

appropriately

maintained

had become over-

of all,

image building

conform or be, superannuated.
to capture

own

approach to the basic

and emphasised the purely

a successful

that

they generated their

a traditionalist

and maintained

toward the philosophy

attitude

and made a stand for

changes to the

science and technology,
values in portraits

traditional

of

dystopia.

Vonnegut, in his early
consequences of an industrial
need for human labour.
industrial
later,

revolution

with

human beings.
of usefulness

work like

advance which progressively

He classified

the successive

which. made incursions

the computer revolution,
The problem remained,
in a world eclipsed

assessment and control

Player Piano, explored

into

the neurological

obviated

the

stages in the
the physical
activities

and

of

how to create meaning and a sense

by mechanism.

of technology

first

the social

in line

He made a call

with

ethical

for

the

and aesthetic
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,

which took humanneeds more fully

criteria

The early
of technology

But Vonnegut, 'like

too large

the intervention

through

intelligence,

also had this

short stories

Huxley,

lost

a force,

and unwieldy

element of effecting

of human will

faith

wisdom and political

into account.

too much at the mercy of its

forces

of technology

the probability
for

efforts
the task,
social

and international

on the national

struggle

of more war.

whereas earlier

Soviet

Sirens of Titan,

in line

and Cat's

The only recourse
of human social

increasing

enormity

with

first

Cradle all

for dystopians,

their

pessimism would continue

Large-scale

up

large-scale

in the utopian
poignant

'Harrison

principles.

parody the utopian
disillusioned
plans for

Bergeron',

impulse.
the direction

with
reform,

utopias

in

The

social

which would lead to abuses, meant that
to be the guiding

reform excluded,

more manageable problem of renovating
fruition

giving

of the problem, coupled with what they saw as

human failings

work.

abandoned the

avenue was closed to Vonnegut and Huxley.

irreconcilable
original

Huxley,

and

human terms of the impulse

was to create

evolution,

But this

effect.

to power politics

developed plans for

examples of the consequences in individual

the

the persistent

communism and Nazi Germany offered

to remodel existence

can

to further

Part of the reason for

reformers

It

and the destabilising

was the complete lack of faith

engineering,

enterprise.

So Vonnegut, like

reform to fate.

social

level,

dedication

meant a continued

own

development to eliminate

of technology,

control

It was

human direction.

Barnhouse is helpless

his ideas about upgrading world resource
The military

the

adequate to the task.

dynamic and momentumto be brought under true

need for war.

and intelligence.

in being able to generate

will

be seen in 'The Barnhouse Effect'.

control

their

the self,

efforts

force
turned

a task brought

in their
to the
to

by Vonnegut - in'Slaughterhouse-Five.

Despite the pessimistic

acquiescence to a hostile

fate,

Vonnegut,
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like

Huxley, continued to mount a critique

military,

industrial

allegory,

parodies a civilisation

Sirens of Titan,

complex.

to humanity's

the image that we are manufacturing

proferring

Vonnegut makes-the point

spacecraft,

endeavours must fail

external

in an elaborate

where the technology follows

impetus outside of and indifferent

alien

of the technological,

an

basic needs.

By

a space part for an

that purely material

and

to solve the problem of meaning.

Cradle warns of the military

control

of technology and indicts

dynamic and philosophy of science which make it
quantitative.

Slaughterhouse-Five

destructive

power. of war as a result

generalised

instabilities

Cat's

disinterested

a
and

captures not only the dramatic
of modern weaponry but also the

of modern life

as a result

of technological

change.
Throughout all

these works Vonnegut juxtaposes
Traditional

for meaning and purpose.
been eroded by material

belief

areas of belief

and value have

progress but no newly defined and adequate

developed
been
have
to cope with the crisis
systems

It is reminiscent
its

the human drive

of Wells'

observation

powers but our social

material

To that lack,

and political

races ahead with

wisdom lags behind.

Huxley and Vonnegut would add the lagging spiritual

adjustment required

aesthetic

that society

of faith.

to deal with the radically

altered

and
facts

of modern existence.
All

three authors offered

both highlight
Wells''Mind

the deficiency

own mythologies

and offer

alternative

purpose in line

belief

with his large-scale

Huxley and Vonnegut, however, despairing

designed
their
mentioned,
already
recourse
individual

in an attempt to
systems.

of the Race' was designed to create a sense of human

cohesion and social
reform.

their

comfort,

of this

plans. for.
road for

systems as much to provide

sense and humanity.

These were much more modest goals which Vonnegut addressed.

He
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of drawing attention

made a point
nature

of his religions

and temporal

represented

the knowledge and tools
humanity.

stemmed, in the main, from the

with

to conquer Nature,

led the philosophy

objection

political

control.

The tremendous

goals leading

as absolute

of the dystopians

adversary

in this

in their

physical
to

The

this

dynamic now operated

indeed,

beyond human social

was thät

of

operation

truth.

to absolute

century

would provide

the perceived

inherent

and values

beyond
and

aspirations.

Science and technology
by an inner momentumof its

the
dystopians,
to
seemed,
own.

Their

to now be driven

growth was both catalytic

Coupled to what was seen as the irrepressible

exponential.
human nature

two-fold.

beyond their

science and technology

the scope of human values' systems,

technology'

forces

science and technology

that

The very success'of

be enshrined

which adapts

by the Idea of Progress in the nineteenth

was based on the perception

respect

of reality

such forces' had been represented by Nature.

Originally
optimism

they were dealing

an impression

to dogma.

attachment

The pessimism of the dystopians
assumption that

than absolutest

rather

and thus avoid the abuses which

variables,

always accompany a fundamentalist

mythological

way he hoped to create

In this

nature of our interpretation

of the subjective
to cultural

to emphasise the relative

'truths'.

nature of their

to the self-evidently

to tinker,

emphasis, indifferent
by human moral,

to the social'aspects
and spiritual

creative

'response was also two-fold,
but in another

respect,

demanded by the situation.

not truly

in its

of existence

longings.

in one instance

perhaps,

The pessimism was

It
was also,
-

Technology was uncontrollable.

in

drive

as 'runaway

the problem was' characterised

or perhaps a man-made Force of Nature.

and

material

represented,

The dystopian

providing

a valuable

in touch with

service,

the needs
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The dystopian
lights

impulse has been valuable

because it

often high-

the problems, the moral-and psychic dilemmas, we as human

beings may have to face as a result

which figured

engineering

genetic

Just two examples:

of our environment.

renovation

the disease in intellectual
On another level
of its

which is an artistic

before Alvin

shock offered

appears in newspapers and as

And the works of Vonnegut in general,

Slaughterhouse-Five,

especially
in future

of legal bills.

Toffler

and mythic lesson

terms.

the dystopian exercise

The first

uncontrollable.

must be viewed in terms
response and

assumption is that science and technology are

This was an assumption once attached to the forces of

Nature, yet the physical

sciences were so successful

with many aspects of the natural

in coming to terms

environment that the Idea of Progress

became a tenet of popular dogma. The idea that human control-does
the direction

effect
fact

and

rendered the symptoms of

basic assumptions and also in terms of its

applicability.

the prospect of

in the work of both

prominently

Wells and Huxley and which now regularly
the subject

and technological

of a scientific

that decisions

the time and this

of technological

not

progress is challenged by the

about which innovations
had led some authors like

to develop are made all
Arnold Pacey to talk

about

the Culture of Technology.
The dystopians
portray,

have been less than helpful

with equal bffectiveness,

dilemmas which they pose.

is so then it

from the destructive
us to live

any adequate responses to the

as if 'it we're not so". ' IHuxley 's

in transcendance which also sought escape

aspects of technology.

in the beautiful

abnegation of responsibility

to

Wells had said in The Time Machine, "If

is for us to live

mysticism was an exercise

inability

The answer has often been one, not of

complacency, but of escapism.
this

in their

And Vonnegut too advised

moments and ignore the bad.

It

to come to terms with the reality

is an
along
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other than escapist
The dystopians

lines.
are in large measure traditionalists.
in the culture

recognised that old values persist
been superseded by the realities

They
they have

after

of the environment.

They even

advocated with one voice the adoption of new attitudes
if

On another level

not to new values.

its

the Morlocks and the Martians.

shortcomings was preferable

Huxley's

Basic human nature with all

to altering

Brave New World is a sustained

the scientific

the species in any way.

challenge

to the utopian and

impulse to renovate both human culture
of his Depression-defined

Vonnegut, as a result

and the species.
toward work,

attitudes

forms of work against

defend
to
all
continued
labour-saving

they remained truculently

Wells defended the Eloi and the Earthlings

attached to old values.
against

to existence

the encroachment of

devices.

Yet technological

unemployment has become a reality.

The Luddite

in
Piano
Player
was recognised as a symbolic gesture.
response
Vonnegut also expresses admiration

interview

human beings who are trying
environment.

all

which people will

for the adaptability

of

the time to come to terms with their
he cites

The alternatives

In his

include

drugs and alcohol,

also employ to cope with the unsettling

circumstances

At the base of the escapism is the perception
52
that we cannot wave a magic wand and change our world.

of modern existence.

The problems of work and leisure,
creating

meaning were all

traditionalist

key elements in Vonnegut's work.

in an environment where tradition

transcended by new realities

into constructive

failed

terms.

But a

is constantly

to see how radical

rather

how to come to terms with the challenges
than escapist

and

could not be other than pessimistic.

Vonnegut, and other dysopians,
be channelled

of coping witfr instability

than destructive

change might
channels;

of meaning in creative

This in no way detracts

or
rather

from the tremendous

7.59

service

which dystopians

provide.

They have defined

the scale of the problems to he faced.
redefinitions
and religion
obviates
qualities

of our role
etc.,

in relation

And if

there must be painful

to such basic activities

they have also emphasised that

the need for
which define

remaining

the nature and

in touch with

the species along with

this

in no way

the ethical
its

as work

reason.

and creative

7.60
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CHAPTER
EIGHT

EPILOGUEAND CONCLUSION
Kurt Vonnegut represents

some of the best of science fiction

He manages to combine his bizarre

writing.

life
which
modern
challenges
unemployment, pollution,

poses:

authors perceived the relationship
and sought to portray

relationship

literature

and some science-fiction

between science,

the hopes or fears

century has seen nothing

which preceded. the First

dystopians who took control
the depression.

destruction

technology and

inherent

The realities

as a genre after

like

World War.

has-been
Idea
Progress
the
thoroughly
of
of
optimism

technological

It is an

wasteland.

in that

for the future.

Most of the twentieth
utopian

structural

modern weaponry, and the human alienation

in
the
which utopian/dystopian
way
of
example

society

with the basic

overpopulation,

vacuum created by an industrial

and spiritual

fictions

the volume of
The unqualified
by-the

rejected

the two world wars and

of human aggression armed with

might created the nightmares of the trenches,
and of the holocaust

in the extermination

of atomic

camps. The

8.2

included not only the destructive

scenarios for the future
made possible

by modern weapons technology but extended to the very

core of industrial

society

economic instabilities

into question

basic questions

Writers

like

derived solely

to the demands of. the centralised

line;

or perhaps worse, to the sidelines
Yet, despite

this

state and to the production
of the Welfare State.

predominance of pessimism, utopia

Island was one response.

by means of Eastern

into the same category.

B. K. Skinner's

technology.

to alternative

But here it

harmony within

the small community if

Much of modern utopianism
isolation,

and inter-personal'

of peripheral

not with the world at large.

is characterised

communities.

Walden Two

is the science of behaviourism

than mysticism which enables fulfilment

rather

and

and technology his community

forces of Western culture

joined
mysticism

survives.

In the face of the irresistible

fulfilment
transcendance
personal
and
seeks

falls

from the

demands made by science and technology for order

tation

monolithic

Huxley and Vonnegut

The human costs could be measured in terms of regimen-

and efficiency.

Huxley's

and

political

about the soundness

Zamiatin,

the value of a culture

mechanistic

rational,

Social,

at peace as well.

triggered

of Western industrialism.
called

potential

by this

Callenbach's

sense of

Ecotopia centres

in

to
from
States
United
the
the
union
which secedes
the Northwest of
establish

values and rituals

a new set of cultural

which are designed

to bring humanity back into harmony with the environment.
Piercy's

Womanon the Edge of Time portrays

where inter-personal
final

equality

nurseries.
their

relationships

of the sexes.

an alternative

Marge
society

have been harmonised through the

Children are conceived and mature in

Everyone in the community is both mother and father

offspring

and the distinction

between the sexes has been reduced

to the point where language has dropped the words 'he' and 'she'
'person'.

The feminist

to

for

concerns of the 70's are apparent here and

8.3

also the increasing

aggressive and militaristic

male-dominated,
sensitivity

of feminism with what is seen as a

politicisation

and caring,

especially

child-care,

seen to emanate from a purely

of

are promoted as a

to the power-based and exploitative

necessary counterbalance
relations

The fostering

society.

'male'

perception

social
of reality.

Womenon the Edge of Time is also a community utopia which lives
isolation

in antagonistic
caricatured
to this

is that the porthole

to the future

She is an enforced patient

of the main character.

unable to gear her attitudes

institution,

An interesting

as urbanised waste, and violence.

utopia

disorder

from the main course of civilisation,

of her slum environment.

future
to
the
the
window
whether

behaviour in an urbanised,

Cleverly,

in a mental

Piercy never lets

is real or imagined.

industrial

in the mind

exists

or behaviour to the psychic

into question the basis for society's

does call

twist

on

But the novel

definition

of 'normal'

trap which makes such insane

demands on the human psyche.
Ursula Le Guinn's highly

imaginative

in welding utopian themes to this

science-fiction

most popular form of modern future

The Left Hand of Darkness introduces

fiction.

the cultural

in order to portray
relationship

between the sexes.

also succeeds

an androgynous society

values which coalesce around the
And, as Clarke points out,

work and The Dispossessed Le Guinn manages to incorporate
issues in society,

including

nationalism,

on the one hand and personal fulfilment
work explores the necessity

industrial

in this

the current

waste and violence

and peace on the other.

of harmonising these contradictions

Her
and

dualitiesla'
***

Modern utopian writing
which informed earlier
a vision

of those social

conforms to the energising

utopian/dystopian

literature.

consequences occurring

principles
It responded to

as a result

of a

8.4
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and technologically

a scientifically

to accommodate an ethical

superstructure,
And it

to these trends.

opposition

altered

It sought

environment.

either

in conjunction

sought to emphasise human co-operation.

concerns were synonymous, in many instances,

The particular

or

with earlier

utopian writers,

and in other instances,

added those concerns coming

to predominance

in the modern context.

But they all

their

and the subsequent cultural

technological

scientific,

They included:

world.

the violence,

view of industrial

characterise

their

militarism;

the psychic disorder

an
is
There
abstention.
planning on a world scale.

a force to lend itself

community scale.

The city

to nature.

to social

readily

or political

Urbanised living

Added to this

the environment in destructive

ways.

order

deprived

anonymity and

also deprived people of an .-

humanity and exploiting

The return

designed
to redress these evils
was
community

of industriali-

was a vision

in
key
the
atomising
element
was
sation which

living
of
virtue

of

Western state was seen as too large

they opt for reform of the social

Instead,

of individuals.
relation

and

urbanised living;

humanity of a sense of community by the nature of its

intimate

which

these utopias, from utopian
4
The monolithic and 'pervasive influence

and irresistible

isolation

of

-within

industrialised

on a small,

nationalism

created by highly

the centralised,

isolated,

alteration

waste and pollution

society;

,'

between the sexes.

and the changing relation

avenues of reform.

hinged on

to a lost

sense of

by emphasising the

in harmony, with the ecosystem and with one another.
***

More-and Morris had--shared, this-longing
more in the nature of a return

to arcadia.

This preferred

traumas of their

alternative

times.

Their dispersed agricultural

for the stabilities

communities represented a nostalgia
Ages.

for community; but-it-was-. -

was an imaginative

Social evils

of the Middle
response to the

were an inevitable

accompaniment

!.
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to the dramatic
drift

the increase

to the towns,

of a developing

society

England from its

an industrial

into

questions

out of the mainstream

feudal

were all

part

which

and agricultural

was a moral

to the

response
for

which made no provision

left

those

of economic activity.

Morris witnessed the industrial
disgusted with the waste and filth
fulfilling-employment

erosion'of

old

More's

era.

by a society

raised

and of industry

of trade

The

advance.

and economic infrastructure

technological

would propel

eventually

upon technological

changes attendant

He was "

in maturity.

revolution

of industrialism
and the eclipse

as well

'%

as the

by industry.

of art

News From Nowhere.was a response to what Morris saw as the exaggerated
and misdirected

faith

Looking Backward.

of Bellamy's

Instead he offered

emphasis was on arts and crafts
essential

urbanised,

those rural

with fulfilling

communities where the
work providing

the

joy of life.
who harked back to an earlier

More and Morris were traditionalists
time of social

stability

dislocation.

and peace before constant change and innovation
to adapt without

radical

human

This note would be sounded in the twentieth

century

by

seemed to outstrip

dystopian

mechanised utopia,

the society's

Huxley and Vonnegut despite

traditionalism.

innovation

of style,

passing of stability

ability

were both traditionalists

did not advocate a return

to pre-machine arcadia.

be necessary to come to terms with it.
transcendence.

dystopias

to optimists

They took some of their
H. G. Wells.

They realised

highlight

and pessimists

in a*dramatic
in society

would

and satiric
which have

alike.

themes from the scientific

Wells used the evolutionary

it

that

Their answer was personal

dilemmas
technology
the
of
science
and
modern
way
become central

More and Morris,

in one. way or another,

here
to
that,
stay
and
were
machines

But their

who also mourned the

But they, unlike

and old values.

his radical

romances of

model provided by Darwin to

,

8.6

highlight

the evils

in First

of existence

Worlds.
in
War
the
of
needs

Men in the Moon; and the

regard to ethics

without

the

or emotional

To these themes surrounding

the use of

knowledge Huxley and Vonnegut would add those dilemmas posed

scientific

added impressions during the twentieth

experience:
bomb all

in When the Sleeper

of science in Island of Dr. Moreau;

dangers of over-specialisation

by their

industrialism

of an oppressive

Wakes; the pretensions

rationalisation

49

Mass-production,

Around these direct
a host of cultural

work.
of scientific

manifestations

the technological-industrial

War, nationalism,

society.
were all

would add the relationship
Dystopia flourished

high profile

in the twentieth

the scientific

shattering.

themes to which Huxley

The millenium

of the

century as a result

The Second World War

in the concentration

experiments on human subjects,

and the atomic bombings.

attitudes

that science and technology were being used
It was evident

to arm human brutality.

of

to Third World countries.

two wars and a prolonged economic collapse.
confirmed the observations

advance clustered

which utopian authors saw as derivative

attitudes

toward work and leisure

unemployment and the atomic

structural

become core elements in their

century historical

the firestorm

The Depression was in its
of peace, prosperity

camps,
in Dresden

own way no less

and brotherly

love was

in
had
been
by
Idea
Progress,
the
heralded
being
an
of
as
promised
not
idea whose roots date back to the time of Francis Bacon.
***

Bacon, as. he himself recognised, was a man of his times.

.
contribution

His

science
to
was neither experimental nor philosophical

more in the nature of advertisement.

learning and the practice of skills
interest
increased
in
the
seen

The division

but

between academic

was breaking down. This could be

which men of scholarship like Agricola

beginning
in
to
take
Palissey
were
activities
and

like

mining and

8.7
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pöttery. ' They recognised that much could be learned of nature through
Bacon wanted'to, legitimise

the study of craft.
the craftsmen,

to catalogue and communicate the results
of the Royal Society

The establishment
tional

but with

at first,

increasing

Watt's

It multiplied

it

became

most

enormously the amount

like

It also,

power.

of available

century,

steam engine was the single

invention.

technological

the Idea of

authority

of human existence, in relation

and a reconceptualisation

to time and to Nature.

flights

institu-

from a convergence of discovery,

enshrined as. dogma. It resulted

and flexibility

of experiment.

knowledge could have for

in the nineteenth

Progress gained momentumuntil,

important

of

of the race.

improving the condition

invention,

skills

in 1662 was the first

of the value which this

recognition

Gradually,

the valuable

balloon

the earlier

increased
Nature,
the
the
1783,
mastery
of
of
proof
was
of

possibility

Medical science,

with Jenner's

would constantly

became a central

outstrip

in its

agricultural

Malthus. was

geometric
production.

This

concern of utopian authors.

The disclosure,

early in the nineteenth century, of the extent of

geological

time and of evolutionary

our vision

of ourselves,

It was as shattering

time and process changed absolutely

our relation

as the realisation

the centre of the universe.
of, existence-to

gave way to a perception

to our environment and our past.
earlier

that we were no longer

It rocked the cultural
their

foundations..

of time as linear

technology
the
science
and
of
advance
with
for social

lowered the

radically

to express the fear that population,

progression,

perception

vaccine,

the equation for human population.

death rate and altered
the first.

human limitations.

of transcending

and religious

A cyclical.

and progressive.
it

notion of time
Together

encouraged the expectation

improvements.

These were the motive forces behind the changes in human expectation

8.8
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They found voluminous expression

for the future.

which was, for the most part,

literature

prophesy the likely

in a utopian

an attempt to understand and

outcome of these changes.
***

Edward Bellamy's

of society,

stratification

His evolutionary

rich.

the continued concentration

reform portrayed

the new

against

of the industrial

as a result

bosses and idle

into workers,

until

Looking Backward was a reaction

revolution,
model of social
and industry

of capital

stage where the State takes over the operation

the final

and economic life.

aspect Of social

Bellamy believed,

like

of every

Bacon,

that the knowledge and wealth which science and technology would
produce would lead to such a surplus
it would lead to a full

State that
Wells,

too, after

inherent

in the Idea of Progress.

prescient

and at other times fail

scientific

to see the likely
the battle

future
did
but
bomb,
see
any
not
atomic
predicted
discoveries

sought to link

The steam engine, the railways
production,

And there were necessarily
cities,

The internal

for the submarine.

strength

He

education,

interrelationship.
had revolutionised

the extension

of the

combustion engine, the dynamo, the telephone,
which presaged for Wells a social

size to the industrial

revolution.

century.

changes, the growth of

'Wells saw the same dynamic at work in the twentieth

were inventions

the

aspects,

and communication in the nineteenth
concomitant social

and the

was that he insistently

and the telegraph

the need for a universal

franchise.

of

tank, the airplane

and uncover the technological/social

transportation

results

These were the physical
Wells'

and "inventions.

improvement

Wells could be both remarkably

He predicted

genetic engineering.

of the

capacity

and commonenjoyment of goods.
embraced the linear

Anticipations,

advance.

in the productive

century.

the airplane,

upheaval of comparable

Greater and more flexible

sources

of power and increased speed and volume of communication and trans-

I
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in yet higher requirements

would result

portation

increased world trade and co-operation

education,

in the level

of

and finally,

the

World State.
Wells,

like

Bellamy, rejected

Radical because the utopists

evolution.

for reform,

about the time-scale
be just

revolution

around the corner.

accurate and laughably off

He predicted,

the mark.

a transition

accurate. forecast.
he often

utopianism,

to establish

was the Samurai;

in Open Conspiracy,

of education.
the EEC. Yet,

embraced inappropriate
stimulus

to social

individuals

expedients.
progress.

to act in concert
it

In'Moden'Utopia

world government.

the bankers and industrialists;

in Shape of Things to Come, the airmen.

It was. a misplaced and naive

an act of faith.

Wells,

however, increasingly

speed of scientific

forthcoming.

and institutionalised

inventions

like

exploration

'change of pace and scale',
of distance'

advance'..

that the increased
would create a

and political

wisdom was not

for a massive expansion of education and the
group psychology,
of the future.

those phrases which have passed into

the 'abolition

discovery

a comparable social

He called

search for social

made provisos

and technological

dangerous imbalance if

social

be absorbed

by the increased

necessitated

He predicted

looked to enlightened

and wrest control

to Marx,

contrary

but would gradually

He looked forward to war as the violent

optimism,

to

world socialism

technology for yet higher levels

It was a surprisingly

And he continually

optimistic

Again, Wells could be surprisingly

occupations,

demand by sophisticated

in his impatient

were invariably
believing

often

that the working class would not revolt
into white collar

and embraced radical

the idiom*of

and a systematic
It led him to coin
language, like

the

the 'race between education and catastrophe',
and 'the time lag between physical

and

They remain today key concepts of the debate

interrelationships
the
concerning

between scientific,

technological

and

8.10

social advance.
***

with the fictional

Parallel

runs the development of a school of future
as Clarke points

of the future

portrayals

there also

forecasters.

This literature,

social

town

out, goes back to the first

workers,

planners and scientists

who were anxious to gauge the social

technological

of their

potential

utopian counterparts
to a logical

whose visions

conclusion

were usually

of a limited

the linear

their
projection
Bellamy,

number of variables.

proceeded from the perceived trend toward

for example, whose utopia

of business and capital

concentrations

They were unlike

society.

and

in fewer hands.

Or Huxley,

is
World
the triumph of a vigorous science and industry
New
Brave
whose
bereft

And Vonnegut's Player Piano where the masses

of human values.

are permanently excluded from meaningful work by the advance of
automation.

These visions

were derived from the extension of a narrow

into
future.
focus
the
of
range

Utopians and dystopians

impact
the
of mitigating
estimated
postpone or redirect
The future
called,

alike

under-

circumstances which would often

trends toward dream or nightmare.
or futurologists

forecasters,

attempted forecasting

along lines

included a number of variables
assessed the interactive

as they have comefto be

which were broader in scope,

and, perhaps most importantly,

or dynamic nature of change.

indicated
both
they
schools

Between the two

those areas of problems for the future

and

sought'resolutions.
"The proliferation
of utopias and dystöpias of the last
thirty years is the, -work of the moral imagination intent
upon asserting the right conduct of human affairs
at a
time when the abuse of power - political
and technological
the
threatens
The
continued
existence
of
society.
and social forecasting since the
growth of technological
1950s is the rational,
collective
solution to the many 1B
problems that come with constant change. "
organisational
The futurolotists,
level

unlike

the dystopians,

of optimism in the twentieth

century.

managed a much greater
They seek organisational

8.11

which go beyond the personal

solutions

and Wells,

that

longer

is there

is a recognition

or small
Bacon, Bellamy

like

scientific

and technological

of the world's

problems through

within

and better

organisatioh

that

the trends which they see emerging
for

or ignored and countered

and directed,

In the latter

or economic motives.

whatever

case the emerging

technologies could be-seen, in the short term at least,

to perpetuate

trends like social dislocation,

old abuses or destructive

But no

communication.

optimism of the Idea of Progress.

the unqualified

can be fostered
political

inherent

toward the solution

through better

Rather there

"

is,

there

advance, a trend
plenty,

They accept,

of the modern utopians.

communities

transcendence

world tension

and even war.
***

The pessimists of the modern forecasting
by the 'Small

'Green'
the
movement,

is Beautiful'.

seek the control and direction
rather than organisational

world are represented

of technological

advance by political

means. The issues at the centre of their

issues:
highly
become
have
and
public
popularised
arguments
the depletion

workers,

exploitation

and ignores

which is mechanistic

of the Third"World,

Like Morris,

These are

Huxley and

of the offending

technologies

Vonnegut, they want a political

control

and sciences and a redefinition

of the values and goals with which
The inherent

they have become identified..
technology,
crises

as they see it

already

listed.

This conflict

developing,

and

the emerging

.

between the futurologists

school does not extend to the question
necessity

trend of science

is to exacerbate

of

and a science

human moral sensibilities.

issues of the dystopians.

the identical

pollution,

unemployment, the alienation

structural

of resources,

the industrial

They

movement, etc.

and the runaway technology

of whether or not there

to act in the face of the manifest-challenges

created

is a
by the

8.12
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interreaction.

science/technology/society

pace and scale'

transition.

Wells'

permeates the current

literature.

There is also

impacts which they are likely

the long-range

The division

are reached.

points

over whether the inherent

tendency of technology

science developed along lines

controlled
will

laid

and militaristic

is

It

is a cautious

The more commonattitude

political

control.

to that laid out by Huxley and Vonnegut.

works,

for

called

the introduction

of

which would tend to reduce the chances of conflict.

They

the development of power sources to avoid the competition

for

scarce resources

like

petroleum

and radioactive

he recommended the development of solar
enough to eat was another
of technologies
and livestock,

primary

including

developments were unlikely

and wind power.

coastal

farming,

fish
protein.

an altered

Providing
a long
of

new strains

structure

these

to be realised.

of the twentieth

on a more profound level

place

Yet the underlying

political

This pessimism must be seen in two ways.
experience

In their

ores.

concern and Huxley provided

and single-cell

pessimism remained that without

historical

view

governments and, therefore,

to maintain effective

in the didactic

technologies

grain

is in their

benefits which science and technology have

is similar

The position

list

that

and at the same time a condemnation of the collective

unwisdom in failing

included

It

or

and disruptive.

This is the extreme view.

made possible

is evil

the former,

to human values.

by capitalists

continue to be exploitative

Huxley,

out by Galileo.

and indifferent

endorsement of the material

before crises

and science

school believes

reductionist

mechanistic,

to effect

and

because of the basic opposition

arises

The runaway technology

beneficial.

'change of

assessment of new technologies

that we need a careful

unanimity

recognised

in an age, of rapid

we are living

that

is universally

It

century,

Huxley was experiencing

The first
as already

is the
noted.

what Tom Stonier

But
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as "the end of the mechanical era"2.

describes

from an agrarian

nineteenth

century shifted

production

for the majority
away'from its

shifting
society

as destabilising

long established

industrial

forces.

Together the instability
tends to inhibit

unemployment made manifest
of

from the West to other parts of the world.

and the attendant

pessimism for the future

the search for optimistic
changes taking

nature of the structural

Modern

This trend continues with the shift

areas of industry

traditional

heritage.

What Huxley and Vonnegut

experienced in terms of war and structural
the destabilising

means of

is that mix of what Wells had described
forces.

and synthetic

to an industrial

of the

so too was modern society

of workers,

in an age of, transition

Just as society

signs and to obscure the
place on a deeper level

of

society.
***

Daniel Bell has christened

prefix

He indicates

society".

post-industrial

the emerging age in which we live

"the

that he uses the hyphenated

living
the
to
sense
of
convey
post-

in interstitial

time.

".., in Western society we are in the midst of a vast
(which
historical
change in which old social relations
(centered
existing
power
structures
were property-bound),
(based
bourgeois
and
culture
on
elites),
on narrow
delayed
being
and
gratification)
are
of
restraint
notions
rapidly eroded. The sources of the upheaval are
and technological. "3
scientific
Today's post-industrial

society

is organised around knowledge as

the source of new innovation

and policy

key ingredient

to knowledge will

of production

revolutionary

an effect

to industrial

society,

on society

formation.

expertise

have superseded the unaided operation

in the process of superseding both routine
complicated

intellectual

processes.

as

change from agrarian

to steam power.

Vonnegut's premise in Player Piano, scientific

of the

have, says Bell,

as the earlier

based on the shift

That shift

Like

and technological
of human muscle and are

mental work and more

8.14
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Bell gives the characteristics

of a society based on the new

methods.
1)

The shift

from the production of goods to the provison of

services like health,

transportation,

2)

The pre-eminence

3)

The centrality

4)

The assessment and control

5)

of the professional

and technical

of technology.
technology.

of the workforce now operates in that

- This is one manifestation

hinge on the 'axial

via the empirical

of the social

innovation

Technological

disciplines

of steam power by the dynamo.

and technology,

with
is,

science

now for

Like Wells'

and professional

'Greenhouse'

communication
biological

will

complexity

make demands for a

can sound at times like science

of the most serious

a 'noosphere'

It

projections

can

earth which heats up and melts the polar
another

Ice age.

increased
where
earth

leads to coalescence

form.

the increased

prediction,

caps, or the reverse where we go into
Chardin predicts

the

class which has mastered the necessary knowledge.

Even the terminology

sound bizarre:

time playing

and lead to the pre-eminence of a technical

The work of the futurologists
fiction.

of science

the most profound change of

of science and technology

educated workforce

basis.

which led to

This fusion

the first

to Bell,

according

century.

and proliferation

proceeds now, not

of electrodynamics

the replacement

the twentieth

which knowledge

methods of Watt, but on a sound theoretical

It was the intellectual

role,

change which will

force,

or energising

principle',

in'society.

now represents

better

4

to services has already taken place in most Western

countries where the majority

predominant

class.

knowledge.

of theoretical

of a new intellectual

The creation

The shift

sector.

education and government

sounds a bit

contact

of human intelligence
like

Wells'

de

Teilhard

into

Mind'of'the'Race

and
a new
where
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the separate cells of humanminds come together-to
deity.

There are also the many predictions

create a synthetic

of machine intelligence

and even a man/machine synthesis.
On a more immediate level the futurologists
that

theoretical

framework for coping with

now, and which have often
technology

been explored

those problems which face us

by the dystopian

out by Bell.

the point that our resources are ultimately
Information

increasingly

energy and raw materials
addition,

and runaway

John McHale in his The Changing Information

school.

up and expands many of the themes laid

picks

are anxious to provide

information

Environment

McHale makes

what we conceive them to be.

supersedes other inputs in production such as
by making processes more efficient.

can aid in the process of creating

In

substitutes

for scarce resources and also in overcoming problems of access.
Sea oil,

instance,

for

technology

by creating

and raw materials,
sees information
concerning

as a force

for

By reducing

staving

off

inputs

of energy

and accessibility,

McHale

the more dire

-

predictions

resource depletion.

at every level of society:

McLuhan's 'Global

programmes will

provided

and medical

of information

McHale demonstrates

becomethe autonomic

cybernetics will

nervous system of production,

legal

it.

substitution

This example of the functions

create

the very sophisticated

was not a resource until

was developed to exploit

North

computer/communications,

Village',

'canning'

everyone with

link-ups

specialisation

not only mathematical

will

in computer
skill,

but

knowledge.

McHale also sees the new information society as being qualitatively
different;

from the nature, of its basic elements to the organisational

superstructures

which will

basic qualities

which set it

unlike

evolve to. cope with it.

energy and material,

profound significance

of this

apart

from earlier

Information has

resources.

is not reduced by use or sharing.
change is that

it

Its

value,
The

leads to the elimination

'
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4

and places a premium on shared and, therefore,

of competition

information.

effective

more

It will,

the structure of society itself
the
and
affect
...
institution
and value premises on which it operates ...
Competition for the allocation
of scarce resources
depletive nature of physical
linked to the relatively
resources themselves, forms many of the major premises
for our social institutions
In the new information
...
environment many of these older conceptual models and
values may not only be wholly obsolete but may endanger 5
the overall maintenance and the quality of our society. "
from the very vocabulary of this

is clear

It

the old linear

reject

model of technological/social

of these forces

interreaction

McHale a 'rotating

'holistic',;

like
phrases
with

the modern utopians'

The

axis',

and others

of which shows a close kinship

all

with

emphasis on harmony, and Huxley's approach to

nature as one of relationship

and not objects.

Even John Naisbitt's

of Western society

Megatrends, which charts the shift

fashion,

in the most optimistic

information

progress.

%

is now stressed with Bell adopting a

of 'complementarity',

principle

school that they

from industry

to

emphasises the need for

balance between high technology and human values.
Naisbitt
ourselves
society

between.

But like

industrialised,

power structures

into a decentralised,

Wells'

are` optimistic.

humanly balanced

and long-term

power structures

information
of
accommodation

high technology

and short term solutions

information,

must be emphasised, represent

term the faturologists

which we find

of the two societies

From a centralised,

with horizontal

These, it
logical

the qualities

which had vertical

we are evolving
society

lists

solutions.

the inherent'trends

which the

technology demands.

In the long-

thät the demands will

image of the magic lantern

be met,.

where the image of the old

image
the
there
the
of
new
merges,
reaches a stage of
while
remains
is
the
to
stronger.
which
as
confusion
inevitably
which
familiar.

result

It is difficult

In the ambiguities

there is a tendency to cling

and questions

to the old and

to give up the old industrial

perception

of

8.17
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Yet structural

Western society.

loss of the old industries

to other parts of the world are all part of

evidence that this

the physical

provide the appropriate

social

is changing.
responses.

at one with the utopian aspirations

predictions

and technological

There will

leisure,

evolution.

of our system of education,
to science,

trade,

The challenge

is to

Here the futurologists

of the twentieth

too how some of the more dire

tualisation

and the

unemployment, economic crises

will

are

century and show

be overcome by social

be demands for a reconcepto jobs and

our attitude

technology and to the Third

alternative

World.

disillusioning

One of Huxley's chief

trends was that towards centralisation.

of social
that

influences

was the major historical

industrialisation

The organising

according to Naisbitt,

see increasing
perception

decentralisation.

of the desirability

points

out

force for centralisation.
the factory

energy and mechanism. The new information

both on the basis of. its

neutralises,

Naisbitt

was that of economy of scale,

principle

being the locus of materials,
technology,

in his conception

hardware and organisation,
the centralist

tendency and we will

Huxley and Naisbitt
of greater

-

are one with the

decentralisation.

But

Huxley could not foresee how the powerful trends toward centralisation
could be offset
evident

namely the micro computer.

in the pessimism with which Huxley viewed society

from the linear
permanent.
quarters

by a new technology,

misperception

It was similar

of large trends as irresistible

to the attitude

was seen as the'paramount

and resulted
and
which in many

and permanent word in transport.

however, foresaw the revolutionary

Wells in Anticipations,
internal
the
and
roads

to railroading

It was

effect

combustion engine would haue on transport.

Huxley and Vonnegut had a conception of science as mechanistic
and reductionist.

In its

narrow and purely physical

approach to

'
which

-
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problems it

implications

ignored the wider social

by its nature, incapable of dealing with humanlife
indicates

had, indeed, in part determined the nature of our
A simple science which dealt

view of the universe.
of variables
social
tion

in the nature of invention

was mirrored

But a conception

concepts of organisation.
which revolves

relatively

genetics.
"organised
variables.

on life

This level

statistics,
social

large

which considers
of sophistication

decision

dystopianism.

it

theory,

etc.,

department by probability
makes the complexity

the futurologists

always be beyond human capability.
reminder of the human scale in all

Again,
things

there
so that

of the' limitations

the
sacrifice
social criteria

will

of

and Vonnegut's

point

out,

need not

is also the persistent
there

is not the

describes
McHale
danger of surrender to what
as 'datacratic'
of social needs to criteria

of

of the

It was the complexity

which led to Huxley's

That complexity,

calls,

numbers of interacting

dynamic added to a conception

the human mind to deal with

of gross numbers

aided in the hardware

problems seem less intractable.

science and society

The

is to handle what Bell

department by the computer and in the software
algorithms,

organisa-

and population

expectancies

In modern times the challenge
complexity"6,

of social

of

On the social level this meant the

the motion of molecules.

consideration

and the nature

models and techniques.

progression of science allowed the considerations

of statistics

small numbers

in operation but

These concepts are still

simplistic.

with

and labour or supply and demand was

around capital

added to them are more sophisticated

like

Bell

as a whole.

method, its varied levels of sophistication

that scientific

through history,

It was,

of existence.

of efficiency

solutions
alone.

The

have to be incorporated into any systems modelling.

Vonnegut had an abiding concern for the preservation of work.
was not concerned with the nature of the work - production-line,
etc. - as long as jobs were provided.

All the futurologists

are

He

mining,

t
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anxious to point out that these types of jobs in heavy industry

are

going to be performed less and less by human labour in the West.
the problem is as Vonnegut outlined
is tied,

of self-worth

shift

Our conception

jobs -a

of work as
for an

value established

As the basis of our means of production

culture.

from industry

in Player Piano.

in large measure, to the definition

paid employment in productive
industrial

it

to. information,

so too will

to a new conceptualisation

Indeed,

shifts

values have to

our cultural

of work.

in other than strictly
terms
economic
and
market
...
(and) in the larger 'human
towards self-fulfilment
...
The traditional
services' challenges in society.
economic calculus is no longer a necessary or. sufficient
Perhaps it cannot, and has
measure for these tasks.
never wholly provided the necessary incentive and
structure for much of the 'work' which is
motivational
in
society. "7
out
carried
The answer which the. futurologists
decline
in
jobs
are.
which
of

the industrial
there will

jobs,

agricultural
from industry.
effect

Just as industry

services

But this

does not mean that

absorbed the displaced

eventually

labour

absorb the surplus

and avoid the potential

The most effective

tool

lies

Wells and Huxley were disaffected

with no broader social

Wells wanted to-incorporate
framework throughout
for change - social

his. life

for widespread

in the education

or evolutionary

and work, that of evolution
as well, as biological.

education to give a sense. of the costs and benefits
of the futurologists

of existence.

a theoretical-

the
problem and advocated a work/study
recognised
also

Again, the position

'mechanical

conception

what had been so fruitful

and technological

system.

with the. trend in education

what Wells. had called

toward increased specialisation,
smarties'

unemployment in

is
in
to
techniques which will
problem
engage
-The

a speedy transfer

suffering.

will

in the

of self-worth

The structural

go away.

sector will-not

be no jobs.

is not the preservation

but a new criteria

of work.

context of a redifinition

offer

as a model
Huxley

format for

in human terms.

is that the nature of education

,
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must change with the shifting
information

pattern

demanded by an

of skills

technology.

"Education for an industrial
society ... was to produce a
disciplined
workforce - punctual, conformist, specialist
brute
the
the
to
machinery
of
operate
nation state.
Education for an information society
be to
will
...
produce a creative workforce - adaptable, entrepreneurial,
help
interdisciplinary
to
the
this
solve
problems
of
planet. "8
The goal of the education system must be to create an adaptable
The rapid rate at which knowledge and technique advance

workforce.

means the"obsolescence,
skills.

It becomes more important,

learning

itself

from its

established

incorporate

and community;

life

experience like

and also begin to blur

leisure.
and
education
and work and

a cradle

to grave experience. -

jobs in industry,
the distinction

*Education,

the government

between education

ideally,

needs to be

re-evaluated
the majority

of the workforce was employed in the production

What was demandedby a society

the
hold
true
where
majority
not

leisure
burdensome
a
would create
But in an industrial

creatively.

in
factories
hours
long
spent

structure

of goods
information

will

devices

for workers who could not cope
society

where the majority

there was little

In a post-industrial

such values and skills.
occupational

is employed in handling

where

Huxley was convinced that labour-saving

services.

and providing

for

training

along these lines.

will

of

Education will

role as an early

become, therefore,

Education will

careers.

to teach the skill

experiences for the multiple*

to a series of educational

a lifetime

It will

therefore,

than teaching what is known.

rather

also have to shift

period of time, of specialised

over a shorter

necessitate'a

of workers

demand for providing
society

the shifting

new conception of education

demands
into
these
takes
account.
which
***

These are long-term
initial

failure

trends which will

eventually

overcome the

to perceive the nature and scale of the changes.

But
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that failure

in the short-term,

to technological

adaptation

spread social

are under no illusion

for wide-

that in the interim the

where information

In a society

vision.

a new divisive

structure

economic and political

to these power structures

the funding of research

by government could lead to the loss of scientific

projects

where the services
Centralisation,

scenario

new and divisive

authoritarianism,

by the dystopians

to anticipate

have to face in'the

near future.

of the twentieth

the new needs of society

responses in advance will

appropriate

class distinctions

part of the possible

science. are all

out so thoroughly

The failure

century.

independence:

performed address too narrow a range of problems.

and a narrow and controlled
laid

power.

could lead to greater

And, finally,.

and media control.

centralisation

of information

sources could lead to the attempt

of social,

prevailing-patterns

A perceived threat

commodity-

Lack of education would be a form of disen-'

Control of information

franchisement.

is a valuable

could develop along lines

and 'have-nots'.

to sustain

the potential

change contains

of social

technology may be 'subject to both abuses and short-

new information

'haves'

the challenges

suffering.

The futurologists

sighted

to anticipate

and institute

exacerbate the problems we will

-

The Third World represents., one of the most unstable areas for the
future.

Many authors have called

the under-developed countries
development.

to come to terms with tie

nations

in upgrading the capabilities

is evidence of a more'sophisticated

It

imperative
the
only
moral
not
recognises
interrelated

nature of our existence

industrialised
isolation,

problems of

A new element is the emphasis. on the self-interest

the industrialised
World.

for a more moral response in aiding

for it

is inexorably

of the Third

world view which

but also the increasingly

as a species on this

sector can no longer afford

of

to live

planet.

The

in privileged

being drawn into close proximity

with
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the rest'of the world by virtue

of the tremendous reach which its

technologies offer.

economically and politically,

of nuclear

the conditions

proliferation,

affect

will

Socially,

all

be formalised

and policies

by virtue

nation
of each

A sound framework of co-operation

nations.

which takes all

of the multidimensional

development problems and international

aspects of

into

relations

needs to

account.

***

times the human response to social

In earlier

technology has been slow and piecemeal.

crises

It was in the nature of

patching up problems as they arose rather than anticipating
the nineteenth
industrialism

century

by

effected

the tremendous urbanisation

In

them.

which resulted

from

problems of water supply and sewage disposal which
I
'The pace and
were only remedied when the evils were manifest to all.
created

scale of change, however, have been"steadily
between innovation

It

of dealing

with

future

The incomparable

forecasting

we will

"...

value of utopian

has been to provide

have to face as a result

management and

literature

the anticipation

of scientific

and we

problems as they arise.

becomes necessary to step up the machinery of crisis

anticipation.

The time lag

consequence has been diminishing

and social

are less accorded the luxury

increasing.

and all

of the problems

and technological'advance.

the urge to foresee the future is at once a primal

curse of human existence and the condition of safe passage 9
through the turbulent
of a technological
epoch. "
constraints
The problems will

be both physical

of a future oriented literature

and psychological.

helps. to accustom everyone to the

dramatic nature of changes we may have to undergo.
out, science-fiction

As Vonnegut points

can be a big help in coping with the loss of our

psychological and cultural

bearings - with future shock.

Knowledge and technique have always acted to. extendour
capabilities

The growth

and, at the same time, alter

of ourselves and our environment.

our intellectual

material
perceptions

The hardware aspect extended our
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musculature during the industrial
extension

of our thinking

into the ever-smaller

We can look out to the stars

capacity.

aspect has been the alteration
The discoveries

perceptions.
universe,

by technology.

of our intellectual

The software

and social

that we were no longer the centre of the

or that we were descended from apes have been some of the most

profound modifying

ideas in our social

It would be egocentric

literature,

now chällenges

faculties.

This perception,

knowledge and technological
is ironic

It

machines.

reality.

to believe

Computer technology,

any delusions.

that we do not now live

as is amply forecast

humanity's

latest

that science,

intellectual

have to be modified as scientific

too, will.
expertise

under

in the

pride in its

invest

this

into

capacity

which the dystopians

because it made us bumptious and elevated the, faculty

thinking

attacked

of reason, should

be part of the very process that deprives us of that lone pride.
it
conception
of
what
our
on
which
ground
before,

or

areas of the molecular world as part of*the

extension of our senses afforded

physical

and now allows the

revolution

and it will,

of necessity,

shift

is to be human has shifted
again..

the shape and requirements

to anticipate

The challenge will

of a new vision

demands. There are optimistic

in keeping with social

The

be

of ourselves

signs.

The

technology which deprives us of our pride may also provide the means
for handling

of the science and society

There is also a convergence of concerns and a consensus of

dynamic.
opinion

the tremendous complexity

by optimists

and pessimists

alike.

There is unanimous concern

about the problems created by the lack of development in the Third World
dangerous
the
global
and

shift

impact.

Our conception of our relationship

from the desire

new information

All

must be assessed in advance of their

that new technologies
ecological

imbalance which that creates.

to conquer toward an attitude

are agreed
social

and

to Nature must
of partnership.

technology must be a shared resource to upgrade the

The
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quality

of living

And, finally,

the shifting

ground of our

must come to rest on our software, the social inventions

self-perception
which will

for all.

facilitate

from the present to the future.

the transition

There has been a growing trend toward future orientation
the time that

Wells complained that

there was no chair

By 1979 there were forty-five

any university.

United States which offered

some type of future-oriented

has a membership of well
10
studying the future.

We need to develop this

kind of future

to environment;

our relationship

A system of education
perform tasks,

fields

social

must understand and fulfil

It must also be interactive,

of knowledge together.

in our synthetic

of balance as that

these are the kinds of techniques

ourselves.

drawing the separate
be the need

goal will

a similarly

ingenious

is admittedly

the same social,

and more destructive

ecology,

which is co-operative

and society

economic upheaval which has characterised
and perhaps on a larger

of

relations;

earlier
scale.

which
mechanism

utopian.

and the kind of vision

adopt if humanity is not to experience

the biology

technology

It

found in nature.

the

the need, not only to

The over-riding

environment,

in studying

to understand

psychology,

for a comprehensive model of science,
creates,

to unravel

but to have an image of ourselves

and fulfilling.

The

over 30,000 and there are

to understand

anthropology,

at

in the
degree.

orientation

ethology,

machinery of science and society:
human behaviour;

of futurology

universities

World Future Society
122 periodicals

since

But

which we must
political

technological

and
advance;

"
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APPENDIXI

The manifestations

of industrialisation

are fairly

forward and there is general agreement amonghistorians
physical characteristics.

itself
It

amongthose who believe either

or economic factors or technological

paramount in initiating

revolutionary

would have been sufficient

growth.

that

influence was

But noneof these by

to create the kind of growth evident.

to speak of the interrelated

is more appropriate

concerning its

What caused these changes is a question

which immediately creates division
social relations

straight-

process.

nature of the
""

Between the time of ThomasMore and Francis Bacon, rapid changes
placed England with

the foremost of the advancing countries.

And in

Bacon's time a new ascending class of merchants,

bankers and newly

installed

to the existing

structure,

landed gentry
its

feudal

the promise of power.

represented

restrictions,

a challenge

class

and saw in science and technology

A-I. 2
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"This brought to a head contradictions
:.. between the
existing
political
structure
and the new forms of
industry required to use advanced mechanical methods.
beyond
By this time England had already moved politically
feudalism.
Yet the feudal basis remained, and
strict
industrial
tended always to frustrate
and technical
progress ... local tolls hindered commerce ... the power
of the Guilds, together with feudal law restricted
development of the free market.
Round these and other issues, great political
struggles
in the Revolution,
raged ... culminating
which began in
1640 and in a few years had replaced the old political
structure.
better economic mechanism for
Capitalism
provided
a
...
accumulating the capital
needed to use large-scale
for supplying the wage-labour
machinery, and similarly
to work it. "1
The new class of capitalists
inherent

in new technology

could be altered.

and economic structure

social

and economic - were in turn

the full

for

direction

technology.

Given the political

and nature of industrial

M. W. Flinn
'take-off'
revolutionary

for

the full

conditions

the climate

of
to

was right

which were to determine

the

development.

three major areas which were necessary to the

cites

of industrial
mode.

trade

of forces

interplay

And those structures

necessary conditions

and the opening up of free

revolution
allow

of that

saw the possibilities

for and means by which the

as a'stimulus

social

implementation

or bourgeoisie

production

from an evolutionary

to a

They are:

"1) A rise in the rate of productive investment;
2) the development or one or more substantial
manufacturing sectors with a high rate of growth;
3) the existence or quick emergence of a political,
framework which exploits
the
social and institutional
impulses to expansion in the modern sector. "2

He further
productive

breaks down these major categories to include:

investment,

3) a sophisticated

1) improved agriculture,.

monetary system;

1) the growth of industry,

institutional

2) improved transport,

under sections

2) a growing population;

of steady expansion
and under

framework, 1) the law, and most important, 2) education.

These were the necessary conditions
the familiar

under

for revolutionary

development of the physical manifestations

growth and

of the age.

-
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But in addition

to the physical

aspects there were widespread

they inspired

consequences and together

utopian

like

writers

and Bellamy to analyse contemporary and project future
Comprehensive changes in agricultural

social
Morris

developments.

techniques

vastly

improved production of food in the period leading up to the nineteenth
These included

century.

yield,

the introduction

of mechanised farm equipment.

served a dual purpose now, as well,

Enclosure

for

the needs of the herds of domestic animals,

serving
for

the continued enclosure of the

new methods of crop rotation,

land and the introduction

larger

farms using improved mechanical

small-holding

a higher

of new crops with

farmer.

subsistence

compensated and they joined

the flood

wages in the burgeoning factory

to

the tendency was

techniques

Those without

in addition

to swallow the

deeds were rarely

of peasants to the towns seeking

system.

"The enclosure movement during the period 1750-1850
converted some six million
acres (a quarter of the
country's
common
cultivated
area) from open field,
land, meadow or waste into private fields. "3

The agricultural
at the beginning

A continually
which,

"could

conditions".
agriculture

of the nineteenth

century

the majority
but this

improving plough resulted finally

varied

while

population was still

be pared down to give the smallest
replaceable

4

construction

resistance

to the soil,

particular

commercial farms transformed

food surpluses

It also creates

was soon to change.

in all-iron

were devised to suit

The new large-scale

and provided

market economy.

parts

proportion

which propelled

an army of displaced

it

into

the

and unemployed

hands.
"The increase in agricultural
output in 1880 had been
achieved by roughly the same labour force as in 1800
(1.7 million),
although as a proportion of the total
labour force those working in agriculture
had fallen
from 35.9 to 12.6 per cent and agricultural
output,
which had provided 40 per cent of the national product
in 1800, now provided only 10 per cent. "5

A-I. 4
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The population increased radically

during this period - from

1759 to 1811 the population of England and Wales rose from 6.5. to 10
million6

key
in
Jenner
death
Edward
the
the
played
role
reducing
-

rate with

his vaccine for

continued

growth of overseas

manufactured
half

'pull'

major area of dynamic growth.
economic and social
and education

turn,

It affected

which made industrial

structure

demand for

all

other

banking

transport,

caused a transformation

expansion possible.
of these 'multiplier'

the

areas of the

infra-

part of the economic and technological

were all

the

which represented

Improved agriculture,

scene.

with

which was to dominate the first
It was industry

century.

together

an increased

created

markets,

goods, a market

of the nineteenth

This increase,

smallpox.

And industry,
effects

in

both in

scale and type.
The British
eighteenth

economy was already

century.

growing in the first

half

But, by the 1740s; there was increase

of the

in the rate

of growth.
"Real national output is estimated to have grown at about
0.3 per cent per annum over the period before 1745,0.9
per cent over 1745-85, and 1.8 per cent over the last two
decades of the century. "7
These figures

were attained

by analysing

overseas trade figures,

estimates of output for industry and domestic consumption.
impulse for
classical
revolution

expansion was already

date of 1760.
consisted

of,

present

Thus, according

in the economy before
to Flinn,

upon a'steadily
8
dynamic sectors".

These dynamic sectors included the textile
engine, the iron industry,

the

the industrial

"the superimposition

economy of a small group of extremely

So the

industry,

canals andlater the railways.

growing

the. steam
Their

two of the main drives of the
9
to cut costs and to find new sources of power.

emergenceand development characterised
time;

The steam engine had a long history

of development.

In the mid-

seventeenth century the Marquis of Worcester and Otto von Guericke
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worked on this

problem of exploiting

the potential

of steam power.

"Others like Pascal and Boyle pursued more refined
experiments which led in the second half of the
seventeenth century to a profound understanding of the
nature of vacuums and atmospheric pressure ...
And it was on this basis that Savery and Newcomen
created the first
practical
steam-engine around the turn
of the century. "10

These engines were used-for pumping water out of mines which had
become a steadily

increasing

deeper in the search for coal.
important

of a separate

cylinder.

Steam was fed into the cylinder

then a jet

of cooling

However, after

atmospheric
jet

the cooling

boiler

forcing
into

water was injected

the steam and allowing

shafts

But the engine was inefficient

It consisted

respect.

the need to'sink

problem with

and piston

the cylinder,

the cylinder

of water,

in one
and

the piston out and

to drive

pressure

ever

condensing

the piston
itself

back.

had been

cooled and absorbed much of the energy of the steam in being re-heated.
James Watt noted this
condenser allowing
a steam filled

and in 1765 devised a separate

inefficiency

the cylinder

outer jacket.

the engine which destined

to remain permanently

improved the efficiency

This greatly

it

to replace

hot by means of
of

water and wind as the main

energy source.
"... by 1800 there were 84 Watt engines in cotton mills,
after which date steam power became common in the industry.
By 1850 cotton mills were using 71,000 h. p. of steam,
against 11,000 h. p. of water. "1
For Watt had not only greatly

improved the efficiency

engine,

but by 1781 had adapted it

of this

development cannot be overstated

to rotary

motion.

of the

The importance

for now the steam engine

could provide cheap power, independent of the natural

restrictions

of

wind and water, when and where it was needed. But more importantely,
it was a 'meta-technology'
technology to vastly

one
be
to
applied
could
existing
which
-

increase its productivity,

it becamea power loom;

"Coupled to a loom,

12
coupled to a wagon, it becamea locomotive".

The development of the steam engine in its

initial

stages was

A-I. 6

but by engineers

out not by scientists

carried

Its

technique.

facilitated

existence

of vacuums and atmospheric

nature

in the technology.

refinements

enquiries

technology

but the creation

pressure
Later

study of the

in turn

and this

in the nineteenth

led to

century

and new industries

of new areas of technology

There can be seen, in the development of the steam

such as chemicals.
the interplay

and technological

of scientific

asset to the requirements

was a vital

in their

scientists

with

were to lead not only to improvements in existing

scientific

engine,

experimenting

expertise

which

of growth where,

"Each scientific
advance brought new technology, and new
technology made new science, completing what in electronic
or computer language wou]g be termed a self-excitatory
positive. feedback link. "
This principle

improvements but also

not only in the microcosm of technological
wider arena of general
of that

industrial

already

The main requirements

including

accumulation

which included

banks with

and investment

population

roads;

improved credit

of capital;

and industry;

the building

C) better

finally

of entrepreneurs

to exploit

new possibilities.

and the

of dynamic growth,

3) the law and education
affected

the receptivity

All these factors came together in the emergenceof the most
dynamic of all

of

economic

capabilities

2) sectors

where the number and quality
of the population

they are:

A) improved agricul-

B) improved transportation;

canals and turnpike

harbours,

efficiency

including

mentioned;.

in the

or put another way, the develop-

investment,

in productive

ment of the economic infrastructure

bridges,

development.

development have been mentioned but in more detail

1) the rise

ture,

feedback was evident

positive

of self-excitatory

the growth areas - cotton.

"The importance of trade with the East for European technology at this period was that techniques and processes
in the West provided a very considerable
unfamiliar
stimulus to Western inventors and experimentors ... the
17th and 18th centuries mark a second phase of Chinese
(Europeans)
technology
Indian
influence
European
and
on
...
the
for
devise
their
same
achieving
own
methods
could

A-1.7

"result
the cotton cloth brought from India was not
...
than that produced in the West,
only of finer quality
but it was patternedý, w4th printed designs in faster and
dyes.
more brilliant

In coming to terms with this challenge, and doing it with faster
methods the barely

and more efficient

was to gain monopoly of the world market.
to its
it

consequences for

During the eighteenth

century

industries,

were transformed

enterprises

to the concentrated

and more capital
that

is,

intensive.

of society

enough in England. but

India.

the cotton,

from localised

dispersed

of factories

was also

British

and other

and widely

production

But it

cottage

less
labour
-

'knowledge-intensive'

information

made labour

about new technology and organisation
15
investment more productive.

and capital

industry

cotton

The reordering

was dramatic

new methods of production

would have disastrous

British

existent

Higher levels of investment, while they were a necessary factor
of growth,

There did not exist

did not ensure growth.

and levels

correlation

between net investment

was greatly

affected by new technology.

was also affected by the lifting
been imposed at the beginning

Though the cotton industry

century

in 1774 which had

to protect

the more important factor was the introduction

turers,

techniques

Productivity

of output.

of restrictions
of-the

a one to one

wool manufac-

of new

in weaving and spinning.

"The first
great changes came with John Kay's invention
it allowed the weaving
1733
in
flying
the
shuttle
-of
...
of wider cloth, left one hand free for other operations
it
had
the
doubled
the
output
weaver's
and roughly
...
for the
immediate effect of making it very difficult
spinners to keep up ... "16

To cope with this problem Hargreaves introduced his 'spinning
in 1764 which was hand-powered and in 1769 Richard Arkwright

jenny'
patented

his mechanical

the efficiency
chart

depicting

spinning

of the industry
the quantity

This greatly

technique.
and its

effect

of raw cotton

increased

is dramatically

imported

to Britain

seen in a
1700-1800. +
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32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1700 1710 1720' 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 1780 1790 1800
Phillis
Deane and A. W. Cole, British
Economic Growth'1688-1959
Cambridge University
Press, 1962, p. 51

Improvements were subsequently made to the loom. The perfection
the Jacquard loom about 1804 allowed complicated
the raising

and lowering

of various

by cards punched with appropriate
general

patterns

to be woven by

warp threads controlled
holes.

Harrock's

automatically

improvements on the

purpose power loom were,

"...
put into general manufacture after 1822. The number
of power looms in England was only 2,400 in 1813, and 12,550
in 1820, but after the appearance of these jmproved looms it
7
1829
in
1833.
"
45,000
in
85,000
to
rose
and

The dramatic growth in the value of cotton exports can be seen in
table 1.18
YEAR

1701
1751
1780

VALUEOF EXPORTSOF COTTONGOODS

23,253
-45,986
355,000

1790

1,662,369

1800

5,406,501

1820
1860

20,509,926
52,012,430

1870

71,416,345

of

A-I. 9

This chart and the preceding table indicate
growth in the cotton
demands for

greater

industry.

of the economy.

sectors

power providing

for

a stimulus

of the steam engine and once steam was applied

perfection

and spinning,
cotton

That growth both depended on and made

improvement in ancillary

It made tremendous demands for

the dynamic level of

rose dramatically.

productivity

industry

also meant greater

transportation

the

to weaving

The growth of the

demands for

and improved

coal, -iron

and communication.

The iron

industry

increased

also

greatly

during

this

time

"... between 1660 and 1760 possibly by as much as 50 per
cent; but a much bigger percentage increase, amounting
to a growth of 180 per cent in a mere ten years between
1796 and 1806."
This growth lagged about twelve or fifteen
in cotton

off'

and to a large

industry.

earlier

was at first

as well

use of factory

factories

...

the frame and pulleys,

in floor

used to drive

wore out iron

production

as the use of iron

around the turn of the century
textile

development to the

of wood, as were the water-wheels

constructed

construction,

owed its

including

Cotton machinery,

But, the intensive

them.

iron

extent

years behind the 'take-

and wall

supports

in a "second generation

brought

of

based on a markedly more advanced technology".

20

The production of iron had also been influenced by trade with the
East.

India,

superior
suitability.

in the furnaces,

produced a

and specimens were sent to Sheffield

where their

despite

product

for cutlery

dependent on charcoal
the introduction

inefficiencies

was appreciated.

The iron

industry,

and water power, underwent dramatic

of coke, steam power and Cort's

rolling

originally

changes with
and puddling

processes.

Increased demandfor iron in the manufacture of farm equipment,
steam engines and railways
The demand for

coal in turn

contributed
increased

greatly
and output

to the demand for
in Britain

iron.

rose from

--

eleven million

A-I. 10
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tons a year in 1800 to one hundred million

tons in

1870.21
means of transporting

Efficient

products of industry
industrial
building

was both a prerequisite

and agricultural

to the land-locked

quarter

Also in this

cities.

and the building

rivers

The bulk of canal construction

beginning in the 1750's.
in the last

of the century.

transportation
developing
the
of
part

infrastructure

It was not for several decades that the railroad
to these methods of transportation.

distances
for
short
employed
were initially
carriages
railways

horse-drawn.

and materials,

was concentrated

of Britain,
22
response.

after

was to constitute

Early railways

were

at mines and some other heavy uses and
The application

of steam power to rail

superseded other means of transport.

which eventually

the
greatly
with
canals

of canals

event in the widespread introduction

was the decisive

area

1790 these developments were

Until

in
developments
the nature of a
were
more
which new

a threat

a response to

roads between 1700 and 1760 to carry

industrial

was the improvement of harbours,

and later

In the former category was the

expansion.

of a network of turnpike

materials

and finished

the raw material

increased traffic

of the
The

from cotton and other goods

became inadequate to the quantity

of traffic.

locomotive (for a
"George Stephenson ... built his first
h.
It
4
30
in
1814.
tons
up a
pulled
at
m.
p.
collier)
in
in
450
1821
1
there
still
was
of
gradient
...
...
locomotive
doubt
to
the
whether
steam
could
as
general
But Stephenson convincingly demonstrated
do the job.
that it could and the railway (Stockton-Darlington)
ýas
3
"
locomotives
his
1825
'
in
with
of
manufacture.
opened
In 1829 his 'Rocket'

pulled

thirty

passengers at 30 m.p. h.,

"The railway was established as the primary mode of inland
transport for nearly a cený4ry ... mileage reached 1,900
in 1843 and 5000 in 1848. "
Just as the steam engine had freed industry
it
power,
now
water
and
wind
on waterways.

freed transportation

Together with the application*of

from dependence on
systems from dependence
steam to sea transport,

'
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and finished

raw materials
it

In addition

was needed.

the railways

operation

also facilitated
in industry

and agriculture

creating

factory

and more reliable
they

a more mobile population;
information

carrying

to most parts

and feedstuffs

increased

faster

a cheaper,

communication,

manure, fertiliser
further

provided

where and when

facilitating

to tremendously

transportation

means of public

could be delivered

products

of new techniques

of the country

as well

as

to the farms where they helped to

productivity.

M. W. Flinn in Origins of the Industrial

Revolution reviews, the

work done by Ashton and McClelland to establish

between

a correlation

dissenters and innovation which is reminiscent of the Weber

religious

They noted that certain

thesis concerning Puritanism and science.
sects like Quakers, Congregationalists
disproportionately

and Unitarians generated a
They attribute

high percentage. of entrepreneurs.

this to the emphasis placed within the community on a high need for
toward risk-taking

achievement, or special attitudes

But Merton's conclusion that Puritanism was not the sole

to innovate.
means for
sections

and a willingness

institutionalising
of society

science and that

could provide

patterned

culturally

extended to the dynamics of the industrial

functionally

support

during

more. capital

a time of dynamic growth,

and for

entrepreneurial

skills

but the thirst

innovation

technological

which. transcended

created

any single

can be

The dissenting

revolution.

sects may have espoused a creed conducive to maximising
offered

equivalent

the opportunities
of industry

for

a demand for

section

of the

population.
The drive
characteristics
way of cutting
more productive.

to cut costs-and
of the industrial

find

new sources of power were two

revolution

already

costs was to make the inputs

of land,

This meant that

mentioned.
labour

One

and capital

the same amount of land could yield

A-I. 12
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a larger

or that

surplus

more land could be brought under cultivation.

In the same way labour could produce larger
cheaply and faster

when linked

of the population

proportion
engineering

to power machinery.

It was this

increased

the key element in heightening

activity

information

An increased
scientific,

skills.

knowledge which represented

organisational

of goods more

possessed mathematical,

and organisational

and entrepreneurial

quantities

the technical

and provided

level

inventive

and
25

improved productivity.

which greatly

of

This fact alone was to have not only economic and technological
consequences but extensive social and political
growth of agriculture,
industries,

and iron

most extensive

social

sectors

of the economy like

By traditional

labour

social
workers

virtually

at Ever more

from supply and distribution

centres.

This tended

viable

time and led eventually

and now technologically
which centred

possible

factory

production.

But British

destroyed the industry of India,

of agricultural

to the
concentration

caused great
of displaced

machine industry

not only in cotton, but in

iron and steel,. brass tool-making, manufacture

implements,

of

around steam powered textile

upheaval in England, but eased with absorption

dyeing and printing,

could only be

demand for textiles

The change from hand to machine industry

into

from traditional

industries

in factories

machinery.

had the

in the cottage

to become less economic with
economically

all

and hand-weaving and spinning.

agriculture

methods the increased

locations

production

labour

was displacing

met by employing more workers
distant

factory

impact.

and political

innovation

Technological

the textile

transportaiton,

of canal and rail
the steam engine,

consequences. The

ship-building

and glass-making.

"In the interval
between the decline of its traditional
manufacture in the early nineteenth century and the first
introduction
or forty ye rs later,
of modern industry thirty
India experienced a period of very great poverty.

A-I. 13
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Arnold

Pacey in The Maze of Ingenuity

people of India
country's
later,

unemployed was to waste human skills

greatest

populace to learn
fate

until

because it

made a conscious

by private

to an industrial

capital

from Western imports
In Japan the government

industry

what in Britain

and a system of education

was
class
necessary

of government to industry

type of advance from the 'classical'

British

had swept away the old hierarchy and

In France the revolution

model.

industries

society and this relation

represented a different

of the

Japan lacked an entrepreneurial

enterprise.

but the government provided

for

years

Japan did not suffer

were introduced.

to provide

effort

its

protected

which were the

and the aptitude

had been depleted.

new skills

to have the

did re-industrialise,

had been lost

skills

modern industries

after

supplied

When India

resource.

many traditional

a similar

that

maintains

opened the road for new teaching institutions

like the Ecole Polytechnic. -

"Further,
the intellectual
mainspring of the revolution
democratic society fit for the
the belief in a rational
growing forces of the French bourgeoisie in which the
power of the church and aristocracy
were reduced - found
a major place for science in its scheme of thinýý:
science and the arts were to be man-centred... "
In Germany as well
education,

as well

improving

transport

were necessary
Britain's

as, state

they were to compete with

supremacy and extending

the indifference
century

of research

were innovations

Britain.

home and colonial

that

Because of

technologies,

achieving

markets the need

But at the time many lamented

of government to. science.

By the end of the nine-.

the commitment of countries
to science-based

like

industries,

and development and the introduction

effect

the economy by

was less apparent.

and the United States

had its

for developing

and communication facilities

such innovations

teenth

funding

support of science-based

success in mechanising existing

maritime
for

if

as France state

in breaking

Britain's

Germany, France, Japan
government support
of modern equipment

monopoly of the world market.

1.14

The resulting
highlighted

economic crisis,
the instabilities

which America also suffered
of industrial

reform movements as well as the utopias

of goods and wealth and'of

captured the imagination
social

of Bellamy and Morris.

powerful new technologies

of the public.

But it

and the poor,

problems and apprehension about new technology.

industrial,
both
of
aspects
mentioned,
ambiguities

of social

benefits

and drawbacks were not new.

the scope and pace of the changes were of greater
because
the
of
greater
and
reason,

diffusion

of-ideas,

ecology,

around the role of technology,

urban planning and the projection

first
were
contexts
areas of contention.

articulated

They had

century
For this

magnitude.

the controversies

in
drew
heated
a wider range of participants.
and
were more
the issues revolving

Many of

science and society,

of these issues into

at that time.

The

stance on the

However, in the nineteenth

of society.

As already

growth*had their-publicists.

for More, and Bacon, each taking an opposite

changing conditions

which

also created widespread

a widening gap between the rich

displacement,

ecological

existed

and stimulated

century brought a vast amount of growth in the

The nineteenth
production

capitalism

in 1873,

future

They are sti. 11 major

",
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INTERVIEWWITH KURTVONNEGUT,
JR.
November 21,1980

I.

There are a lot

of utopian themes in your work.

Titan and Cat's Cradle,

there are allusions

in Sirens of Titan,

directed

goes, "We will

start

In Sirens of

to becoming inwardly

and in Cat's Cradle,

the calypso

our Utopia with a chain of drug stores. "

Now, do you see any utopian trend or anti-utopian

Well,

it's,

I mean one reason why the Soviet Union is so
in us, and we're so interested

interested

have promised to be utopias

both societies
can.

what I learned in junior

the society

as a potential

Your first

courses.

and

That we were

so it was perfectly

natural

school system for me to look at

utopia,

and to judge to what extent
in the

novel, Player Piano, has been compared to the works
Do you feel

that Huxley,, a! British

work, do you think

writer,

that he was reacting

writing

an anti-utopian

against

the utopia promised by the Communist world,

I think

he was mocking much more the utopia promised by Henry

Ford and Harvey Firestone
the right
effect

as

country.

of Huxley and Orwell.

V.

they

society

That's what it was to be a school child

had failed.

30's in this

civics

ourselves;

Indiannapolis
the
of
product
a

I.

Union is,

to the extent

and so I was born into a utopian

determined to perfect

it

in the Soveit

France has made no such promises to people, nor has

Germany or Italy,
that's

'

today?

society
V.

trend in our

target.

by Marx?

and Thomas Edison, and I think

he picked

The people who were having the most profound

on our society

were the inventors,

the free enterprisers.
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The Communist experiment is comical to the extent
It's

to understand Marx.
There is certainly

ignorant

nothing

he came from a privileged

aware of their

I think

that he was ...

position

they were fully

feeling

and I don't

fellow

they knew, how narrow their

Huxley.
heard
that
said
about
never

I think
British

that he had a vested interest

think

It doesn't

a

that they

that they must
aristocrats,

interests

to say about him.

thing

very interesting

class

aware that they were the

of elitism,

have been contemptuous of their

I.

of the Huxley family

and the conventional

as a matter of birth.

it
regarded
ever

lot

That it

people in England, which was something different,

justified

how little

that he was defending his

been in the tradition

it's

that

think

structure.

fully

that he was

but I very much agree with what you say.

to be strongly

brightest

it was because

in the bourgeoisie

position

was the American attempt at utopia
I don't

in the way the Willow Run

his own society;

unable to criticize

V.

ignorance of Marxism.

of Huxley who say that

I was reading some critics

own society;

failed

and the way Standard Oil was built.

plant was built,
I.

comical in its

that it

were.

of

I had

seem that's

a

It never seemed to me

in the British

class system, and a

of people do.

Well,

it was in a book called

and he praises the early
the anti-utopians

and architect.

utopians

including.

Russian anti-utopian;

The English Utopia by A. L. Morton,
like

More and condemns all

Huxley and Orwell and Zamiatin,

Zamiatin was also middle class,

of
a

an engineer

Morton condemned them because he said they were

defending the status quo against
attempts at utopia will
and behaviour control.

change, by saying that these

only end in disaster,

and in mind control

7
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V.

I think
don't

that people who ...

know about Zamiatin's

born into,

social

In fact

he had a

because he was a poor boy who went to

expensive schools,

and was always the poorest boy in school,

loathed the ruling

classes.

A man uninterested

in Spain.

go and fight

doesn't

So I don't

gun.

in the case of Franklin

speeches read very well,

who is a writer

American
the
capitalistic
of
much

writers
A hell

think of writers

It does hold
whose

and a performer as well

I think in preserving as
.
structure as he possibly could.

(after

of a lot of them had been there

They saw police

isn't

these

to see how it went.

V.

and soldiers

all

the Russian revolution).

So there was a tremendous sense of dissilusion.

isn't

a damn machine

Roosevelt,

I.

this

change

in social

whose names we know now, well,

the revolution

wrote after

"you know it

and

And he was interested

as a politician.

I can't

firing

the argument holds up well.

think

up reasonably well

in social

A person uninterested

in
doesn't
up
a machine-gun pit
wind
change

I.

I

stand up.

what class he was

situation,

but Orwell had no class to defend.

class to attack

ruling

the argument doesn't

in charge of everything,

and said

going to be very pleasant this way, (laugh)

the way to do it. "

Do you think that mind and behaviour control are necessary to
any utopia?
Titan,

In a lot

of your novels,

for instance

in'Sirens'of

the martian colony which is about to attack,

antennae ...

the drug stores

in'Cat's*Cradle'...

has obedience

do you think

that an external

attempt to impose a utopian situation

to include'these

types of behaviour control,

more subtle?

or is it

would have
something

A-II. 5
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A.

Whatever we do, we have to acknowledge what man is,
genuinely

likes

and is capable of.

societies

have required

existence

of a "new man";

all

these

a "new man", and they have announced the
is comical

and this

the idea (laughter)

That wasn't

And so far,

and what man

in the first

I.

The original

V.

We were to make a new society

I.

It seems like the easier route, doesn't it?

V.

If you have. jails

in the face of it.

place.

plan ...
that

to man.

was congenial

But what's comical is to go at

in place, yeah.

it exactly ass-backwards.

I.

It's

been 28 years since you wrote Player Piano.
or less now?

worship of the machine as greater
V.

That was a time for worshipping

Not the worship of the machine.
the machine, and you know the idol
pray to it

and you worship

well
idol

does have life
as idols

in it,

The computer technology.

V.

Yes.

of whack this

Machines didn't

Everything

dependent on it;

afternoon

work all

turns

that

out that

the

And so it's

and if that were to go out

my bank on the corner where I have my
to do.

from banking to school grades to-the

have
they
automobile
-practically

...

it

and intelligence.

money would not know what the hell
I.

work, but you still

never have before.

I.

We're entirely

doesn't

has been

but now the idol

then,

responding

it.

Do you see the

factories

devoid of people.

production

line

in Germany and Japan which are
Computers do it

all.
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V.

Three guys can run a thing

And refineries.

that

covers hundreds

of acres.
I.

In Player Piano ...

V.

In Player

Piano I wasn't

talking

so much about the worship of the
And I was working for

machine as what machines do to people.
when I started

General Electric
I.

That was my next question.

V.

I was a public relations

that

book, and I
...

man, I was a "floater"

in a companythat

hundreds
the
of thousands of
country
small
size
of
a
was
-employees -- I was a public relations
on all

of it

parts

man who had, to do stories

at one time or another.

were doing primitive

experiments

In one laboratory

with machines with

So I could see what they refused

computer input.

was to put a man out of work, so they wouldn't

health

insurance

for

him, so they wouldn't

punch cards,

to see.

intent

the engineers

did not see this,

perverse blindness,
I.

And that

V.

The object,

trend

have to manage a

there was a blindness

and

to that,

a

I thought.

is continuing

I think,

The

have to buy

fund for him, so, they would never go on strike;

retirement

they

today.

of enterprise

is to provide

not only products

but work.
I..

for. people. is an important part of their image of
think--work.
-You
Do you
themselves, and self esteem, their feeling of usefulness?
think

they might be able to find

besides work.

that

in any other area of life

In other words there are those theorists

that computers are going to take over all

who say

the drudgery tasks of

A-II. 7
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the society
his creative

V.

Well,

be free

and man will

Do you'think

skills.

yeah, kind of.

trying

experimentation

as trying

here I am, this

it,

I do this

everything.

is the only lifetime

heroic

I can't

human beings

has become

and maybe there's

work for everybody;
I've

and

What do I as a

got.

I can't

rebuild

you know, "Look out

type thing,

Harlem or something.

world,

here I come", and rebuild

smart,

and you swallow something and you see if

that

So you're
changes

what human beings are supposed to do

and perhaps that's

anything,

that yet?

The population

change Harlem.

Ball

Lucille

skills,

I regard the drug

be kept clean,

them up, or finding

person do?

resourceful

the time.

all

can no longer

no way of cleaning

ready for

we're

What I admire about ordinary

is that they're

so dense the cities

his leisure

to perfect

under these conditions.
I.

Find alternatives.

V.

Yeah. And that was intelligent,

and possibly cheap, and people

try the same thing with alcohol,

it's

beings are wonderful,

do any damn thing

they'll

what has been proposed ...

woodcarving,

macrame, beer can collecting,
In New York State
Council

that

(laughter)

it

V.

Every school kid in New York.
you give them some art
the art

cross-country

So,

skiing,

has been proposed seriously.

learn Italianate

Calligraphy.

they would have this.

It doesn't seem very applicable
.
.,

alternative-,

this

to adapt.

Human

has been proposed by the New York State Arts

I.

At least

all

every school child
At least

wonderfully cheap.

experience.

in the. situation.
Whoo Wheel
experience.

'.,

(gestures
That's

And of course this

,ý
in the air).
usually
thing

the

A-II. 8
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(gestures

to the TV) has been quite

It

does sop up life.

really

I.

This has been an escape thing

V.

It's

I.

It

for

too.

us in the past few decades.

good for our intelligence.
has a lot

I think,

more potential,

only real

example of intelligent

slapstick

comedy on the other

very different.
lot

thing,

a satisfactory

Channel 13 for

broadcasting.

You get a lot

British

channels.

They only have a few channels,

on. Life

on Earth on the evolution

microbes to modern man;

but they have a

One of the questions

abundance.

of science and technology

especially

in books like

"The Barnhouse Effect",
to the society,

that

advances towards that.
will

and creativity

in the future,

television

if

and the computer will

the lack that's

created

of whether or not we are making

bring

definitely

who say that

us towards this

we are displaced
provide

this,

by the lack of jobs.

which I'm not sure I share,

You seem to say,

the "Euphio Question",

There are optimists

and technology

get in

have a moral obligation

scientists

and the question

that we don't

on society.

Cradle,

Cat's

from the first

I wanted to ask you is about

that

the effect

They did a

of life

the kind of thing

of
is

television

more along the Channel 13 programming line.

series

us is the

science

intelligence

from work, that

will
That's

fill

in for

an optimism

and I was wondering how you felt

about it.

V.

It's

a little

eat cake".

like-Marie

Antoinette

supposedly saying, -"Let them

The people who think that technology is such a

wonderful schemefor improving our society are the only ones who
hang on to jobs and power under such a scheme. And so you must
watch out all

the time for people after

power and importance, for

i
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As indifferent

themselves.

as Marie Antoinnette,

As long as they can continue
courtiers

They would like

now seeing if

they can't

What can that

be but a malicious

Because it
drudgery

pride

does indeed go way beyond taking

from people.

They're

teaching

themselves on, and say that
or create

himself

I.

You said that when you were writing
in public

to glorify

relations

for

that

I don't

Player

I was ten years old.

so.

never be able to
stories.

Piano, that you were

in Schenectady.

were in your life

I was

when you wrote'

"The Euphio Question",

because they are there.

and scientists
Was this

putting

from your

and especially

your Dresden experience?

It was continuous

with whatever I was when

in World War II,
think

of human beings

at my expense or your expense.

these works have science and technology
to use just

a lot

a machine will

Cradle and "The Barnhouse Effect",

experience
No.

An

machines to play chess,

General Electric

wondering what the influences

V.

passable stories.

away the jobs of

music or beautiful

beautiful

Someone trying

things

They're

me.

in a human society?

activity

V.

all

to eliminate

get computers to write

than humans, which is one thing

do this,

Cat's

You can see the

to degrade someone else.

attempt

better

palaces and their

and indeed they have.

in what they do.

malice

I.

that,

and all

to have their

to the masses.

I was in the midst of a technological

society at ten, and very interested

in industrial

processes already.

Indiannapolis was ä factory city. '' Then when I took summerjobs at
15 and 16, they were in factories
operations,

or whatever.

involved in it.

So I've seen business and I've been

A long time;

how shipping works.

or they were in merchandising

watched how things were done and

How the package finally

gets put on the

A-II. 10

These processes were all

truck.

about the best ways of doing it,
room at the age of 16.1

interesting

I wondered

to me.

and working at it

in the shipping

was sympathetic with the people who were

and so it would have seemed wrong to me then if

working there;

some smart kid from the Harvard Business School said "you know you
can do this

Take the youngest, newest

with a tenth of the people.

employee here, which is you, or me, he can do everything
this

forty-seven

year old man, that this

with six children
I.

year old man-

Thanks a lot.

can do.

the rate at which computers are becoming better

There's a
...
job-...

their

fifty-eight

that

for example, there's

a man who just

died,

at

Chris..

Evans is his name, who was involved with computers, and he said
that

it

had advanced at the same rate as the

the car industry

computer industry,

you could buy a Rolls Royce for $35.00, get

600 miles to the gallon

:..

V.

Oh, the cost of the things

I.

And fit

has gone down tremendously.
Where it

six of them on the head of a pin.

power of a locomotive to run a computer, it
a lightbulb.

now takes the power of

It used to take the big tube computers rooms and

rooms, they now have the microchip.
capabilities

are frightening,

computer design for future

great as that was, it's

Tremendous strides,

especially
generations

displacement

for social

possibilities

of computers.

No.

V.

Well,

a beautiful

range tables.

as

even more. pronounced now.

I.

figure

So the

in the 50's and 60's,

Have you ever seen the analog computer at MIT?

just

the

when you think about

V.

it's

once took the

thing.

It was built

for the Navy to

A-II.
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I.

Range tables?

V.

It fired

I.

It took the temperature into account?

V.

It had to.

an enormous shell on a day when the temperature ...

I mean, hell,

the naval guns could fire

there were so many variables

and the targets

needed computers to figure

really

of the ship,

roll

the angle of the tube,

atmospheres too,

varying

20 miles away.

wide,

mission,

together

factors.

laboriously

density

of the atmosphere,

another

time,

I.

It's

so intelligent.

It's

a shame that

the new cruise

V.

It's

all

...

pollute

something 30 feet

ingenuity

missiles

a nightmare.

can't

the roll

the

of the ship,
together,

it's

Because it's

a beautiful

to other uses.
They fly

got?

taken

thing.

How about

so low that

going over mountains and through

they're

almost impossible

to stop.

It is an absolute promise for the end of

Even if the enemydidn't

fire

back on us, it would

our own atmosphere and our own drinking

we're saying to the enemy is,
going to blow our brains

an enormous trans-

whole thing

answer.

be'put

they've

that

these

at one end, and however the shaft

into consideration,

change targets,

the world.

goes through

and another

they put this

is your final

they escape radar detection
valleys,

and it

...

sets of gears for different

for

another

and that

at the other end turns,
these factors

the

the temperature

and when they turned the shaft

all

everything

a gear box, just

One gear represents

this

they

And so they needed computers for

They included

and

were so small,

got to hit

and you've

superguns. then.
putting

absolutely

50 miles,

out".

"If you really

water.

So that

make us mad we're

A-II.
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see any greater

end of the second World War on the part

V.

Yeah, I do.
an idealistic

It's

just

society

has no trouble

still

After

Wiener, who was the cyberneticist

anything,

of the world at that

saying he wasn't going to tell

because a scientist

But never got a Nobel Prize,
turning

young scientists

would come up and tell

changed.

We're really

paying attention

A great man.
I don't

Nobel Prize
But this

think.

scientists,

me, "you know, it's
now. "

all

They formed a

and they do not trust

committee of concerned scientists,

of

his government

When I did lecture,

was a marvellous

time,

sure what use his

couldn't"be

point.

firing

recruiting

the Second World War, Norbert

government would choose to make of it.
quality.

of scientists?

that under the best of moral conditions,

squads and hangmen, whatever.

MIT, wrote an article

now than at the

moral consciousness

the

government any more.

I.

Is this true also in Russia?

V.

Oh, sure.

But you can still

believers
true
get

there and here,

and enough of them.
I.

But it's

V.

There are lots

not so much an absolute
of guys ...

In both countries,
who would tell
are plenty

anymore?

presumably the strength

is way down.

numbers are way down of the gung-ho scientist

his government everything

of them. around, and there's.

naive and patriotic.

he can.
an effort

There are also criminal

It's

true

there

to keep them,

minds in the society

as anywhere else, if these guys are willing

to lie

in front of

the Atomic Energy Commission on the various

risks,

particularly

at Three Mile Island.
from the finest

They can find

universities

plenty

of guys with

in the world who will

lie

Ph. D. 's

in their
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to the commonpeople about how dangerous it

teeth

is.

To

own power and importance.

their

preserve

I.

R

You think that it's

more to preserve their

own power and

importance than to preserve nuclear power as something beneficial
in itself?
V.

Look, whatever

...

comes down to their

less interested

They're

replaceable

or whoever would get killed

in that

really

grocery

the one hand, and people who stand to lose,

Titan

inwardly

that

and space is an area that

outwardness without

What do you think

end.

You have

situation

on

In"Sirens

of

about people becoming

a premise in the beginning

directed;

on TV.

and are condemning it

I was going to ask you about space.

there's

cashiers,

town.

the people who stand to gain and are defending

on the other.

an accident.

store

pageant, when you see it

a surprising

at least

And what happens

in mankind, obviously.

to those farmers., or easily

.It's

It

own power.

and I doubt it's

power incidentally,

increases' their

I.

it

is an example of

about the current

space program?

I think it's

I.

Like Voyager.

V.

Yeah.

I can see no point

gristle

(laughter)

Gore Vidal

in the world that
consider

this

Particularly

nicely

now.

says that

this

supplies

a service.

for the fly-bys.

in sending 200 pounds of meat and

anywhere.

instruments

miniaturize
stunning.

I'm all

absolutely beautiful.

V.

I think

fly-bys

just
are

government is the only one

no services
I still

when you can

think

for
it's

there as far as human beings are concerned.

its

citizens;
a gravel-pit

I
out
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I.

I read in

As far as the area we're able to reach now, anyway.
the paper the day before yesterday
determined

is no longer

Titan

that

Voyager in passing Saturn

that

the largest

moon in the solar

system.
V.

Oh, I didn't

know that.

I.

It's

been replaced

that

Titan Was the largest

It's

like

They had long felt

And it's

not by much, either.

moon.

between an 070 and a 160,. it's

the difference

difference

'

the

in diameter.

of only 90 miles

sorry to hear it.

V.

I'm still

I.

I was going to tell

you about one of the NATOstudies,
with

space colonization

tubes in space as an answer to

issues for

are relevant

NATOto be considering?

and that

frivolous

Do you think

of earth.

pollution

or possible

overpopulation

for

too,

and sending 10,000

the space shuttle,

to these self-sufficient

colonists

they're

by Ganymedeof Jupiter.

things

those

Do you think

should be dealt

that

here on

with

earth?
V.

again,

benefits

is that

as its

discussed

consider

to consider

in lofty

like
-

fuck they're

doing.

There are stupid
the world,
consideration

that

they're

...

that

terms and all

of these arguments,

And I think

are interested

think

q ui bono - before you start

the merit

being made.

in who

involved

that what is the principle

I think,

I think

let's

find

a case

before we
out why they're

there are any number of people who

so primitive,
part of it

they don't

know what the

is human stupidity.

people who take a very oversimplified

view of

as does Ronald Reagan, who cannot take into
their

own motives,

as their

own opportunism.

there are any number on a very primitive

level

I

interested
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I.

in persuading

us that

stripmine

of West Virginia

all

his intent,

And that's

is disposable,

earth

and that yes, we can

and Kentucky and Tennessee.
Using up all

really.

our resources

as we

need them.
V.

Yes.

Right now!

Right now!

such an optimistic

this

thing

will

1.

That's

V.

Yeah.

I.

Who is this

V.

Carl Sagan.

There's

note.

ion ramjet,

now, this

The most popular

Very presentable

And

.I

thing

on public

television

right

now,

And you know he's a pop astronomer,
and very bright.

But it

ends on
that was

was part of a whole stable

in and put in a room there at CBS. We stayed there off

time while

hours,

Those were the kinds of questions

V.

No.

pessimists
about it,

there. ' 'Gloria
whether it

a few of

round table

not much was going on on the moon.

I.

They wanted nothing

and they would call

and you'd form a little

"you, you and you";

to kill

Is that

is.

guy?

and on for about twenty-four

I.

right

go very close to the speed of light.

at the moon walk.

brought

just

the damn thing

on

true?

at Cornell.

us in,

a space ship we can build

or whatever the hell

Cosmos; he's a very big guy.

that,

And Carl Sagan ends his series

they'd

but optimism.
Steinham'and

ask you to address?
There were only two
I had a lot

showed a sense of proportion.

why they chose you?

of questions

A-II.

V.

They were surprised.

No.

16

t

They didn't

see how anything

else was

possible.

I.

for this

Why do you think they chose you then, as an optimist
kind of thing?

Because of your work?

V.

Science fiction.

I.

They had put that

V.

But there were a whole bunch ... Buster Crabbe was there
Barbara Tuckman
because he had been Flash Gordon. (laughter)

label

on you.

Yeah.

was there because she was a Planetarium
Comminger was there,

Arthur

Arthur

and I debated

Clark was there,

Clark.

I.

He's a real optimist..

V.

Right.

But most of the time,

we were just

like

club sandwiches and stuff

that,

There

too.

watching,

were banks of TV sets tuned to the networks,

All

Henry Steele-

Anyway, everybody was

the historian.

honored to be there.

historian.

and free

scotch and

while we were killing

first
there
the
in
the
when
room
green
of us were

time.

step was

taken,

in
from
impulses
the
the
coming
there
moon
only
were
and

then.

As soon as it

science

fiction'guy,

up Heinlein
it

begins! "

or anything.
ends! "
just

was Kornbluth

hanging around'there,

big stone,

because when it

gold up there.

anyway.

that,

begins,

it

calling
begins,

Beatty who's an old

'he's

not a performer

looked at me and said "It

Cause there wasn't

a great

"It

And I was with a guy named Jerry

And he just

One guy, one

rang.

or somebody like

on the west coast and saying,

that was just

friend

was over the telephone

ends, it

Everybody knew it

But people don't

does, we've got to stop tearing

want it
the shit

was

to end,
out of
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this place, and there are too many people in that business.
care what happens next.

And they don't

"thank god I got through another day.

alcoholics,

worry about how they get through

time, just
I.

Do you think

then.

then is an outwardly-directed

isn't

days.

their

like

Let my-kids

One day at a

like me."

It might be too late

industry

living

They're

in this

for

the space program
like

economics and

directed

endeavor which

just

endeavor,

is an outwardly

country

as profitable

that

the race as a whole as more important

.

concerns which are inwardly directed consciousness?
V.

Yeah. I think it could in fact
beautiful

...

I think it would be a

for our government to do in any event-to

thing

have

these flybys and to take-a look at our neighboring. planets and
with our inwardness as

there is no reason for that to interfere
long as it wasn't a promise of escape.
I.

Now, when you get to your later

...

it

of'Släughterhoüse'Five
Do you find

in your writing.

I was going to ask
who say that with

I read some critics

you something before that.
the publication

novels

was the end of an epoch

then that other concerns and

perceptions of the world materialized

for you once that had been

published?
V.

Yeah.

Part of it

going to live,
have outlived
Slaughterhouse
died,

is the biological

How long are you

do
to
with
you
going
and what are
by.-far

F. Scott Fitzgerald.

Five at about the time that

..

that

time?

I

I finished.,.

F. Scott

Fitzgerald

so I mean that would have been my*Last Tycoon, and that

would have been shapely.
I've

problem.

outlived

That would have been career enough.

D. H. Lawrence by far.

I've

outlived

Orwell.

And

I.

A-II.

here is this

to his career,

Like a lame duck,

are complaining

ended with

lifetime,

got another

to do with

The questions

Slaughterhouse
I can't

that

responsibilities
I.

wondering what other

but I would have been quite

...

that

So I've

out what the hell

time to figure
wondering

I'm just

Sure.
all

They create nothing.

some more

proud of a literary

Five,

but such are my

quit.

you address in Jailbird;

do you think

that

effect

As they destroy.

on society?

They look at a

companyand figure out how many people they can fire
And that's

remain productive.

big

They destroy jobs

That's the magic thing they do.

the time.

people

and so *I'm

it

business, and conglomerates have a detrimental
V.

to hang

who continues

Our lame duck congressman is refusing

about.

to leave my office.

career

going on, is a person who should have

obscene thing

died to give shapeliness
around.

18

and still

what you learn in Harvard Business

School.
I.

Do you think that aside from the jobs. they destroy for the people
who*work for

them, do they have a detrimental

in general?

Do you think

more sneaking in its
utopia

starts,

they control

our lives,

methods, than say the way that

which is

Huxley's

with a war, so the government makes a decision

that we have to control,
Do you think

that

on society

effect

it's

and these are the best methods of control?

a more insidious

type of control,

do you think

they have that much power and influence.
V.

Yes, they do, but my main complaint about it
for

human beings.

is that they are bad

Again and again the complaint

is that

this

scheme or that one is bad for human beings - and the promise is
that

it

would be good for

human beings.

And what they do to the
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free

system and the free

enterprise

Adam Smith utopia

that

this

country

there could be such a thing.
conglomerates

are operating

Taco stands.

Good for

stands;

they're

might be ...

I think

you notice

where the

But if

now, they're

them,. to think

his job had wanted to start

that

a business

neighbourhood would have gone into.

There's. nothing

Thought of it! "

we haven't

They're

Hamburger

a person who had lost

and stay in his own

"hah, hah!

thought

making it

that

And here we have these

Harvard Business School people saying
of it!

the

on this.

congratulated

about tacos.

small businesses

all

dream is that

enterprise

of.

Already

thought

Thought of it!.

very hard for young people

to get started.
I.

Look what's

happening with

Chrysler

was going under and

they got a contract

from the government for a thousand tanks that

cost one and a half

million-dollars

of the free
funds,

public

taxes to fund a corporation

country,
off

really

wasn't

certainly.

To me that's

if

that wasn't

On the one hand it's

system.

so many jobs would be lost
hand, Chrysler

each.

a negation

system, because government is using public

enterprise

in the free enterprise

it

making it
good because

went under, but on the other

competitive;

And the tanks that

it
they're

wasn't

good for

producing

the

throw

the treads and the ...

V.

Are they bad (laughter)?

I.

Oh boy.
(Someof the interview

V.

Chrysler.

is lost here because of tape change)

Zamiatin set up an original

plot,

which has been good enough for

everybody, here are these two young people who have misgivings
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about society

start

looking

way.

Although at first

feels

the same way.

it

for other

people who feel

appears that

there's

the same

nobody else who

